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ABOUT US 

Arizton Advisory & Intelligence 

rizton Advisory & Intelligence 

provides competitive and 

insightful business intelligence 

across various industry verticals. Our 

expertise and knowledge ensure that the 

analysis provided is comprehensive, 

detailed, and complete. The analysis helps 

our client organizations to make insightful 

decisions and devise marketing strategies 

for their businesses. The actionable 

insights delivered through our market 

research provide a comprehensive market 

analysis at every level of market 

segmentation in the industry. 

Our team of experts ensures the analysis is 

not just analyzed and presented but also 

customized depending on the client’s 

requirement. When it comes to competitive 

intelligence, we ensure our clients do not 

look beyond us.  

Our employment base is spread across the 

globe. Our analysts prepare high-quality 

research reports and possess a wide 

industry experience, which means a proper 

understanding of the client's requirement 

and delivering premium research reports.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

A 

More than 1000+ clients 
worldwide including various  

fortune 500 Companies 

8+ years of industry experience 

in delivering valuable research 
Insights at Global, Regional and 
Country Level 

Dedicated analysts working 

across 3 continents and 

12 countries 

Pioneer  
in adopting best 

research practices 
to ensure deeper 

insights 

Top leadership having more 

than 120-man years of 

experience across varied 
industries 

A rich repository of 
syndicated reports 

across 11 Industries 

AT A GLANCE 
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1 RESEARCH METHODOLOGY 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Identification  
of data 

Evaluation of  
Market Dynamics 

Collection of Data 

Verification and 
Analysis 

Collaboration of 
Data 

This step involves identification of several 
primary and secondary data research 
sources, including Arizton’s internal data 
sources. The primary sources consist of  
in-depth discussions and interviews with 
policy makers, industry experts, and data 
evaluators, whereas secondary sources 
include a thorough study of market 
journals, press releases, annual reports, 
and government and non-government 
agencies websites. 

This phase includes a detailed evaluation 
of several factors that are likely to affect 

the market dynamics. It involves a 
comprehensive assessment of major 

market pain points, drivers, and trends. It 
also comprises a detailed study of 
research plans and methodology. 

This process consists of gathering data, 
accessing proprietary databases, and 
reaching out to key industry participants 
that operate in the market across the value 
chain. It also involves studying several 
patterns in the historical data and 
comparing it with the current scenario. 

This stage involves the validation of data 
and arrival at actual statistics, and 

evolution of the market over the years. It 
entails the study and analyzes various 

segments and verticals of the market. An 
impact analysis is also performed to 
observe which factors will affect the 

market in the next few years. 

This is the final stage, which involves both 
quantity and quality checks. Although the 
process of data verification is an integral 
part of the research process, all data points 
and statistics and figures are re-checked to 
uphold their authenticity and validity. 
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2 RESEARCH OBJECTIVES 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

To outline and forecast the hand 
tools market based on tool type, 
end-user segment, and 
geography 

To offer wide-ranging 
market statistics with 

detailed classification along 
with the respective market 

size of each segment 

To provide comprehensive 
information about factors that 
affect market dynamics 

To analyze several  
micro-market indicators 

considering growth factors, 
market prospects, and 

contribution to the market 
strategically  

To study market 
opportunities for 
participants and 
stakeholders by identifying 
high growth sectors in the 
global market 

To examine the competitive 
scenario such as joint 

collaborations, mergers and 
acquisitions, R&D activities,  
and advanced development  

in the market  

To predict the market  
size in geographical 
regions: APAC, Europe, 
Latin America, Middle 
East & Africa, and North 
America  

To analyze key strengths, 

opportunities, and strategies 

of major companies 

operating in the market 
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3 RESEARCH PROCESS 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

PROJECT 
SCOPE 

CLIENT SPECIFICATIONS 

Review and analyze client 
requisites 

Discussion of all the project 
requirements and queries 

FLEXIBILITY CHECK 

Perform through feasibility 
research 

Finalizing tentative project design 

Structuring project proposal with 
scope, timeline and pricing 

BACKGROUND STUDY 
 
Data collections from 
Company Annual Reports 

Associations 

Journals 

Magazines 

Regulatory Bodies 

Analyst Reports 

Other Paid Wall Source 

Press releases 

Conferences 

Blogs 

Newsletters 

White Papers 
Primary Research 
Research discussion with 
manufacturers, distributors, 
suppliers, regulatory associations, 
end user to validate insights  
Validation and triangulation of 
secondary and primary research 
data 

Secondary Research 

PROJECT 
KICKOFF 

PRELIMINARY 
RESEARCH 

MARKET ANALYSIS & 
SEGMENTATION 

REPORT 
DELIVERY 

Analyzing market dynamics 
Determination of key drivers, 
restraints influencing market 

Monitoring market trends 

Market size estimation & 
forecast 

Estimation of historical market 
revenues based on secondary data 

and primary insights 

Anticipating market recast by 
assigning weightage to market 

forces (drivers, restraints, 

opportunities) 

Freezing historical and forecast 
market size estimations based on 

evolution, trends, outlook and 
strategies 

Consideration of geography 
specific revenues, region-specific 

product/service demand for 
geographic market segmentation 

Consideration of product 
utilization rates, product demand 

outlook for segmentation by 
application or 
end-user type 

REPORT 
SYNTHESIS 

Data collation 

Cumulating all the essential 
qualitative and quantitative data 

Generation of report in client 
requested format by research 
analysts 

Reviews by expert analysts 

Proof-reading by editors 

Report formatting by specialist 
graphic designers 

Final quality check 

POST-SALE 
SERVICE 

Clarifying queries (if any) 

Receiving feedback 

Ensuring satisfaction 

Future research scope initiations 
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4 SCOPE & COVERAGE 

4.1 MARKET DEFINITION 

Hand tools are handheld devices that are powered by a manual power source than a 

battery or electricity-based source, especially for power tools. Being the most 

conventional form of tools, they are used for striking, cutting, measuring, fastening, 

and other general purposes. They are utilized for industrial, commercial, and 

residential activities and the commonly used hand tools among end-users include 

wrenches, drivers, pliers, and hammers. They are extensively sold by large 

distributors, whereas DIY retail chains and e-retailing have gained momentum in 

recent years. The growth in li-ion battery tools is estimated to be a major threat to the 

hand tools market as they provide enhanced convenience and ergonomics. However, 

the development of precision hand tools, the demand-supply gap for power tools in 

the heavy-duty segment, and low-cost labor in growing economies of APAC and 

Latin America are driving the momentum for hand tools. 

4.1.1 Inclusions 

› Non-powered hand tools 

› Cutting, striking, and general-purpose tools 

› Knives, blades, and multipurpose pocket tools 

› DIY hand tools 

› Hand tool kits  

4.1.2 Exclusions 

› Hand tool accessories 

› Powered hand tools that operate on battery, electricity, and other fuels 

› Pneumatic tools 

› Heat gun and glue gun 

› Laser, battery-operated, and digital measuring tools. 
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4.2 BASE YEAR 

The report considers 2021 as the base year. All calculations involving 

quantitative data are based on 2021. The values represented in the report are actual 

values for 2021, however, the values are estimated for the period 2022−2027. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

2021 2021 2022-2027 

Base Year Actual Year Forecast Period 
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4.3 SCOPE OF THE STUDY 

The report considers the present scenario of the hand tools market and its market 

dynamics for the period 2021−2027. It covers a detailed overview of several market 

growth enablers, restraints, and trends. The study covers both the demand and 

supply side of the market. It also profiles and analyzes leading companies and 

several other prominent companies operating in the market. 

Exhibit 1 Segmentation of Global Hand Tools Market 

Source: Arizton 
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4.3.1 Market Segmentation by Tool Type 

› General Purpose Tools: The segment includes tools such as wrenches, screwdrivers, nut 

drivers, pliers, hammers, riveters, clamps and vises, wrecking bars, ratchets, and sockets. 

› Cutting Tools: They consist of chisels, files, saws, knives, blades, multipurpose pocket-

friendly cutting tools, putty knives, cable, and wire cutting tools. 

› Layout & Measuring Tools: They include tape measures, calipers, feeler gauges, folding 

rules, and levels. These tools are deployed for measuring length, volume, area, and 

distance.  

› Taps & Dies: Taps and die sets are finding primary adoption in manufacturing and 

industrial activities. 

4.3.2 Market Segmentation by End-user 

› Industrial: This segment comprises hand tools utilized in automotive, aerospace, 

electronics, energy, construction, shipbuilding, and other industries. It also includes the 

automotive aftermarket sector that utilizes hand tools for precision manufacturing. Other 

industries comprise agriculture and mining. 

› Commercial: This segment includes hand tools deployed in repair works, renovation, 

retrofit activities, and maintenance works in commercial spaces such as shopping malls, 

working spaces, retail outlets, hospitals, and hotels. 

› Residential: It comprises tools used for DIY activities, home improvement activities, 

repair works, and renovation and retrofit activities in the residential sector. 
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4.3.3 Market Segmentation by Geography 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

KEY GEOGRAPHIES  

› Austria 
› France 
› Germany 
› Italy 
› Poland 
› Spain 
› Portugal 
› Romania 
› Russia 
› Sweden 
› UK 
› Netherlands 
› Denmark 
› Rest of 

Europe 

Europe 

APAC 

Latin 
America 

MEA 

NORTH 
AMERICA 

› Canada 
› US 

› Argentina 
› Brazil 
› Chile 
› Mexico 
› Peru 
› Colombia 
› Venezuela 
› Caribbean  
› Rest of Latin 

America 

LATIN 
AMERICA 

EUROPE MEA APAC 

› Congo 
› Egypt 
› Oman 
› Qatar 
› Kuwait 
› Israel 
› Kenya 
› Turkey 
› UAE 
› Nigeria 
› Saudi Arabia 
› South Africa 
› Algeria 
› Morocco 
› Rest of MEA 

› Australia 
› Bangladesh 
› Indonesia 
› Japan 
› New Zealand 
› Pakistan 
› China & SAR 
› India 
› Malaysia 
› South Korea 
› Singapore 
› Vietnam 
› Philippines 
› Thailand 
› Taiwan 
› Rest of APAC 

North 
America 
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5 REPORT ASSUMPTIONS & CAVEATS 

5.1 KEY CAVEATS 

Table 1 Key Caveats 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

PARAMETERS ASSUMPTIONS 

Economic 
Outlook 

While forecasting the market outlook, no macroeconomic 
collapses and recessions are predicted about the global 
economic landscape 

Currency 
Fluctuation 

Market forecasting was carried out under the assumption 
that the value of the USD ($) is likely to remain constant 

during the forecast period 

Political 
Outlook 

While arriving at the market size, the global political 
environment was assumed to remain stable during the 
forecast period 

Data 
Authenticity 

Revenues and segment-specific information were derived from 
annual reports of respective companies. The information is 
assumed to be authentic. However, revenues for the non-listed 
companies were derived from various authentic publications, 
news articles, and primary sources 

Accuracy 
& Reporting 

All figures mentioned in the study were rounded to the 
nearest decimal place. Thus, the summation of figures and 
percentages may differ by a margin of 0.01 

Vendor 

This report provides a list of vendors, which are active in the 
market. It includes vendors across all geographical regions. The 
report identifies vendors on the based on their market revenue 
and dominance in terms of market experience, regional 
presence, the portfolio of their products, financials, expenses on 
R&D activities, and the popularity of their brands 
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5.2 CURRENCY CONVERSION 

The standard currency used throughout the report is the USD ($). However, in the 

case of other currencies, the annual average currency rate (January 1 to December 31) 

is used for conversion. These conversion rates are rounded to the nearest decimal 

place. The chart below represents the standard conversion rates used in the report. 

Table 2 Currency Conversion 2015−2021 

 

Currency 

Conversion 
2015 2016 2017 2018 2019 2020 2021 

/  USD/EUR 0.8969 0.8988 0.8605 0.8566 0.8914 0.8483 0.8517 

/  USD/GBP 0.6526 0.7309 0.7607 0.7586 0.7860 0.7709 0.7297 

/  USD/JPY 120.9000 107.5269 113.8867 111.0019 109.0025 105.5210 110.5123 

/₭ USD/SEK 8.4040 8.9328 8.4135 8.8826 9.4494 8.8134 8.6508 

/A$ USD/AUD 1.3112 1.3430 1.3042 1.3578 1.4354 1.4202 1.3549 

/  
USD/RMB 

(CNY) 
6.1606 6.6100 6.6294 6.6675 6.8926 6.6788 6.4394 

Source: Arizton 

*The above exchange rate is the mean of month-end exchange rates computed for the last 12 months 
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5.3 MARKET DERIVATION 

Exhibit 2 Market Size Calculation Approach 2021 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Source: Arizton 

The chart above shows the approach adopted to arrive at the market size of the global 

hand tools market in 2021 and the segments that are considered to derive the market 

value. 

› Market size figures are primarily arrived through the bottom-up approach and are then 

validated through the top-down approach 

› Sales of major product providers were aggregated to arrive at an estimate of the market 

size in terms of revenue. The same approach was used to calculate the market size in terms 

of volume. An estimated 85–90% of vendors’ capacities are mapped and considered in the 

report calculations 

› Segmental data were calculated through the bottom approach, which involves the analysis 

of segment-wise financials of the key market players. The data is either derived from their 

annual filings or through primary research in the absence of the former.  

› Price trends for key related commodities were analyzed for the past few years and given 

due consideration to derive the projections for the forthcoming six years using a set of 

forecasting techniques. 

1 2 3 

Global Hand 

Tools 

Market 

Overall 

Revenues of 

Hand Tools 

Market 

Total 

Estimated 

Market 

Share of 

Major 

Vendors 
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› Also, innovation and R&D efforts of several market players were studied and weighed in 

before arriving at the projections as they can potentially disrupt the market both in terms 

of consumption and purchasing patterns. 

› The effect of several macroeconomic and meso factors is also considered at each interval 

while arriving at the forecast. 
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MARKET AT A GLANCE 
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MARKET SIZE  
(REVENUE) 

01 INSIGHTS    

$24.94 BN 

$28.74 BN 

$22.53 BN 

2024 2027 2021 

CAGR 

2021-2027 

4.14% 

6 MARKET AT A GLANCE 
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NORTH AMERICA 

LATIN AMERICA 

EUROPE 

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 

APAC 

REGION 

$5.71 BN 

$4.83 BN 

$7.09 BN 

$1.91 BN 

$2.99 BN 

MARKET SIZE 

3.56% 

3.24% 

5.13% 

4.10% 

4.28% 

CAGR 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

GEOGRAPHICAL SEGMENTATION  
(2021) 
 

02 INSIGHTS    
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FRANCE 

ITALY 

UK 

SPAIN 

GERMANY 

COUNTRY  

$0.70 BN 

$0.90 BN 

$0.82 BN 

$0.56 BN 

$0.58 BN 

MARKET SIZE 

3.20% 

3.11% 

2.90% 

3.51% 

3.40% 

CAGR 

EUROPE  
(2021) 

 

03 INSIGHTS    
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US 

CANADA 

COUNTRY  

$5.14 BN 

$0.57 BN 

MARKET SIZE 

3.59% 

3.30% 

CAGR 

NORTH AMERICA 
(2021) 

 

04 INSIGHTS    
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LATIN AMERICA 
(2021) 
 

05 INSIGHTS   

BRAZIL 

MEXICO 

COUNTRY  

$0.85 BN 

$0.70 BN 

MARKET SIZE 

4.06% 

3.90% 

CAGR 
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1 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 
(2021) 
 

06 INSIGHTS    

UAE 

TURKEY 

SOUTH AFRICA 

SAUDI ARABIA 

COUNTRY  

$0.37 BN 

$0.61 BN 

$0.41 BN 

$0.24 BN 

MARKET SIZE 

4.28% 

3.75% 

3.80% 

4.21% 

CAGR 
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APAC 
(2021) 

07 INSIGHTS    

JAPAN 

SOUTH KOREA 

CHINA 

AUSTRALIA 

INDIA 

COUNTRY  

$1.01 BN 

$2.56 BN 

$1.14 BN 

$0.77 BN 

$0.91 BN 

MARKET SIZE 

4.33% 

5.31% 

5.80% 

4.01% 

4.21% 

CAGR 
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END USER 
(2021)  

08 INSIGHTS    

INDUSTRIAL 

$15.89 BN 

COMMERCIAL 

$4.39 BN 

RESIDENTIAL 

$2.26 BN 
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INDUSTRIAL 
(2021)  

09 INSIGHTS    

AEROSPACE 

$3.04 BN 

CONSTRUCTION 

$4.21 BN 

AUTOMOTIVE 

$3.64 BN 

OTHERS 

$0.56 BN 

SHIPBUILDING 

$1.01 BN 

ENERGY 

$1.21 BN 

ELECTRONICS 

$2.21 BN 
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GENERAL PURPOSE 
TOOLS 

$15.19 BN 

CUTTING TOOLS 

$5.38 BN 

LAYOUT & MEASURING 
TOOLS 

$0.89 BN 

TAPS & DIES 

$1.07 BN 

TOOL TYPE 
(2021)  

10 INSIGHTS    
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GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 
(2021)  

11 INSIGHTS    

SCREWDRIVERS & NUT 

RUNNERS 

$2.75 BN 

PLIERS 

$3.21 BN 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS 

$0.76 BN 

WRENCHES 

$3.02 BN 

WRECKING BARS 

$1.35 BN 

CLAMPS &VISES 

$0.93 BN 

RIVETERS 

$1.26 BN 

HAMMERS 

$1.92 BN 
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CHISELS & FILES 

$1.62 BN 

SAWS 

$1.84 BN 

KNIVES & BLADES 

$1.18 BN 

CABLES & WIRE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

$0.74 BN 

CUTTING TOOLS 
(2021)  

12 INSIGHTS    
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MARKET OPPORTUNITIES  
& TRENDS 

13 INSIGHTS    

1 

INCREASING GROWTH IN WOOD CONSTRUCTION 
 High sustainability and comparatively low costs of timber have propelled the 

market, which is supported by favorable government policies and associated 

initiatives. As the world is approaching a sustainable future, steel and 

concrete, which are responsible for 10% of the global carbon emissions, are 

mostly being replaced with sustainable alternatives. Timber-based 

constructions are also preferred owing to their climate-friendly nature, which 

promotes environmental benefits. 

2 

INCREASED HOME RENOVATIONS AND DIY ACTIVITIES 

DIY tool kits are gaining popularity in India and China owing to the limited 

availability of skilled labor, which can be high in urban areas. This has driven 

the growth in the utilization of hand tools such as chisels, hammers, and 

screwdrivers for domestic household activities, home improvement, repairs, 

woodwork, and gardening work. The rise of the home improvement industry 

could substantially promote the market for hand tools during the forecast 

period. 

3 

GROWING CONSTRUCTION OPPORTUNITIES IN DEVELOPING 
COUNTRIES    

Most emerging economies have increased their housing construction and 

infrastructural investments due to rapid urbanization in major cities. Also, mergers 

and acquisitions have become increasingly popular in recent years, where large and 

well-established firms have acquired companies. In 2019, approximately 112 cross-

border deals were recorded in the construction industry across the world, with 

global firms accounting for roughly 45%. Despite the COVID-19 pandemic 

wreaking havoc in the hospitality industry, there were around 2,476 hotel 

constructions in the pipeline in the APAC region. 
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MARKET ENABLERS 14 INSIGHTS    

1 

INCREASING INFRASTRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION 
Hand tools are one of the key components required for infrastructural 

construction and the shift toward industrialization is a key focus for several 

emerging countries. A rise in the production of crude oil and government 

initiatives in emerging countries such as India, China, Mexico, Venezuela, and 

few other countries expect to lead to significant industrial infrastructural 

development, hence propelling demand for hand tools. Global infrastructure 

project investments expect to increase phenomenally by the end of 2040, which 

is likely to induce economic and demographic changes across the world 

2 

INCREASING WIND & SOLAR ENERGY INSTALLATIONS 
Renewable energy sources rely on fastening solutions for everyday 

productivity. While most wind energy technicians prefer cordless power tools 

to maximize mobility especially working at heights, the usage of hand tools, 

particularly cutting and fastening tools cannot be entirely excluded. Further, 

the requirement of a mandatory power source for corded tools also adds to the 

growth and demand for cordless and hand tools. 

3 

MASS TOWNSHIP PROJECTS 
Governments in several countries are taking initiatives to provide affordable 

housing for all soon. The growing number of residential buildings is expected 

to drive the demand for hand tools. For example, in India, the government plans 

to provide housing for all by 2022, which requires constructing around 30 MN 

low-cost houses along with building around 100 smart cities. Saudi Arabia has 

a homeownership strategy, which estimates 70% of its residents to have homes 

by 2030 under its Housing Program.  
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MARKET RESTRAINTS 15 INSIGHTS    

RISE IN AUTOMATION 

Conventional hand tools are being extensively replaced by power tools across 
geographies. This can be more prominent in North America, Europe, and 
developed economies of the APAC region. While the dominance of power tools 
has been more predominant in the recent past, the venture of cordless power tools 
has reshaped the face of the power tools industry. It has also contributed to the 
origin and extension of new product ranges in the battery-operated categories 
that can further diminish the scope of hand tool applications. 

FLUCTUATION IN RAW MATERIAL PRICES 

The volatility in raw material prices poses a serious threat to vendor margins. 
Other operating expenses, such as wages of labor, are also witnessing a sharp 
increase. Chinese manufacturers add more worries to the company’s top line. 
These factors are burdening vendors that are striving to produce high-quality 
hand tools in the market. 
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7 INTRODUCTION 

7.1 OVERVIEW 

Hand tools have been the most conventional and inevitable equipment in the tools 

industry. Amid the surge in competition from power tools, hand tools continue to 

increase their application in several end-user segments. Despite the prominence of 

sophistication and technological impact, hand tools play a crucial role in every 

household and industrial activities. The consistent growth in the adoption of hand 

tools over the past few years owing to its performance and productivity has signified 

the niche probability of them being completely replaceable. Affordability, 

widespread presence, and proven efficiency ratio are further fueling the demand for 

hand tools. Hand tools are an integral part of everyday life and households, and 

developing economies are the major end-users of hand tools, accounting for 65−70% 

share of the total tools utilized in 2019 in their respective markets. In recent years, 

DIY activities have driven the demand for hand tools such as wrenches, hammers, 

and cutters in developed economies. 

Exhibit 3 Life Cycle Placement of Global Hand Tools Market  

Source: Arizton 

Since the stone age, hand tools have been an inseparable part of human dwellings 

and, the extensive reliance intensifies human dependency on basic tools far more 
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than we realize. Through centuries, tools have been considered as an integral 

component of everyday living and are used for several tasks. Tools are also regarded 

as a factor that reflects the status of the society. More sophisticated tools a society 

uses, more advanced it is. Hand tools are also a major contributor to the growth of 

civilizations and their enormous momentum today. They have reshaped and 

propelled development since the dawn of mankind. In recent years, the tools 

industry has faced a lot of challenges with the rise in complexity and intensity of the 

end-user and the arrival of electric, gas, and battery-operated tools. However, the 

utilization of classic hand tools is expected to be certain and evident in the market 

and they are going to stay. Right from hammers, chisels, saws, and axes to modern 

tool kits, precision cutters, and putty knives, the hand tool industry has witnessed 

traction with consistent upgrades in safety and ergonomics. 

Exhibit 4 Competitiveness among Tool Categories in End-user Industries 2021–2027  

Source: Arizton 

Currently, hand tools are available in several sizes and shapes; they can be versatile 

or specific in their functions. The effective utilization of hand tools also requires a 

proper understanding of the tool for the specific work to be carried out, thereby 

improving productivity, and reducing the margin for errors. Accordingly, a lack of 

knowledge in operating or negligence can lead to injuries. Moreover, proper usage 

and precision are more crucial than the speed of work while handling tools. Layout, 
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striking, metal cutting, and woodworking functions require optimum input from 

hand tools despite the dominance of other tool categories. Hand tools such as 

wrenches, drivers, cutters, pliers, and saws are found in basic tool kits of electricians, 

plumbers, and craftsmen, signifying the momentum for hand tools. 

Hand tools are highly driven by external factors. The evolution in the segment has 

happened through technification of its driving force, which is increasingly less 

dependent on human strength. Further, the current scenario for the tools industry is 

moving in the direction of higher technification, alongside greater autonomy and 

increased operational capabilities. Despite the consistent changes in the tools 

industry, the four principles - percussion, cutting, leverage, and rotation- are likely 

to be standards in the coming years. 

Several industries and manufacturing units tend to drive the market for hand tools 

in the coming years. As shown above, the growth in sales of plug-in vehicles is highly 

significant that is expected to drive the demand for automotive hand tools, especially 

precision ones, during the forecast period. It is impossible to manufacture a part or 

component in the automotive industry without utilization of hand tools such as 

wrenches or drivers. Further, the growth in home repair, maintenance, and 

replacement activities expects to sustain the dominance of hand tools in the 

residential segment. With home refurbishment activities becoming a major trend 

among developed countries, the use of hand tools is likely to grow, along with 

growing investments in public infrastructure and renewable energy projects. 

With over 37,500 aircraft to be manufactured over the next two decades, the demand 

for affordable, portable, and precision hand tools has surged in recent years. Further, 

there is also a growing commitment to research, design, production, and support 

among defense equipment manufacturers in the APAC region supported by various 

government initiatives. This has substantially led to the growth in maintenance, 

repair, and overhaul (MRO) activities in the defense and aerospace industry in the 

region. This substantial development in the aviation sector is expected to boost the 

hand tools market in growing economies of the APAC region. 

Furthermore, precision manufacturing involves the assembly of miniature parts and 

chips, usually measured in microns, which require the application of advanced hand 

tools. The requirement for high-precision tools can emerge from a small product (in 
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grams) or an item that is over 20 tons. The precision tools industry is characterized 

by mass production and small production runs. Precision parts are most often critical 

in nature. Hand tools, especially fastening tools such as wrenches, screwdrivers, nut 

drivers, and riveters, are mostly used for the assembly of these precision parts that 

are more crucial in automotive and aerospace industries. With power tools gaining 

prominence in precision parts manufacturing, the potential of adjustable wrenches 

and combination pliers is still unmatched, which is driving the market for hand tools. 

The market is set to display growth during the forecast period with some emerging 

key trends such as high diversity of substrate materials driven by continuously 

evolving end-user expectations and the rise of industry 4.0 and IoT. Furthermore, 

precision manufacturing was once a stronghold of the US and a few European 

economies such as France, Italy, and Germany. However, at present, it is set to 

expand to emerging economies with next-generation large-scale manufacturing 

centers to be planned predominantly in the APAC region. However, the same is 

likely to be complemented by an overwhelming rise in global automation 

expenditure that eventually warrants the need for sensors, power tools, and IoT 

interfaces, which can offer significant cost savings over medium to long term since 

they ramp up the efficiency of end-user industries. This can substantially pose a 

threat, diminishing the market scope for hand tools, thereby demanding more 

innovation from conventional tool vendors to meet upcoming industry standards. 

The world is moving toward the use of renewable energy sources to reduce carbon 

emissions. Countries such as China, the US, Germany, and India are installing 

additional wind turbines to promote sustainability. Furthermore, in countries such 

as Brazil, Mexico, the UAE, and Saudi Arabia, investments and exploration in the oil 

& gas industry are gaining momentum. With the onset of large construction activities 

and hosting of the FIFA World Cup in 2022 in Qatar, the demand for employment 

opportunities in the construction industry is likely to grow in several Middle East 

countries. These scenarios, along with a favorable macroeconomic environment, can 

fuel the growth of hand tools at work sites. 

The wide adoption of small and powerful hand tools has become a major hindrance 

for end-users, although most tools offer high durability. Due to simplicity of tools, 

hazards associated with small tools are getting overlooked, leading to workplace 

injuries. For instance, the hammer market has changed in many ways, especially for 
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vibration management feature. Although players such as STANLEY offer innovative 

vibration-free hammers, most contractors and builders in the US are concerned about 

long-term injuries associated with the prolonged use of hand tools despite stringent 

laws governing the same. This has compelled most cordless power tool 

manufacturers to rely on vibration control as a key differentiator. As the impact of 

vibration greatly relies on accessories being used, hand tool vendors can focus on 

minimizing the crisis, which can be great leverage for sales to compete with power 

tool vendors. 

Construction and automotive industries are the major drivers for hand tools owing 

to the volume of workload carried out and the concentration of heavy-duty 

applications. New buildings in conjunction with renovation and retrofit activities 

expect to stimulate consistent demand during the forecast period. Construction sites 

are more prone to accidents and injuries while working with traditional tools, hence 

safety is a major concern, thereby hindering their adoption. Modern cordless power 

tools are energy-efficient, thereby prompting battery vendors to offer long-lasting 

and high-performance batteries to match the functionality of the latest cordless tools 

in the market. Training and safety programs offered by vendors have also reduced 

the number of accidents and injuries at work sites. Power tools are likely to replace 

most hand tools, especially in the construction segment, due to enhanced safety 

measures. Some of the areas of replacement could involve drilling, fastening, 

grinding, demolishing, milling, cutting, and measuring. 

The demand for hand tools has also risen in the e-retail segment owing to the 

increasing number of e-commerce websites. Tapping opportunities for e-retailing in 

countries such as India and China can be a game-changer, where they expect to 

exhibit high potential over the next five years. The nascent and growing phase of 

power tools in these giant e-markets is a natural boost for hand tool vendors, as they 

can utilize the online medium to penetrate the DIY and residential hand tools market. 

While global players in the power tools segment are entering the untapped markets 

in APAC to cater to a diversified customer base, it is considered as the right time to 

utilize the dominance and signify growth prospects among hand tools vendors in the 

coming years. This can be certain and suitable for regions such as China, India, 

Taiwan, Thailand, Hong Kong, and Malaysia. Further, most cordless power tool 

vendors need product customization to enter the APAC and Latin American 
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countries to tackle unique challenges imposed by industries such as complexity in 

manufacturing assembly, ensuring ease of use among employees, and promoting 

awareness on the use of cordless tools. This scenario is benefiting the hand tools 

market. 

The global hand tools market is highly competitive with a significant number of 

global and regional vendors. Vendors are thus introducing innovative features such 

as insulated coatings, adjustable options, patented blade technologies, and expansion 

options in their products to differentiate themselves. Looking for more precision and 

productivity, professional contractors rely on advanced tools and accessories 

irrespective of price and warranty, where the surge in construction and retrofit 

activities expect to fuel the demand for hand tools during the next five years. 

Thus, the growing DIY culture, increased need for assembly tools such as drillers for 

precision parts, increasing home improvement activities, high labor cost, and 

increased opportunities for product innovations in aerospace, automotive, and 

construction industries expect to influence the hand tools market over the next five 

years. Although dominance, penetration, and dependence on hand tools are not as 

attractive as seen a decade ago, the inevitable contribution from hand tools in certain 

areas of application is expected to reduce the intensity of threat levels posed by 

power tools. 

7.1.1 Industrial End-user Outlook 

› Although hand tools are used in nearly every industry, construction, automotive, and 

aerospace are among the largest application end-users as these industries typically deal 

in the manufacturing of essential equipment for living and transportation. 

› In 2020, the end-user demand had slowed down on account of the COVID-19 pandemic. 

The severe downturn in major economies of the world impacted the market in H1 2020 

and had a substantial impact on operations in the manufacturing sector until H1 2021.  

› Although most countries have been able to curtail the spread of COVID-19, the advent of 

different variant of coronavirus still create uncertainty in the market. Hence, the non-

uniformity in the recovery process will lead to many dynamics in the industry in the form 

of supplier realignment, contract-term renegotiations, and procurement pricing 

reduction, among others.  
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› Hand tools are one of the most outsourced and daily used products that require some 

specific tolerance levels during operations and standard quality. 

› Automotive, construction, power generation, oil & gas, and metal & mining industries 

depend on the economic growth of the country/region and can witness fluctuating 

demand for hand tools. 

Exhibit 5 Industry Outlook amid COVID-19 Pandemic  

Source: Arizton 

› While the diversity and scale of end-user industries determine the extent of demand for 

hand tools, the demand is mostly affected by following factors: 

› Extent of interchangeability of components and spares involved 

› Extent of quality control required and thus the tolerance levels 

› Total cost of wear/fatigue life of the conventional components  

› The intensity of automation and the need to make functions independent as much as 

possible. Greater the complexity of machines, lower is the need for hand tools 

7.1.2 Shift toward Urbanization propelling Construction and Manufacturing 

Demand  

The shift toward urbanization and an urban lifestyle is a key factor driving the 

demand for commercial and residential construction across the world. Moreover, the 

rise in urbanization clearly means growing disposable incomes and high 

expenditures. With improving disposable income and economy several renovation 
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and home improvement activities are being carried, which, in turn, boost the demand 

for hand tools from the construction industry. Moreover, the shift toward 

urbanization has also boosted the building of commercial spaces such as malls, 

supermarkets, departmental stores, shopping centers, playing arenas, among others. 

The construction of such places has become rapid across the world, which is 

propelling the demand for hand tools. 

Exhibit 6 Global Urban & Rural Population 1950–2050 (million)  

 
Source: Arizton 

Apart from shopping centers and malls, urbanization has also led to a significant shift 

toward traveling, which has boosted development of airports, public transportation 

systems, and hotels. Hence, the growth in traveling and tourism activities has led to 

a high demand for aircraft manufacturing in the aerospace industry. Hence, 

urbanization has boosted the sale of hand tools. 
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7.1.3 Key Insights 

› The competitive nature of automotive, electronics, construction, and aerospace industries 

has strengthened the demand for high-quality, 

value-added output through efficient designs. 

› APAC-based vendors are modernizing their 

facilities, as the introduction of major 

multinational vendors in this region has made 

the market competitive and has acquired 

sophisticated manufacturing technology. 

› The global demand for hand tools is projected to 

be adversely affected by a substantial increase in 

global automation spending, which essentially 

justifies the adoption of power tools by end-user industries. 

› The construction industry is the major revenue and demand generator for hand tools, and 

this end-user segment is expected to witness significant growth with the growing 

population and the rising demand for housing units and urbanization. 

› There are hundreds of hand tool manufacturers globally and their sales network relies on 

the demand for construction and manufacturing. However, mergers and acquisitions in 

the industry have also resulted in moderate consolidation. 

› Distribution is a key factor in the delivery of hand tools, and a robust infrastructure has 

been built to handle millions of hand tools among end-users. 

› The slowdown of construction activities in both North America and Europe has a 

significant impact on the infrastructure markets, thereby negatively affecting the demand 

for hand tools.  

› Owing to decline in coal-mining activities and the increasing demand for wind generation 

energy, the demand for hand tools from the Middle East & Africa is projected to rise at a 

significant pace during the forecast period. The growing emphasis on clean power 

generation and the food safety and hygiene regulations will boost demand for hand tools 

in the region. 
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7.1.4 Parameters impacting Market Growth  

Exhibit 7 Market Growth Parameters  

Source: Arizton 
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7.2 SUPPLIER & RAW MATERIAL SNAPSHOT 

Suppliers of hand tools play an important role in the overall cost, functionality, and 

performance of the end-product. Considering the criticality of the product, raw 

material becomes an important factor. 

Exhibit 8 Supply & Raw Material Insights  

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market depends on raw material as they contribute to over 50% to the 

overall cost. Hand tool vendors use raw materials such as metals such as steel, iron, 

wood, titanium, semi-finished components, vibration-free coatings, plastics, and 

rubber for hand tools manufacturing. A major raw material procured is stainless 

steel. Since China is the major steel-producing country and produces more steel than 

the rest of the world, vendors in APAC, especially in China, expect to enjoy low 

procurement cost and high profit margins. For instance, China accounted for over 

53% of the global steel production in 2019, and the rest of the world accounted for 

46.7%. 
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7.3 CONSTRUCTION INSIGHTS  

7.3.1 Residential Construction 

Residential constructions constitute building structures, including apartments, 

houses, and living spaces. The construction of residential buildings not only involves 

new buildings but also renovation and repair work of existing residential buildings. 

The residential construction industry output growth continued to be sluggish in 

several emerging markets in 2020, particularly in the Middle East. In contrast, major 

advanced economies such as 

the UK, the US, and Australia 

have struggled to generate 

growth momentum.  

APAC anticipates being the 

fast-growing region for the 

consumption of hand tools in 

residential constructions 

during the forecast period. With the growing population and increasing 

urbanization, the scope and demand for DIY activities is growing, and hence hand 

tools are estimated to grow significantly in India, Brazil, and other emerging 

countries by the end of 2027. 

Investments for residential constructions are likely to be promising in Europe (long 

term). The overall growth in economic conditions in Germany is likely to propel the 

residential construction market and its related construction activities due to several 

economic restructuring measures taken by the federal government to reduce bank 

rates.  

Moreover, several subsidies and tax exemptions provided by government agencies 

contribute majorly to the European economy and its GDP. Spain is a major green spot 

for growth in the European construction market, where the growth of residential 

constructions is substantially high. The increasing number of tourists from several 

countries acts as a seeding factor for the growth of overseas buyers in Spain. Due to 

the growth in demand for residential constructions, major construction equipment 

manufacturers, including hand tools manufacturing firms across the world, extend 

their supply chain in the European market. The impact of the COVID-19 pandemic 

Reduced bank interest rates in majority of 

emerging economies in Europe expect to drive 

residential constructions, thereby boosting the 

potential market for hand tools during the 

forecast period. 
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on the European economy is severe. However, the Spanish economy has recovered 

to some extent post-Q4 2020. 

7.3.2 Commercial Construction 

The commercial building construction market expects to grow by around 4.5% 

during the forecast period. This growth is majorly due to the emergence of Building 

Information Modelling (BIM) and other technological advancements. BIM is a highly 

collaborative process followed in 

majority of emerging economies 

across the world. It has enabled 

architecture, engineering, and other 

construction professionals to 

collaborate on planning, designing, 

and construction of large-scale 

buildings in a single 3D model. The commercial construction market involves the 

construction of buildings and structures for any commercial purposes to yield 

revenue. Predominantly, construction works other than residential buildings and 

dwelling units are categorized under commercial & industrial buildings, some of 

them include: 

› Shopping malls 

› Hospitals 

› Hospitality 

› Retail units and warehouses 

› Food & beverages units  

› Chemical laboratories  

› Other buildings   

The APAC region has the highest demand for hand tools from commercial buildings 

end-users. Growing and developed economies in APAC such as India, Singapore, 

Malaysia, and South Korea are the major countries witnessing an increased number 

of commercial construction units. In 2019, construction activities in these countries 

grew compared to the previous year due to the growing population and increasing 

urbanization in major parts of the APAC region. However, construction activities 

The UAE, Spain, and the UK expect to 

witness the highest consumption of green 

materials in commercial constructions 

during the forecast period. 
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were hampered severely due to the COVID-19 pandemic in 2020.  The pace of growth 

of commercial constructions in North America expects to remain weak at 0.9% during 

the forecast period. Commercial construction orders in North America are driven by 

rework or subcontract orders for existing buildings.  

7.3.3 Public Infrastructural Construction 

The global construction of transport infrastructure, which include railway platforms, 

airports, and road and expressways, accounts for approximately 32% share of the 

overall construction industry. For economically growing countries to enjoy inclusive 

and sustainable growth, modern and efficient infrastructure is essential. Most 

emerging economies across the 

world have increased their 

investments in infrastructural 

developments, which drove the 

growth of related construction 

works by the end of 2019.  

The infrastructural construction 

industry requires large resources and construction equipment with consumption 

growth of approximately 1.2% every year. In 2019, approximately 3 billion tons of 

construction materials was consumed by infrastructural projects across the globe. In 

recent years, a majority of the infrastructural and large-scale constructions have used 

eco-friendly construction materials. 

As the demand for infrastructural projects in emerging economies rises, most hand 

tools vendors look at emerging and developing markets to increase their operational 

reach and scope. The increase in safety standards and regulations to use eco-friendly 

construction equipment has prompted demand for hand tools. However, the 

growing demand for automation and power tools poses a strong threat to the 

demand for hand tools. 

Major construction firms in growing economies of the APAC region capitalize on cost 

advantage and make greater efforts to secure infrastructure construction projects 

abroad. Further, several hand tool manufacturers are benefitting from these 

infrastructural mega-constructions.  

In 2019, approximately 3 billion tons of 

construction materials used for the 

construction of infrastructural projects 

globally.   
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Productivity has become a key driving factor in infrastructural construction that 

receives a substantial boost from standardization, modularization, and 

prefabrication. Most global construction firms focus on these construction trends for 

infrastructure projects. The construction industry in Germany is well known for its 

technologies and R&D innovations, bringing an advanced approach to several 

infrastructure construction across the world. Such factors have created significant 

challenges for hand tools vendors and have propelled demand for power tools.  

The APAC region with its rapid urbanization and growing population has 

approximately 121 mid-sized to mega-sized construction projects that were proposed 

in emerging and developed economies in 2019. Several hand tool manufacturers 

expect high demand, especially from infrastructure constructions. In several 

emerging economies across the world, construction firms face a challenge in the 

procurement of construction components. This is majorly due to the high price of 

several established brands of construction materials. In addition, an operational lag 

in the supply chain of building equipment is a major concern for several builders 

globally since the flaws in construction operations can create huge financial losses 

and delay in the completion of major projects. This in turn could have a negative 

impact on the market growth. 
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7.4 US-CHINA TRADE WAR  

In March 2018, the US government imposed a 25% and 10% tariff on steel and 

aluminum, respectively, originating from China and exported to the US. The 

construction industry, in general, was affected by the tariffs as many steel and 

aluminum requirements of the US manufacturers were met by cheaper imports from 

China. This increased the price of the final output, which were passed on to the end 

customers.  

Trade tensions have escalated and have affected the construction industry, which is the 

backbone of the hand tools demand.  

The construction industry is one of the largest resources and other raw material 

consumers. The steel consumption by the construction industry accounts for 50% of 

the steel produced on the global scale. Trade tariffs on steel are imposing additional 

costs on US contractors that use a high proportion of steel. The high dependence of 

US manufacturers on Chinese suppliers affected and expected to continue as the 

trade tensions rise. The lack of sourcing alternatives has a trickle-down effect on the 

market in focus. 

The trade tensions between the countries had a negative impact on the hand tools 

market both in APAC and North America and are not limited to China and the US. 

The global economy is improving and is on an upward trend; however, the trade-

related issues between major countries, especially when China and the US are not 

only important countries from the global economic and trade perspective but also 

from the flooring industry perspective. Trade protectionism and barriers are acting 

as a challenge toward market growth. 

The effect of these tariffs and other trade issues between the two countries had a 

negative influence on most industries, depending on steel and aluminum. Therefore, 

a cost escalation was witnessed in several industries that use steel and aluminum. 

This acts as a barrier for market players in terms of scaling up options. The market 

for hand tools is likely to depend on these trade and economy variables during the 

forecast period and expects to face challenges in value and volume. 
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7.5 FAQ 

7.5.1 Value Propositions to Focus on Product Developments 

Since the market offers little or no product differentiation, the cost becomes a primary 

characteristic. Hence, most vendors compete on their pricing model. As many 

vendors focus on bringing down the final price of their products, their quality suffers.  

Consequently, the development of high-quality products that can have a longer life 

becomes very crucial. Products, which can deliver precision, low cost, and less 

requirement for replacement expect to enjoy competitive advantage. 

7.5.2 Major Vendors in Hand Tools Market  

Stanley Black & Decker, Techtronic Industries Company, Snap-on, Apex Tool Group, 

and Emerson, and few others are the major vendors in the market, holding majority 

share of the global hand tools market. 

7.5.3 Immediate Threat to Hand Tools Market 

The adoption of power tools, technological advancement in end-user industries after 

Industry 4.0, and price reduction in lithium-based batteries used in battery operated 

tools by several end-user industries, including aerospace, automotive, construction 

expect to serve as an immediate challenge for the growth of the hand tools market. 

The major advantages of power tools over hand tools include: 

› Reduced workforce 

› Quiet operations 

› Automation 

› Flexibility 

› Efficiency 

› Speed, balance, and accuracy 

7.5.4 Regions Experiencing Exceptional Demand & High Growth 

Europe is expected to witness maturity in demand for hand tools. Although APAC 

is the largest and an established market, it is still expected to witness substantial 

growth during the forecast period due to significant presence of end-user industries. 

Latin America is also expected to witness significant CAGR due to rapid 

industrialization.  
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7.6 IMPACT OF COVID-19 

The global hand tools market suffered a slowdown on account of the COVID-19 crisis 

as most of the economic activities were halted in 2020, especially during Q1 and Q2 

2020. Most major revenue-generating end-users such as construction, automotive, 

commercial renovation, and home improvement activities were affected, leading to 

a decline in the sale of hand tools. Curfews and lockdowns prevented the extensive 

application of hand tools by workers and contractors, thereby affecting the overall 

revenue generation for the market during the period. The utilization of hand drills, 

wrenches, drivers, cutters, and saws, which were considered as the major revenue-

generating tools in the market, was potentially reduced during the early part of 2020. 

To practice social distancing, government-recommended lockdowns in various 

sectors, including industries such as the automotive, electronics, and precision 

manufacturing, affected the demand significantly. China and South Korea, which are 

considered the major markets for automotive parts and electronic component 

manufacturing, were under complete lockdown in Q1 2020, which might have 

aftereffects in the latter half of 2020 as well. Hyundai, Kia, and Ssang Yong have 

temporarily shut down their factories in South Korea, thereby impacting the market 

for precision and assembly hand tools. 

However, the lockdown also initiated the trend of DIY and crafting activities as 

consumers were forced to isolate themselves in their homes. People also found more 

time to get involved with pending home repairs and other improvement activities. 

The scope for tool kits, art, and wooden tools, and repair tools was on the rise during 

the pandemic, especially in wrenches, pliers, chisels, knives, and other cutting tools 

segments. Although the online demand was geared up during early 2020, the 

challenge with product availability and remote delivery was common. However, 

retail stores and DIY chains in economies such as the UK, Italy, and the Netherlands 

were partially opened during Q3 2020, which had a positive impact on the overall 

market. With stores being closed in most major end-user markets of China, the US, 

and APAC countries, vendors are trying to fill the gap through e-retailing and third-

party sellers. Players offer an ‘in-store’ like experience to enhance the customer 

experience as brick-and-mortar stores are more preferred as an ideal source of 

distribution in the growing DIY markets. 
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Despite the operational efforts from certain major vendors with high restrictions, 

supply chain disturbances and distribution through retail and e-commerce sites were 

highly challenging for vendors to function optimally. Only major retail chains such 

as Lowe’s and Home Depot were able to maintain their momentum by leveraging 

their well-balanced omnichannel strategy. Players such as Stanley Black & Decker 

also utilized the scenario to showcase their philanthropic activities by contributing 

over $10 million to help the community and their employees across the globe. 

However, the market gradually revived in Q4 2020 and 2021, where the growth 

momentum expected to be regained after the commencement of activities in end-user 

industries. Hand tools and its associated accessories soon could observe an upgrade 

in safety, specifications, and quality, which can promote human health and welfare 

during critical times and economic uncertainty. 

According to the UNCTAD, the outbreak of COVID-19 could decline the in global 

FDI by 5−15%. The primary reason for this decline is the slowdown in the 

manufacturing sector and the shutdown of non-essential factories and production 

lines. The negative impact of COVID-19 on domestic as well as foreign investments 

was high in the automotive, energy, and aerospace industries. Affected by the spread 

of the COVID-19 virus across the globe, OEM and component manufacturers of 

electronics, chemical, automobile, and aerospace products faced challenges in first 

two quarters regarding the availability and supply of raw material as well as the 

movement of finished goods. In the electronics sector, consumer electronics and 

smartphone companies have started reducing their production capabilities and 

manufacturing operations. The sector has also delayed the introduction of new 

products, which, in turn, has impacted the manufacturing and supply of 

components, thereby affecting production capabilities in the aftermarket landscape. 

Table 3 Global PMI Overview for April–May 2020  

Index April 20 May 20 Remark 

PMI 39.60 42.40 Decline - slow rate 

Output 32.50 39.20 Decline - slow rate 

New Orders 31.50 36.30 Decline - slow rate 
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Index April 20 May 20 Remark 

New Export Orders 27.10 32.20 Decline - slow rate 

Future Output 47.10 52.10 Growth opportunity 

Employment 41.50 43.20 Decline - slow rate 

Input Price 47.40 48.00 Decline - slow rate 

Output Price 46.80 47.90 Decline - slow rate 

Source: Arizton 

In terms of global manufacturing, the sector has not yet recovered completely from 

the pandemic, and the downturn in the manufacturing and overall industrial outlook 

has remained tepid. The restraint to improve the global manufacturing outlook is 

primarily due to residual disruptions in industrial supply chains. Manufacturing 

companies that witnessed the negative impact of the COVID-19 pandemic during 

2020 are companies that employ the “Just in Time” model, wherein they procure raw 

materials precisely when they are required in production, companies, and sectors 

that are heavily dependent on the supply of raw materials, semi-finished goods, and 

assembly lines. 

The hand tools demand is high for fasteners used in industries. The global industrial 

fasteners market suffered a downfall during the COVID-19 crisis as most economic 

activities were halted during Q1 and Q2 2020. Most major revenue-generating end-

users of construction, automotive, machinery, and aerospace manufacturing 

activities were affected, leading to a decline in demand for new fasteners, including 

meeting the previous order by MRO clients. This in turn had a negative impact on 

the demand for hand tools. China and South Korea, which are considered the major 

markets for automotive parts and electronic component manufacturing, were under 

complete lockdown in Q1 2020, which had residual negative demand in Q2. 

Hyundai, Kia, and Ssang Yong had shut down their factories in South Korea 

temporarily, thereby impacting the market for automotive fasteners and hand tools. 
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Exhibit 9 Impact of COVID-19 on Industrial Fasteners Market  

Source: Arizton 

7.6.1 Impact of COVID-19: Supply Side 

In 2020, the COVID-19 pandemic affected the hand tools market on a large scale. 

Below mentioned are some impacts on the supply and demand scenario. 

› There was a decline in the production level in Q1 and Q2 of 2020 due to lockdown 

restrictions imposed in several countries 

›  Fluctuations in prices of raw materials  

› Disruption of supply chain due to lack of availability of labor and transportation facilities 
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7.6.2 Impact of COVID-19: Demand Side 

› Fall in demand for hand tools due to closure of industrial and commercial spaces  

› Demand for hand tools from the residential sector owing to increasing DIY activities  

› With normalizing cases of COVID-19 in several countries, the opening of manufacturing 

and commercial activities resulted in gradually increasing demand for hand tools  

› In Q1 and Q2 2020, there was a severe fall in demand for hand tools from the commercial 

and industrial sectors owing to the complete lockdown imposed by governments in 

various countries. However, as soon as the economy started to see a reviving trend, the 

demand started rising due to increased safety norms and various COVID-19 protocols  
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8 MARKET OPPORTUNITIES & TRENDS 

8.1 INCREASING GROWTH IN WOOD CONSTRUCTION  

Exhibit 10 Impact of Increasing Growth in Wood Construction  
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Wood being a common and traditional material for buildings has been prioritized in 

construction of modern, multi-storey buildings, which was earlier limited for 

residential single-family housings in major economies. The 2015 version of the 

International Building Code (IBC) has allowed the construction of wood-frame 

buildings that can be up to 6-storey high (26 meters) high. Higher buildings are also 

permitted where the approval from local officials is recommended. Accordingly, 

most national, and global regulations have also aligned their norms and harmonized 

with IBC for regulating construction of large wooden frame buildings for commercial 

and residential purposes. The timber industry is also witnessing higher growth in the 

recent past owing to the high production of cross-laminated timber, glulam, and 

laminated veneer lumber.  

High sustainability and comparatively lower costs of timber have propelled the 

market, which is also 

supported by 

favorable government 

policies and associated 

initiatives. Height 

restrictions on timber 

buildings were relaxed 

in Canada in the provinces of Oregon and British Colombia. Incentives are also 

provided through the “Green Construction Through Wood” program that expect to 

fuel construction projects. Further, improved aesthetics coupled with the wellbeing 

of the occupants are attractive features that are driving the significance in the 

workplace environment in a timber building. However, the cost of timber and 

competitiveness of the other alternative building systems in the country can greatly 

influence the wooden construction market. 

“Wood is aesthetically attractive and more sustainable, 

so it is getting a lot of attention from both developers 

and government” – Peter Feigenbaum (Senior Project 

Architect at GF55 Architects) 
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Exhibit 11 Share of Wooden Construction Across Geographies 2019  

Source: Arizton 

With over 2 billion square meters of new building stocks required every year across 

the globe during 2019−2025, the intensity lies in responsible actions from the 

construction industry, which is regarded as a major contributor to global emissions. 

A target for 45% reduction of greenhouse gases is being aimed by 2030. As the world 

is approaching a sustainable future, steel and concrete, which are responsible for 10% 

of the global carbon emissions, are mostly being replaced with sustainable 

alternatives. Timber-based constructions are also preferred owing to their climate-

friendly nature, which promotes environmental benefits. The lightweight and 

flexible nature of wood is also enhancing its usage during earthquakes and natural 

calamities. The requirement for skilled woodworkers and proximity to materials 

could be a challenging factor for timber-based construction in the future. 

While Europe is considered as a forerunner in the segment, the US is fast emerging 

as a major market for timber-based construction, displaying the strongest potential 

in recent years. There were also over 650 built or planned wooden commercial 

buildings in the US as of 2019. New York is expected to be the hotspot for this 

growing trend in the coming years, with recent constructions in South Williamsburg. 

Project developers in Japan and Australia are also catching up with the momentum, 

which can potentially drive the demand for hand cutting tools such as saws, chisels, 

files, blades, and other cutters. 
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Exhibit 12 Factors driving Demand for Wood/Timber Products  

Source: Arizton 

The growing population across the world, increased government initiatives for 

housing scheme, increased climate change impact, increased focus on human well-

being, space and resource constraints in developed economies, and growing 

pollution levels have encouraged innovations in modern architecture, which can fuel 

the industry growth in the coming years, thereby stimulating new and replacement 

demand for cutting tools and kits. With the potential and dependency of timber being 

more certain and predictable, vendors in the hand tools industry can focus on 

constructive hand tools for sustaining themselves in the competitive tools industry. 

The complexity in building structures can also demand more durable and versatile 

cutting tools with adjustable features and better ergonomics over the next five years. 

8.1.1 Europe Wood Industry Outlook 

The European Union (EU) accounts for approximately 5% of the world’s and the 

forested area of the EU is slowly increasing. The region has around 182 million 

hectares of forests and other wooded land. Of the total area of the EU-28 covered by 

wooded land in 2015, Sweden accounted for 16.8 %, Spain (15.2 %), and Finland 

(12.7%). The wood products industry in Europe comprises three main sub-sectors - 

Sawnwood (timber that is cut from logs into different shapes and sizes), wood-based 

panels, and secondary processed products. Sawn wood is the largest sub-sector by 

A prefabricated timber frame 
can be erected on the site 
faster than a comparable 
brick and block construction.

Timber frame structures 
could not achieve the 
same level of sound 
insulation as concrete or 
masonry as they are not 
as dense.

Timber construction 
requires less CO2 to 
process and produce than 
steel

However, timber frames 
could require additional 
time for design and 
fabrication, which can 
lead to a longer wait 
before work begins on 
site.

If not well-maintained, 
external timber elements 
can rot over time, 
however, in general, the 
frame itself is well-
protected. 

The cost of a pre-
designed timber frame 
can be higher than other 
construction materials.

Timber frame structures 
can typically achieve a 
better thermal 
performance than 
masonry structures with a 
thinner construction.

The risk of fire can be 
increased if timber frames 
are not erected correctly, 
and during construction 
prior to fire protection 
being installed.

Timber frame structures 
are both strong and 
robust as long as they are 
designed and constructed 
properly.
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production in Europe. Traditionally wood was used majorly for single family 

buildings. However, after the advent of engineered wood products (EWPs), the 

usage of wood has significantly increased in large-scale construction such as bridges, 

industrial halls, sport centers, and multistorey residential buildings in Europe. 

Nordic countries majorly rely on wood for buildings while the usage of wood is less 

in Sothern European countries. In the multi-family residential construction markets, 

the market share of wood is estimated to be around 4–5% in Europe. The Sawnwood 

consumption per capita in the EU and Finland is majorly in buildings with two-storey 

or less. 

Exhibit 13 Key Insights  

Source: Arizton 
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8.2 INCREASED HOME RENOVATIONS AND DIY ACTIVITIES  

Exhibit 14 Impact of Increased Home Renovations and DIY Activities  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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In some developed economies of North America and Europe, most adults indulge in 

creative and purposeful leisure activities. Some consumers also invest in home 

improvement and maintenance activities based on their personal interests. In 

countries such as France, Germany, Italy, and the UK, consumers consider DIY 

activities as a major hobby. Further, the concept is also gaining momentum in 

developing economies of APAC and Latin America. DIY tool kits are gaining 

popularity in countries such as India and China owing to the limited availability of 

skilled labor, which can be high in urban areas. This has driven the growth in the 

utilization of hand tools such as chisels, hammers, and screwdrivers for domestic 

household activities, home improvement, repairs, woodwork, and gardening work. 

Exhibit 15 Spending on Interior Room Renovations by Homeowners in North America 2019 ($)  

Source: Arizton 

The rise of the home improvement industry, which is considered as a major spending 

area among millennial parents, can substantially promote the market for hand tools 

during the forecast period. The millennial generation that is buying new homes 

undertakes many home-improvement projects as per modern trends. Building a 

deck, remodeling a basement, remodeling a bathroom, installing a drywall, and 

renovating garages are some of the common home improvement activities 

undertaken worldwide. These can potentially make use of hand tools, thereby 

contributing to the overall growth of the market. 

Consumers in the residential sector often take up repair activities that improve their 

skills; these activities are also highly cost-efficient since they avoid skilled labor for 
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minimal workloads. Wire cutters, combination wrenches, and pliers are the most 

preferred tools for plumbing and electrical works. Furthermore, the presence of 

hypermarkets, supermarkets, and other specialty stores such as Home Depot offers 

more DIY projects and drive the market for tools, which eventually fuel the market 

for hand tools such as pliers and wrenches.  

Most common DIY activities at homes include fixing cardboards, replacing auto 

lights, plumbing works, and patching a hole, which require a basic kit of hand tools 

rather than the need for sophisticated power tools. Most kids and teens are involved 

in extensive crafting activities in the US. The growth in preference for crafting 

activities, such as beads and jewelry, sewing and fabric, needle arts, wood crafts, and 

home décor requires the effective application of tools such as chisels, hammers, 

screwdrivers, knives, blades, and wrenches. 

The DIY home improvement market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 2.67% during 

the period 2019−2024. Most small household activities such as woodworks and 

hardware works could increase the demand for cutting tools and general purpose 

tools such as wrenches and saws. Hand tools are the most important components of 

DIY activities along with power tools and decorative tools, which have also enabled 

most hand tool vendors to design and offer compact and user-friendly tools and kits 

that are safe and affordable. Further, the Ready-to-Assemble (RTA) furniture market 

is gaining traction and can support the usage of hand tools for assembling activities. 

With kitchens and bathrooms are some of unsighted areas in the house but with 

consistent usage, the demand for renovation is high, which increases the application 

of doors and windows for kitchens and bathrooms. Over 32% of homeowners in the 

US choosing to renovate kitchens focus on replacing windows and doors. As the 

market of existing residential spaces has matured, the new construction in the 

housing sector is struggling in the US, which has increased the demand for 

maintenance and improvement of existing properties. It has been witnessed that 

Americans spend $5,000−18,000 to improve their homes. Around 25% of 

homeowners in the US spent $10,000−25,000 on home improvement and renovating 

housing spaces in 2019. About 28% of property owners find it more affordable to 

renovate than purchase a property that would be more aligned with their needs. 

Thus, it can be inferred that in recent years, the spending on home improvement has 

growing, hence generating growth opportunities for the hand tools market.  
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8.3 INCREASING WIND & SOLAR ENERGY INSTALLATIONS  

Exhibit 16 Impact of Increasing Solar & Wind Energy Installations   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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Renewable energy sources rely on fastening solutions for everyday productivity. 

While most wind energy technicians prefer cordless power tools to maximize 

mobility especially working at heights, the usage of hand tools, particularly cutting 

and fastening tools cannot be entirely excluded. Further, the requirement of a 

mandatory power source for corded tools also adds to the growth and demand for 

cordless and hand tools. Hand tools are one of the major components required for 

assembly and maintenance of solar units and wind turbine installations. The drive 

toward carbon-free power generation means that wind turbine manufacturers, 

installers, and maintenance crews will witness an increasing workload and a growing 

need for hand tools and equipment. 

Exhibit 17 Wind Power Industry Outlook  

Source: Arizton 

One of the fastest growing green energy technologies is wind power. Across the 

globe, the demand for electricity generated by harnessing wind is on the rise, partly 

because of the decreasing price of wind turbine installations. Over the last two 

decades, the global deployed onshore and offshore wind power capacity have 

increased by nearly 75%, increasing from 7.5 gigawatts (GW) in 1997 to 564 GW by 

2018. Thus, investments in wind power installations expect to boost the demand for 

hand tools. Increasing global average annual onshore wind power investments are 

expected to reach $146 billion per year by 2030 and $211 billion by 2050 as compared 
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with $67 billion in 2018. Similarly, the offshore wind power sector is expected to 

witness high investments, thereby contributing to the hand tools market. 

Exhibit 18 Solar & Wind Power Installation Outlook  

 

Source: Arizton  
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8.4 GROWING CONSTRUCTION OPPORTUNITIES IN 

DEVELOPING COUNTRIES  

Exhibit 19 Impact of Growing Construction Opportunities in Developing Countries  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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The booming urbanization rate and the growing population have driven the global 

construction industry over the past few decades. The construction industry expects 

to grow due to significant opportunities in residential, commercial, and 

infrastructural construction. Most emerging economies have increased their housing 

construction and infrastructural investments due to rapid urbanization in major 

cities. Also, mergers and acquisitions have become increasingly popular in recent 

years, where large and well-established firms have acquired companies. In 2019, 

approximately 112 cross-border deals were recorded in the construction industry 

across the world, with global firms accounting for roughly 45%.  

Some of the key M&A activities expecting to generate opportunities in the 

construction industry are as follows: 

› In 2019, a long-running bidding war targeting Spain’s Abertis, a toll road group, ends an 

agreement between ACS Group (75% owned by ACS) and Atlantia to jointly acquire 

Abertis for $22.7 billion. Through this acquisition, ACS and Atlantia can jointly bid for 

projects in North America, Australia, and Europe. By the end of 2019, the partnership had 

become the largest toll road group globally, implementing several infrastructural 

constructions in growing economies. 

› Japan’s SoftBank Vision Fund proposes to acquire Katerra, which specializes in 

multifamily, student & senior housing, and hospitality. Katerra utilizes technology and 

begins the construction process in a factory before completing the build on-site. This 

acquisition has been closed with a final deal value of $866 million. The acquisition expects 

to enable Katerra to increase investments in R&D and grow the scale of its business in the 

construction sector during the forecast period. 

Furthermore, the growth in infrastructural and high-rise buildings in the Middle East 

and Africa region expects to be higher during 2020−2030. Moreover, the demand for 

specialty constructions such as floor, interior designing, and aesthetic constructions 

expect to rise significantly by 12.2% during the forecast period. This in turn is likely 

to fuel the hand tools market.  

The construction industry represents 13% of the world’s GDP and expects to project 

$15 trillion by 2025. Owing to COVID-19-related challenges, the construction market 

slowed down in early 2020. Experts anticipate that the construction sector will 

observe growth in 2021 and is likely to normalize by 2022. The growing construction 

sector has catalyzed the demand for hand tools.  
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Infrastructure development plays an important role in promoting the sustainable 

growth of economies. There has been much progress in infrastructure development 

over the past few years. Construction and infrastructure development have been hit 

hard due to the outbreak of COVID-19 across the world. Activities in these sectors 

are expected to resume in 2021, 

resulting in the growth of 

infrastructure development in 

various regions such as APAC, 

Europe, and North America.  

The construction sector in APAC 

witnessed a significant decline in 2020 due to 

the COVID-19 pandemic, which has been the 

lowest since 1967. China is the powerhouse 

of the APAC region. Although it was the 

epicenter of the COVID-19 pandemic, the 

country has shown positive signs through 

investments in infrastructure. China’s 

growth expects to rebound to 6.90% by the 

end of 2021 as activities in the construction sector normalize and lockdowns get lifted 

around the world. The country has resumed its construction activities on just under 

90% of its key projects since getting the virus under control. All major has resumed 

in China. Henceforth, post-pandemic, the rising activities in the construction sectors 

will boost the market for hand tools during the forecast period.  

Owing to COVID-19-related challenges, the construction market in Europe slowed 

down in early 2020. Experts anticipate growth in the European construction sector in 

2021 and expect growth rates to return to normal by 2022. The construction market 

is witnessing growth in several countries of Europe. The European construction 

sector will rebound by 2021 and expect to grow by 6% in 2021 and 3% by 2022. Some 

countries in Europe, such as Germany, France, Italy, Spain, and the UK, expect to 

recover in 2022. Residential and commercial sectors of Europe are likely to grow 

between 3% and 6% annually by 2022. The construction output of European countries 

is expected to increase by 2022. The increase in construction activities in residential 

“The largest project under the pipeline in the 

APAC region is in Vietnam, with 7,500 rooms 

in Mui Dinh Eco-Resort, which will start in 

2022.”  

Wuhan province was the epicenter of

COVID-19, and China has resumed 90% of

its projects since getting the virus under

control
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and commercial sectors is expected to accelerate the demand for hand tools in the 

region.  

Despite the COVID-19 pandemic wreaking havoc in the hospitality industry, there 

were around 2,476 hotel constructions in the pipeline in the APAC region. According 

to the Top Hotel Projects Construction Database, APAC is driving growth in the hotel 

market. There are 667 hotels scheduled for launch in 2021, which will add 162,102 

rooms. The growth is likely to continue in 2022, with 444 planned hotels and 111,078 

rooms, followed by another 179 properties in 2023. In addition, 515 hotels with 

127,104 rooms were confirmed for 2024 and beyond. China is the leading country in 

the APAC’s hospitality industry, planning for 1,206 new hotels, followed by 

Australia and India with 183 and 148 new hotels, respectively. Other Asian countries 

– Indonesia, Thailand, and Vietnam – have 136, 123, and 117 new constructions of 

new hotels, respectively. Therefore, hand tools expect to witness renewed demand 

from the hospitality sector.  

The development of economies majorly relies on the infrastructure sector. According 

to the Asian Development Bank Data, it is estimated that emerging countries in the 

APAC region need to invest $26 trillion in infrastructure development by 2030 to 

maintain growth, eradicate poverty, and offset climate change. Governments around 

the region are spending on public works, often with competing promises of heavy 

investment from China and Japan. In India, the government needs to spend 

approximately $1.70 trillion on infrastructure as the government is planning for 

massive modernization. It is also planning to link around 700,000 villages, offering 

high scope for the development of houses. Henceforth, rising infrastructure 

development across the globe will boost the market for hand tools. 
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9 MARKET GROWTH ENABLERS 

9.1 INCREASING INFRASTRUCTURAL CONSTRUCTION  

Exhibit 20 Impact of Increasing Infrastructural Construction  
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Hand tools are one of the key components required for infrastructural construction 

and the shift toward industrialization is a key focus for several emerging countries. 

A rise in the production of crude oil and government initiatives in emerging 

countries such as India, China, 

Mexico, Venezuela, and few other 

countries expect to lead to significant 

industrial infrastructural 

development, hence propelling 

demand for hand tools. In the UAE, 

the construction sector expects to be 

driven by increasing operations in leading construction companies such as Aegon 

Corp, Bechtel, and Combined Contractors Group. The UAE and Qatar are the most 

attractive countries for infrastructure spending across the globe, amid low oil prices. 

In addition, Saudi Arabia is also projected to grow during the projected timeframe. 

The presence of massive oil and gas reserves in the country and the emergence of oil 

and gas companies expect to fuel the market for hand tools.  

Exhibit 21 Ongoing Infrastructure Projects in UAE 

 

 
Source: Arizton 

Global infrastructure project investments expect to increase phenomenally by the end 

of 2040, which is likely to induce economic and demographic changes in several 

countries across the world. Major constructors estimate that about 59% of the global 
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Infrastructure projects in Latin America 

and MEA expect to have a positive impact 

on the global infrastructure development 

during the forecast period.  
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infrastructure spending would be channeled to the APAC region. Infrastructural 

projects in Latin America and MEA regions expect to be highly promising during the 

period 2020−2025. The construction industry is witnessing steady growth across the 

world, hence influencing the hands tools market.  

Key Insights 

› There is a widespread consensus among growing economies and businesses that is 

substantially increasing the quality of infrastructure. Investments in global infrastructure 

projects expect to increase by 21% during the forecast period. 

› The US government plans to invest around $2 trillion, which will undoubtedly provide 

higher support to the overall growth of the infrastructural sector in North America. 

› Electricity and power infrastructure will be one of the fastest-growing sectors in Europe as 

countries across Europe reaffirmed their commitment to advance the implementation of 

the Paris Agreement and intensify their co-operation on climate change and clean energy. 

In addition, the construction of railway tunnels will enhance the growth of railway 

infrastructure. All such factors expect to fuel the market growth from industrial sector. 

› China, Hong Kong, Indonesia, South Korea, India, and a few other emerging countries 

expect to outperform developing countries in terms of GDP growth and manufacturing 

bases.  

› Morocco prepares to install over 100,000 solar pumps by 2021, consequently driving the 

demand for hand tools. 

›  Moreover, governments in the Middle East and Africa launched several wastewater 

treatments schemes to provide water for over two billion hectares of agricultural land.  

› Investments in drainage networks and sanitation systems, and the development of 

alternative water sources, including desalination of sea water and recycling of 

wastewater, is increasing in Gulf countries., which directly will influence the hand tools 

market.  

›  Over the years, India has emerged as one of the fastest-growing economies in the world 

and an attractive investment destination driven by economic reforms and a large 

consumption base.  

› Electricity generation in India reached 1,252.61 billion unit (BU) in FY20. India ranks 

fourth in wind power, fifth in solar power, and renewable power installed capacities. 

These infrastructural developments expect to boost the global hand tools market during the 

forecast period. 
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9.2 GROWING DEMAND FROM CONSTRUCTION INDUSTRY  

Exhibit 22 Impact of Growing Demand from Construction Industry  
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The world is witnessing new developments and market trends in the construction 

industry. Technological transformation is a major factor influencing this growth, 

along with significant changes deployed throughout the industry, from design to 

installation. While building projects are becoming more complex in nature, stringent 

policies governing employee safety, utilization of advanced tools, need for energy 

efficiency, and improvement of productivity are some major concerns. Growth can 

be highly concentrated in real estate and residential sectors, which are majorly 

supported by low interest rates and rising disposable incomes. The growing 

population, the increasing demand for public construction activities, and growing 

foreign investments in construction sectors expect to fuel the growth of hand tools 

during the forecast period. The global construction market expects to grow to $15.21 

trillion by 2030, with over 55% of the growth contributing by the US, China, and 

India. This in turn reflects high growth potential for sales growth in these countries. 

Exhibit 23 Factors driving Construction Industry Growth  

Source: Arizton 

While the construction industry witnessed a steady growth in 2019 despite crises of 

labor shortage and cost pressures, it suffered a decline in Q1 2020 owing to the impact 

of the COVID-19 pandemic. However, the confidence among global construction 

companies expects to increase new opportunities during the forecast period and 

beyond. Despite the persistence of uncertain economic conditions, companies were 

able to identify and utilize the bright spots in certain limited markets, especially the 

US and Europe. Some other major factors driving the global construction market 

include green cities to reduce carbon footprint, growth in the tourism industry, and 

Smart contracts

Modular and prefabricated constructions

Green constructions

Growing real estate sector

Rising global investments
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a significant number of shopping malls that are in the pipeline. It is expected that 

efforts put in by government bodies and private sector players will help the market 

to stable. The growth is also expected to fuel the demand for hand tools.  

The availability of cheap labor in countries such as India and China and the growing 

number of construction projects in the pipeline expect to support the market for hand 

tools. For instance, in India, the government launched a project called “Housing for 

all 2022,” through which approximately 20 million affordable homes for urban poor 

by 2022 will be planned, which, in turn, is expected to boost demand for hand tools 

from the residential sector of the country. Moreover, the Pradhan Mantri Awas 

Yojana (Urban) Mission was launched on June 25, 2015, which intends to provide 

housing for all in urban areas by 2022. Under this project, over 6,300 houses will be 

built under the “Light House Projects.” Here, the residential segment is expected to 

contribute one-third of the total revenue by 2023. Further, in growing economies of 

APAC and Latin America, rapid urbanization, a growing middle-class population, 

and steady uptick in domestic and regional economic conditions are indirectly 

paving the way for construction infrastructure, thereby increasing the adoption of 

hand tools. Henceforth, the growing construction industry will drive the market for 

hand tools. 

9.2.1 Rising Construction Activities in Commercial Real Estates 

The expansion of the commercial sector is witnessing a boost due to a considerable 

demographic shift in the consumer base. Over the last three decades, about one 

billion people have estimated to have come out of extreme poverty. This has shaped 

the usual way of living and promoted urban living standards in developing 

countries. About two-thirds of the global population is expected to live in urban 

areas, according to the UN estimates by 2050. This emphasis on rapid urbanization 

is likely to push construction across the world. The rise in construction of commercial 

spaces will drive the market for hand tools. 

Airports, malls, restaurants, education institutes, small and medium businesses, and 

corporate offices are the key commercial places where several construction projects 

will be witnessed during the forecast period. Also, new construction activities offer 

vendors an opportunity to promote new brands and products.  
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9.3 MASS TOWNSHIP PROJECTS  

Exhibit 24 Impact of Mass Township Projects  
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Hand tools are used for all types of construction projects, especially low-rise, high 

rises, and mass townships, etc. Governments in several countries are taking 

initiatives to provide affordable housing for all soon. The growing number of 

residential buildings is expected to drive the demand for hand tools. Some of these 

initiatives in a select few countries are given below: 

India 

In India, the government plans to provide housing for all by 2022, which requires 

constructing around 30 MN low-cost houses along with building around 100 smart 

cities. This in turn creates huge opportunities for vendors of hand tools eventually 

driving the market growth. Moreover, the government’s decision in late 2014 to relax 

previous conditions relating to 100% FDI in the real estate sector has enabled quicker 

construction activities in the country driving demand for hand tools.  

Exhibit 25 Overview of Mass Township Projects  

Source: Arizton 

Saudi Arabia 

Saudi Arabia has a homeownership strategy, which estimates 70% of its residents to 

have homes by 2030 under its Housing Program. The ownership rate under this 
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program increased from 47% in 2017 to 60% in 2020. Also, the Saudi Arabia latest 

budget shows that the government is focusing on infrastructural reforms as per the 

2030 vision. This aims to provide a dignified life for Saudi families by enabling them 

to own houses that match their needs and financial capabilities. This in turn expects 

to develop huge potential for growth of the hand tools market.  

Singapore 

In 2019, bathrooms of most newly launched Housing and Development Board’s 

(HBD) flats assembled off-site in Singapore. By 2019, toilets in all newly built public 

housing flats and rooms about a third of housing projects were built in a factory 

instead of the construction site. Therefore, initiatives taken by the government to 

develop countries for providing low-cost houses in extremely less time to develop 

the country and offer people ease of living is a major driving factor for hand tools 

vendors. Vendors can target these countries, governments, and builders, which will 

enable them to increase the sales, hence driving the overall market growth.  

Hong Kong (China SAR) 

The development of ‘Affordable housing’ has become an urgent and important topic 

of discussion in China. Construction activities are significantly increasing both in 

private and public projects in Hong Kong. The demand for hand tools is expected to 

increase in public housing development projects, which is described by its great 

degree of repetitiveness and bulk production. Not only public housing builders, but 

vendors can also target builders of private houses with high disposable income that 

are more likely to invest in DIY activities, hence driving the market growth.  
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9.4 LOW COST AND UNSKILLED LABOR IN DEVELOPING 

ECONOMIES  

Exhibit 26 Impact of Low Cost & Unskilled Labor in Developing Economies   
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Despite the growing significance of the power tools market, a major factor that 

hampers their widespread adoption is the availability of cheap labor in most 

developing economies concentrated in APAC and Latin America. Low-cost manual 

labors mostly constitute less-skilled workers that make use of traditional hand tools 

instead of advanced power tools. These laborers use hammers, wrenches, pliers, 

cutters, and other basic tools to reduce working costs. This leads to low preference 

and poor penetration of corded and cordless power tools in these countries. 

Moreover, the availability of low-cost labor has pushed most operations of US-based 

organizations to China.  

Exhibit 27 Labor Costs per Hour in China, Vietnam, Mexico (2016–2020) ($) 

Source: Arizton 

Working procedures of low-cost manual labors in countries such as India, China, and 

Indonesia are drastically different from battery-operated power tools, which poses 

additional challenges for vendors. Consequently, this has forced the necessity of 

promoting education and awareness campaigns in these economies before the efforts 

taken for promoting and selling hand tools product. The van demonstration 

campaign by Bosch in India is one such example that is expected to positively impact 

the market in the country. However, additional challenges posed by low-skilled 

laborers and cheap workforce prevent the rapid growth of power tools, which has 

consequently helped hand tools to maintain their market dominance. Accordingly, 

countries such as China and India are considered among the largest end-users of 

hand tools across the globe owing to the niche penetration of power tools. 
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Exhibit 28 China Labor Cost Index  

Source: Arizton  

The labor availability at an affordable cost in developing economies is another major 

factor for under-penetration of DIY activities. While the usage of cordless tools is on 

the rise for home improvement activities in the US and Europe, the availability of an 

affordable workforce in growing economies prevents the need for dependency on 

sophisticated tools. They tend to save time, effort, and cost through outsourcing. As 

the outsourcing is performed at a cheaper rate, people in households do not show 

interest in small repair and maintenance works, which eventually leads to a lower 

preference for residential cordless power tools such as glue guns, heat guns, jigsaws, 

drills, and impact wrenches, which were gaining traction over the past five years. 

The scenario is also affected by the low presence of DIY outlet stores and 

supermarkets that offer a cordless range of products owing to the low significance of 

DIY trends in Asian countries. The potential for efficient usage of power tools and 

accessories is drastically reducing, where hand tools still dominate in the growing 

economies by leveraging cheap and unskilled laborers. 

Most building constructors and associations globally and about 65% of construction 

firms estimate that the lack of skilled labor will have a significant impact on 

productivity during the forecast period. Construction firms are looking for ways to 

cope with the skilled labor shortage. This has led to higher usage of hand tools 

instead of power tools in the construction industry.  

After the global recession in 2008, around 1 million construction workers across the 

world have left their construction jobs never to return. Most construction workers 

avoid building jobs, perceiving them to be difficult, dangerous, and dirty. The United 
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States Labor Bureau stated that roughly more than half a million construction jobs 

were vacant in North America by 2019. This phenomenon has been observed in most 

growing economies around the world, where the construction industry is a major 

revenue contributor to the economy. In fact, several contractors are forced to pay high 

wages for sub-contractors, and in case of specialty construction work, contractors 

face a major struggle to find skilled labor to carry out works such as roofing, flooring, 

and much more. These factors ultimately contribute to the demand for hand tools.  

In the hand tools industry, the lack of skilled laborers is a major driver. However, 

several large-scale construction firms are looking at alternative ways to resolve the 

lack of skilled labor in modern construction sites. A majority construction companies 

in technically growing countries such as the US, China, India, and Japan adopt robots 

in construction fields. With the adoption of robots, the demand for hand tools is 

anticipated face challenges in longer run. Also, the rising number of training 

requirements in the workplace and improved safety standards from organizations 

such as OSHA are expected to improve labor skills at construction sites. This is also 

expected to enhance work productivity by using flexible and efficient power tools 

over the next five years. Being a major upcoming challenge during the forecast 

period, vendors in the hand tools market are prone to face competition from power 

tools in developing countries as well. Thus, even though labor cost and unskilled 

labor is a major driver fir the hand tools market in present scenario, going forward, 

the demand and preference for power tools are expected to surge, thereby 

significantly reducing the dominance of conventional hand tools in long run.  
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9.5 AUTOMOTIVE INDUSTRY DRIVING MARKET GROWTH 

Exhibit 29 Impact of Automotive Industry Driving Market Growth   
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The growth in developing economies has played a significant role in the 

development of the automotive sector across the globe. With the rising demand for 

automotive vehicles in emerging economies, vendors have promising opportunities 

to capitalize upon. Further, as the competition intensifies among several OEMs in 

developing economies, vendors have pushed themselves toward product 

differentiation. All these developments in the automotive sector will drive the 

consumption of hand tools in the region.  

The automotive aftermarket is a major segment utilizing the potential of hand tools 

over the years. The segment is undergoing rapid shifts with dynamic customer 

expectations coupled with technological innovations and changes in competitive 

power. Assessment of the latest trends is one of the major strategies for sustaining 

operations in a highly competitive market. While relying on safe, smart, and reliable 

solutions are more crucial for success, workshops, auto repair shops, and small 

garages rely on durable and effective tools, including the traditional hand tools for 

various applications. 

Exhibit 30 Automotive Aftermarket Industry Trend supporting Long-term Growth in Hand Tools Market  

Source: Arizton 

 Some OEMs are also trying to establish their presence in the aftermarket by creating 

their own individualized networks of non-car brand-specific repair shops to make an 

impression in the value chain. These OEMs are also investing funds to enhance the 
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customer experience levels by leveraging the connectivity for service and repair to 

make automated decisions. This can potentially create new demands for manual 

fastening tools and general hand tools over the next five years. Further, the retrofit 

solutions, accessories installment, crash repair, maintenance, wear and tear, and tires 

are the potential applications that make use of hand tools.  

It is also estimated that wear and tear of parts accounted for the largest share in terms 

of revenue contribution to the automotive aftermarket as of 2019 at around 54%. 

While the quality of the parts has improved, the rise in average vehicle age is 

expected to lead to the frequent requirement of replacements and repairs that can 

make use of hand tools such as wrenches and screwdrivers. Further, the rise in fleet 

management and customized services for loyal customers can support the use of 

automotive-related hand tools.  

Similarly, components such as cameras, sensors, and other software technologies 

could constitute a major share in upcoming vehicles, especially in the EV segment. 

Thus, the rise in electrification and advanced software inclusions might lead to 

greater complexity for workshops and garages. However, they are also expected to 

test the portfolio of hand tools available in the market, which can even lead to new 

opportunities for players to develop and innovate their hand tools that are more ideal 

for complex parts handling. 

Auto mechanics are the ideal consumers for hand tools as they understand their 

unique importance and advantages. The professionals also understand the value of 

traditional hand tools such pliers and wrenches that can be used in the smaller areas 

of vehicles. Some of the other common hand tools that are utilized include grinders, 

screwdrivers, wire cutters, clutch-head drivers, lathes, and pressure gauges. Brands 

such as Stanley offer an exclusive range of hand tools such as screwdrivers, 

wrenches, and sockets that are dedicated to the automotive industry and its 

aftermarket, thereby making use of the potential opportunities in these industries.  
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Developments have been robust in emerging markets, with continuing 

industrialization and 

foreign trade operations, 

especially in BRICS 

countries. China's large 

fiscal stimulus programs 

have rendered it the pioneer 

in emerging markets over the last few years. China has retained its status as the 

world's largest car market in recent times. India's automotive industry is competitive 

and rising rapidly. Many auto OEMs are entering the market to tap its huge potential. 

The economic growth in BRICS countries has propelled the growth rates for the 

automotive industry in present times. 

Motor vehicles remained one of the key hand tools consuming sectors. Looking at 

the sales outlook of smaller cap countries such as Finland, Austria, and others in 

Europe, there will be substantial sales in the region. Therefore, the popularity of 

motor vehicles is driving the use of hand tools in the region. Countries such as India, 

China, and Indonesia have seen rapid development in Asia over the past few years, 

underpinned by fast economic growth. They are the main countries supplementing 

demand in the automotive sector. 

  

It is estimated that the number of automotive 

parts and components installed will grow by 

over 3% annually until 2025 owing to the 

preference for new software, sensors, and 

cameras that can make use of hand tools.   
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9.6 GROWING DEMAND FOR FASTENERS  

Exhibit 31 Impact of Growing Demand for Fasteners    
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A fastener is a hardware component used globally for affixing joints with two or 

more objects in general. Fasteners are increasingly used in industries such as 

aerospace, building and construction, automotive, oil & gas, and general 

manufacturing. Some of the commonly used fasteners include nails, screws, bolts, 

clamps, tapping screws, set screws, and studs. The global industrial fasteners market 

is expected to reach $122.34 billion by 2026, and the demand is growing at a steady 

pace due to the rising complexity of end-user industries. With the rising usage of 

fasteners, the preference for fastening tools for assembly purposes is expected to 

surge, which can further drive the market for accessories such as screwdrivers, 

wrenches, 

and pliers 

during the 

forecast 

period.  

It is also 

estimated that more than 48% of the assembly plants used threaded fasteners in 2019. 

Alongside power tools, the conventional hand tools enjoy high preference as 

assembly tools and experience high usage. Thus, the growth in the use of fastening 

tools eventually drives the market for hand tools across residential, commercial, and 

industrial applications. For instance, screwdrivers and wrenches are used with 

cordless drillers for driving screws and fastening nuts in the automotive aftermarket 

industry. Similarly, some of the adjustable wrenches and pliers available in the 

market elevate the level of comfort and performance, thereby reducing the time and 

improving the precision levels that can match standards. 

Among standard heads, Torx head and Phillips head screwdrivers are the most 

preferred, while box end, open end, and combination wrenches are also highly 

utilized for fastening activities. Major players such as DEWALT have utilized the 

opportunity where they offer an individual line of products for manual fastening 

tools. The carbon fiber composite hammer tacker from the brand is a significant 

offering, which is better in terms of ergonomics and requires minimal human efforts 

for fastening activities with lesser vibrations. Similarly, the traditional rivets are one 

of the effective assembling tools for aircraft construction and large steel structures 

that use fasteners. The manual rivet insertion tools are also the ideal choice in 

The increasing demand for aircraft alongside 

expansion efforts in the aviation industry is 

expected to support the growth of aerospace 

fasteners and manual fastening tools during the 

forecast period.  
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environments that have less accessibility to power and fuel. Their user-friendly 

approach and low cost also enable DIY users to utilize their potential for wooden and 

craft works.  

The growth and demand for miniature projects, complex scientific tools and 

machines, and advanced electronics will also fuel the market for fastening tools, 

which will be assembled with the use of simple but effective hand tools. It is also 

estimated that the threaded fastening tools market is expected to grow at a CAGR of 

3.42% during the period 2019−2025. This can be more prominent in Europe and 

North America owing to the growth of the automotive and transportation industries.  

Therefore, all such factors are anticipated to make significant contribution to the hand 

tools market.  
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9.7 HIGH DEMAND IN APAC MANUFACTURING SECTOR   

Exhibit 32 Impact of High Demand in APAC Manufacturing Sector     

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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Since the first industrial revolution in the late 18th century, the manufacturing sector 

has remained highly dominated by a few European countries and the US. These 

territories traditionally held immense control over key resources worldwide and 

were better poised to foster industrial development and drive innovation through 

advancements in production technologies, materials, and end-user solutions. 

However, over a period, these countries have faced the challenge of demand and 

competitiveness, wherein demographic dividend and market maturity put them at a 

disadvantage over emerging economies with cheaper resources and huge end-user 

markets.  

Another evident trend from history is that countries that have attained a significant 

increase in GDP per capita over the span of a few decades are those that adopted 

structural shifts in the manufacturing sector, i.e., shifting over time from low 

technology sectors to high technology manufacturing. Japan and South Korea are key 

examples. In these economies, while low-tech industries typically dominate the low-

income levels, offering large scale employment, productivity gains are majorly 

enabled by the high-tech industry, with the latter being majorly advocated by 

government and institutional reforms to escape the middle-income trap. 

Over the past few decades, emerging economies in APAC that are witnessing high 

economic growth, markets with potentially high consumption, and those with 

increasing industrial and manufacturing competitiveness have started to challenge 

their developed counterparts in global manufacturing. These economies are making 

strong progress across all types of manufacturing, constituting as much as 65% of the 

output through low and medium technology-enabled industries. Some of the major 

trends and factors driving the manufacturing industry in the APAC region are as 

follows: 

› Shift in consumer trends and low operating costs driving the APAC to emerge as a 

manufacturing hub for global industries 

› Countries such as Thailand and Malaysia are considered low-cost manufacturing hotspots 

for alternative energy vehicles that are powered by electric and hybrid systems 

› Governments making efforts to ease conditions and support investments from both 

domestic and global firms 
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With top manufacturing centers in Asia such as India and China now capable of 

investing in major infrastructure development, high-tech technology majors in 

sectors such as automotive, aerospace, electronics, and medical devices are planning 

to further move up the value chain in the coming years. One of the major enablers is 

increased investment inflows into these economies driven by the high consumption 

and manufacturing potential that they hold. Driven by the need to attain a more 

productive job market amidst a fast-disappearing labor cost advantage, these 

countries are now leading the shift towards high-end manufacturing that was once 

dominated by their regional counterparts, such as Japan and South Korea. This factor 

is also supported by the emergence of joint ventures with MNCs such as LISI and 

production plants by Caparo in India for standard as well as specialty fasteners for 

aerospace.  

Developed economies, including the US, Germany, Italy, and France, remain 

significant in terms of manufacturing, driven by their lead in technological 

innovations in the realms of healthcare, aerospace, and automotive industries. While 

these economies hold a significant advantage in terms of the rapid pace of industrial 

advancements, they lag Asian economies in terms of production competitiveness 

driven by the latter’s cheaper access to resources. As a result, some of the world’s 

largest automotive, aircraft, and defense equipment manufacturers are increasingly 

localizing their production in the APAC region with technology sharing.  

Another major reason for the rise in manufacturing centers in APAC is the proximity 

to large consumption markets that are set to expand at a faster pace than developed 

markets. India and China hosted 36% of the world’s population in 2020, representing 

consumers with rapidly rising disposable incomes coupled with an attractive 

demographic dividend and constructive regulatory regimes. This makes these 

markets most attractive for varied end-user products ranging from automobiles, 

aircraft, watches, electronic appliances, and healthcare equipment. An increase in 

APAC’s dominance of manufacturing over the next decade is inevitable. This offers 

high opportunities for hand tools demand by OEM, MRO, and construction sectors 

in the form of a large end-user base and collaboration with players in emerging 

countries to cater to this high demand growth. 
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Key Takeaways 

› With top manufacturing centers in Asia such as India and China now capable of investing 

in major infrastructure development, high-tech technology majors in sectors such as 

automotive, aerospace, electronics, and medical devices are planning to further move up 

the value chain in the coming years. One of the major enablers is increased investment 

inflows into these economies driven by the high consumption and manufacturing 

potential that they hold. Driven by the need to attain a more productive job market amidst 

a fast-disappearing labor cost advantage, these countries are now leading the shift to 

becoming manufacturing hubs that was once dominated by their regional counterparts 

such as Japan and South Korea.  

› Developed economies, including the US, Germany, Italy, and France, remain significant 

in terms of precision manufacturing, driven by their lead in technological innovations in 

the healthcare, aerospace, and automotive industries. While these economies hold a 

significant advantage in terms of the rapid pace of industrial advancements, they lag 

behind Asian economies in terms of production competitiveness driven by the latter’s 

cheaper access to resources. As a result, some of the world’s largest automotive, aircraft, 

and defense equipment manufacturers are increasingly localizing their production in the 

APAC region with technology sharing.  

› Another major reason for the rise in demand for growing manufacturing sector in APAC 

is the proximity to large consumption markets that are set to expand at a faster pace than 

developed markets.  

Notwithstanding the impact of COVID-19, we do not foresee a major change in 

APAC’s dominance in manufacturing during the forecast period. This offers high 

opportunities for hand tools manufacturers in the form of a large end-user base and 

technology collaboration with players in emerging countries to cater to this high 

demand growth. 
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10 MARKET RESTRAINTS 

10.1 RISE IN AUTOMATION  

Exhibit 33 Impact of Rise in Automation  
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Conventional hand tools are being extensively replaced by power tools across 

geographies. This can be more prominent in North America, Europe, and developed 

economies of the APAC region. While the dominance of power tools has been more 

predominant in the recent past, the venture of cordless power tools has reshaped the 

face of the power tools industry. It has also contributed to the origin and extension 

of new product ranges in the battery-operated categories that can further diminish 

the scope of hand tool applications. One of the most prominent growth enhancers for 

the cordless power tool segment is associated with the development of Li-ion 

batteries over the past decade. 

Exhibit 34  

 

Source: Arizton 

Moreover, most construction companies in emerging and developed economies have 

increasingly started to adopt 3D construction techniques and the Internet of Things 

(IoT), which reduce the need for skilled labor and increase the efficiency in 

construction works. The APAC region was the largest market for innovations in 

construction, accounting for about 39.1% of the global innovations in construction 

works until the end of 2019. It was followed by North America and Western Europe. 

The growth in the construction industry is likely to develop a large scope for power 

tools and hinder the demand for manual tools.  
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Power tools, which include machineries such as drills, grinders, impact wrenches, 

nut runners, saws, heat guns, and others, are witnessing significant growth globally. 

These machineries help in increasing work efficiency by using advanced sensors and 

other technologies while minimizing the chance of errors and injury. Owing to its 

multiple benefits, power tools are being adopted across various industries. The recent 

development of power tools in heavy-duty applications such as rotary hammers, 

demolition hammers, and reciprocating saws further elevates the burden for hand 

tool vendors as these tools are more sophisticated, safe, and reliable. 

Further, precision manufacturing is focused on the production and refurbishment of 

components or 

parts of a device 

or machinery 

with tight 

tolerances that 

are usually 

measured in microns. The requirement for high precision can emerge from a small 

product (in grams) or an item that is more than 20 tons. The industry is characterized 

by mass production and small production runs. The precision parts are most often 

critical in nature and hence require high precision. The cordless power tools are 

mostly utilized in the assembly of these precision parts that are more prominent in 

the automotive and aerospace industries. 

The construction and automotive industries are the major drivers for the growth of 

the power tools segment. New buildings coupled with renovation and retrofit 

activities are expected to stimulate consistent demand during the forecast period. The 

modern cordless power tools are equipped with energy-efficient technology that 

most of the end-users prefer. The training and safety programs by the vendors have 

also resulted in a low number of accidents and injuries during work, thereby 

encouraging the adoption of the new technology. 

The tools market is growing along with growing demand for scalable and integrated 

production and assembly lines from the end-users. The end-users are demanding for 

tools which can be used in several assembly lines, and which are easily scalable. This 

rise is seen not only in highly industrialized economies but also in developing 

countries as companies seek to avoid old technologies and embrace the latest trends. 

The cordless power tools market is expected 

to reach over $22 billion by 2025, thereby 

posing a competitive threat to traditional and 

manual tools in the industry.  
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Moreover, as traditional IT principles continue to merge with manufacturing 

technologies, companies can harness the concept of digital factory. For instance, the 

advent of Industry 4.0 has boosted the use of automation, IoT, and big data in several 

manufacturing plants and factories. This will provide them a distinctive competitive 

advantage in their respective industries. Across industries and worldwide, the 

paradigm of production is shifting toward digitalization, and many companies are 

rapidly adapting automation in their production line. Such shift towards automation 

from human workforce is expected to challenge the demand for manual tools.  

Traditional industrial automation architectures are not completely open but are 

gated ecosystem communities that pose a major obstacle for multi-vendor 

integration. In early 2016, industrial automation architectures witnessed the 

emergence of new and open industrial automation system architectures along with 

the application of advanced technology, which mainly intended to create efficient, 

responsive, and flexible manufacturing. This is expected to support the growth of 

advance tools.  

Exhibit 35 Factors hindering Manual Hand Tools Demand  

Source: Arizton 
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10.2 FLUCTUATION IN RAW MATERIAL PRICES  

Exhibit 36 Impact of Fluctuation in Raw Material Prices  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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Raw material costs comprise approximately 50–60% of the overall cost of production. 

Prices of major raw materials used to manufacture hand tools such as steel, plastic, 

and rubber, and other metal have been volatile over the last few years. The volatility 

of raw material prices poses a serious threat to vendor margins. Other operating 

expenses, such as wages of labor, are also witnessing a sharp increase. Chinese 

manufacturers add more worries to the company’s top line. These factors are 

burdening vendors that are striving to produce high-quality hand tools in the market. 

Plastic prices continue to rise in Europe. It is the second-largest market for plastics, 

as many manufacturing units shutdown their operations in 2015. In 2018, plastic 

production in Europe dropped by 4.1%. Although oil prices in 2014 and 2015 plunged 

to the lowest, it has been rising since 2017. Plastic prices continue to rise as the sector 

has been facing negligence in terms of investments, leading plastic manufacturing 

companies to shut their plants. This is leading to the shortage of plastic in the region 

although it costs less for manufacturers. According to the EuPC, a European trade 

body with over 5,000 member companies involved in plastic conversion, witnessed 

the shutdown of 41 petrochemicals plants between January 2015 and June 2015 

compared with an overall shutdown of only 26 in 2014. In addition, a hike in import 

duties in January 2015 made plastic costlier as companies are finding it expensive to 

source plastic from outside Europe. In 2020, the cost of production has increased for 

most manufacturers due to higher input costs and shortage of raw materials. Per 

EuPC, the organizations across the region, have been facing difficulties in getting the 

necessary raw material for keeping with production activities. However, the demand 

of raw material has witnessed recovery in the second half of 2020 and is expected to 

witness recovery during the forecast period. 

The other key raw materials for the industry include ferrous and non-ferrous metals, 

particularly steel and aluminum. The production and sales of these raw materials 

witnessed significant fluctuations due to COVID-19. The volatility of raw material 

prices poses a serious threat to vendor margins. Other operating expenses such as 

wages of labor are also witnessing a sharp increase. All these factors are burdening 

vendors striving to produce hand tools.  
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Exhibit 37 Aluminum Price Fluctuation: Oct 1990—Jan 2020 ($ per metric ton) 

Source: Arizton 

Steel prices have become extremely volatile in global markets. Consequently, input 

costs for many steel-consuming industries have fluctuated dramatically. Steel is the 

predominantly used raw material in hand tools, and price fluctuations for steel will 

have an adverse impact. Volatility in raw material price also affects the estimations 

and predictions of vendors as well as end-user industries, which disrupts their 

growth strategies. Therefore, fluctuations in raw material costs, specifically steel and 

aluminum, could hinder the hand tools market’s growth. 

Exhibit 38 Carbon Steel Price Fluctuation: May 2019—April 2020 ($ per metric ton) 

Source: Arizton 
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Rubber is another widely used material in making of hand tools handles and 

fluctuations in the production of rubber due to the ongoing pandemic hindered the 

market. Rubber is used to prevents injuries, apart from improving the grip and 

enhancing ease-of-use. The Association of Natural Rubber Producing Countries 

(ANRPC) estimated a decline of around 7.7%, Y-o-Y, to 12.782 million tons for 2020 

due to the COVID-19 pandemic. However, an improved outlook was later published, 

which reported better-than-expected production majorly in Thailand, India, and 

Cambodia during the year.  

Exhibit 39  Weekly Average Prices of Natural Rubber 2021 ($ per 100 kg) 

Source: Arizton & ANRPC 

The market of natural rubbers was volatile during January 2021 despite a strong 

upward trend observed in the crude oil market. The average prices of Standard 

Malaysian Rubber (SMR-20) improved by 0.6% to $1.58 per kg in January 2021 as 

compared to last month. While prices of Standard Malaysian Rubber (STR-20) were 

valued at $1.58 per kg in January 2021, they fell to $0.02 per kg against $1.60 per kg 

recorded in December 2020.  

Rubber prices and production were disrupted in major producing countries such as 

Thailand, Malaysia, Indonesia, and Vietnam during the lockdown. The decline in 

production was majorly impacted because tappers who collect latex from rubber 

trees in Southeast Asia went back to their homes in Myanmar and Indonesia. Apart 

from that, production was also affected due to floods in the major rubber-producing 

countries. Huge demand for latex was witnessed post-COVD-19 for use in the 
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medical industry by almost all countries. This resulted in a rise in consumption; 

however, overall global consumption declined. Rubber-producing countries such as 

Thailand, Malaysia, Vietnam, and Indonesia were more focused on producing 

automobile tires. This, in turn, resulted in self-consumption and a lower exportable 

surplus hence negatively impacting the market.  

To reduce production costs and other overheads, vendors of hand tools should 

consider shifting their manufacturing units to China and Taiwan. Although plastic 

prices in China remain volatile, economies of scale of production help vendors earn 

profits. Vendors can also outsource their manufacturing to Chinese players with 

quality guarantee. This will help in the overall reduction of manufacturing costs and 

in tackling price fluctuations in the industry. 
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10.3 TURMOIL IN POLITICIAL & TRADE RELATIONSHIPS 

Exhibit 40 Impact of Turmoil in Political & Trade Relationships  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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International trade is an indicator of economic activities, which, in turn, are positive 

indicators of the housing market, real estate, construction, and other ancillary 

industries. However, with the EU and the US implementing excessive restrictive 

trade measures, protectionism is one of the growing concerns in the market. For 

instance, over 7,000 protectionist measures were taken by respective governments 

across the globe. Between 2009 and 2017, the EU took over 5,650 protectionist 

directives and measures, which can be termed restrictive for trade activities. The 

market is about bringing people across borders together and fostering relationships. 

However, this is being threatened due to trade restrictions. 

Exhibit 41 Constraints for Market Growth  

 

Source: Arizton 
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manufacturers as well as their supply chain. Hence, political disturbances are likely 

to hurt the growth prospects of the global hand tools market during the forecast 

period. 

Trade agreements are likely to change and impact in the post-Brexit scenario as well. 

There is a possibility that the perception of the UK as one of the leading markets for 

manufacturing and construction might change due to its protectionist measures. 

Also, European manufacturing companies in countries such as the UK can 

discontinue their rotation patterns for hosting trade events. Countries such as Russia, 

the UK, and Turkey have implemented protectionist measures, thereby driving 

fundamental structural changes. For instance, companies can stipulate that they 

conduct tradeshows within their national borders, and organizations can refrain 

from sending delegates to overseas exhibitions, which can leave global supply chains 

strained.  

Companies could even step back from investing in new products as large and 

developed markets seem hostile. It is hard to predict how the effects of such a 

measure pan out as there are various layers of impact. However, these measures are 

expected to stall the growth of the industrial hand tools demand in several western 

economies. It is expected that manufacturers and raw material suppliers will face 

certain challenges in operations. Thus, to counter these effects, the industry needs to 

redefine itself and forge new agreements with existing and emerging markets. The 

EU has been closing its borders for non-members for quite a few years. Also, taking 

protectionist measures will not only impact economies that heavily depend on trade 

but also impact the market in the region. All the factors mentioned above can hamper 

the revenue of smaller vendors and product manufacturers as trade restrictions will 

stall the export and import of raw materials and finished goods. This will further 

affect market growth during the forecast period. 

Moreover, in March 2018, the US government imposed a 25% tariff on steel and a 

10% tariff on aluminum originating from China and exported to the US. The 

manufacturing industry, in general, which includes tools as crucial components, was 

impacted by tariffs as many steel and aluminum needs of US manufacturers were 

earlier met by cheaper imports from China. This increased the prices of the final 

output, which were passed on to end customers. Hence, trade tensions have escalated 
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since then and impacted the building automotive, general manufacturing, and 

construction industries, which are a backbone of the demand for hand tools. 

The construction industry is one of the largest consumers of resources and other raw 

materials. Steel consumption by the construction industry accounts for 50% of the 

steel produced on a global scale. Trade tariffs on steel are imposing additional costs 

on US contractors that use a higher proportion of steel. The high dependence of US 

manufacturers on Chinese suppliers was impacted and expected to continue as trade 

tensions rise. This lack of sourcing alternatives has impacted the economical 

manufacturing of hand tools. 

Trade tensions between countries have a negative impact on the market in both 

APAC and North America and are not limited to China and the US. The global 

economy is improving and is witnessing an upward curve. However, trade-related 

issues (especially when China and the US are not only important countries from 

global economic and trade perspectives but also per manufacturing, as these two 

countries, along with India, Australia, and several south-east Asian countries, drive 

a significant volume of hand tools), trade protectionism, and barriers between major 

countries are acting as stalemates to market growth. 

The impact of these tariffs and other trade issues between the two countries had a 

negative influence on most industries that are dependent on steel and aluminum. As 

a result, many industries that use steel and aluminum witnessed cost escalations. 

This had an impact on the building construction as well as the OEM manufacturing 

industry since many purchase orders were either withdrawn or postponed or 

customers opted for a cheaper version than their earlier choice. This is a barrier for 

scaling up options for market players. Local players are being helped by countries by 

way of tariffs. The market for hand tools will depend on these trade and economy 

variables. 
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10.4 SLOW ECONOMIC GROWTH IN 2020  

Exhibit 42 Impact of Slow Economic Growth in 2020   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

  

Source: Arizton 
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The COVID-19 pandemic has induced an economic slowdown in most countries 

worldwide, particularly in Europe and North America. Several restrictions imposed 

by governments to control the spread of the virus have alleviated the pressure on the 

strained and vulnerable health systems worldwide. However, such measures have 

adversely impacted the economic growth in many countries. Also, this global health 

crisis led to the deep global recession in many countries. 

The economic growth of a country or region is highly dependent on industrial 

development. In 2020, the recession had led to a decline in industrial and commercial 

activities, which impacted the hand tools market as well. The major downfall in hand 

tools demand was witnessed due to the industrial sector which witnessed strict 

lockdown to cut down the spread of COVID-19. Even though the situation has 

improved in several countries, few countries, especially India, are still struggling.  

Exhibit 43 GDP of Major Countries 2019 & 2020 ($ trillion) 

Source: Arizton & The World Bank  

The economic fallout during the COVID-19 outbreak has slowed down many 

countries and their ability to respond effectively to public health and economic crises. 

The World Bank and IMF have called for the suspension of debt-service payments 

for low GDP countries to allow them to focus resources for the growth in the 

economy. The ongoing economic crisis due to the COVID-19 pandemic has impacted 

the demand for hand tools, majorly from the industrial and commercial sector. 

Several hotels and restaurants worldwide have laid off their employees. Thus, 

millions in the industry have lost their jobs, which has resulted in reduced 

US China Japan Germany India UK France Italy Canada

2019 21.43 14.34 5.08 3.86 2.87 2.83 2.72 2.00 1.74

2020 19.48 12.23 4.83 3.69 2.65 2.63 2.58 1.94 1.64
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production and demand for hand tools. Furthermore, several global conferences and 

events were canceled or postponed during the pandemic outbreak. Therefore, the 

disruption in manufacturing and commercial activities worldwide has decelerated 

the demand for hand tools. 
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10.5 END-USER VARIABILITY  

Exhibit 44 Impact of End-User Variability  
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Hand tools have expansive manufacturing requirements, when it comes to meeting 

the demand from diverse end-user sets across geographies. In dealing with 

customers and their expected standards, it is imperative for vendors to have agile 

manufacturing lines that can quickly adjust to the short-term demand fluctuations 

from end-customers. In the endeavor to balance between short-term demands 

fluctuations and maintain long-term enterprise sustainability, several risks are to be 

effectively addressed by vendors. Most of them are market-focused with some of 

them being organization-oriented. For instance, drills designed for the construction 

industry could not be ideal for the assembly of parts in the aerospace industry. This 

requires vendors of cordless power tools to be versatile in their product offerings. 

Vendors are required to meet the mandatory regulations with each region, country, 

and province. Vendors should also ensure adherence to different levels of 

performance standards prescribed by key end-users. Often a universal OEM 

approval is no longer valid as product specifications are increasingly diverse. 

In addition to fluctuations in raw material pricing, trade barriers can also determine 

the competitive edge of the vendors as compared with indigenous players. Often 

these trade barriers, in terms of duties, may imply an unfair advantage to local 

vendors that might not often offer equal precision and quality. Furthermore, 

regulations mandating local sourcing in key geographies limit cross-border 

opportunities for leading vendors. The OSHA and ANSI regulations in the US can 

boost the adoption of cordless power tools. 

In addition, the high bargaining power of end-users can also be a challenge for the 

market. In countries, such as China, where there is an excess manufacturing and 

fabrication capacity and better power and infrastructure availability in emerging 

economies, the cost of machining hour was relatively stable. This enables vendors 

from emerging markets to increasingly invest in their capabilities and offer 

competitive prices to end-users, who, in turn, are leveraging higher bargaining 

power from these large, diverse hand tools providers. The demand for hand power 

tools is greatly driven by manufacturing. The increasing sophistication and 

technological advances in the industrial sector can adversely impact the market. 

Adverse macroeconomic factors can also be a possible challenge for the growth of the 

market during the forecast period. 
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10.6 TOOL SAFETY & RISK EXPOSURE  

Exhibit 45 Impact of Tool Safety & Risk Exposure   
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While hand tools are extensively preferred for a wide range of applications amidst 

high competition with power tools, risks and hazards associated with these tools 

during operations are a major factor that is forcing end-users to rely on dependable 

power tools. Hand tools also require more manual power and effort for heavy-duty 

applications in the construction, manufacturing, and automotive industries, which 

can cause potential harm to the arms, elbows, hands, face, and other body parts. 

Thus, there is a requirement for additional concern for the ergonomics, tool quality, 

and protective equipment such as gloves while working, which has eventually 

encouraged the adoption of power tools over hand tools in recent years. Some of the 

common risks associated with hand tools include: 

› Serious cuts to the hands and fingers by cutting tools 

› Screwdrivers, which are used as a chisel, can hit the user through tip breaking 

› Injuries that can happen due to loosened or splintered wooden handles attached with to 

an axe or hammer 

› Hazards due to the mushroomed chisel that are sharp and fragmented  

› Threats associated with iron and steel hand tools when they are placed near flammable 

substances 

 Some of the other common conditions include carpal tunnel syndrome, 

tendinopathies, and Raynaud’s Syndrome that might be seen in individuals with 

improper hand tools used for an extensive period. While the traditional hammers 

and saws are heavy to handle, the advent of compact and weightless power tools for 

cutting and drilling activities has hindered the growth of hand tools in heavy-duty 

applications. Employees are also more prone to work-related hazards while dealing 

with tools such as saws, cutters, knives, wrenches, hammers, and pliers. 

There are also strict regulations imposed on hand tools in the UK through the 

Provision of Work Equipment Regulations (PUWER), where hand tools are required 

to undergo certain certification process for sales approval in the country, which can 

further impose additional challenges for vendors. It is also more crucial for the 

market players to offer tools with better ergonomics and features such as padded 

handgrips, non-slip coatings, and angled handles to enhance safety levels. 

Ergonomics and tool design has become a major purchasing criterion for hand tools 

due to the high level of competition with power tools. Hand tools with insulated and 
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cushioned coatings are highly recommended for long-term usage, which also reduces 

the chances of slippage. 

While manual tools are simpler in operation and design with less movable parts, high 

precision activities and manufacturing in industries might need professional tools. 

However, DIY users feel more comfortable and convenient while using battery-

operated tools that demand less physical effort and work. While most of hand tools 

are prone to high vibrations, innovations in cordless tools with vibration-less 

technology from players such as Bosch has been a gamechanger in the global tools 

industry. Thus, ergonomics, design, performance, safety features, power, and 

accuracy are impacting the growth of hand tools, thereby contributing to the growth 

of substitutes in the tools industry. The rise in safer and compact power tools with 

less probability of injuries and physical risks has affected the adoption of hand tools 

in the last few years. 
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11 MARKET LANDSCAPE 

11.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The global hand tools market is expected to witness considerable growth post 2021. 

Rapid industrialization and increasing applications in household and commercial 

sectors are primarily driving the hand tools market. Hand tools are primarily used 

in industries such as automobile, aerospace, construction, electronics, and 

shipbuilding. They also have several household applications and are used in many 

DIY projects. The market can be broadly classified based on tool and end-user types. 

In terms of tool type, wrenches, drivers, pliers, and hammers are the major revenue 

contributors that are used for fastening, cutting, and woodworking. The industrial 

sector is the largest end-user, followed by commercial and residential end-user 

segments. 

The tool industry landscape is moving toward sophistication and customization of 

products that can determine market leadership in a competitive scenario. Advances 

in technology and the extensive usage of battery-driven tools have fueled the 

adoption of cordless power tools and related accessories that are lightweight and 

durable. This adoption of substitutes is expected to challenge the growth potential of 

hand tools.  

DIY has seen enormous growth globally in the last decade. While the trend was 

earlier popular only in Western countries, it is now being rapidly adopted in APAC 

and Latin American countries. Most major players such as Gray Tools Canada 

developed user-friendly tools for DIY enthusiasts. Saws, hand drillers, and wrenches 

are the most preferred tools for DIY activities. Some heavy tools such as demolition 

hammers are also used for repair and maintenance works in commercial and 

residential spaces. The DIY culture can be one of the major drivers for hand tools in 

the coming years with a high scope for penetration in growing economies. The 

impact of the DIY industry on tools was significantly high in North America and 

Europe in 2019. 

In terms of geography, APAC dominated the market, followed by North America 

and Europe in 2021. The persisting high labor costs in the US, Canada, and Western 

European countries, coupled with a strong DIY culture, expects to be one of the major 

factors for market dominance of power tools. Meanwhile, the APAC region is 
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expected to grow at the fastest CAGR of 5.13% during the forecast period owing to 

the rapid growth of construction, automotive, and infrastructural developments in 

India, China, Indonesia, and Thailand. The rise in public and private investments in 

oil and mining activities Peru, Chile, and Argentina is fueling the growth in Latin 

America. Public transportation and construction activities to comply with the 

growing human traffic in exhibitions and tradeshows expect to drive the demand for 

hand tools in the UAE. 

11.2 MARKET SIZE & FORECAST 

Exhibit 46 Global Hand Tools Market 2018–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global hand tools market was valued at $22.53 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $28.74 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.14%. 

The scope for cutting and sawing accessories is more prominent due to the rise in 

wooden building construction. As an initiative for a sustainable environment, wood 

is preferred over concrete as timber building weighs only 20% of the concrete 

counterparts. Furthermore, timber buildings also play a vital role in reducing carbon 

dioxide in the atmosphere. This can be more prevalent in Europe and North America, 

thereby fueling the demand for woodworking tools such as chisels, hammers, and 

saws in the future years.  

Industrialized countries of Europe and North America, such as Germany, France, the 

UK, the US, and Canada, will drive the need for precision products as these 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 22.07 22.98 22.06 22.53 23.16 23.97 24.94 26.07 27.34 28.74
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industrialized countries seek to increase the productivity of their manufacturing 

operations using high-performance and value-added equipment. The exports of 

machinery by the manufacturing industry with precision components embedded is 

also growing, with major exporting countries such as the US, Korea, Germany, and 

Japan dominating the market. The US is the leading exporter of manufacturing 

technology products, with exports mostly targeted at Europe, especially Germany, 

and in Mexico and Canada in the Americas. 

The manufacturing industry in the Netherlands, Belgium, Russia, and other 

European countries is also expected to modernize machinery to sustain themselves 

in the competitive manufacturing landscape. It will further help these countries to 

clock double-digit growth during the forecast period in the precision parts 

manufacturing industry, which is also expected to drive the demand for hand drills, 

hammers, wrenches, screwdrivers, and nut runners along with their related 

accessories. 

With the rising number of innovative and cutting-edge solutions in the market, 

customers who rely on tools for personal and DIY activities are influenced by the 

advertisements and marketing efforts from vendors. However, this is not the same 

scenario when it comes to professional applications in commercial spaces. In such 

instances, the contractor’s decision is final in determining the partnership and 

collaboration with a tool vendor. The decision is also highly dependent on the 

performance of hand tools, where satisfaction can lead to a better retention rate, 

which is usually above 80%. Value-added services such as warranty and service 

support can greatly aid in elevating the image and reputation of the vendor. 

The global air passenger traffic is expected to grow at an average rate of 4.5% and the 

industry faces high demand for more than 25,000 jet airlines and aircraft to meet the 

growing demand. This can stimulate the demand for precision hand tools in the 

aerospace industry. The growth can be reflected in countries such as the UK, France, 

and the US during the forecast period.  

The highly fragmented market could transform into a concentrated one. This is 

because most global players are targeting to explore untapped markets. The success 

probability of local and domestic vendors would probably reduce as their product 

portfolio would not be able to meet the quality standards of market leaders. Thus, 

mergers and acquisitions can become a more common market strategy in future 
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years. Further, product innovation, pricing, and acquiring new target groups are 

some of the other tactics being implemented by the global players. 

The spread of COVID-19 across the globe in early 2020 has majorly reduced the 

demand from end-user industries, especially construction, automotive, and 

electronics, which are estimated to be the major drivers for hand tools. Currently, 

there is a mass hysteria scenario that is impacting the construction and the hand tools 

industries. Also, all the new and ongoing projects have come to a standstill. However, 

some of the analysts and industry experts are optimistic, while others have no clue 

about future trends.  According to some industry experts, the demand for hand tools 

will rise from Q3 2020 onwards as all industries are expected to revive by then. On 

the other hand, some are waiting for the COVID-19 pandemic to end and then do the 

impact analysis for future forecasts as the situation is currently very ambiguous. 

According to Arizton, the sales declined drastically in Q1 and Q2 2020, however, 

witnessed a surge from Q3 2020 onwards. The US is a major forerunner in the 

construction market with more projects in the pipeline, which will affect the demand 

as the number of Covid-19 cases is rising, thereby causing a labor shortage. Despite 

agreements and pre-determined contracts, the sudden spread of the virus is 

impacting construction activities that can eventually lead to a fall in sales, specifically 

for new tools demand. Similar scenarios have been seen in countries such as Italy, 

the UK, China, the UAE, and Saudi Arabia. However, the market is expected to 

revive and exhibit additional demand at the end of Q2 2020. Vendors can accordingly 

be prepared to cater to the sudden onset of high demand to prevent a demand-supply 

gap in the coming months. 

Considering the best possible scenarios, the automobile production rate could 

decline by 3−4% in China depending on its economic recovery by Q3 2020. The 

automotive industry around the world is also expected to comply with the 

challenging market landscape ahead by taking preventive measures for production 

and distribution. With the demand for electronic components and gadgets being 

extremely low, normal commercial activities are expected to revive by the end of 2020 

or early Q4 2020 since the export markets are expected to stabilize by then. The 

current imports of consumer goods in countries such as India, Brazil, France, and 

Mexico are also low, which project to witness growth. Thus, the global revival after 

the COVID-19 pandemic is anticipated to revive a growth curve for hand tools over 

the next few years. 
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11.3 FIVE FORCES ANALYSIS 

Exhibit 47 Five Forces Analysis 2021 
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11.3.1 Threat of New Entrants 

The threat of new entrants is high as the market landscape is favorable for the entry 

of new players with low-scale investments without dependence on technology. As 

the manufacturing and production cost is affordable with basic raw materials such 

as steel and iron, where there is not much innovation and research required, shape 

and design are the major concerns for hand tools. With less risk exposure, prominent 

domestic tool manufacturers, especially in APAC and Latin America, could venture 

to exploit opportunities in the export market. The prevailing demand-supply gap in 

developed markets with low-cost labor in countries such as China, India, and Taiwan 

are stimulating the emergence of new vendors. 

11.3.2 Bargaining Power of Suppliers 

The bargaining power of suppliers in the market as low as there are numerous 

choices in choosing the optimum supplier. Hand tool vendors use raw materials such 

as metals, including steel, iron, wood, titanium; semi-finished components, 

vibration-free coatings; plastics; and rubber to manufacture hand tools. Most of these 

materials are widely available in the market and are often sourced at a low cost, 

primarily due to a large supplier base and low switching cost. Moreover, the 

supplier’s resources and customized solutions should be in accordance with the 

requirement of OEMs (end-users) where the flexibility of players has substantially 

increased in recent years, thereby further reducing the bargaining power of 

suppliers. 

11.3.3 Bargaining Power of Buyers 

The bargaining power of buyers is set to be moderate in the global hand tools market. 

Although there are a few differentiating options in a specific category of hand tools 

with the same thickness and number of teeth, the level of customization, quality, and 

lifespan could highly influence the decision of the buyer, which makes the level of 

bargaining power moderate. Moreover, major vendors such as Stanley Black & 

Decker offer their exclusive range of accessories customized for the growing DIY 

segment, which serves as a major differentiator in the competitive market. Similarly, 

despite the similar productivity level, factors such as tool handling, safety features, 
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ergonomics, warranty, and tools with comfort and convenience such as adjustable 

versions of wrenches can be a huge driver for sales among end-users. 

11.3.4 Threat of Substitutes 

The threat of substitutes is high in the hand tools market. The growth and 

significance of power tools, especially cordless, are a huge threat to hand tool 

vendors. Further, the demand for sophistication, convenience, and rising disposable 

income in the US and European countries are driving end-users to rely on power 

tools than manual tools. Venturing of hand tool vendors into power tools, coupled 

with the growing safety regulations from OSHA and the growth of Li-ion battery 

technology, poses challenges that can diminish the scope and potential for hand tools 

during the forecast period. 

11.3.5 Competitive Rivalry 

The competitive rivalry in the fragmented hand tools market is high. The low cost of 

switching and low product differentiation is further increasing the rivalry in the 

market. Vendors are trying to enhance their market share using global expansion 

strategies through partnerships and product enhancements in terms of improving 

the productivity and performance of their tools. Tool safety, ergonomics, and 

penetration among end-users are the major areas where vendors are focusing on 

gaining a competitive edge. The high intensity of rivalry can be similar across regions 

where vendors compete to increase their market share and presence. 
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12 TOOL TYPE 

12.1 MARKET SNAPSHOT & GROWTH ENGINE 

Exhibit 48 Incremental Growth by Tool Type 2021 & 2027 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2027 CAGR 
GENERAL PURPOSE 
TOOLS 

$15.19 BN $19.30 BN 4.07% 
- WRENCHES $3.02 BN $3.77 BN 3.78% 

- SCREWDRIVERS 
& NUT DRIVERS 

$2.75 BN $3.45 BN 3.88% 

- PLIERS $3.21 BN $4.13 BN  4.27% 

- HAMMERS $1.92 BN $2.52 BN 4.67% 

- RIVETERS $1.26 BN $1.57 BN 3.76% 

- CLAMPS & 
VISES 

$0.93 BN $1.14 BN 3.49% 

- WRECKING 
BARS 

$1.35 BN $1.75 BN 4.42% 

- RATCHETS & 
SOCKETS 

$0.76 BN $0.97 BN 4.08% 

CUTTING TOOLS   $5.38 BN   $7.01 BN 4.50% 

- SAWS   $1.84 BN   $2.41 BN 4.63% 

- CHISEL & FILES   $1.62 BN   $2.09 BN 4.31% 

- KNIVES & 
BLADES 

  $1.18 BN   $1.58 BN 5.05% 

- CABLE & WIRE 
CUTTING 
TOOLS 

$0.74 BN   $0.92 BN 3.71% 

LAYOUT & 
MEASURING TOOLS 

  $0.89 BN   $1.09 BN 3.45% 
TAPS & DIES $1.07 BN   $1.34 BN 3.90% 
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12.2 MARKET OVERVIEW 

Which type of hand tools to be used highly depends on power tools and the nature 

of work to perform. For instance, fastening tools such as drivers, riveters, and 

wrenches are utilized for personal and professional purposes, which, in turn, is 

driving consistent new and replacement demands. Similarly, cutting tools are the 

crucial components for wood and metal works, hence, driving the need for tools such 

as hand saws, chisels, knives, and blades. The growth in complexity and precision 

requirement in EV manufacturing, electrical, and electronic circuits has fueled the 

demand for fasteners, fastening tools, and associated accessories. With 2020 

experiencing a slowdown on account of the COVID-19 pandemic, the demand for 

hand tools is expected to witness a steady growth in several end-user industries 

during the forecast period, which could prompt the inclusion of new product 

portfolios as well. Based on the tool type, general purpose tools were the major 

revenue contributors, generating $15.19 billion in 2021 and is expected to reach $19.30 

billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.07%. The volume of work, especially home 

improvement activities, carried out by fastening tools, striking tools, and pry bars is 

increasing among DIY enthusiasts, which can fuel the replacement demand 

depending on the intensity of the workload. Further, they tend to be the basic tool 

kits required for renovation and industrial works. General purpose tools are 

frequently bought in tools sets and kits that are extensively utilized by plumbers, 

electricians, and mechanics. The segment is expected to maintain its dominance over 

the next five years amidst the competition from the power tools segment as they are 

no vital battery-based or electricity-powered substitutes for hand tools such as 

clamps & vises, sockets & ratchets, and wrecking bars. Cutting tools were the second-

largest segment since these tools are mostly used for wooden and metal works that 

need precision cutting. They are also used in DIY activities as most vendors offer 

user-friendly cutting tools for home improvement and wood-crafting activities. They 

are also the major drivers for innovation in putty knives, scrapping tools, and other 

multipurpose folding blades and knives. The segment is expected to generate $7.01 

billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.50%. With wooden construction being 

concentrated in the European region, it is expected to pose an absolute growth of 27% 

in this segment during the forecast period. 
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In 2021, cutting tools were followed by the layout & measuring tools segment, which 

accounted for a 3.92% share of the global revenue. The segment is also expected to 

generate incremental revenue of $0.20 billion during the forecast period, growing at 

a CAGR of 3.45%. However, these tools have a high probability of replaced by laser 

and digital tools. Growing construction, refurbishment, and home improvement 

activities expect to support this growth during the forecast period. 
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13 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

13.1 MARKET SNAPSHOT & GROWTH ENGINE 

Exhibit 49 Incremental Growth by General Purpose Tools 2021-2027 

GENERAL PURPOSE 
TOOLS  2021 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES $3.02 BN $3.77 BN 3.78% 

SCREWDRIVERS & NUT 
DRIVERS $2.75 BN $3.45 BN 3.88% 

PLIERS $3.21 BN $4.13 BN  4.27% 

HAMMERS $1.92 BN $2.52 BN 4.67% 

RIVETERS $1.26 BN $1.57 BN 3.76% 

CLAMPS & VISES $0.93 BN $1.14 BN 3.49% 

WRECKING BARS $1.35 BN $1.75 BN 4.42% 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS $0.76 BN $0.97 BN 4.08% 
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13.2 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The general purpose tools segment accounted for the largest share of 67.43% of the 

global hand tools market in 2021. It consists of most frequently used tools such as 

wrenches, screwdrivers & nut drivers, pliers, hammers, riveters, clamps & vises, 

wrecking bars, ratchets, and pry bars. General purpose tools are also extensively 

utilized by end-users in commercial, residential, and industrial segments for small 

repair works, maintenance, and DIY projects. Renovation retrofit and home 

improvement activities are expected to contribute to the growth of the segment 

during the forecast period. the segment is expected to pose an absolute growth of 

4.07% by the end of 2027. 

13.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Exhibit 50 Global General Purpose Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global general purpose hand tools market was valued at $15.19 billion in 2021 

and is expected to reach $19.30 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.07% during 

the forecast period. 

  

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 15.19 15.61 16.14 16.78 17.53 18.37 19.30

Growth Rate 2.72% 3.42% 3.97% 4.46% 4.80% 5.05%
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13.2.2 Market By Geography 

Table 4 General Purpose Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021–2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  4,776.83   4,955.99   5,176.95   5,436.45   5,735.53   6,070.78   6,440.89  5.11% 

North America  3,867.91   3,950.77   4,062.92   4,200.43   4,362.81   4,546.22   4,748.61  3.48% 

Europe  3,257.88   3,316.77   3,399.76   3,503.33   3,626.84   3,766.95   3,921.76  3.14% 

Latin America  2,012.42   2,070.12   2,144.00   2,232.30   2,335.05   2,450.49   2,577.75  4.21% 

MEA  1,277.31   1,312.36   1,356.72   1,409.15   1,469.51   1,536.49   1,609.34  3.93% 

Total 15,192.36   15,606.02   16,140.35   16,781.66   17,529.74   18,370.94  19,298.35  4.07% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.3 WRENCHES 

13.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Wrenches are the most basic tools that are used in regular activities around the house. 

They are also important parts of electricians', car mechanics', and plumbers' toolkits. 

While there are many other types of wrenches on the market, combination and 

adjustable wrenches are the most popular for intricate and precision work due to 

their ease of use and comfort. Other common varieties are open-end, flare nut, 

crowfoot, box end, and pipe wrenches. Wrenches with a wide jaw opening and 

ergonomic handles can be selected and provided in the market for an average price 

of $18 for a two-piece wrench set. The technology is projected to become increasingly 

important in large-scale construction projects, such as decks and playground 

equipment, in the future. The penetration of user-friendly and economical sets is 

excellent for plumbing and minor repair operations, since the instrument has a larger 

scope for domestic end-use. 

Table 5 Commonly used Wrenches - Applications & Average Price 

Particulars Application Average Price 

Combination 

Wrench 
› Used for hard nuts and 

fasteners 
› $29–30 

Pipe Wrenches › Dismantling any type of pipes 
and their fittings 

› $28–29 

Socket Wrench › quick tightening or loosening 
the nuts or bolts 

› $31–32 

Adjustable 

Wrench 

› used to tighten or loosen 
different sizes of nuts and bolts 
and mostly used for plumbing 

› $34–35 

Line Wrench › Used for flare-nuts (made of 
soft material) on fuel lines and 
brake lines 

› $19-20 

Source: Arizton 

The global hand wrenches market was valued at $3.02 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $3.77 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.78% during the forecast 

period. 
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Exhibit 51 Global Hand Wrenches Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

13.3.2 Market by Geography 

Table 6 Wrenches Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  948.07   982.18   1,024.45   1,074.22   1,131.64   1,196.02   1,267.06  4.95% 

North America  771.65   786.10   806.28   831.36   861.21   895.05   932.42  3.20% 

Europe  638.80   647.51   660.81   677.97   698.81   722.64   749.06  2.69% 

Latin America  402.48   413.12   426.93   443.55   462.95   484.78   508.85  3.99% 

MEA  255.46   261.14   268.60   277.57   287.99   299.60   312.21  3.40% 

Total  3,016.47   3,090.05   3,187.08   3,304.67   3,442.62   3,598.08   3,769.60  3.78% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.4 SCREWDRIVERS & NUTDRIVERS  

13.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Screwdrivers are designed to drive screws such as drills and wrenches. They are 

more versatile with respect to shapes and sizes, time-efficient, and cost-effective, and 

are the most popular fastening tool in the market. They are also preferred for 

household and DIY activities, thereby expanding their market scope. The nut runners 

are ideal for heavy assembly operations that can be more common in transportation, 

mining, agricultural, and heavy truck works. With wide-scale usability criteria, 

offering screwdrivers in sets of 5, 7, 9, or even up to 32 can be more common during 

the forecast period. However individual screwdrivers that can be customized with 

metal caps are recommended for residential and small-scale commercial activities. 

Exhibit 52 Factors impacting Screwdrivers Market  

Source: Arizton 

The global screwdrivers & nut drivers market was valued at $2.75 billion in 2021 and 

is expected to reach $3.45 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.88% during the 

forecast period. 
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Exhibit 53 Global Screwdrivers & Nut Drivers Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

Space-saving and pocket-friendly tools are increasingly being preferred by end-users 

who use these tools very often. The assembly operations, battery compartments, 

electronics, and automotive industries are the major end-users of these tools over the 

next five years. The 4-way pen screwdriver from STANLEY is a notable invention 

that elevates the level of convenience. Developing screwdrivers and nut drivers with 

high withstanding capacity for heavy-duty applications can further widen the scope 

for these tools. The APAC region was the largest revenue contributor for this segment 

in 2019 with a share of 30.95%, followed by North America with 25.59%. Europe is 

expected to generate incremental revenue of $0.12 billion in this segment during the 

forecast period. 

13.4.2 Market by Geography 

Table 7 Screwdrivers & Nut Drivers Market by Geography 2021–2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  866.03   897.05   935.53   980.83   1,033.11   1,091.72   1,156.40  4.94% 

North America  694.49   708.43   727.58   751.22   779.23   810.92   845.91  3.34% 

Europe  584.05   592.50   605.18   621.41   641.04   663.45   688.27  2.77% 

Latin America  365.90   376.31   389.66   405.63   424.22   445.10   468.12  4.19% 

MEA  235.81   241.48   248.83   257.59   267.74   279.02   291.29  3.58% 

Total  2,746.27   2,815.78   2,906.77   3,016.67   3,145.34   3,290.21   3,449.99  3.88% 

Source: Arizton 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 2.75 2.82 2.91 3.02 3.15 3.29 3.45

Growth Rate 2.53% 3.23% 3.78% 4.27% 4.61% 4.86%
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13.5 PLIERS 

13.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Pliers are multi-purpose hand tools that are extensively used for bending, cutting, 

and gripping. Alongside screwdrivers and wrenches, pliers are essential components 

in every basic toolbox. Cutting pliers can be targeted at linemen and electricians that 

use them for stripping insulation. On the other hand, diagonal pliers with insulated 

ends can find high penetration among cabinet makers, woodworkers, and 

shopkeepers. It is also advisable for vendors to offer a separate line of pliers that have 

a flat and crinkled end on the jaws for linemen, which can enable them to grip, twist, 

and pull efficiently with high safety standards. Vendors can also offer pliers with 

longer handles for additional leverage. The growth of construction, plumbing, and 

residential repairs industry is expected to drive the market for pliers over the next 

five years. Features to prevent unintentional jaw release, easy adjustment, and 

reliable ergonomics can accelerate the adoption level of pliers among end-users. 

Exhibit 54 Global Pliers Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global Pliers market was valued at $3.21 billion in 2021 and is expected to reach 

$4.13 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.27% during the forecast period. 
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13.5.2 Market by Geography 

Table 8 Pliers Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  1,011.89   1,052.42   1,102.05   1,160.14   1,226.98   1,301.89   1,384.67  5.37% 

North America  810.24   828.28   852.51   882.09   916.96   956.30   999.71  3.56% 

Europe  684.43   698.94   718.63   742.79   771.34   803.60   839.19  3.46% 

Latin America  429.93   443.07   459.72   479.53   502.52   528.34   556.79  4.40% 

MEA  275.11   282.58   292.04   303.24   316.13   330.44   346.01  3.90% 

Total  3,211.59   3,305.29   3,424.94   3,567.80   3,733.93   3,920.57   4,126.36  4.27% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.6 HAMMERS 

13.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The most common use of hammers is for nailing, as fasteners such as nails are useless 

without them. Hammers can also be used to cut away or demolish difficult materials 

that drillers can't handle. It's one of the only heavy tool categories where the cordless 

sector hasn't made a substantial impact. Most end-users want a strong tool that emits 

less vibrations, which presents a significant problem for providers. During the 

projected period, the demand for hammers is expected to rise due to an increase in 

wooden art and furniture work. Hammers are also widely used in the carpentry, 

home renovation, building, and ready-to-assemble furniture industries. While there 

are many other varieties of hammers on the market, the claw hammer, 

sledgehammer, and ball-peen hammer are three of the most innovative. Claw 

hammers are more frequently used in home repair projects. 

Table 9 Applications & Classification of Hammers  

Particulars Major Application  

Ball Pen Hammer 
› Metal working  

Brick Hammer 
› Used on brick, stone, or concrete, majorly by construction industry  

Sledgehammer 
› Demolition work 

Tack Hammer 
› Furniture  

Source: Arizton 

The global hammers market was valued at $1.92 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $2.52 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.67% during the forecast period. 
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Exhibit 55 Global Hammers Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

Hammers are a high-risk hand tool category that require a high level of physical 

effort from the end-user. They are also prone to a high level of hazards owing to the 

work intensity and vibrations level, regardless of the type of hammer and work. As 

there is always a demand-supply gap for reducing the risk exposure, and leaders 

such as STANLEY have utilized the momentum through their ANTI-VIBE hammer 

ranges that increase the velocity while keeping the vibration level low.  

13.6.2 Market by Geography 

Table 10 Hammers Market by Geography 2021-2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  610.78   635.24   665.20   700.26   740.60   785.81   835.77  5.37% 

North America  472.64   486.21   503.59   524.36   548.52   575.67   605.59  4.22% 

Europe  410.66   421.31   435.18   451.90   471.44   493.43   517.67  3.94% 

Latin America  256.13   265.24   276.56   289.89   305.27   322.52   341.55  4.91% 

MEA  167.03   172.95   180.19   188.61   198.22   208.87   220.48  4.74% 

Total  1,917.23   1,980.96   2,060.72   2,155.01   2,264.05   2,386.30   2,521.07  4.67% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.7 RIVETERS  

13.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The advent of rivet guns that can accommodate a variety of rivets and use a simple 

lever and squeeze technique has accelerated their popularity in recent years. 

Furthermore, their steel design with a rubber grip at a reasonable price makes them 

more appealing for use as a fastening tool. Heavy-duty riveting tools, which are 

specifically tailored for large-scale commercial and industrial applications, are the 

newest trend in the industry. Their bigger size and appropriate lever action can let 

the end-user do less physical work. Riveters can also be found in sheet metal work, 

automobile repairs, and heavy fabric in ductworks, thanks to the rise in fastening and 

assembling operations. The tool should come with spring-loaded handles and 

additional interchangeable heads. With its heavy-duty swivel head riveter that has a 

360-degree convenience level and a rubber grip for comfort, DEWALT is a significant 

participant in the segment. 

Exhibit 56 Global Riveters Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global riveters market was valued at $1.26 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $1.57 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.76% during the forecast period. 
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13.7.2 Market by Geography 

Table 11 Riveters Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  382.88   396.83   414.09   434.40   457.82   484.08   513.06  5.00% 

North America  337.60   343.32   351.53   361.84   374.19   388.22   403.73  3.03% 

Europe  282.90   286.71   292.55   300.09   309.27   319.76   331.39  2.67% 

Latin America  155.51   159.35   164.40   170.51   177.67   185.73   194.62  3.81% 

MEA  98.25   101.18   104.85   109.15   114.09   119.57   125.53  4.17% 

Total  1,257.13   1,287.39   1,327.41   1,375.99   1,433.03   1,497.35   1,568.33  3.76% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.8 CLAMPS & VISES 

13.8.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Clamps and vises are a major add-on application device associated with sanding, 

gluing, cutting, drilling, and soldering. While they are safe to use and handle, they 

can still cause injuries if they are misused. Efforts can be made to improve their safety 

levels, thereby reducing the need for lubricating them on a regular basis. Bar clamps 

and C-clamps are the most widely used clamps in the market. Customization 

facilities can be provided by vendors with respect to suction cups, jaws, handles, and 

swivel bases, such that they can fit their end-use appropriately. Similarly, wooden 

construction works and renovation works across geographies, especially in the 

European region, can drive the market for vises as it an integral tool for 

woodworking alongside metalworks and manufacturing. Gray Tools and Stanley 

Black & Decker are some of the major players in this segment. 

Exhibit 57 Global Clamps & Vises Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global clamps & vises market was valued at $0.93 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $1.14 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.49% during the forecast 

period. 
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13.8.2 Market by Geography 

Table 12 Clamps & Vises Market by Geography 2021-2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  291.71   301.11   312.93   326.94   343.17   361.38   381.45  4.57% 

North America  241.14   245.23   251.09   258.46   267.28   277.30   288.38  3.03% 

Europe  200.77   203.26   207.19   212.32   218.58   225.76   233.74  2.57% 

Latin America  118.92   121.23   124.44   128.41   133.13   138.46   144.35  3.28% 

MEA  78.60   80.33   82.60   85.34   88.52   92.06   95.92  3.37% 

Total  931.14   951.17   978.26   1,011.47   1,050.68   1,094.96   1,143.84  3.49% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.9 WRECKING BARS 

13.9.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Wrecking bars are mainly utilized for prying and demolishing, which have a 

flattened end and a V split to pull nails. Prybars with higher strength and durability 

are preferred with recommended sizes of 12−48 inches. They are also required to be 

made in attractive and bright colors as they are used for demolition in places where 

there is a lot of debris. As they have the potential to dominate the residential segment, 

a pry bar with longer length is more ideal for DIY enthusiasts. Corrosion resistance, 

high warranty, and adjustable sizes are major factors influencing their purchase. 

GEARWRENCH, TEKTON, and Craftsman are some of the major players in this 

segment. 

Exhibit 58 Global Wrecking Bars Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global wrecking bars market was valued at $1.35 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $1.75 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.42% during the forecast 

period. 
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13.9.2 Market by Geography 

Table 13 Wrecking Bars Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  428.46   444.18   463.62   486.48   512.84   542.40   575.02  5.03% 

North America  337.60   347.30   359.71   374.54   391.80   411.19   432.57  4.22% 

Europe  292.02   299.13   308.51   319.86   333.18   348.18   364.72  3.77% 

Latin America  182.95   188.29   195.12   203.26   212.73   223.37   235.09  4.27% 

MEA  108.08   111.77   116.31   121.60   127.64   134.33   141.62  4.61% 

Total  1,349.11   1,390.67   1,443.26   1,505.74   1,578.19   1,659.46   1,749.02  4.42% 

Source: Arizton 
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13.10 RACHETS & SOCKETS 

13.10.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Ratchets & sockets are ideal substitutes for wrenches as they enable the tightening 

and loosening of fasteners without repositioning the tool on them. Sockets also fit 

more completely around a fastener, which reduces the chance of slip off. Drivers, 

spark plugs, and impact are the most preferred for sockets that are attached to the 

nut and bolts. Flexible head ratchets can be developed as they are more suitable for 

working under tight conditions. Socket lengths, socket adapters, breaker bars, and 

extensions are some of the major criteria for purchasing ratchets and sockets.  

Exhibit 59 Global Rachets & Sockets Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global rachets & sockets market was valued at $0.76 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $0.97 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.08% during the 

forecast period. 
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13.10.2 Market by Geography 

Table 14 Rachets & Sockets Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  237.02   246.98   259.08   273.19   289.37   307.48   327.46  5.53% 

North America  202.56   205.89   210.64   216.57   223.62   231.58   240.31  2.89% 

Europe  164.26   167.42   171.72   176.99   183.19   190.13   197.72  3.14% 

Latin America  100.62   103.51   107.17   111.53   116.57   122.20   128.37  4.14% 

MEA  58.95   60.91   63.30   66.05   69.17   72.59   76.28  4.39% 

Total  763.41   784.70   811.90   844.32   881.91   923.98   970.15  4.08% 

Source: Arizton 
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14 CUTTING TOOLS 

14.1 MARKET SNAPSHOT & GROWTH ENGINE 

Exhibit 60 Incremental Growth by Cutting Tools 2021-2027 

CUTTING TOOLS  2021 2027 CAGR 

SAWS   $1.84 BN   $2.41 BN 4.63% 

CHISEL & FILES   $1.62 BN   $2.09 BN 4.31% 
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14.2 MARKET OVERVIEW 

Cutting tools are used for the removal of materials during metal works through the 

shear deformation process as well as in other wooden and carpentry works. They 

either have a single or multi-pointed edge. While the single-tipped edges are used 

for shaping and cutting, the multi-pointed edges are associated with milling and 

grinding. Toughness, hardness, and wear resistance are the major requirements for 

metal cutting tools. The major cutting tools include chisels, saws, knives, and cutters, 

including wire cutters. The cutting tools segment was the second-largest revenue 

contributor after general purpose tools and accounted for a 23.89% share in 2021. The 

rise in construction, automotive, renovation, retrofit, and woodworking activities are 

expected to contribute to the growth of this segment during the next five years. With 

digital equipment gaining momentum in recent years for their accuracy and 

precision, they have become a crucial component of the production processes. The 

challenges posed by the complexities of high-speed machining today can drive 

product developments in conventional hand tools to comply with the unique 

demands. Vendors can make suitable innovations in terms of tool technique, cutting, 

tool design, safety, and ergonomics to compete with sophisticated tools. 

14.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Exhibit 61 Global Cutting Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 5.38 5.55 5.77 6.02 6.32 6.65 7.01
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The global cutting tools market was valued at $5.38 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $7.01 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.50% during the forecast 

period. 

14.2.2 Market by Geography 

Table 15 Cutting Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  1,690.74   1,759.34   1,843.21   1,941.33   2,054.18   2,180.68   2,320.46  5.42% 

North America  1,350.12   1,385.55   1,431.60   1,487.03   1,551.80   1,624.66   1,704.99  3.97% 

Europe  1,149.84   1,177.27   1,213.57   1,257.63   1,309.36   1,367.65   1,431.94  3.72% 

Latin America  722.64   746.12   775.62   810.56   851.02   896.40   946.46  4.60% 

MEA  468.65   483.69   502.29   524.06   548.97   576.59   606.65  4.40% 

Total  5,382.00   5,551.96   5,766.29   6,020.61   6,315.33   6,645.98   7,010.50  4.50% 

Source: Arizton 
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14.3 CHISEL & FILES  

14.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Chisels are frequently paired with hammers, which are used in woodworking for 

precision shaping and cutting. For woodworking and other cutting tasks, files are 

frequently used in conjunction with chisels. Steel-based chisels come in a variety of 

sizes and are excellent for commercial and industrial applications. The possible use 

of chisels is apparent in industries that entail heavy-duty applications by using 

falling weight or trip hammers. Similarly, pocket-friendly chisels for domestic and 

DIY applications in detail workings are in high demand. Carving chisels, corner 

chisels, skew chisels, and bevel edge chisels are commonly used in woodworking. 

Depending on the end-user, cold and hot chisels are widely employed in 

metalworking tasks. 

The global chisel & files market was valued at $1.62 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $2.09 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.31% during the forecast 

period. 

Exhibit 62 Global Chisel & Files Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

Despite the growth of cutting tools in the cordless segment with ultra-precision and 

technologies, chisels are still used in precision manufacturing for add-on purposes. 
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They are utilized for manufacturing and refurbishing of turbine blades in the aviation 

industry. Heavy-duty, paring, Japanese chisels are some of the other commonly 

preferred tools in the segment. DEWALT, Narex, VonHaus, and WORKPRO are 

some of the major players in the category. Most of the best-selling chisels in the 

market have features such as shock-absorbing handles, ergonomic bi-material 

handles, and hardened strike caps with high striking accuracy. Brands such as Narex 

offer 6-piece chisel sets in an attractive wooden box to enhance the marketing of the 

tool. 

14.3.2 Market by Geography 

Table 16 Chisel & Files Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  511.79   531.32   555.36   583.56   616.05   652.46   692.67  5.17% 

North America  410.51   420.50   433.67   449.62   468.33   489.41   512.65  3.77% 

Europe  346.78   355.13   366.15   379.53   395.23   412.91   432.41  3.75% 

Latin America  215.26   221.39   229.24   238.64   249.58   261.87   275.42  4.19% 

MEA  139.60   143.84   149.14   155.35   162.47   170.37   178.96  4.23% 

Total  1,623.93   1,672.17   1,733.56   1,806.70   1,891.65   1,987.02   2,092.12  4.31% 

Source: Arizton 
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14.4 SAWS 

14.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Saws are the most common hand tool used for wood cutting purposes. While there 

are numerous types of saws available, hand saws, coping saws, hack saws, pull saws, 

crosscut saws, Japanese saws, and rip saws are the most preferred types. They are 

also extensively used for cutting metal, plastic, drywall, and furniture. A sharp tooth, 

balance, flex, tension, taper, thickness, tooth geometry, and crown are some of the 

factors determining the purchase of saws. Saws are also considered as a segment that 

is threatened and increasingly replaced by the powered cordless segment in recent 

years as the development of compact jigsaws and reciprocating saws is witnessing 

traction among players such as Milwaukee and Bosch. 

Exhibit 63 Key Trends in Saws Market  

Source: Arizton 

The global saws market was valued at $1.84 billion in 2021 and is expected to reach 

$2.41 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.63% during the forecast period. 
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Exhibit 64 Global Saws Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

IRWIN Tools is renowned for its offerings in the pull saws and coping saws segments 

whereas STANLEY offers high-grade hand saws for furniture and drywall cutting. 

Vendors are likely to focus on the Teeth Per Inch (TPI) factor that determines the 

cutting details and precision. For instance, 6–8 TPI is recommended for rip cuts for 

wood grains. Similarly, 8–12-inch saws can be targeted for cross-cut works against 

the grain for better performance. The accessibility and convenience level of the hand 

saws are expected to drive the demand amidst competition in the growing power 

tools segment. With the high level of industrial concentration, regions such as APAC 

and North America dominated the segment in 2021. 

14.4.2 Market by Geography 

Table 17 Saws Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  575.77   600.08   629.68   664.26   703.99   748.53   797.78  5.59% 

North America  465.24   477.88   494.21   513.81   536.68   562.39   590.73  4.06% 

Europe  392.41   403.78   418.33   435.69   455.89   478.58   503.60  4.25% 

Latin America  246.01   253.32   262.63   273.73   286.62   301.10   317.06  4.32% 

MEA  159.54   164.34   170.33   177.37   185.45   194.40   204.14  4.19% 

Total  1,838.97   1,899.41   1,975.19   2,064.87   2,168.63   2,285.00   2,413.30  4.63% 

Source: Arizton 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 1.84 1.90 1.98 2.06 2.17 2.28 2.41

Growth Rate 3.29% 3.99% 4.54% 5.03% 5.37% 5.62%
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14.5 KNIVES & BLADES 

14.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

New entrants in the market are focusing on the pocket and utility knives segments 

owing to their wide scope of applications. With high safety and comfortable 

handling, they are finding adoption in the DIY segment as well. Growth in activities 

such as installing carpets, vinyl flooring or attaching a wallpaper can utilize knives 

and blades. With the availability of pocketknives with multi-functionality for less 

than $10, they are more affordable as well. TEKTON offers high-quality putty knives 

for scraping activities. DEWALT offers knives in drywall, folding, fixed, and heavy-

duty types that can find adoption in various applications. Leatherman is a major 

player in this segment where the company leverages the multi-tool cutting feature in 

the hand tools market. Compact, efficient, and weightless pocketknives are in 

demand where the vendors can utilize the opportunity for better product 

penetration. 

The global knives & blades market was valued at $1.18 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $1.58 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 5.05% during the forecast 

period. 

Exhibit 65 Global Knives & Blades Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 1.18 1.22 1.27 1.34 1.41 1.49 1.58

Growth Rate 3.69% 4.40% 4.96% 5.45% 5.80% 6.05%
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14.5.2 Market by Geography 

Table 18 Knives & Blades Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  374.71   392.72   414.40   439.60   468.51   500.94   536.89  6.18% 

North America  291.92   301.20   312.89   326.76   342.84   360.88   380.77  4.53% 

Europe  255.52   260.97   268.36   277.42   288.12   300.21   313.55  3.47% 

Latin America  153.75   160.18   168.00   177.15   187.66   199.45   212.48  5.54% 

MEA  99.71   103.88   108.88   114.66   121.24   128.53   136.50  5.37% 

Total  1,175.61   1,218.94   1,272.54   1,335.60   1,408.37   1,490.01   1,580.19  5.05% 

Source: Arizton 
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14.6 CABLE & WIRE CUTTING TOOLS 

14.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

High leverage, ratcheting, specialty, and standard are the most common cable cutting 

tools in the market. Brands such as Klein offer high quality and standardized cable 

cutters that are effective for clear and precise cuts with long life. While a cutting plier 

is a viable substitute for the segment, cable cutters are more efficient and durable for 

the operation. Snips and bolt cutters are also offered by players such as Gray Tools 

in various lengths. Diagonal cutters can be prioritized in the coming years as well 

owing to their performance and productivity in harsh working conditions. Vendors 

such as Channellock offers diagonal cutters for heavy-duty applications under their 

special tools category. 

Exhibit 66 Key Factors impacting Cable & Wire Cutting Tools Market  

Source: Arizton 

The global cable & wire cutting tools market was valued at $0.74 billion in 2021 and 

is expected to reach $0.92 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.71% during the 

forecast period. 
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Exhibit 67 Global Cable & Wire Cutting Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

14.6.2 Market by Geography 

Table 19 Cable & Wire Cutting Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  228.48   235.23   243.77   253.91   265.64   278.75   293.12  4.24% 

North America  182.45   185.97   190.83   196.83   203.95   211.99   220.84  3.23% 

Europe  155.14   157.38   160.73   164.98   170.11   175.95   182.38  2.73% 

Latin America  107.63   111.24   115.74   121.04   127.15   133.98   141.50  4.67% 

Middle East & Africa  69.80   71.63   73.94   76.68   79.82   83.29   87.05  3.75% 

Total  743.49   761.44   785.01   813.44   846.67   883.96   924.89  3.71% 

Source: Arizton 
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15 LAYOUT & MEASURING TOOLS 

15.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

This segment consists of tape measures, feeler gauges, calipers, folding rules, and 

levels that are primarily used for measurements. The tools are used for measuring 

length, area, distance, and volume, and are widely utilized in construction sites and 

general industries for measuring with precision. The tools are also widely preferred 

in households to carry out small DIY activities and projects. The segment is 

increasingly dominated by laser measurement tools where players such as Bosch 

have introduced mobile-based applications that relate to measuring tools to enhance 

the customer experience levels. However, conventional hand measuring tools are 

expected to remain significant during the forecast period, especially in APAC and 

Latin America. This growth can be attributed with the rise in general manufacturing, 

architectural, and woodworking activities where carpenters make use of tapes and 

levels. 

15.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Exhibit 68 Global Layout & Measuring Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global layout & measuring tools market was valued at $0.89 billion in 2021 and 

is expected to reach $1.09 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.45% during the 

forecast period. 
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GEARWRENCH specializes in the measuring tool segment with its feeler gauges and 

calipers. Blades with a 45-degree offset are generally recommended for better access. 

The tape measures from FATMAX and LEVERLOCK brands of STANLEY are more 

recognized for their corrosion-resistant end hooks and accuracy in measurements. 

They also offer aluminum magnetic beam levels with shock-absorbing end caps. 

DEWALT offers chalk reels with a chalk line of up to 150 ft. Tapes and measures are 

likely to be offered in the form of keychains and rings for convenience and portability 

as they tend to be more frequently used in construction and manufacturing sites. 

Nylon coating for better handling, grappling hook, auto-lock, and easy read graphics 

are the basic features required in a tape measure. The measuring tools can also be 

designed to meet the needs of electrical and plumbing activities, which can provide 

an additional advantage to the brands operating in the segment. 

15.1.2 Market by Geography 

Table 20 Layout & Measuring Tools Market by Geography 2021-2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  285.77   293.65   303.80   315.97   330.15   346.10   363.68  4.10% 

North America  218.94   222.69   228.05   234.78   242.83   251.98   262.09  3.04% 

Europe  191.64   193.45   196.60   200.87   206.18   212.33   219.17  2.26% 

Latin America  118.92   121.76   125.52   130.08   135.43   141.47   148.12  3.73% 

MEA  73.51   76.01   79.07   82.64   86.72   91.24   96.17  4.58% 

Total  888.78   907.55   933.03   964.33   1,001.32   1,043.11   1,089.23  3.45% 

Source: Arizton 
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16 TAPS & DIES  

16.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

While taps are sharpened metallic shaft-like devices for cutting internal screw 

threads, dies are the exact opposite of taps and are used for cutting external screw 

threads. Taper, second, and plug taps are the most used taps for end-use applications. 

As failing of the tapping process can cause a huge impact on the product, there are 

many concerns associated while choosing the best tapping set. This increases the 

need for tools with a long-life span. While the scope for residential penetration is low, 

they can find high adoption in the industrial segment. The segment is expected to 

generate incremental revenue of $0.28 billion during the forecast period. 

16.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Exhibit 69 Global Taps & Dies Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global taps & dies market was valued at $1.07 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $1.34 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.90% during the forecast period. 

IRWIN is a forerunner in the segment where innovation through its new 

Performance Threading System is a ground-breaking concept. It extensively reduces 

the set-up time and the requirement of overall tools needed. Kennametal, Kyocera, 

Lenox, and PROMAX are some of the other key vendors in the segment. Neiko offers 

a 45-piece tap and die set with titanium cutting edges and professional steel grade 
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construction for higher durability. Bosch also offers tap and die sets with laser-etched 

markings that are ideal for cutting thread holes for plastic drilling and metal works. 

Clean, aggressive, and precise results with the prevention of over threading are 

generally recommended for vendors. While most of the vendors are offering taps and 

dies in pieces and combos, individual offerings of the product can be maximized. 

16.1.2 Market by Geography 

Table 21 Taps & Dies Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  335.93   347.67   362.22   379.33   399.05   421.11   445.39  4.81% 

North America  273.67   278.74   285.81   294.58   304.99   316.76   329.73  3.15% 

Europe  228.14   231.98   237.45   244.28   252.43   261.64   271.78  2.96% 

Latin America  137.21   141.08   146.04   151.96   158.84   166.56   175.06  4.14% 

MEA  91.89   95.00   98.81   103.25   108.30   113.89   119.97  4.54% 

Total  1,066.85   1,094.48   1,130.33   1,173.40   1,223.61   1,279.96   1,341.91  3.90% 

Source: Arizton 
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17 END-USER 

17.1 MARKET SNAPSHOT & GROWTH ENGINE 

Exhibit 70 Incremental Growth by End-User 2021 & 2027 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL $15.89 BN $20.01 BN 3.92% 

- CONSTRUCTION $4.21 BN $5.35 BN 4.09% 

- AUTOMOTIVE $3.64 BN $4.64 BN 4.10% 

- AEROSPACE $3.04 BN $3.87 BN 4.14% 

- ELECTRONICS $2.21 BN $2.74 BN 3.61% 

- ENERGY $1.21 BN $1.48 BN 3.44% 

- SHIPBUILDING $1.01 BN  $1.22 BN 3.23% 

- OTHERS $0.56 BN $0.70 BN 3.69% 

COMMERCIAL $4.39 BN $5.68 BN 4.40% 

RESIDENTIAL $2.26 BN $3.06 BN 5.17% 
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17.2 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The industrial end-user segment, which includes automotive and construction 

industries, was the major revenue contributor to the hand tools market in 2021. The 

scenario is expected to remain consistent during the forecast period owing to the 

rising demand for safe and advanced tools from various industries coupled with the 

growth in precision manufacturing processes. However, renovation, retrofit, and 

DIY activities are expected to drive the market for hand tools in the residential and 

commercial segments. The growth can be also more evident in the APAC, Latin 

America, and MEA regions due to the rising disposable income and urbanization 

activities. 

In 2021, the industrial end-user segment accounted for a 70.51% share of the overall 

market revenue, followed by construction and automotive industries with revenue 

share of $4.21 billion and $3.64 billion, respectively. The aerospace industry is 

expected to grow at the fastest CAGR of 4.14% during the forecast period. This can 

be due to the extensive use of hand drills and fastening tools with precision tools for 

assembly activities.  

The growing application of precision parts and the growing global consumer traffic 

expect to drive the demand for hand tools in the aerospace industry. Hence, the 

segment is expected to generate $3.87 billion by 2027. The objectives of global 

manufacturing industries to achieve sustainability and eco-friendly resources have 

led to higher installations of renewable energy infrastructure such as wind turbines 

and solar panels. The electronics industry is expected to generate incremental 

revenue of $0.53 billion during the forecast period, with an estimated CAGR of 3.61%. 

The industry extensively makes use of pliers, precision cutters, and hand drills. 

The commercial end-user segment was the second-largest revenue contributor after 

the industrial segment. It was valued at $4.39 billion in 2021 and is expected to grow 

at a CAGR of 4.40% to generate $5.68 billion in 2027. The segment is also expected to 

grow with a CAGR of 4.50% in MEA due to the increased construction of hotels and 

shopping malls that are to be built over the next few years post-2020. APAC and Latin 

America were ahead of MEA in terms of growth rates with 5.43% and 4.69%, 

respectively. The rising volume of renovation and retrofit activities in commercial 

places such as shopping malls, corporate offices, hotels, and restaurants is driving 
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the growth of the segment. The growth in tourism is also a major influencer in Latin 

America and APAC markets, which can gain traction post the pandemic. 

The residential end-user category was the lowest revenue contributor that generated 

$2.26 billion in 2021. The preference for power tools, especially battery-operated tools 

for home improvement and DIY activities, is expected to dominate the hand tools 

market in the residential segment during the forecast period. The residential end-

user segment is expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.17% to generate $3.06 billion in 

2027, where most of the revenue would come from North America, Europe, and 

APAC. While tools such as drills, wrenches, saws, utility knives, and measuring tools 

could find adoption in the residential sector. Heat and glue guns in the cordless 

segment are considered as the gamechangers in the DIY industry. 
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18 INDUSTRIAL  

18.1 MARKET SNAPSHOT & GROWTH ENGINE  

Exhibit 71 Incremental Growth by End-User 2021 & 2027 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION $4.21 BN $5.35 BN 4.09% 

AUTOMOTIVE $3.64 BN $4.64 BN 4.10% 

AEROSPACE $3.04 BN $3.87 BN 4.14% 

ELECTRONICS $2.21 BN $2.74 BN 3.61% 

ENERGY $1.21 BN $1.48 BN 3.44% 

SHIPBUILDING $1.01 BN  $1.22 BN 3.23% 

OTHERS $0.56 BN $0.70 BN 3.69% 
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18.2 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The industrial end-user segment was the largest revenue contributor to the global 

hand tools market in 2021, and this trend is likely to continue during the forecast 

period. Hand tools are widely used in automotive, aerospace, electronics, energy, 

construction, shipbuilding, and other industries. The construction sector is estimated 

to be the highest revenue generator due to the growth in construction and renovation 

activities across the globe, followed by the automotive industry that involves the 

assembly of high-precision parts. Further, the aerospace industry is expected to grow 

at the fastest CAGR during the forecast period owing to the rise in sophisticated 

precision pliers and cutters from hand tool vendors to effectively compete with the 

power tools market. 

18.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Exhibit 72 Global Industrial Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global industrial hand tools market was valued at $15.89 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $20.01 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.92% during the 

forecast period. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 15.89 16.29 16.83 17.47 18.23 19.07 20.01

Growth Rate 2.58% 3.28% 3.82% 4.31% 4.65% 4.90%
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18.2.2 Market by Geography 

Table 22 Industrial Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  5,002.59   5,178.55   5,397.26   5,655.06   5,952.75   6,286.53   6,654.79  4.87% 

North America  4,023.00   4,103.82   4,214.83   4,351.81   4,514.15   4,697.81   4,900.56  3.34% 

Europe  3,394.76   3,456.29   3,542.93   3,651.02   3,779.91   3,926.11   4,087.65  3.14% 

Latin America  2,113.97   2,169.83   2,242.38   2,329.68   2,431.65   2,546.39   2,672.90  3.99% 

MEA  1,350.83   1,386.21   1,431.34   1,484.87   1,546.60   1,615.14   1,689.67  3.80% 

Total 15,885.15   16,294.71   16,828.74   17,472.43   18,225.07   19,071.98  20,005.57  3.92% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.3 CONSTRUCTION 

18.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The construction industry is the largest end-user segment for the hand tools and this 

trend is expected to continue throughout the forecast period. Going forward, 

traditional hand tools in the construction industry are on the verge of being replaced 

with battery-powered cordless tools. This helps to increase the overall productivity 

and enhance the employee experience. Alongside the conventional hammers and 

wrecking bars, drillers, demolition hammers, rotary hammers, dust extractors, 

sanders, grinders, and routers are the most common equipment utilized in the 

construction industry. 

Exhibit 73 Key Factors in Construction Industry  

Source: Arizton 

The expansion of spaces in the residential and commercial sector is witnessing a 

boost due to a considerable demographic shift in the consumer base. Over the last 

three decades, about one billion people are estimated to have come out of extreme 

poverty. This has shaped the usual way of living and promoted urban living 

standards in developing countries. The UN estimates that by 2050, two-thirds of the 

global population is expected to live in urban areas. This emphasis on rapid 

urbanization is likely to push construction across the globe. The rise in the 
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construction of buildings as well as civic infrastructure will drive the market for hand 

tools across the globe. 

Exhibit 74 Global Construction Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global construction hand tools market was valued at $4.21 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $5.35 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.09% during the 

forecast period. 

The world is witnessing new developments and market trends in the construction 

industry. Technological transformation is a major factor influencing this growth 

along with significant changes deployed in the industry from design to installations. 

While building projects are becoming more complex in nature, stringent policies 

governing employee safety, utilization of advanced precision tools, need for energy 

efficiency, and improvement of productivity are some of the major concerns. Growth 

can be more concentrated in the real estate and residential sectors, which are majorly 

supported by low interest rates and rising disposable income among the population. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 4.21 4.32 4.47 4.65 4.86 5.09 5.35

Growth Rate 2.74% 3.44% 3.99% 4.48% 4.82% 5.07%
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Exhibit 75 Key Industry Outlook  

Source: Arizton 

The growing population, the rising demand for public construction projects, and 

growing investments in renewables and telecommunication infrastructure are 

expected to fuel the growth of the construction industry during the forecast period. 

This, in turn, is stimulating the demand for the usage and adoption of hand tools 

globally. With the global construction industry expecting to grow by 85% to reach 

$15.5 trillion by 2030, 57% of the overall growth is expected to be contributed by 

China, the US, and India. Along with new public and residential construction 

activities, renovation and retrofit activities will further add to the demand for hand 

tools over the next five years. Renovation activities will make use of general purpose 

tools such as wrenches, riveters, clamps & vises, pliers, and cutting tools such as 

chisels, saws, and utility knives. The layout and measurement tools have high 

adoption in the construction industry. Vendors can enhance their portfolio of utility 

knives, hand saws, claw hammers, wrecking bars, and layout tools during the 

forecast period. 
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18.3.2 Impact of COVID-19 

Exhibit 76 COVID-19 Pandemic impacting Construction Industry  

Source: Arizton 

› The COVID-19 pandemic has brought the construction industry to a halt and construction 

sites were 50% on their run rate in 2020.  

› The industry is significantly labor intensive, hence restrictions and lockdowns resulted in 

reduced constructions.  

› Slow economic growth, increased unemployment rates, and layoffs residential 

construction activities were grossly affected.  

› Supply chain disruptions have resulted in minimal supply of equipment and raw 

materials. Hence, the demand for hand tools witnessed a short-term slow growth. 
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18.3.3 Market by Geography 

Table 23 Construction Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  1,321.27   1,370.65   1,431.57   1,503.13   1,585.62   1,678.08   1,780.16  5.09% 

North America  1,058.20   1,079.44   1,108.61   1,144.61   1,187.28   1,235.55   1,288.85  3.34% 

Europe  894.32   910.01   932.29   960.18   993.51   1,031.35   1,073.17  3.09% 

Latin America  570.93   588.84   611.47   638.35   669.51   704.49   743.07  4.49% 

MEA  364.82   375.96   389.84   406.13   424.81   445.51   468.04  4.24% 

Total  4,209.54   4,324.90   4,473.78   4,652.40   4,860.73   5,094.99   5,353.28  4.09% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.4 AUTOMOTIVE 

18.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The automotive industry is the second-largest end-user segment after the 

construction industry in the global hand tools market. Fastening tools such as 

screwdrivers, wrenches, and nut drivers 

are the major tools that are used for 

tightening fasteners, engine mounting, 

and other joint works. With the global 

electric vehicles market growing at an 

average rate of 60% annually, expansion 

and increased production facilities can 

result in the additional demand for hand tools, especially for general purpose, 

cutting, and measuring tools segments. This can be more prominent in China, Japan, 

the US, and Western European countries where the production of EVs is more likely 

to accelerate during the forecast period. The complexity in designs and mechanisms 

will force technicians to work in smaller cabinets, which can increase the demand for 

precision and accuracy in hand tools. It will also prompt vendors to undertake 

product innovations to compete with the growing cordless tools segment. 

Regulatory pressures on the automotive industry are tightening across the regions. 

Until the last decade, the 

growth of the automotive 

industry in APAC, Latin 

America, and MEA was 

uninhibited due to the lack of 

strong policies and 

regulations on emissions and 

other environmental impacts. 

However, with globalization, foreign players are scaling up their operations and 

expanding their footprint in various countries to benefit from favorable FDI and 

other corporate-friendly policies. Europe and North America face increased 

competition from APAC-based vehicle manufacturers. The aftersales market of the 

growing automotive industry is also adding newer opportunities for hand tool 

➢ Apart from OEM, aftersales and MRO 

activities hold high potential for 

automotive hand tools 

➢ Latin America holds potential for 

automotive hand tools due to the rising 

number of automotive components 

manufacturing facilities 

    

• Increase in used vehicle sales
• Work-from-home extension expected to

reduce car sales
• Automotive start-ups expected to bear

the brunt of economic challenges and
shut down in hoards

COVID-19 Impact
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manufacturers. The technological transformation in the automotive industry is 

accelerating fast with changing customer preferences. Also, customer demand is not 

uniform across all regions. 

Exhibit 77 Global Automotive Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global automotive hand tools market was valued at $3.64 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $4.64 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.10% during the 

forecast period. 

Along with the manufacturing demand, there is also a significant scope for hand tools 

in the automotive aftermarket. Nut drivers, screwdrivers, wrenches, wire cutters, 

pliers, taps, and dies play a crucial role in vehicle repair, replacement, and 

maintenance operations. Moreover, the dynamic requirements from modern, high-

technology assembly lines, material removal, and drilling activities can enhance the 

demand for cordless power tools during the forecast period where the hand tools 

market can face a high intensity of the threat. Since the margin for error should be 

low in the case of installing brakes or seats in vehicles, customization of hand tools 

to comply with the technical details is expected to witness a surge over the next few 

years. The global vehicle service industry, which was worth more than $85 billion in 

2019, demands efficient fastening tools to improve the work of technicians. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 3.64 3.74 3.87 4.03 4.21 4.41 4.64

Growth Rate 2.76% 3.46% 4.01% 4.49% 4.83% 5.08%
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The delicate 

and detailing 

works in the 

industry have 

given rise to 

many new 

product 

developments and modifications. Further, safety regulations in the US and Europe 

are restricting the excessive use of wrenches that produce higher vibrations. This can 

encourage vendors to implement additional safety features and changes in 

ergonomics to reduce the physical efforts and vibrations during the work. Some of 

the major vendors operating in this segment include Stanley Black & Decker, Gray 

Tools, Channellock, Apex Tool Group, and Snap-on. 

Moreover, the automotive industry is one of the highest contributors to the growth 

of the global economy and is significantly growing in almost all regions. Owing to 

the lack of strict policies and regulations on pollution and other environmental 

impacts, the development of the automotive industry in APAC, Latin America, and 

the Middle East & Africa was uninhabited until the last decade. With globalization, 

however, many international players are scaling up their operations and expanding 

their presence to benefit from favorable FDI and other corporate-friendly policies in 

different countries. Europe and North America face intensified competition from 

producers of APAC-based vehicles. 

18.4.2 Impact of COVID-19 

In major countries that have historically been high demand for cars, the automotive 

industry faced tough economic challenges. In April 2020, India registered zero car 

sales as the lockdown steps resulted in a full shutdown of retail outlets. In several 

countries, manufacturing operations have started to return to earlier levels, and some 

factories opened with a small number of raw materials originally stored as inventory.  
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Exhibit 78 Automotive Industry and US-China Impact due to COVID-19  

Source: Arizton 

Manufacturers are trying to find alternatives to meet their supply chain demand, 

however, the stable production of vehicles was impacted adversely in 2020.  

Countries such as China, South Korea, and Japan have been able to successfully 

reduce the COVID-19 spread after the initial struggle in the first few months after the 

outbreak. The focus on electric vehicles is high in these countries with many subsidies 

rolled out to customers. The demand for hand tools from this sub-sector is expected 

to rise during the forecast period. 

18.4.3 Key Insights  

Macroeconomic factors also play a key role in determining the demand and supply 

pattern in the automotive industry and the downstream OEM industry. There has 

been a strategic shift in the global automotive manufacturing landscape with 

traditional market leaders such as the US, South Korea, and Japan gradually being 

overtaken by emerging countries such as Mexico, India, China, Thailand, and 

Indonesia. Currently, the COVID-19 outbreak has diminished the recovery of the 

slow-growing economies and reduced the growth rates of developed economies. 

The trade spat between the US and China has 
further escalated post COVID-19 pandemic 

outbreak. The trade issues have not subsided, and 
many issues have been flagged at various levels. 

The automotive industry is expected to have major 
impact on account of the trade relations between 

the US and China

Short-term Impact on Auto Industry: Yes
Impact Level (2020): Moderately High
Impact Level (2019): Moderate

Based on the expertise of the precision parts 
manufacturers, automakers are expected to 
adopt the multi-vendor engagement. Also, 
near sourcing will gain traction during the 

forecast period

Development in the Industry
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Exhibit 79 Factors driving Automotive Demand in Emerging Countries  

Source: Arizton 

Since 2001, the collective manufacturing share of emerging countries has almost 

doubled. The emerging countries now constitute 60% of the global automotive 

production, with almost all major automobile vendors vying to start or expand their 

production bases in these countries. This, in turn, has also resulted in the growth of 

ancillary units in these geographies, with several automotive component suppliers 

expanding their production horizons beyond their traditional strongholds.   

18.4.4 Market by Geography 

Table 24 Automotive Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  1,166.36   1,209.66   1,263.12   1,325.95   1,398.38   1,479.57   1,569.20  5.07% 

North America  930.49   951.77   980.18   1,014.79   1,055.52   1,101.45   1,152.12  3.62% 

Europe  812.19   828.77   851.46   879.41   912.51   949.94   991.26  3.38% 

Latin America  447.48   460.14   476.39   495.84   518.49   543.94   572.00  4.18% 

MEA  285.94   292.58   301.22   311.57   323.58   336.93   351.45  3.50% 

Total  3,642.46   3,742.92   3,872.38   4,027.57   4,208.48   4,411.84   4,636.03  4.10% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.5 AEROSPACE 

18.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The aerospace industry requirement can be categorized as below:  

› Tier 1: Wing assembly, landing gears, and avionics 

› Tier 2: Power systems, control systems, and hydraulic systems 

› Tier 3: Wiring, castings, precision parts, fasteners, bearings, and forgings.  

Precision engineering is extensively deployed across the aerospace industry with 

thousands of components sourced and assembled at various hierarchies. These parts 

are generally assembled in the jet engines and landing gear of an airplane. Driven by 

the vital nature of the 

components, the selection of 

hand tool suppliers is often the 

key in the industry.  

Governments across the world 

plan to support the aerospace 

industry; these plans are still 

unfolding, and a lot depends 

on the same. Although the companies in the aerospace industry have contingency 

plans to deal with situations such as natural calamity, outages, and cyber-attacks, 

among others, the scale of COVID-19 spread has made those plans futile as there has 

been a widespread closure of commercial and industrial operations. The hand tools 

manufacturing industry is one of the major supply industries for aerospace and it 

faced major challenges as commercial air travel declined due to the virus spread.  

The aerospace industry is one of the most drastically impacted industries from the 

pandemic. The demand for commercial flights witnessed negative growth. Boeing 

and Airbus, the two largest aircraft manufacturers, incurred huge losses in H1 2020. 

Orders for new commercial airliners were halted, causing machine tool usage in the 

sector to dwindle as well. All such factors had a negative impact on the demand for 

hand tools from aerospace industry. Moreover, the aerospace industry also 

implements automated technology for manufacturing military equipment. As these 

industries rely on mission-critical processing, automation is necessary to produce 

The tier 1 and tier 2 categories hold lower 

market potential than tier 3 component 

suppliers. Components such as fasteners falling 

under tier 3 widely drives demand for hand 

tools. 
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ultra-precision products reliably. This in turn has propelled the usage of power tools 

among the industry hence challenging growth for hand tools market.  

Exhibit 80 Global Aerospace Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global aerospace hand tools market was valued at $3.04 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $3.87 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.14% during the 

forecast period. 

Aerospace is one of the industries where the demand for quality and precision is 

always consistent. The rigorous demand from the industry requires manufacturers 

to offer cost-efficient and 

customized solutions for 

assembly operations. 

Product enhancements 

will also help in improving 

productivity and reducing 

overhead costs. This has 

been well understood by Ingersoll Rand, which offers reliable and advanced tools for 

the industry. The company also offers solutions for the industrial demands to reduce 

the margin of error and keep a track of the process.  

Hand tools are also recommended to be designed as per stringent aerospace 

standards. The maintenance crews in airplanes can witness high demand where they 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 3.04 3.12 3.23 3.36 3.52 3.69 3.87

Growth Rate 2.80% 3.50% 4.05% 4.53% 4.87% 5.11%
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Traceability is becoming more crucial in assembly 

operations of the aerospace industry, which can lead 

to new category developments in the hand tools 

market aligned towards accuracy and precision  
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expect the hand tools to cater to this demand. Accordingly, brands such as 

GEARWRENCH have designed their tools for aerospace applications where the 

industry technicians value them for their strength and accessibility. In the case of 

aerospace maintenance, tools are designed to improve productivity and save time for 

repair and replacement works. Pliers, cutters, wrenches, screwdrivers, taps, and dies 

can witness growth over the next five years. 

As airplanes do not have more room for working, the critical environment demands 

maximum torque range in the available minimum space. To address this unique 

need, brands such as Snap-on have introduced Dual 80 technology in their ratchets 

that offer engineering advantage. Flex sockets, wrenches, flank drive sockets, and 

cushion throat pliers are some of the other solutions offered by the brand. To cope 

with zero margin error, Precision 90 Ratchets and Torque Wrenches are offered by 

PROTO. 

Moreover, the increasing energy costs used to power pneumatic power tools, 

coupled with energy efficiency objectives set by the US Department of Energy, have 

enforced several industries to rely on battery-powered power tools in the past 

decade. The product reliability and consistency are the two main parameters for the 

increased adoption of power tools in the aerospace and defense industries. Going 

forward, the supportive regulations and demand for more sophisticated and 

compact tools are expected to drive the growth of power tools over hand tools, where 

vendors might face the burden to survive in a highly competitive market. 

The demand for both new and used aircraft is growing across the world. Hence, 

advanced and spare components falling under aerospace solutions are in demand 

across the globe. Emerging countries such as India, Brazil, and South Africa have 

observed tremendous growth opportunities in the aerospace industry over the last 

five years with increased investments. The aerospace industry in India was worth 

more than $7 billion and is expected to make strong procurements of military aircraft 

during the forecast period from EU-based aerospace vendors. The demand from 

other Asian countries with an instability due to terrorism or civil wars is expected to 

speed up the procurement of aircraft and subsequently aid the aerospace hand tools 

market. 
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18.5.2 Impact of COVID-19 

Exhibit 81 Post COVID-19 Impact  

Source: Arizton 

The outbreak of COVID-19 put a complete halt to the operations of the airline 

industry in 2020. Thousands of carriers grounded their fleet, and many new 

purchases were put on hold in early 2020. The ripple effect had many of the airlines 

and airline manufacturing companies staring at bankruptcy. Boeing especially had a 

difficult year in 2019 on account of grounding its 737 Max due to security concerns. 

The hand tools order book was muted on account of these factors. The recovery in 

2021 is expected to be slow.  

The slowing down of demand and disruption in production is having a major impact 

on the aerospace industry. The aerospace industry is characterized by high capital 

requirement, and with demand declining, concerns with respect to liquidity are being 

red flagged. The hand tools manufacturing is expected to bear the brunt of low 

demand and deferred project delivery. With spare parts requirement also drastically 

reducing on account of flight not operating, the market for hand tools is impacted on 

a wider scale. 

Taxation and Trade

Supply Chain Disruption

Lower Order Concerns

Financial Stimulus
Recessionary Pressures 

in Many Countries

Low Consumer Confidence in Air 
Travel

Higher Order Concerns

Production Losses and 
Higher COGS
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18.5.3 Market by Geography 

Table 25 Aerospace Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  938.56   971.47   1,012.40   1,060.65   1,116.37   1,178.84   1,247.77  4.86% 

North America  775.41   795.87   822.45   854.43   891.78   933.79   980.11  3.98% 

Europe  666.18   680.68   700.25   724.20   752.46   784.37   819.57  3.51% 

Latin America  401.19   411.51   424.98   441.22   460.21   481.60   505.18  3.92% 

MEA  256.36   263.24   271.98   282.33   294.26   307.49   321.88  3.87% 

Total  3,037.69   3,122.78   3,232.06   3,362.83   3,515.08   3,686.10   3,874.52  4.14% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.6 ELECTRONICS 

18.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The global electronic equipment product market was valued more than $2 trillion in 

2019. The demand for electronic equipment is expected to witness a steady growth 

during the forecast period, which is also more likely to drive the demand for hand 

tools. The electronics end-user segment can demand a special range of tools and 

supplies. Small to medium-sized flat blades and Philips head screwdrivers are 

preferred for small electronics work. As electronics works deal mainly with micro 

components, needle nose pliers with thin jaws are expected to witness high demand, 

where they are also used as wire cutters. 

With the rise in the complexity of electronic devices, tools for repairing and fixing 

have also been upgraded in recent years. As the sockets for electronic works usually 

do not come with ratchets, a product combination can be offered to cater to the 

demand-supply 

gap in the 

market. There is 

also a demand 

for specialty 

wire cutters as most of the tools available in the market are ideal for home 

applications and automotive works. Since electronics activities involve things that 

are often small with minimized parts, a full-sized saw may not be suitable for some 

precision works.  

The aftersales service and repair works related to electronics are also a positive 

scenario for the demand growth; for instance, cutters and pliers are used for cutting 

and making holes in a plastic box, for trimming an oversized circuit board, and 

drilling holes in the PCB. 

Moreover, cutters and pliers 

within 10 cm are 

recommended for PCB-based 

works as it becomes handier 

and more portable for 

miniature works. Thus, the electronics industry is expected to drive new demand for 

The electronics industry is expected to drive the 

demand for precision hand tools such as pliers, 

cutters, micro mini tools, micro shears, scissors, 

and tweezers 

• As of May 2020, the US has imposed 
tariffs on over $500 billion worth of 
Chinese goods, while China has 
reciprocated with tariffs on US goods 
worth around $180 billion
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fastening tools during the forecast period. The miniaturization and complexity of the 

electric circuits are a consistent challenge, testing the efficiency of vendors to bring 

out new products. 

Exhibit 82 Global Electronics Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global electronics hand tools market was valued at $2.21 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $2.74 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.61% during the 

forecast period. 

The manufacturing of electronic products includes metal materials in cleanrooms, 

glass fibers, and other essential goods. Within today’s tech-driven world, semi-

conductors have been invaluable, and the industry continues to expand. As with any 

industry experiencing tremendous growth, the electronics industry will see 

impressive growth with rising digitalization. This is expected to fuel the demand for 

hand tools from the industry. Post the pandemic, aftersales service and repair works 

related to electronics will also recover. Thus, the electronics industry is expected to 

drive fresh demand for hand tools during the forecast period. 

The regular launch of newer tablets, mobiles, and personal computers has aided the 

growth of the consumer electronics market. The market for consumer electronics is 

expected to continue its momentum during the forecast period, supported mainly by 

the manufacturing industry in China, which is a global hub for the consumer 

electronics market. The fastening products for production line machinery as well as 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
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in consumer appliances are expected to accelerate, since many small and medium 

enterprises in China, Korea, and Japan have planned an expansion of their facilities 

by 2020 to cater to the huge demand necessitated by cross-border e-commerce. The 

key fasteners in the consumer electronics market are micro fasteners, plastic fasteners 

for cable management and circuit board hardware, thread forming screws, and self-

clinch fasteners.  

18.6.2 Impact of COVID-19 

It was anticipated that the semiconductor 

industry supply chain disruption to continue 

till the end of 2020 as only 50% of 

manufacturers were able to make alternative arrangements by enabling back-up 

plans. China is one of the largest players in the semiconductor industry with 

consumption totaling over $190 billion in 2019. The disruption in the supply chain in 

H1 2020 had a larger impact on the semiconductor & electronics industry end-users. 

Although the requirement for components and tools was significant, the availability 

of the same was disrupted due to the COVID-19 related measures adopted in the 

APAC region.  

However, the global semiconductor industry recorded sale of around $439 billion in 

2020, witnessing an increase of around 6-7% as compared to $412 billion sale in 2019. 

Also, the sales of semiconductors in December 2020 witnessed the growth of 

approximately 8-8.5% compared to the same month in 2019. Moreover, the sales of 

semi-conductor in Q4, 2020 were around $117 billion, which was around 8.3-8.5% 

higher than 2019.  

China remained the largest market for semiconductors on a regional level, recording 

sales of approximately $150-152 billion in 2020, witnessing an increase of around 5% 

from the previous year. In 2020, the annual sales in APAC (excluding Japan) and 

Japan climbed by 5.3% and 1%, respectively. All these statistics show that although 

the electronics industry was anticipated to face disruptions in the early 2020, it 

witnessed growth, hence creating opportunities for hand tools manufacturers.   

The demand for PC processors remains high, particularly in value-oriented markets. 

The PC processor market remained strong throughout 2020 and is expected to remain 

robust in the coming year. It has been estimated that computing devices revenue will 

Moderate Impact of COVID-
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grow at around 7-8% growth rate reaching over $170 billion by the end of 2021. All 

such factors are expected to propel production of electronic items hence boosting the 

hand tools market.  

Mobile phone semiconductors continued to rise steadily in 2020. Mobile phone 

shipments declined by over 10% in 2020, however, mobile phone semiconductor 

revenues grew by 9.1% due to the shift to high-priced 5G semiconductors, additional 

memory per phone, sensors, and RF support for extra spectrum bands. The year 2021 

was a pivotal one for semiconductor vendors, as 5G phones accounted for 30-35% of 

all mobile phone shipments, with semiconductors accounting for about two-thirds of 

the segment's revenue. The growing demand for semiconductors reflects the higher 

production of 5G phones, which is likely to increase the requirement of hand tools 

from the electronics industry. 

18.6.3 Market by Geography 

Table 26 Electronics Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  692.53   715.03   743.30   776.79   815.57   859.07   907.05  4.60% 

North America  565.59   575.86   590.32   608.35   629.85   654.23   681.18  3.15% 

Europe  474.54   482.57   494.08   508.56   525.89   545.59   567.37  3.02% 

Latin America  293.18   298.46   305.91   315.21   326.31   338.90   352.82  3.13% 

MEA  187.34   191.62   197.22   203.93   211.71   220.38   229.80  3.46% 

Total  2,213.17   2,263.54   2,330.83   2,412.84   2,509.33   2,618.17   2,738.21  3.61% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.7 ENERGY 

18.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

The power generation industry continued to witness flexibility in the investment of 

capital on thermal power generation in developed and core emerging markets in 

2019. In China, the growth of new coal-fired power generation began to be curbed 

and capital expenditures persisted, based on higher energy demand forecasts, in 

India and South-East Asia in 2019. These energy blends are motivated by low and 

predictable market prices of coal. This is partly due to higher global demand for 

natural gas, low capital investment, and the willingness of natural gas combined 

cycle (NGCC) to sustain clean energy uncertainty. Hand tools are one of the major 

components in wind turbines, and the increasing demand for assembling of wind 

turbines is a leading factor, which is responsible for growth of the market. The long-

term dynamics of the energy industry remains high based on projected growth in 

electricity demand powered by global population growth, urbanization growth in 

developing markets. 

Exhibit 83 Global Energy Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global energy hand tools market was valued at $1.21 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $1.48 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.44% during the 

forecast period. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 1.21 1.23 1.27 1.31 1.36 1.42 1.48
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Renewable energy sources rely on fastening solutions for productivity every day. 

While most wind energy technicians prefer cordless power tools to maximize 

mobility while working at heights, the usage of hand tools, especially cutting and 

fastening tools, cannot be entirely excluded. Further, the requirement of a mandatory 

power source for corded tools also adds to the growth and demand for the cordless 

and hand tools segments. The solar energy industry is also witnessing a high demand 

for hand tools that are required for solar panels assembly operations. Stanley Black 

& Decker is one of the significant vendors that specialize in product offerings for the 

energy segment. Lower cycle time and improved joint consistency are the factors that 

end-users look for in hand tools. 

Exhibit 84 Investment in Energy Sector 2019 vs 2020 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

With the world working towards a sustainable future, the share of low carbon 

investment is expected to rise to 5% by 2030, where countries are reforming their 

energy investment policies to support an eco-friendly future. Oil was the largest 

investment category with over 50% share in 2019, while electricity stood second with 

a share of 38.89%. Going forward, China is estimated to be the hotspot for energy 

investment during the forecast period whereas countries such as the US witnessed a 

downfall in investments of up to 25% during Q1 and Q2 2020 owing to the COVID-

19 pandemic. However, China tends to focus on renewable energy generation with 

the addition of new wind and PV capacity despite the installations being slowed over 
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in the past year. Hence, solar installations are expected to drive the demand for 

fastening and hand cutting tools during the forecast period. 

The heavy mining equipment requires heavy-duty and customized assembly 

solutions that can pose an additional challenge to hand tools manufacturers to focus 

on the improvement of ergonomics, durability, and reduction of physical effort 

associated with the activity. Latin America and APAC expect to grow at a CAGR of 

4.19% and 4.77%, respectively, owing to the growth in the concentration of renewable 

energy-based dependence. 

18.7.2 Impact of COVID-19 

› As electricity cannot be stored in large quantity, the power generation and supply for a 

given day are planned based on the forecast for demand. In March 2020, the power 

generation industry observed a decline of around 3% due to decreased activities in 

several end-user industries. 

› As the lockdown severely concentrated industrial and commercial activities in the 

country, these segments saw a considerable decline in demand for electricity.  

› The COVID-19 pandemic has affected the power generation sector, particularly by 

leading to a reduction in demand, financial stress, and disruptions to the power supply 

chain. 

› Due to the outbreak of COVID-19 pandemic, the power generation industry was 

significantly low and is reviving with the reopening of industries and industrial 

production and demand for power supply in several industries.  

18.7.3 Market by Geography 

Table 27 Energy Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  355.38   366.54   380.62   397.35   416.75   438.51   462.51  4.49% 

North America  310.16   313.50   319.03   326.38   335.45   345.90   357.52  2.40% 

Europe  237.27   239.87   244.16   249.84   256.85   264.91   273.87  2.42% 

Latin America  185.17   190.21   196.72   204.53   213.65   223.91   235.22  4.07% 

MEA  118.32   121.51   125.57   130.36   135.89   142.02   148.69  3.88% 

Total  1,206.29   1,231.62   1,266.09   1,308.47   1,358.59   1,415.25   1,477.81  3.44% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.8 SHIPBUILDING 

18.8.1 Market Size & Forecast 

A variety of portable hand tools are required in the shipbuilding industry. Moreover, 

the construction of heavy ships might require powerful and robust tools to deliver 

significant results.  Wrenches, hammers, and saws are the common devices used in 

the industry. The hard-to-reach areas in the cruise also require portable and efficient 

cutting tools for better mobility. The hull assembly and propeller maintenance can 

further raise the demand for hand tools during the forecast period. Bosch and Stanley 

Black & Decker are some of the major vendors specializing in the segment. 

Exhibit 85 Shipbuilding Orderbook of Countries 2019 ($ million)  

Source: Arizton  

Economic trade activities, coupled with the demand for eco-friendly ships, will 

continue to drive demand for hand tools in newly constructed new ships. This can 

be more prominent in countries such as South Korea and China, where shipbuilding 

is a significant contributor to the national economy. Along with the construction, 

disposal activities of ships in ship graveyards along the coastal areas of India, the US, 

and Russia can boost the demand for demolition tools such as hammers, chisels, 

saws, and wrecking bars. 
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Exhibit 86 Global Shipbuilding Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global shipbuilding hand tools market was valued at $1.01 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $1.22 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.23% during the 

forecast period. 

Exhibit 87 Marine & Shipbuilding Industry Outlook  

Source: Arizton 
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18.8.2 Impact of COVID-19 

The COVID-19 pandemic has underscored the global interdependence of countries 

and has set new patterns in motion that will reshape the world of maritime transport. 

At a critical moment, the industry faces not just urgent challenges stemming from the 

pandemic but also long-term concerns ranging from changes in supply chain 

planning and globalization trends to changes in usage and investment habits, an 

increasing emphasis on risk management and building resilience. However, the 

importance of maritime transport as an important field for the continued supply of 

vital commodities and world trade has been reflected by the pandemic in times of 

recession, during the recovery process and post COVID-19. 

18.8.3 Market by Geography 

Table 28 Shipbuilding Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  328.04   337.32   349.23   363.47   380.06   398.70   419.25  4.17% 

North America  246.31   249.71   254.89   261.55   269.64   278.89   289.13  2.71% 

Europe  209.89   212.39   216.39   221.63   228.06   235.43   243.62  2.52% 

Latin America  138.87   141.18   144.50   148.68   153.70   159.41   165.72  2.99% 

MEA  88.74   90.48   92.83   95.69   99.03   102.76   106.82  3.14% 

Total  1,011.85   1,031.08   1,057.83   1,091.03   1,130.49   1,175.19   1,224.55  3.23% 

Source: Arizton 
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18.9 OTHER HAND TOOLS  

18.9.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Other industries consist of mining and agriculture, which make the use of hand tools 

such as screwdrivers, nut drivers, hammers, hand drills, saws, chisels, and 

measurement tools. APAC was the largest market for this segment, accounting for 

$200.47 billion in 2021. European and Latin American regions expect to grow at a 

CAGR of 2.85% and 4.23%, respectively, owing to the steady growth of investment 

in mining and rising agricultural activities for promoting sustainability. 

Exhibit 88 Mining Industry Dynamics  

Source: Arizton 

Although mining reserves are depleting, the demand for mined materials is expected 

to grow as the remaining reserves of ores are low quality, resulting in mines that need 

to be larger and more profitable to stay competitive. This is expected to support the 

growth of the hand tools market. In recent years, the mining industry has taken major 

steps to overcome disruption and instability. However, companies in the industry 

still face several threats and challenges including, uncertain geopolitical 

environment, keeping up with technological advances and the recent pandemic.  
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Exhibit 89 Key Insights: Mining Industry  

Source: Arizton 

The arrival of “technology revolution” ranging from machinery mechanization to the 

use of robotics and automation to decrease workforce and increase production in the 

mining industry is increasing. This has fueled the usage of power tools, hence having 

a negative impact on the demand for hand tools. 
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The global other hand tools market was valued at $0.56 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $0.70 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.69% during the 

forecast period. 

Exhibit 90 Global Other Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

18.9.2 Market by Geography 

Table 29 Others Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  200.47   207.89   217.02   227.71   240.00   253.74   268.85  5.01% 

North America  136.84   137.68   139.36   141.70   144.64   147.99   151.65  1.73% 

Europe  100.38   101.99   104.30   107.19   110.63   114.52   118.79  2.85% 

Latin America  77.15   79.49   82.42   85.85   89.78   94.14   98.90  4.23% 

MEA  49.30   50.81   52.68   54.85   57.32   60.05   62.99  4.17% 

Total  564.14   577.86   595.77   617.30   642.38   670.45   701.18  3.69% 

Source: Arizton 
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19 COMMERCIAL 

19.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

Hand tools are widely used in the commercial sector for maintenance and repair 

works and are mainly used by service providers. Stripping paints, loosening bolts, 

and fitting metal parts are some of the common commercial usages of hand tools. To 

carry out minor repair and maintenance works in the office and commercial 

buildings such as shopping malls, employers hire contractors that are more likely to 

rely on products from a particular brand where the importance of competitive 

strategies among brands is felt. 

Exhibit 91 Commercial Sector Market Dynamics 

Source: Arizton 

People in major economies reduced their trips to workplaces by over 60% on average 

in April 2020, with visits reducing between 20% and 30% from June to September 

2020 as teleworking became common. At the height of lockdowns, the time spent at 

home had grown by about 30%, and it was still 5% to 10% higher between June and 

October 2020. Investments in commercial building and the demand for building 

materials have decreased as people spend more time at home. All these challenges 

have an adverse influence on market growth. Major corporations seek to recoup their 

losses from the outbreak and avoid non-essential spending. Therefore, market 

growth is likely to be limited. The commercial sector, on the other hand, is likely to 

fuel market development in the long run, owing to growing construction activities. 
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The retail real estate industry (malls and shopping malls) is currently undergoing 

significant transformation due to the rapid shift toward urbanization and the 

increasing population of middle-income consumers. Moreover, the rising millennial 

population, increasing number of employed women, and rising number of nuclear 

families are also boosting the establishment of shopping centers globally. All such 

macroeconomic factors are expected to eventually support the demand for hand tools 

from commercial sector. 

19.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

There are major concerns for undertaking maintenance works in commercial spaces 

as they witness a huge footfall of employees and customers every day. Hence, it is 

always left to the hands of professionals and experts who have an in-depth 

understanding and capacity of hand tools. With limited allocated time for works, 

they are required to be equipped with 

sophisticated and advanced tools for 

operational efficiency. For restoring 

commercial buildings to their former status 

and glory, hand tools are a crucial 

component in every tool kit of experts. The 

growth of third-party services for repair and 

maintenance of commercial spaces has 

surged in the recent past owing to the prevailing demand-supply gap. Service-

oriented businesses are gaining momentum in developing economies although 

gaining market leadership in the services sector can be complicated. For instance, 

Urban Company in India is involved in repair and maintenance services for offices, 

shopping malls, and co-working spaces, which can potentially drive new and 

replacement demand for the hand tools segment during the forecast period. 

Plumbers, electricians, and carpenters use wrenches and nut runners for 

maintenance works that are carried out in the commercial spaces. Carpenters use 

sawing and cutting tools for wooden works required in the renovation and retrofit 

activities. Demolition tools such as hammers are also an essential component in the 

renovation activities. Going forward, the rise in commercial space constructions, 

growth in shopping malls, co-working spaces, and other public utility areas are 
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expected to drive the demand for hand tools. Accordingly, the segment is expected 

to pose an absolute growth of 30% during the forecast period. 

Exhibit 92 Global Commercial Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global commercial hand tools market was valued at $4.39 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $5.68 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.40% during the 

forecast period. 

19.1.2 Market by Geography 

Table 30 Commercial Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  1,357.72   1,412.90   1,480.36   1,559.27   1,650.04   1,751.77   1,864.20  5.43% 

North America  1,112.94   1,140.08   1,175.85   1,219.17   1,269.98   1,327.21   1,390.32  3.78% 

Europe  949.07   968.30   994.66   1,027.15   1,065.64   1,109.18   1,157.24  3.36% 

Latin America  589.61   609.26   633.87   662.97   696.64   734.42   776.09  4.69% 

MEA  376.76   389.23   404.61   422.56   443.08   465.83   490.61  4.50% 

Total  4,386.10   4,519.77   4,689.34   4,891.13   5,125.39   5,388.42   5,678.46  4.40% 

Source: Arizton 

  

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 4.39 4.52 4.69 4.89 5.13 5.39 5.68

Growth Rate 3.05% 3.75% 4.30% 4.79% 5.13% 5.38%
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20 RESIDENTIAL 

20.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The residential segment is expected to witness significant growth in the adoption of 

hand tools owing to the rising construction of new homes and buildings. Hand tools 

are utilized in the renovation and retrofit activities that can make use of the fastening, 

demolition tools, and cutting equipment. It is also essential for minor repair works 

and is utilized by carpenters, plumbers, technicians, and electricians. The segment is 

expected to account for 10.03% of the total hand tools market by the end of 2027. 

Exhibit 93 Global Residential Sector Insights  

Source: Arizton 

20.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

One of the major trends that have led to the significant demand for power tools is the 

growth in DIY activity among households. “DIY” or “Do it Yourself” refers to 

projects in which individuals such as residents, amateurs, and enthusiasts engage in 

the modification, maintenance, upgrading, and rebuilding of material possessions 

such as household appliances, automobiles, residences, and others. Equipment, 

suitable tools, and semi-finished materials are often used in DIY projects without the 
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assistance of professionals. The global DIY market is primarily dominated by home 

improvement projects.  

The rising middle-class population increased the availability of power tools, and the 

high cost of professional laborers are thus increasing the popularity of the DIY 

culture globally. The use 

of power tools in DIY 

activities is highly 

popular in developed 

countries such as the 

US, the UK, and Germany. However, the trend is rapidly expanding to developing 

countries. With the rising disposable income, the younger population is attracted to 

craftmanship and are thus spending on tools and equipment for home improvement 

and other DIY projects. 

Further, the internet and social media are also causing a paradigm shift in the 

industry. It is also spreading the DIY culture among the younger and tech-savvy 

population. With the changing consumer base, manufacturers are also bringing 

about new product developments and additional safety features to reduce the hazard 

levels. This can encourage the adoption of tools among children as well. 

 The growing culture of DIY across both developed and developing economies is 

expected to generate demand for DIY tools, especially user-friendly wrenches, drills, 

screwdrivers, and saws. However, the growing prominence of heat guns is 

hampering the market for conventional scraping tools such as chisels and putty 

knives. Heat guns have various usages including paint drying, paint stripping, dent 

removal, vinyl repair, 

and various other. It is 

also used in home 

improvement activities 

such as refurbishing old 

furniture, roofing, and removing wall stickers. The rising crafting works among the 

young population in the US and Western Europe can drive additional demand for 

glue guns and heat guns. However, owing to the rising home improvement needs, 

the demand for hand tools is expected to grow during the forecast period, supported 

by the growing DIY culture among the young millennial population. 

More than 48% of DIYers indulge in 

home improvement activities for 

pleasure, with over 52% of them are 

females 

The growth of third-party repair services 

such as Handy is expected to boost the 

utilization of hand tools in the residential 

sector  
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Exhibit 94 Global Residential Hand Tools Market 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The global residential hand tools market was valued at $2.26 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $3.06 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 5.17% during the 

forecast period. 

20.1.2 Market by Geography 

Table 31 Residential Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ million) 

Region 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC  728.98   765.20   808.55   858.74   916.13   980.37   1,051.43  6.29% 

North America  574.71   593.84   617.70   645.83   678.29   714.60   754.53  4.64% 

Europe  483.66   494.88   509.80   527.94   549.25   573.28   599.77  3.65% 

Latin America  287.61   299.92   314.81   332.11   351.92   374.03   398.40  5.58% 

MEA  183.79   191.61   200.95   211.68   223.83   237.24   251.85  5.39% 

Total  2,258.75   2,345.45   2,451.81   2,576.30   2,719.42   2,879.52   3,055.97  5.17% 

Source: Arizton 

 

  

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 2.26 2.35 2.45 2.58 2.72 2.88 3.06

Growth Rate 3.84% 4.53% 5.08% 5.55% 5.89% 6.13%
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21 GEOGRAPHY 

21.1 MARKET SNAPSHOT & GROWTH ENGINE 

Exhibit 95 Incremental Growth by Geography 2021 & 2027 

REGION 2021 2027 CAGR 

APAC $7.09 BN $9.57 BN 5.13% 

NORTH AMERICA $5.71 BN $7.05 BN 3.56% 

EUROPE $4.83 BN $5.84 BN 3.24% 

LATIN AMERICA $2.99 BN  $3.85 BN 4.28% 

MIDDLE EAST & 
AFRICA 

$1.91 BN $2.43 BN 4.10% 
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21.2 GEOGRAPHIC OVERVIEW 

The rising economic development, growth of industrial sectors, and the increased 

demand for precision manufacturing tools have contributed to the growth of the 

global hand tools market in recent years. Battery-operated power tools have 

widespread use across residential and industrial sectors, which have led to their 

dominance in North America and Europe, especially in Nordic and Scandinavian 

regions. However, APAC and Latin America are still significantly relying on hand 

tools, thereby boosting the market growth. Hand tools are used in various industries 

and applications, including automobile, electronics, aerospace, construction, flooring 

and roofing, repair, and maintenance, and several others. Some layout tools such as 

tapes of various levels are also used in several household activities. The lack of 

effective power tool alternatives in the heavy tools segment and cost factors is 

expected to drive the market in the US and Europe over the next five years. 

Exhibit 96 Regional Contribution to Global Hand Tools Market 2021 (%) 

Source: Arizton 

APAC was the largest market for hand tools in 2021, accounting for a 31.47% share. 

APAC hosts several industries, including manufacturing, services, automobiles, and 

electrical. This consequently increases the need for a unique assortment of hand tools 
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with accuracy in performance. While Japan and South Korea are major 

manufacturers and exporters of electrical appliances and automobiles, Singapore 

dominates with its excellent construction facilities. Furthermore, the increase in the 

purchasing power of consumers and the popularity of the DIY culture among 

younger consumers are driving the residential tools market in the region. Further, 

the comparatively lower dominance of the power tools segment owing to the less 

awareness and operating knowledge in countries such as India, Thailand, and 

Indonesia is a natural boost for hand tool vendors. The region is also the fastest-

growing market for hand tools, which is expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.13% during 

the forecast period. 

Exhibit 97 Incremental Growth Insights in Global Hand Tools Market by Region  

Source: Arizton 

In 2021, North America was the second-largest hand tools market and accounted for 

a share of 25.35%. The presence of large-scale industries such as automobiles, 

construction, electronics, and aerospace is driving the market for hand tools, 

although li-ion-operated power tools are changing the face of the tools industry in 

the region. Furthermore, the DIY culture is highly predominant in North America, 

thereby propelling the need for tools that are compact and handy. Moreover, the 

home improvement market in North America was valued at $465 billion in 2019. 

With the rising green building regulations, the growing cost of manual labor, high 

disposable income, and the rise in immigration rates, there is expected to be high 
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domestic tool utilization during the forecast period. Hence, the region is estimated to 

generate $7.05 billion by 2027. 

Europe is home to world-class manufacturing facilities and accounted for a 21.43% 

share of the global hand tools market in 2021. The major markets for hand tools in 

the region include the UK, Germany, Italy, Spain, and France. Other countries such 

as Latvia and Lithuania are expected to be promising markets for hand tools owing 

to the high market potential rate and room for expansion in the industrial sector. The 

growing popularity of the DIY culture in European home improvement projects is 

also expected to drive the demand for tools such as general purpose and cutting tools. 

With a high concentration of power tools manufacturers and their innovation in the 

lightweight tools segment, they are more prone to cater to the diversified needs of 

consumers in the region. With the high threat from power tools, the region is 

expected to grow at a CAGR of 3.24% and generate $5.84 billion in 2027. 

The rising construction, production of automobiles, and manufacture of household 

appliances are the major factors that are expected to boost the demand for hand tools 

in Latin America, with Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina being the major markets. 

However, increasing infrastructural development in countries such as Peru, Chile, 

and Colombia are expected to provide growth opportunities for the market during 

the forecast period. Furthermore, business-friendly governmental policies and 

increasing investments in the oil &gas and renewable sources in Chile, Peru, and 

Colombia are expected to boost the demand for hand tools during 2021-2027. The 

hand tools market in Latin America was valued at $2.99 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $3.85 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR 4.28%. 

In 2021, the MEA region accounted for the lowest market share of 8.48%. The steady 

growth of industrial and manufacturing sectors in the region and the increasing 

adoption of DIY practices are expected to drive the demand for hand tools in the 

MEA region. The manufacturing sector in the Middle East is witnessing a significant 

change driven by the rapid technological developments that can boost the demand 

for advanced battery-operated power tools. Furthermore, most Gulf contractors are 

showing interest in using cordless tools over corded tools in the construction sector, 

which is a major threat to the growth of hand tools. The entry of global players such 

as Stanley Black & Decker has strengthened the growth rate in the region with an 

attractive portfolio of hand tools. The region is expected to reach $2.43 billion by 2027, 

growing at a CAGR of 4.10% during the forecast period. 
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22 APAC 

22.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The APAC region was the largest market for hand tools in 2021 and accounted for 

31.47% of the overall market share. It is also expected to be the fastest-growing 

market during the forecast period mainly due to the dominant construction industry. 

The construction market in APAC, excluding India, is estimated to reach $5.44 trillion 

by the end of 2021. It is also estimated that over half of the global spending in the 

construction industry will come from APAC countries, especially China, India, 

Singapore, and Indonesia during the forecast period, thereby supporting the growth 

of hand tools and their related accessories. 

APAC is set to be the dominant and influential economy in the world. It consists of 

powerful countries such as Japan, China, India, South Korea, and Australia. The 

region also offers a favorable situation for the growth of small countries such as Laos 

and Mongolia due to large infrastructure projects that they undertake. The fiscal 

policy of Myanmar is expected to accelerate its economy in the short term. With the 

GDP of South Korea and Indonesia growing at the rate of 3% and 5%, respectively, 

the APAC region is emerging as a hub for the growth of new industrial markets.   

The construction industry in China was expected to grow by 4.21% through 2021 due 

to multiple mega infrastructure projects, coupled with 2,991 hotel construction 

projects in the pipeline. Similarly, Indonesia has the potential to grow by around 9% 

over the next five years due to residential projects and 378 hotel construction projects 

in the pipeline. With the upcoming Tokyo Olympics, which was postponed to 2021 

owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, new infrastructural projects along with upgrades 

will contribute to the growth of the construction industry in Japan post-2020. With 

the rise in the construction industry, the demand for wrenches, drivers, demolition 

tools, and cutting tools will also witness growth during the forecast period. 

Smaller countries such as Singapore and Malaysia are also ramping up their 

infrastructural development. Singapore is known for its excellent transport systems, 

high-class construction facilities, and ports. Infrastructural spending in Singapore 

will reach $25.2 billion by 2023. In Malaysia, Budget 2020 has announced plans and 

initiatives for new infrastructure projects. The new cable car system in Penang Hill 

and housing for Felda settlers are some of the upcoming projects. These new projects 
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will require the additional workforce to be employed at the workplace with advanced 

and user-friendly hand tools, thereby fueling the demand for fastening and other 

general-purpose tools along with measurement tools and taps & dies. 

22.2 MARKET SIZE & FORECAST 

The growth in demand for LNG is estimated to reach 337 mmtpa by 2030. This will 

lead to growth in the number of gas reserves and distribution networks, which would 

generate new demand for hand tools. Furthermore, investments coupled with 

progressive government policies in Vietnam, Taiwan, and South Korea in the 

renewable energy sector will fuel the demand for power tools for joining 

components. In Australia, the pipeline for renewable energy development is already 

significant. The large-scale renewable energy capacity has also increased by 2.2 GW 

across the 34 projects in 2019. This is driving renewable energy’s contribution to the 

overall electricity generation in the country to 24%. The country has a development 

pipeline in wind, solar, and energy storage projects for generating 105 GW of energy. 

In India, the government has a goal of generating 175 GW from renewable sources 

by 2022. 

Exhibit 98 Hand Tools Market in APAC 2018–2027 ($ billion) 

 
Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in APAC was valued at $7.09 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $9.57 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 5.13% during the forecast 

period. 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 6.75 7.10 6.88 7.09 7.36 7.69 8.07 8.52 9.02 9.57

Growth Rate 5.11% -3.09% 3.10% 3.77% 4.48% 5.03% 5.52% 5.87% 6.12%
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It is estimated that the transportation infrastructure market in APAC will generate 

an investment of around $900 billion by 2025. This will include development and 

expansion activities related to railways, ports, and public infrastructure construction.  

The growing infrastructure developments, significant investments from the public 

and private sectors in the construction and other general industries, and favorable 

macroeconomic factors are making the region the fastest-growing market for hand 

tools globally. During the forecast period, the market might witness the emergence 

of several domestic players to cope with the rising demand in the region. In a country 

such as India, where consumers are more price-sensitive, the trend of adopting less 

expensive and non-standard products is high. This is making the country a huge 

market for hand tools with a niche preference for power tools. However, the rising 

awareness and certification procedures may have a positive impact on the cordless 

power tools market, where differentiation and competitive strategies play a major 

role in determining the market position of vendors. 

Countries such as Taiwan are emerging as the major hubs for exporting hand tools, 

where the US is the major end-user for Taiwanese hand tools. Hand tool 

manufacturers in the country are delivering excellence and innovations in new 

categories of hand tools, making them one of the most versatile suppliers in the global 

market. Trend-based developments are encouraging the adoption of hand tools in 

other major export markets such as Germany, the UK, and Japan, where power tools 

are gaining momentum in recent years. The flexibility of the supply chain and the 

seamless integration among renowned hand tool manufacturers in the country are 

driving the effective distribution for tools in domestic and international markets.  

The hand tools designed in the country are also customized for high performance 

with ease of use. However, factors such as the US-China trade war, the Brexit, and 

anti-extradition in Hong Kong expect to impact the level of export activities of the 

country. Thus, despite the small domestic demand, Taiwan tends to have a major 

influence on the global hand tools market. Action Tools, King Spark, and Compass 

Corporation are some of the major domestic players in the country. The Taiwan Hand 

Tool Manufacturers Association also frames norms for enhancing tool safety and 

ergonomics. 

Tool design and ergonomics evaluation are more crucial for tool penetration in 

Bangladesh owing to the prevailing injury rate in the country. With the construction 
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industry growing by over 9% in 2019, the cutting of registration cost for apartments 

can boost the infrastructural activities in the residential segment as well. There is also 

a requirement of 2 million housing units that can promote the utilization of hand 

tools during the forecast period. The country is also heavily investing in public 

infrastructure projects, especially in power generation, buildings, telecom, and 

highways, which are expected to support the hand tools market. 

With consumers becoming more quality conscious, the enhancement of complex 

manufacturing and assembly process demands more advanced hand tools for 

industries in India. Aerospace, automobiles, and its aftermarket are demanding high- 

end tools to facilitate easy operation and time savings. The smaller domestic vendors 

have also upgraded their product offerings to compete with organized players in the 

market. Zero error, price-quality ratio, and industrial customization are the major 

concerns for vendors going forward due to the rising popularity and adoption of 

power tools. In huge markets such as India, distribution can be a key for selling where 

e-commerce is the next big opportunity to tap the professional and DIY segments.  

The APAC region hosts several industries, including manufacturing, services, 

automobiles, and electrical, which increases the need for hand tools, specifically 

automotive, precision, and general-purpose tools. The region hosts a strong 

manufacturing sector owing to the easy availability of labor. In countries such as 

Japan, huge expenses are incurred on innovation and new technology. The trial and 

adoption of new products are also comparatively higher due to the knowledge and 

awareness of science. This prompts people to try new tools and equipment such as 

cordless power tools. Thus, the leading economies such as China, Japan, and South 

Korea are fast adopting cordless and power tools in recent years. 

The purchasing power of consumers in the APAC region is increasing due to the 

rising economic development, increasing per capita income, and disposable income 

among people. The APAC region is a hub for the younger population, which makes 

the market more favorable for introducing new technological products, where the 

products find high acceptance in the market. The DIY culture, which is popular and 

predominant in Western countries, is fast gaining traction in the APAC region. It 

influences people to try new projects and services on their own, creating considerable 

demand for hand tools amidst the high dependency on power tools such as heat 

guns, glue guns, jigsaws, routers, and grinders, which have domestic applications 
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such as paint removal, small welding works, and repair works in homes. Although 

the rising DIY culture is known to support the use of hand tools in the residential 

segment, the improving financial status of households is more favorable for the 

wider penetration of power tools and associated accessories in unexplored markets.  

The increasing dominance of social and e-commerce websites has enabled consumers 

to become aware of new tool launches in the market. However, in growing economies 

such as India, Indonesia, and Thailand, the purchase of hand tools and their 

accessories is more prominent in offline stores than online sites. Some of the major 

players in the region include Apex Tool Group, Stanley Black & Decker, Ningbo 

Great Wall Precision, Tajima, and TTI. Thus, APAC strives to be one of the significant 

growth areas for the hand tools market during the forecast period. 

The rise in average distance traveled, low cost, and easy availability of spare parts, 

especially in countries such as China, is expected to further drive the market over the 

next few years. The region is also emerging as a hotspot for the advent of electric and 

plug-in vehicles in the next decade, which is enhancing new opportunities in the 

automotive and its aftermarket industry that can effectively utilize sophisticated 

hand tools and accessories. Vietnam is expected to witness a growth of over 8.5% in 

the automotive aftermarket industry during the forecast period. 
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22.3 TOOL TYPE 

22.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 32 Hand Tools Market by Type in APAC 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 4,776.83  4,955.99  5,176.95  5,436.45  5,735.53  6,070.78  6,440.89  5.11% 

CUTTING TOOLS 1,690.74  1,759.34  1,843.21  1,941.33  2,054.18  2,180.68  2,320.46  5.42% 

LAYOUT & MEASURING 

TOOLS 

 285.77   293.65   303.80   315.97   330.15   346.10   363.68  4.10% 

TAPES & DIES  335.93   347.67   362.22   379.33   399.05   421.11   445.39  4.81% 

TOTAL 7,089.28  7,356.65  7,686.17  8,073.08  8,518.91  9,018.66  9,570.42  5.13% 

Source: Arizton 

22.4 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

22.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 33 General Purpose Tools Market in APAC 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE TOOLS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  948.07   982.18   1,024.45   1,074.22   1,131.64   1,196.02   1,267.06  4.95% 

SCREW DRIVERS 

& NUT DRIVERS 

 866.03   897.05   935.53   980.83   1,033.11   1,091.72   1,156.40  4.94% 

PLIERS  1,011.89   1,052.42   1,102.05   1,160.14   1,226.98   1,301.89   1,384.67  5.37% 

HAMMERS  610.78   635.24   665.20   700.26   740.60   785.81   835.77  5.37% 

RIVETERS  382.88   396.83   414.09   434.40   457.82   484.08   513.06  5.00% 

CLAMPS & VISES   291.71   301.11   312.93   326.94   343.17   361.38   381.45  4.57% 

WRECKING BARS  428.46   444.18   463.62   486.48   512.84   542.40   575.02  5.03% 

RATCHETS & 

SOCKETS  

 237.02   246.98   259.08   273.19   289.37   307.48   327.46  5.53% 

TOTAL  4,776.83   4,955.99   5,176.95   5,436.45   5,735.53   6,070.78   6,440.89  5.11% 

Source: Arizton 
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22.5 CUTTING TOOLS 

22.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 34 Cutting Tools Market in APAC 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  511.79   531.32   555.36   583.56   616.05   652.46   692.67  5.17% 

SAWS  575.77   600.08   629.68   664.26   703.99   748.53   797.78  5.59% 

KNIVES & 

BLADES 

 374.71   392.72   414.40   439.60   468.51   500.94   536.89  6.18% 

CABLE & WIRE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

 228.48   235.23   243.77   253.91   265.64   278.75   293.12  4.24% 

TOTAL  1,690.74   1,759.34   1,843.21   1,941.33   2,054.18   2,180.68   2,320.46  5.42% 

Source: Arizton 

22.6 END-USER 

22.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 35 Hand Tools Market in APAC by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  5,002.59   5,178.55   5,397.26   5,655.06   5,952.75   6,286.53   6,654.79  4.87% 

COMMERCIAL  1,357.72   1,412.90   1,480.36   1,559.27   1,650.04   1,751.77   1,864.20  5.43% 

RESIDENTIAL  728.98   765.20   808.55   858.74   916.13   980.37   1,051.43  6.29% 

TOTAL  7,089.28   7,356.65   7,686.17   8,073.08   8,518.91   9,018.66   9,570.42  5.13% 

Source: Arizton 
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22.7 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

22.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 36 Hand Tools Market in APAC by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USER 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  1,321.27   1,370.65   1,431.57   1,503.13   1,585.62   1,678.08   1,780.16  5.09% 

AUTOMOTIVE  1,166.36   1,209.66   1,263.12   1,325.95   1,398.38   1,479.57   1,569.20  5.07% 

AEROSPACE  938.56   971.47   1,012.40   1,060.65   1,116.37   1,178.84   1,247.77  4.86% 

ELECTRONICS  692.53   715.03   743.30   776.79   815.57   859.07   907.05  4.60% 

ENERGY  355.38   366.54   380.62   397.35   416.75   438.51   462.51  4.49% 

SHIPBUILDING  328.04   337.32   349.23   363.47   380.06   398.70   419.25  4.17% 

OTHERS   200.47   207.89   217.02   227.71   240.00   253.74   268.85  5.01% 

TOTAL  5,002.59   5,178.55   5,397.26   5,655.06   5,952.75   6,286.53   6,654.79  4.87% 

Source: Arizton 
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22.8 KEY COUNTRIES 

Exhibit 99 Incremental Growth in North America 2021 & 2027 

COUNTRY 2021 2027 CAGR 

CHINA $2.56 BN $3.49 BN 5.31% 

INDIA $1.14 BN $1.60 BN 5.80% 

JAPAN $1.01 BN  $1.30 BN  4.33% 

SOUTH KOREA $0.91 BN $1.16 BN 4.21% 

AUSTRALIA $0.77 BN $0.98 BN 4.01% 
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22.8.1 China: Market Size & Forecast 

Often referred to as the world’s factory, China is the hub of large manufacturing base 

and industries. It has seen a rise in the growth of imports and exports after breaking 

the regulations on the closed economy barrier. Though the growth of industrial 

production was the lowest in June 2019, which was 5.2% due to the US-China trade 

war, China is looking to bounce back with the production rate during the forecast 

period by countering problems with tariff rates with the US and other countries. The 

government of China is also helping this crisis by encouraging consumers to spend 

by providing subsidies and discounts on household goods and loosening the 

monetary policy for lending money. 

Exhibit 100 Hand Tools Market in China 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in China was valued at $2.56 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $3.49 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 5.31% during the forecast 

period. 

China is driven by the manufacturing industries such as steel, aluminum, cement, 

toys, and electronics. The population of China and large employment opportunities 

have lowered the daily wages for workers. This makes China one of the cheapest 

labor-affording countries. The concept of cheap labor also decreases the purchasing 

power of consumers. Hence, the scope and demand for hand tools in household areas 

of the country is considerably high as most repair works, maintenance works are 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 2.56 2.66 2.78 2.93 3.09 3.28 3.49

Growth Rate 3.95% 4.66% 5.22% 5.71% 6.05% 6.30%
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carried out by labors using traditional hand tools. Also, the growth in DIY activities 

can trigger the market in the residential segment. 

Exhibit 101 Crucial Factors Promoting Market Growth in China 

Source: Arizton 

In terms of industrial sectors, the adoption of new tools and equipment to produce 

various ranges of products requires portable hand tools that can be used in auto-

body shops, construction sites, and for fastening and assembling operations in retail 

stores. The automobile and aerospace industries in China make use of drivers and 

wrenches for mounting and fitting works. Moreover, the growth in EV sales, which 

increased to 4.3% in 2019, is expected to further grow post-2020, which can help in 

the utilization of automotive hand tools over the next few years. 

The automotive sector is one of the major manufacturing industries in China. The 

country has a massive base for electric vehicle (EV) start-ups. With around 7,000 start-

ups and around 500 incubators and accelerators, Beijing and Shanghai are the main 

hubs for EV development. In 2021, the market is likely to witness tremendous 

demand for EVs, which will increase the overall output of the motor vehicle segment 
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by 10%. Thus, this growth in the automotive segment is expected to propel the 

market toward revival.  

Exhibit 102 Incremental Share of China in Global Automotive Production Pre COVID-19 

Source: Arizton 

The automotive industry in China is the largest in the world in terms of both units 

produced and sales registered. The automotive industry in China, which witnessed 

a 10-fold increase over the past 15 years, is set to grow at 6.12% during the forecast 

period to register sales of 35.70 million vehicles by 2022. This growth has the potential 

to increase the demand for standard as well as specialty fasteners in the automotive 

industry to minimize labor costs and ensure adherence to stringent standards. 

Increasing demand for fasteners in anticipated to boost the demand for hand tools 

from automotive sector in China. 

Another major demand driver for fasteners is the expansion of public and private 

infrastructure, including electric grids, road and railway connectivity, and industrial 

expansion, particularly associated with steel, industrial pulp, and paper production. 

Investments to the tune of $1.50 trillion in public infrastructure are set to be 

channeled into the nation during the forecast period. This, coupled with the country’s 

aggressive investments in defense and marine infrastructure, can constitute a 

consistent demand for fasteners among OEM and MRO sectors. The country with an 

annual military expenditure of more than $217 billion is the world’s second largest 

after the US. The country is also emerging as a global power in merchant shipping 
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and naval infrastructure, especially in the South China Sea and the Indian Ocean, 

where it is building its naval and commercial shipping capacities. Such significant 

growth in end-user industries in anticipated to boost the demand for hand tools in 

China. 

Exhibit 103 Key Insights  

Source: Arizton 

China is one of the major producers of industrial and consumer goods worldwide. 

The country’s market for goods and services is growing at a relatively faster rate than 

the rest of the world. The Chinese economy has maintained a high pace of growth for 

more than two decades, which is attributable to the consistent increase in industrial 

output, imports and exports, consumer expenditure, and capital investment. The 

Chinese government is encouraging industry consolidation to enhance 

competitiveness in the global market, which will result in rapid consolidation 

between medium and large enterprises in the country’s market. All these factors have 

contributed to a significant demand for hand tools from Chinese manufacturing 

industry. Moreover, owing to the easy availability of skilled workers, easy access to 

low labor costs, abundant availability of raw materials, being one of the fastest-

growing countries, the hand tools market is expected to witness significant growth 

in the country. However, since the COVID-19 outbreak and trade concerns with the 
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US, the manufacturing industry in China faced negative impacts. More than 30% of 

the GDP in China comes from its manufacturing sector. The manufacturing industry 

is a key influencer to China's GDP, and the market for hand tools in China is 

considerably high, as China's economy depends largely on manufacturing. Although 

the COVID-19 pandemic has negatively impacted the manufacturing industry, China 

is expected to reclaim its dominance both in the manufacturing and the hand tools 

industry in the global market after COVID-19, with economies beginning to recover. 

China is the most populated country in APAC, with a population of approximately 

1.5 billion people and is the second-largest economy in the world with a GDP of 

18.3% in Q1 of 2021. The increase in disposable incomes and high residential incomes 

driving demand for hand tools. 

China is the largest exporter of 

hand tools globally and has seen 

growth in the hand tools 

demand. The availability of raw 

materials and cheap labor 

encourages local manufacturers to promote high-quality hand tools at lower prices. 

With the rate of urbanization, real estate developers are keen on developing 

residential spaces with private parks and garden spaces. The country has also 

invested in eco-city programs with more than 250 cities integrating with green 

spaces. The local government, along with city planners, build not only parks and 

gardens but also cities within parks to create a healthy standard of living. The concept 

of eco-cities promotes economic benefits through various urban policies and 

preserves renewable resources, creating environment-friendly and sustainable 

societies for the urban population.   

With the leading monopoly of e-commerce website Alibaba, the local and renowned 

vendors are also committed to offering hand tools through their company websites 

to increase market penetration. With the rapid production scenario and China being 

one of the leading economies of the world, the adoption of more sophisticated tools 

and machinery in the commercial and industrial sectors that rely on innovation and 

technology is expected to propel the demand for precision tools in China during the 

forecast period. Despite the low penetration rate of power tools, the steady 

deployment can hinder the dominance of hand tools during the forecast period 
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where new product categories and advanced ergonomics are more crucial in hand 

tools. The country is home to several domestic tool vendors that is posing a great 

challenge to global vendors to establish momentum in the country. Brands such as 

Kseibi Tools have huge factories in the country to utilize the cheap labor and 

potential opportunity in the hand tools market. Owing to the presence of a huge 

manufacturing base supported by the huge availability of raw materials and low 

labor cost, the production of hand tools is expected to be less expensive when 

compared with other developed countries. This enables manufacturers to earn a 

better profit margin. 
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22.8.2 India: Market Size & Forecast 

The hand tools market in India is growing steadily and is majorly driven by the 

growing automotive industry. The market is highly fragmented with application-

specific or product-specific vendors operating out of hubs in South, Western, and 

Northern India. The cluster of manufacturing hubs is aimed at quicker delivery to 

end-markets. The availability of machine tools with high-end machinery 

manufactured in India, while China focuses on low-end machine tools, is driving the 

investment in the manufacturing of hand tools. Also, the ease of availability of steel, 

aluminum, and copper (either domestic or easily imported from other countries of 

APAC) is enabling local vendors to scale up operations and provide high-quality 

assembly products with a high-cost advantage. 

Exhibit 104 Key Insights about Hand Tools Market in India 

Source: Arizton  

India benefits from favorable government regulations in the manufacturing sector, 

which include 100% FDI for several end-user industries. This is expected to increase 

activities in the manufacturing sector, thus driving the demand for hand tools. The 

ease of availability of major raw materials for production such as steel, plastic, and 

copper (either domestic or easily imported from other countries of APAC), is 

enabling local vendors to scale up operations and provide high-quality hand tools at 

low cost. However, due to demonetization and GST implementation affecting many 
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sectors, the Indian economy has faced several challenges over the last few years. 

Many industries faced a direct commercial impact over the past two years. The GDP 

estimates have also been significantly lowered for the country. Due to the unstable 

economy, the COVID-19 pandemic has adversely impacted the end-user industries 

and slowed down activities in many industries, such as automotive, construction, 

F&B, and oil and gas. However, the hand tools production is expected to recover 

post-2021 in India. 

Exhibit 105 India: Overview of Manufacturing Sector & FDI Flow 

Source: Arizton 

India is expected to increase the number of commercial aircraft to around 2,000 by 

2035. Also, the global deliveries of commercial aircraft are expected to grow at a 

CAGR of over 3% during the forecast period. The offset policy of the Government of 

India, which requires foreign investors/manufacturers to avail the services of local 
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vendors in defense machinery manufacturing, has aided the growth of 

manufacturing industries in India. With an offset policy, the market opportunity in 

defense equipment manufacturing is currently estimated at over $45 billion. All such 

factors reflect significant potential for growth of hand tools market in India.  

Exhibit 106 Industrial Dynamics in India 

Source: Arizton 

The industrial production in India increased by 2% YoY in January 2020, following 

an estimated growth of 0.10% in December 2019 and outpacing market forecasts of a 

0.7% growth. The growth measured in January 2020 was the highest gain in industrial 

production in the last six months, underpinned by a rebound in the manufacturing 

sector (1.50% up from 0.70%). The sectors that have witnessed the highest gains are 

the manufacturing of metals, tobacco, and furniture. Electricity generation output 

recovered to reach 3.10% from -0.10% in 2019, whereas the mining sector witnessed 

a slight moderation and slowed to 4.40% from 5.70% in 2019. The growth rates in the 

industrial sectors in India have enabled investments to increase production capacity 

as well as enhance existing machinery stock, thereby driving the demand for hand 

tools in the country. The construction industry faced a huge downfall in 2020, 

especially during Q1 and Q2 2020 owing to the COVID-19 pandemic, where 

infrastructural activities were brought to a complete halt. The rising unemployment 

in the residential sector is also a challenging factor for construction-oriented 

industries such as tools and accessories. 
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KEY INSIGHTS:  

› Domestic automobile sales increased in India at a significant rate of around 7% CAGR 

between FY13-18. Moreover, the automotive industry is expected to attract $8-10 billion 

of local and international investments by 2023. The increasing investments in the 

automotive industry are expected to drive the hand tools market. 

› Hand tools have a huge application in the power generation industry. It has been 

anticipated that the installed power generation capacities in India will reach 350 

gigawatts (GW) by 2022 as compared to only 243 GW in 2014. 

› In terms of raw material, India holds a fair advantage in production and conversion costs 

in steel and alumina.  

› India became the world’s second-largest crude steel producer in 2019, with production at 

111.2 MT. Therefore, owing to the significant availability of the essential raw material, 

vendors are expected to enjoy a higher profit margin in the country. 

› The significantly growing renewable energy sector is one of the key factors driving the 

demand for hand tools in India and globally. 

› India is expected to be the largest contributor to renewable energy production by 2021 

and has witnessed Y-o-Y growth of around 130% between 2013-2014 to 2018-20. This, in 

turn, is expected to boost the demand for hand tools in India. 

India is expected to be one of the well-established markets for conventional hand 

tools market in the APAC region alongside China. Despite the slow replacement of 

hand tools by power tools in the country due to the rising demands for more 

precision, efficiency, performance, and to improve the overall ergonomics, the hand 

tools are the more dominant tool type in the country.  

Construction and automotive are the two main industries where the demand for 

hand tools is witnessing steady growth in recent years. The demand for highly 

sophisticated precision tools has been increasing in industries such as aerospace, 

defense, energy, shipbuilding, and manufacturing industries in the country. Further, 

the ‘Make in India’ concept is also encouraging new vendors, which can support both 

the hand tools and power tools industries. 

With growing investments, the construction industry is expected to reach $702.24 

billion by 2023 which in turn is estimated to drive demand for hand tools during the 

forecast period. With Hyundai planning to invest $1 billion by 2020, exports in the 
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automotive industry are expected to grow at a CAGR of 3.96% between 2016 and 

2026, which can further drive the market for hand tools. 

Exhibit 107 Hand Tools Market in India 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in India was valued at $1.14 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $1.60 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 5.80% during the forecast period. 

The automobile sector is also adding to new demand for hand tools as the country is 

witnessing a rise in production and sales of new cars and components that are 

manufactured in the country. India's car industry is witnessing major demand in 

recent years. The nation has a large middle-class community that can buy vehicles. 

The nation also has a stable aftersales market in addition to OEMs. India is on a 

steadily upward track, alongside its aerospace and vehicle manufacturing sectors. 

Thus, the hand tools market in India looks promising for vendors. As the market 

potential for innovative manufacturing is rapidly growing in recent years, India is 

likely to provide vast opportunities for both global and local vendors during the 

forecast period. 

In India, the demand concentration was more significant in the southern region in 

2019 owing to the rising construction activities of high-rise buildings, low manual 

labor, rising urbanization, an increase in co-working spaces, and home improvement 

activities. Despite the significance of global vendors such as Stanley Black & Decker 

and Bosch, domestic vendors such as JK Files India, JCBL, and Ajay Group are 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 1.14 1.19 1.26 1.33 1.41 1.50 1.60

Growth Rate 4.44% 5.15% 5.71% 6.20% 6.55% 6.80%
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considered as key players in the country leveraging pricing and distribution 

strategies.  

The supply chain of these players is more inclined towards the potential commercial 

and industrial sectors, thereby contributing to the growth of the hand tools market. 

Efforts may be taken to raise the penetration level of the DIY hand tools in the country 

especially in cities such as Delhi, Kolkata, and Mumbai, where there is a prevailing 

demand-supply gap. The major challenge associated with educating the users to 

move from hand tools to power tools at a rapid rate is naturally driving the market 

for conventional tools in the country. 

Most of the middle-class families in India tend to hire low-cost laborers to save costs 

and carry out routine household works, which may limit the scope of DIY and home 

improvement 

activities. 

However, over 

80% of the third-

party contractors 

consider hand 

tools as essential 

and basic equipment for repair and maintenance, although the scope for cordless 

tools is on the rise. Being in the nascent stage of growth, the Western concept of DIY 

is a rising trend in India. Further, the growth of online channels with vendors such 

as Amazon that offer DIY projects and tools are driving additional growth in recent 

years. 

 

 

  

The nascent DIY trend, low awareness of 

cordless power tools, high demand for 

educational campaigns, and low dominance of 

power tools vendors are acting as a natural 

driver for the hand tools market in India 
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22.8.3 Japan: Market Size & Forecast 

Japan’s economy is the third largest in the world by nominal GDP. The country is 

also the second-largest developed economy in the world. With minimal natural 

resources to fall back upon, the country primarily relies on imports of key raw 

materials for the consumption of both households and industries. The country is also 

the third largest in terms of the number of automobiles manufactured; major players 

include Toyota, Suzuki, Nissan, Honda, Mazda, Mitsubishi, Yamaha, Kawasaki, and 

Isuzu, which have their manufacturing and assembling capacities in the country. The 

manufacture of these high technology vehicles requires the prominent use of tools 

such as wrenches, drivers, and other automotive tool kits that are used for assembly, 

repair, and maintenance operations. Japan’s airline industry is primarily targeting to 

increase passenger traffic and is expected to grow at 3.2% over the next 20 years. This 

can lead to the construction and designing of new aircraft, which will eventually 

require the application of customized and flexible aerospace hand tools.  

Exhibit 108 Hand Tools Market in Japan 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Japan was valued at $1.01 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $1.30 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.33% during the forecast 

period. 

Japan is one of the world’s largest exporters of automobile spare parts, electronics, 

and steel products. Japan is now focusing on the areas of advanced robotics and 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 1.01 1.04 1.08 1.12 1.17 1.23 1.30

Growth Rate 2.98% 3.69% 4.24% 4.72% 5.06% 5.31%
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optical instruments. Since the world is progressing towards the production of more 

eco-friendly and electric vehicles, it might affect Japan’s production and exports 

owing to the decrease in the production of conventional cars. Thus, the government 

is taking several initiatives to make provisions for manufacturing a higher number 

of hybrid cars and their components. The industrial production in Japan increased 

by 0.9 % in July 2019 and it is expected to further grow during the forecast period, 

which can drive the market for high precision hand tools over the next few years. 

Exhibit 109 Japan: Industrial Dynamics 

Source: Arizton 

The automotive industry in Japan hosts one of the largest and most highly automated 

manufacturing and assembling lines with heavy usage of sensors and 

microelectronics, which drives the demand for hand tools. Japan is a highly 

developed, market-oriented economy and one of the most advanced manufacturing 

countries worldwide. Manufacturing is one of the major sectors contributing to 

industrial production in the country. Growth in the manufacturing sector, growth in 

GDP, and a thriving economy are some of contributors to construction and industrial 

infrastructure growth, which are expected to create opportunities for new 

construction projects in the country, hence boosting the demand for all types of hand 

tools. Industrial regions are concentrated across several cities in the country. 

However, the demand for new non-residential construction is mainly witnessed in 

the Keihin, Hanshin, and Chukyo-Tokai regions. 

Several major construction contractors in Japan, including Taisei Corporation, 

Obayashi Corporation, and Kajima Corporation, halted their construction activities 
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till early May 2020 in response to the state of emergency enforced by the government 

over the spread of the COVID-19 pandemic. The state of emergency was expanded 

from Tokyo and five other districts to the entire nation in April, which impacted 

ongoing construction projects heavily hence negatively impacting hand tools market 

in the country during 2020.  

Incidences of frequent disasters in the region, especially earthquakes, volcanoes, and 

tsunamis, warrant the need for continuous construction and reconstruction activities, 

which involve a renewed usage of construction raw materials as well as critical parts 

to hold the structures together. The government earmarked more than $30 billion for 

the construction of bridges, roads, tunnels, and rail routes during the period 

2016−2020, which also includes damage by natural disasters. Such factors are 

expected to further drive a continuous demand for construction hand tools as 

infrastructure is often rebuilt. 

Moreover, the government has announced a few policies encouraging Japan to 

maintain its manufacturing sector and accelerate the growth in new manufacturing 

and industrial segments. The government is taking such initiatives, considering the 

low industrial and manufacturing industry, including the construction sector, in the 

country owing to the pandemic. Therefore, it is expected that during the forecast 

period, new industrial developments will open, which will further drive the demand 

for hand tools in Japan. 

The lifestyle of the people in Japan generally involves the DIY culture to improve the 

creativity level among Japanese children. It is generally preferred by households due 

to its harmless nature and compact size. It is also used to carry out certain household 

repairs without the need for professionals and equipment rental services. This can 

include small retrofit and renovation activities that can make use of knives, cutters, 

pliers, and fastening tools such as wrenches and drivers. 

Japan’s Industrial Safety and Health Law (ISHL) prescribes certain norms as per 

which vendors should manufacture and sell tools to consumers, especially with 

respect to safety and vibration levels. This can help increase and maintain the quality 

and safety of hand tools. This will, in turn, increase the number of local 

manufacturers to meet the demands of the domestic market, which can be more 
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challenging for global vendors as it might require high levels of customization and 

development. 

Due to the rapid adoption of technologies and the fast-paced life of people, relying 

on tools and machinery for production and the trend of DIY culture has increased 

the scope for cordless power tools in Japan. Power tools are fast gaining popularity, 

which is likely to challenge the market for hand tools. KYOTO TOOLS, Tajima, and 

Osaka Tools are some of the domestic and significant hand tools vendors in Japan 

that are potentially utilizing the online sales medium as well. Osaka Tools also 

prioritizes its tools segment in the woodworking category with an exclusive range of 

saws, chisels, and other carving knives. 

KEY INSIGHTS 

› Around $2.2 billion is expected to be invested as part of an economic stimulus program 

by Japan to stabilize the economy following the COVID-19 outbreak. 

› Japan faced a negative impact on demand for hand tools from end-user industries as the 

country mostly depends on trade, and due to disrupted supply chain, several industries 

are impacted since COVID-19. 

› The government has approved a $1.1 trillion stimulus package to help kickstart the 

economy. This package, including all other measures, adds up to 35% to 40% of the 

country’s GDP. As a result, activities in end-user industries are anticipated to come back 

on track, thereby boosting the demand for hand tools in the country. 

› Vendors enjoy the benefit of the huge availability of raw materials in Japan as it is among 

the highest producers of steel. Therefore, the high availability of raw materials for 

vendors and significant activities and the metals and mining industry is expected to 

substantiate the growth in the geared motors market. 

The automotive industry is one of the highest demand generators for hand tools in Japan. 

However, 2020 has been very weak with respect to demand. In May 2020 auto sales plunged 

by over 50% YoY to 220,000 vehicles compared to around 30% decline in April 2020 on a 

YoY basis. The reason for the same was reduced spending on high-cost purchases and 

lockdown measures during the holiday season 
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22.8.4 South Korea: Market Size & Forecast 

Industries such as electronics, automobiles, and shipbuilding are the major industries 

for machines and infrastructure in South Korea, thus becoming key users of hand 

tools as well. South Korea’s construction and manufacturing sector remained under 

pressure during Q4 2019 and continued to be the same in Q1 2020. Demand 

conditions both in domestic and external markets were weak, with trade tensions 

and slower global growth due to weakened exports. This has directly impacted the 

market for new construction and related parts and products during 2019 and Q1 

2020.  

Moreover, the construction industry in South Korea also contracted due to the 

COVID-19 pandemic. The decline in the construction sector was mainly due to a 

decline in total construction permits issued, halt of ongoing construction activities as 

part of containment measures for COVID-19, reduction in government spending on 

infrastructure, and a stagnation of the country’s total exports in 2019. All such factors 

negatively impacted the demand for hand tools from construction industry in 2020.  

Exhibit 110 Hand Tools Market in South Korea 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in South Korea was valued at $0.91 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $1.16 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.21% during the 

forecast period. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.91 0.93 0.97 1.01 1.05 1.11 1.16

Growth Rate 2.86% 3.57% 4.11% 4.60% 4.94% 5.19%
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The Government of South Korea aims to expand trade activities in the country. 

Therefore, in 2019, the government increased its focus on the expansion of railway 

lines across the country. These expansion projects are estimated to increase the 

railway network by 39% and extending a length of 4,934 km by the end of 2025. 

Therefore, the demand for hand tools from construction industry is expected to 

increase significantly during the forecast period, fueled by the construction of 

boarding stations and operation control stations.    

Exhibit 111 Factors Impacting Demand for Hand Tools in South Korea 

Source: Arizton 

Apart from the construction industry, automobile, shipbuilding, and electronics 

industries are expected to continue to fare well during the forecast period. South 

Korea is one of the largest passenger car makers in the world. The automobile sector 

accounts for close to 13% of the overall production output, produces 12% added 

value, and accounts for around 12% of South Korea's overall employment. It is a 

central industry that influences all aspects of manufacturing from products such as 

steel, non-ferrous metals, and glass to shipping, advertisement, financial services, 

and building. The automotive industry in South Korea has witnessed steady growth 

for decades and has been an indication of global economic development. Therefore, 

the country is anticipated to generate significant demand for hand tools from its 

automotive industry during the forecast period. 

Due to the presence of a fast-growing automotive sector in the country, vendors 

operating in the automotive fasteners market have diverse opportunities to promote 

their products. In addition, the luxury car market operated by German carmakers has 
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a significant dominance in South Korea. For instance, in June 2019, German luxury 

brand Mercedes-Benz sold 6,092 vehicles, maintaining the top spot. Its market share 

was close to 31% in the South Korean foreign car market. Further, BMW came in 

second with sales of 3,383 vehicles, followed by Japanese brand Lexus with 1,431 cars, 

and another Japanese carmaker Toyota with 1,269 units. Thus, the market dynamics 

in the country exhibits immense opportunities for vendors offering hand tools in the 

market.  

Exhibit 112 End-User Highlights  

Source: Arizton 

The US alone accounted for $16 billion in terms of export revenue as of 2019. Thus, 

portable hand tools such as drivers, wrenches, and automotive tool kits can be used 

in automobile manufacturers and auto-body shop workers. The electronics industry 

in South Korea is one of the prominent industries and is likely to boost the usage of 

precision hand tools because of its ability to improve the efficiency and overall 

productivity of the industry.  

The Renewable Energy Plan 2030, the infrastructural development associated with 

the 5G technology, and the research and development activities inclined towards 

affordable housing projects are expected to fuel the market for hand tools in the 

country. However, the downfall of the construction industry in 2020 owing to the 
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COVID-19 pandemic had a negative impact on the overall tools market in the country 

especially during Q1–Q3 2020. 

The residential construction market in South Korea accounted for about 41.4% share 

of the total construction industry; this is majorly due to increasing construction 

activities in rapidly growing cities across the country. The Rural Development Board 

and the Government of South Korea have taken several measures and development 

of innovative construction materials in 2019, which is expected to fuel the demand 

for hand tools during the forecast period. The growth potential for the market of 

South Korea is expected to be supported by the rising residential and commercial 

building permits in the country. The Government of South Korea has increased its 

investments in infrastructural projects that are expected to promote the demand and 

production of construction essentials such as hand tools in the country during the 

forecast period. 

Domestic households in South Korea use saws, putty knives, and cutters for DIY 

activities and other fastening tools for small repair works, plumbing, and garage 

works. The Korean Standards for Trade inspects the standard and quality of all the 

products manufactured, including hand tools. The most common sale channel is 

through the online medium. With the availability of numerous manufacturing 

industries and demand for adopting new technological tools based on innovations 

such as advances in Li-ion battery technology, the demand for power tools is 

estimated to increase during the forecast period, thereby posing concerns for the 

hand tools market in the country. 

The country has an abundance of steel and other raw materials, and hence, 

manufacturers have easy access to the same. The consumer electronics, automotive 

(South Korea is in the top 7 list of car manufacturers, with many global brands based 

out of Korea), and other high-end manufacturing industries have a strong base in the 

region, providing opportunities for hand tools manufacturing vendors. 
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22.8.5 Australia: Market Size & Forecast 

Australia being a robust market-free democracy is one of the most prominent 

economies of the world. It is currently ranked as 4th among 43 countries in the APAC 

region. Australia is known for exporting all kinds of industrial products to the world 

with minimal trade barriers. It is one of the wealthiest economies of the world and 

witnessed industrial growth for the past 20 consecutive years. Although Australia is 

currently suffering from an economic slowdown due to the US-China trade war and 

the downfall of the Sydney and Melbourne construction markets, it is estimated that 

it will overcome the crisis during the forecast period. The Australian Prudential 

Regulation Authority is trying to increase the credit limit and the government is 

making efforts to reduce the capital gain taxes to 25% so that it will substantially 

increase the economy of the country. This can, in turn, be a good sign for the 

prevalence and growth of the hand tools market in the country. 

Exhibit 113 Hand Tools Market in Australia 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Australia was valued at $0.77 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $0.98 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.01% during the 

forecast period. 

The Department of Industry, Innovation, and Science plays a major role in 

determining the adoption rate of tools and equipment in the country. Due to the 

rapid automation and urbanization, lack of skilled workforce, and high labor cost, 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.77 0.79 0.82 0.85 0.89 0.93 0.98

Growth Rate 2.66% 3.36% 3.91% 4.39% 4.73% 4.98%
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high-tech machines, and tools are always in demand in the country. This in turn is 

encouraging end-users to use power tools rather than manual hand tools hance 

negatively impacting the market.  

The Government of Australia has significantly increased its investments in public 

infrastructure by 6.9% in 2019 in comparison to the previous year. Several high-

budget projects have been initiated across major states of Australia that are expected 

to be completed before 2030, creating a demand for hand tools. West Sydney airport 

is one of Australia’s largest infrastructure projects. The airport is expected to open by 

the end of 2026. The construction area of West Sydney airport is the largest 

construction site in New South Wales with a total construction area of 1.9 million 

cubic meters. This project is expected to drive the demand for construction essentials 

including hand tools.  

Exhibit 114 Manufacturing & Industrial Insights in Australia (2021) 

Source: Arizton 

The Government of Australia, in collaboration with major construction companies, 

has initiated many infrastructure projects across several provinces of the country, 

fueling the growth of the construction. To develop rural infrastructure and fuel 

economy improvement in the country, the commercial construction industry in 

Australia is growing at a consistent rate supported by several favorable government 

measures. This growth and development are resulting in the construction of high-
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rise, and multi-level buildings which are expected to fuel the demand for hand tools 

in the country. 

Apart from industrial and commercial sector, hand tools also witness significant 

demand from residential sector in Australia. Nearly 66% of the Australian population 

lives in their own residential spaces, prompting customers to have their own gardens, 

thus driving the hand tools market. Consumer preferences have also been changing 

over time, where nearly 70% of Australians prefer to stay at home and recreate their 

spaces for entertainment. There is huge support for local producers and 

manufacturers as independent distributors extend their business to source high-end 

products. China has suspended its trade activities from Australia, which helps in 

promoting more in-house production and avoids internal demand-supply chain 

issues. 

The household activities in Australia also requires optimum usage of tools such as 

drivers, wrenches, and material removal tools to reduce the physical work. The major 

vendors known for providing high-class DIY tools include Stanley Black & Decker, 

Milwaukee, and Snap-on. Most people tend to buy products from online stores, and 

few prefer to buy it from suppliers and distributors. 
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23 NORTH AMERICA 

23.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

North America was the second-largest market for hand tools in 2021, accounted for 

a 25.35% share. The region is expected to maintain its dominance throughout the 

forecast period as well owing to the rise in end-user applications. The revenue is 

mostly from the largest economy of the region – the US. The North American region 

is home to several large industries including automobile, construction, aerospace, 

electronics, and 

packaging.  

Being a forerunner 

in the automobile 

industry, the North 

American 

automotive sector manufactures the highest number of electric cars in the world due 

to the rising demand for eco-friendly products. Some of the largest automobile 

manufacturers such as Ford, General Motors, and FCA are based in the US. With the 

North American automotive sensors market expected to grow at a CAGR of 5.45% 

during 2020–2027, the requirement for the assembly of precision parts will be on the 

rise. This can further drive the market for precision hand tools such as pliers, cutters, 

and wrenches. 

The role of power tools in the automobile industry is predominant in recent years 

due to its multiple and effective uses. The wide choices and preferences for 

consumers such as vinyl wraps, roof denting, or stickering can be met through the 

effective usage of tools such as heat guns. The heat guns are mainly preferred by the 

auto body shop owners in North America since it can update the looks by applying 

the optimum amount of heat in the vinyl wrapping. It can also enhance consumer 

satisfaction by fixing blemishes and removing old adhesives. The rising role of power 

tools in major end-user segments such as automotive can reduce the significance of 

traditional hand tools in the region. With the surge of Li-ion battery technology, 

which is expected to grow at a CAGR of 9.32% during 2019–2024, the threat is more 

certain for players in the hand tools industry which demands add-on sophistication, 

precision, and safety features. 

Channellock, Snap-on, Estwing, Klein, and 

Lenox are some of the key vendors leveraging 

through the “Made in USA” tag, which helps 

in better adoption and penetration level in the 

competitive US hand tools market  
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North America also accounted for more than 52.2% share of the global aerospace 

parts manufacturing in 2019. This scenario is expected to remain consistent 

throughout the forecast period owing to the rising air traffic in the region. The new 

aircraft building with precision parts will further make use of hand tools to enhance 

the overall productivity.  

Exhibit 115 Estimated Worth of Construction Activities in US 2019–2024 ($ million)  

Source: Arizton 

Increased efficiency and low-cost production have made the US an investment hub 

for the oil & gas sector. North America is also estimated to witness more active 

exploration and production in the oil industry. This has attracted foreign investors 

who are trying to capitalize on the situation to achieve profits. Going forward, the oil 

and rig activities is expected to increase in the region owing to the approval of many 

projects. These activities might require hand tools and is more likely to increase the 

demand for demolition tools, striking tools, cutting tools, and fastening tools during 

the forecast period. 

With the North American construction market expected to grow at a CAGR 3.56% 

during 2021-2027, the demand for general purpose and cutting tools can be more 

prominent from the construction industry. There are more than 5,650 hotel 

construction projects in the pipeline, which is further expected to drive the demand 

for various types of hand tools. This will also increase the present 7 million 

employees to comply with the complex working conditions that might require the 

optimum utilization of vibration-less tools with high-end ergonomics. A similar 
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growth trend can be seen in the Canadian construction sector. In Canada, the overall 

pipeline of megaprojects was valued more than $1 trillion, which will substantially 

create more employment opportunities. This will propel new and replacement 

demand for hand tools in the region during the next five years. 

23.2 MARKET SIZE & FORECAST 

With several initiatives being implemented for investing in Canada, the country is 

planning to improve public transit and residential housing projects over the next few 

years. With the reapproval of the Trans Mountain pipeline by the prime minister, the 

laying of the pipeline can be boosted in provinces such as Alberta. This will increase 

the scope for material removal and demolition tools in the country. The telecom 

industry of Canada is also estimated to attract investments due to its high growth 

potential over the next five years. The increase in cash flow can help improve the 

communication sector with the erection of several signal towers, which, in turn, can 

increase the requirement for fasteners and cutters. 

Exhibit 116 Hand Tools Market in North America 2018–2027 ($ billion) 

 
Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in North America was valued at $5.71 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $7.05 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.56% during the 

forecast period. 

Demography is a major concern determining the rate of adoption of hand tools in the 

region. There is also a trend of single women moving to their own homes, where 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 5.69 5.89 5.62 5.71 5.84 6.01 6.22 6.46 6.74 7.05
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home improvement activities are carried out by themselves to cut off the add-on cost. 

Therefore, there is a scope for catering to their unique demands with light and 

portable hand tools with less vibration and enhanced safety targeted at women. 

However, this segment is increasingly dominated by cordless and other power tools. 

Thus, the rising home ownership is a major factor driving the market for hand tools 

during the forecast period. 

It is also estimated that more than 56% of the Canadians completed at least one or 

two small household repairs in 2019, while the remaining people completed 3–10 

repairs. Further, over 24% of the Canadians also spent $5,000–20,000 for their home 

improvement and maintenance works, which signifies the scope for hand tools in the 

residential segment. Alberta is considered as the hotspot for renovation and 

refurbishment projects in the country. While over 85% of the people consider the 

price points before hiring contractors, DIY activities are gaining momentum as more 

than 60% of the Canadian homes at present were built during 1950–1999. Vendors 

can also target millennials for the sale of DIY tools. 

While the millennial generation is relying more on battery-operated tools, the baby 

boomers in the region are more viable to make use of hand tools for home 

improvement, where their only demand is the enhancement of safety and 

ergonomics. Further, the DIY culture is highly predominant in American society, 

which is mostly dominated by cordless and electric-powered tools in the recent past. 

With the increasing applications of technology and rising purchasing power of the 

people, the North American cordless and corded power tools market is expected to 

grow significantly in terms of residential, commercial, and industrial sectors during 

the forecast period.  

E-commerce is estimated to be the major source of distribution for hand tools owing 

to the requirement of convenience and sophistication among professionals and 

DIYers. Home Depot, Lowe’s Home Improvement Stores, Menards Stores, Ace 

Hardware Stores, and Do It Best are some of the potential home improvement and 

DIY stores where hand tools vendors can supply their products. With the popular 

brick-and-click category, the online segment is expected to gain high traction during 

the forecast period. 
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23.3 TOOL TYPE 

23.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 37 Hand Tools Market by Type in North America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE 

TOOLS 

 3,867.91   3,950.77   4,062.92   4,200.43   4,362.81   4,546.22   4,748.61  3.48% 

CUTTING 

TOOLS 

 1,350.12   1,385.55   1,431.60   1,487.03   1,551.80   1,624.66   1,704.99  3.97% 

LAYOUT & 

MEASURING 

TOOLS 

 218.94   222.69   228.05   234.78   242.83   251.98   262.09  3.04% 

TAPES & DIES  273.67   278.74   285.81   294.58   304.99   316.76   329.73  3.15% 

TOTAL  5,710.65   5,837.75   6,008.38   6,216.82   6,462.42   6,739.62   7,045.41  3.56% 

Source: Arizton 

23.4 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

23.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 38 General Purpose Tools Market in North America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE TOOLS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  771.65   786.10   806.28   831.36   861.21   895.05   932.42  3.20% 

SCREW DRIVERS 

& NUT DRIVERS 

 694.49   708.43   727.58   751.22   779.23   810.92   845.91  3.34% 

PLIERS  810.24   828.28   852.51   882.09   916.96   956.30   999.71  3.56% 

HAMMERS  472.64   486.21   503.59   524.36   548.52   575.67   605.59  4.22% 

RIVETERS  337.60   343.32   351.53   361.84   374.19   388.22   403.73  3.03% 

CLAMPS & VISES   241.14   245.23   251.09   258.46   267.28   277.30   288.38  3.03% 

WRECKING BARS  337.60   347.30   359.71   374.54   391.80   411.19   432.57  4.22% 

RATCHETS & 

SOCKETS  

 202.56   205.89   210.64   216.57   223.62   231.58   240.31  2.89% 

TOTAL  3,867.91   3,950.77   4,062.92   4,200.43   4,362.81   4,546.22   4,748.61  3.48% 

Source: Arizton 
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23.5 CUTTING TOOLS 

23.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 39 Cutting Tools Market in North America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  410.51   420.50   433.67   449.62   468.33   489.41   512.65  3.77% 

SAWS  465.24   477.88   494.21   513.81   536.68   562.39   590.73  4.06% 

KNIVES & 

BLADES 

 291.92   301.20   312.89   326.76   342.84   360.88   380.77  4.53% 

CABLE & WIRE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

 182.45   185.97   190.83   196.83   203.95   211.99   220.84  3.23% 

TOTAL  1,350.12   1,385.55   1,431.60   1,487.03   1,551.80   1,624.66   1,704.99  3.97% 

Source: Arizton 

23.6 END-USER 

23.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 40 Hand Tools Market in North America by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  4,023.00   4,103.82   4,214.83   4,351.81   4,514.15   4,697.81   4,900.56  3.34% 

COMMERCIAL  1,112.94   1,140.08   1,175.85   1,219.17   1,269.98   1,327.21   1,390.32  3.78% 

RESIDENTIAL  574.71   593.84   617.70   645.83   678.29   714.60   754.53  4.64% 

TOTAL  5,710.65   5,837.75   6,008.38   6,216.82   6,462.42   6,739.62   7,045.41  3.56% 

Source: Arizton 
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23.7 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

23.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 41 Hand Tools Market in North America by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USERS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  1,058.20   1,079.44   1,108.61   1,144.61   1,187.28   1,235.55   1,288.85  3.34% 

AUTOMOTIVE  930.49   951.77   980.18   1,014.79   1,055.52   1,101.45   1,152.12  3.62% 

AEROSPACE  775.41   795.87   822.45   854.43   891.78   933.79   980.11  3.98% 

ELECTRONICS  565.59   575.86   590.32   608.35   629.85   654.23   681.18  3.15% 

ENERGY  310.16   313.50   319.03   326.38   335.45   345.90   357.52  2.40% 

SHIPBUILDING  246.31   249.71   254.89   261.55   269.64   278.89   289.13  2.71% 

OTHERS   136.84   137.68   139.36   141.70   144.64   147.99   151.65  1.73% 

TOTAL  4,023.00   4,103.82   4,214.83   4,351.81   4,514.15   4,697.81   4,900.56  3.34% 

Source: Arizton 
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23.8 KEY COUNTRIES 

Exhibit 117 Incremental Growth in North America 2021 & 2027 

COUNTRY 2021 2027 CAGR 

US $5.14 BN $6.35 BN 3.59% 

CANADA $0.57 BN $0.70 BN 3.30% 
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23.8.1 US: Market Size & Forecast 

The US construction industry is one of the world’s largest, with an annual 

expenditure of over $1.2 trillion. Construction projects are underway in all major 

parts of the country, making high growth potential for the construction industry and 

its related industries during the forecast period. The demand for hand tools is heavily 

dependent on the construction and renovation industry, and growing construction 

activities in the country are anticipated to boost the demand for hand tools in the US.   

The number of construction activities in both residential and commercial sectors has 

increased significantly across several growing cities in the US until 2019, of which 

more than 40% were single-family dwellings. Large number of single-family 

dwellings clearly indicate construction of a greater number of homes with more 

requirement for hand tools from both industrial and residential sector. However, 

since US is one of the highly developed countries in the world with people have high 

disposable income, the country reflects highest challenge for hand tools demand 

owing to increasing penetration of power tools.  

Until 2019 the construction industry in the US remained one of the largest revenue 

generating sectors in the world. Although the industry is recovering at a slow and 

modest growth rate, the sector expects to pick up with a strong uplift after 2021, 

owing to the increasing number of constructions in residential constructions. 

Moreover, the number of investments in residential and commercial constructions is 

increasing at a rapid pace across the country. This is majorly due to initiatives by the 

US Government to increase the economic value by welcoming globally established 

firms across all sectors to extend their operations across the country.  Such factors are 

expected to create opportunities for sale of hand tools however there still exists huge 

threat from power tools demand in the US .  

Automotive manufacturers and suppliers are accounts for one of the highest shares 

in overall industrial sector of the US. Detroit, Michigan, is home to several industries 

and car manufacturing companies such as Ford and is referred to as the ‘Motor City’. 

Thus, car production and maintenance operations are dependent on portable 

automotive hand tools, which are gaining momentum for their usefulness and 

effectiveness. Scrapping tools such as chisels and putty knives are also used in paint 
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stripping in cars. Going forward, vendors in the region are expected to find 

opportunities through value-added growth in the well-established markets. 

Although the sales of EVs have been fluctuating over the past five years, the year 

2019 witnessed sales of over 2.4 million electric vehicles, and the growth scenario is 

expected to remain consistent due to enhancements from manufacturers such as 

Tesla and Toyota. With the growth in demand for EVs, precision hand tools that are 

used for advanced assembling activities will gain demand, leading to the overall 

growth of the hand tools market in the country. 

Exhibit 118 Hand Tools Market in US 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in US was valued at $5.14 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $6.35 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.59% during the forecast period. 

The housing market started to recover due to first-time home purchases by 

millennials. An estimated half of new home purchases in the US are by millennials. 

The median age of first-time home purchasers fell to 32 years; this segment of buyers 

is technologically inclined, cares about the environment, uses energy-efficient 

products, and is receptive to the adoption of products and services that can bring in 

associated benefits. This buyer segment forms a key driver for revival in the housing 

segment; thus, the accompanying demand for tools and components is deemed to be 

necessary for enabling the same creating opportunities for growth of hand tools 

market. However, there is a high prevalence of automation in the country driven by 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
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better availability of tech-enabled processes and sophisticated components, strict 

energy consumption mandates, and high labor costs. These factors create major 

challenges in the hand tools market as demand for power tools is increasing 

significantly in the US.  

KEY INSIGHTS  

› The volume of fasteners used in automotive is high, and hence, numerous vendors in the 

US have automotive and aerospace fasteners as the focus area. The high demand for 

fasteners also signifies high usage of hand tools from these industries.  

› The US accounted for the fourth-highest position in the global crude steel production 

globally, producing 87.8 million tons of steel in 2019 as compared to 86.6 million tons in 

2018. Therefore, vendors are expected to enjoy a low cost of procurement for steel during 

hand tools manufacturing.  

› The country has the world's largest coal reserves, supplying more than 50% of its 

electricity generation needs. As a result, the demand for hand tools market from the 

energy generation industry is high in the US. 

› For the forecast period, growth rates for the hand tools market are expected to be high as 

US manufacturing appears to be recovering, and the shale gas development is expected 

to turn the US into a major fossil fuel exporter.  

› The overall industrial production in the US witnessed a decline of around 0.6%, the first 

decrease in five months of 2020, and anticipated market growth was not met. This had a 

negative impact on the demand generated from the hand tools market. 
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23.8.2 Canada: Market Size & Forecast 

Being one of the top 10 manufacturers of light vehicles, the demand for hand tools 

from the automotive industry in Canada is expectedly high. With more than 2 million 

vehicles manufactured in Canada and a GDP contribution of over $18 billion, the 

automotive industry is the largest manufacturing sector in Canada. The country has 

many free trade agreements within the Americas and Europe, providing a major 

impetus to exports with preferential access to key automotive markets in the world. 

The newer mobility solutions are gaining traction in Canada. The usage of heavy 

electric vehicles is expected to increase as Tesla is leading the development hence 

driving demand for hand tools.  

Exhibit 119 Hand Tools Market in Canada 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Canada was valued at $0.57 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $0.70 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.30% during the forecast 

period. 

Canada, which is one of the stable economies in the world, is home to numerous 

growing industries in the automobile, manufacturing, and aerospace sectors. Canada 

is currently the 10th-largest economy in terms of GDP. The country is highly 

developed in terms of technology and innovation and is one of the forerunners of the 

latest trends. The demand for tools is also dependent on the major downstream 

markets. The automobile industry alone accounted for more than 10% of the nation’s 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.57 0.59 0.60 0.62 0.64 0.67 0.70

Growth Rate 1.97% 2.66% 3.20% 3.68% 4.02% 4.27%
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GDP in 2019. The increased demand for cars is fueling the requirement for more 

purposive equipment such as hand tools that can be used for multiple purposes in 

the industry. The Canadian government plays a major role in the development of 

industries in the country. Owing to certain regulations on trading and free trading 

agreements, the nation is witnessing the rapid growth of the manufacturing and 

service industries in recent years. 

Exhibit 120 COVI-19 Impact on GDP Forecast of Canada  

Source: Arizton 

Along with automotive and general manufacturing, the construction sector is also 

boosting the market for hand tools in the country. The increasing growth of trade and 

business investments has contributed to economic growth in Canada. The declining 

unemployment rate due to the thriving labor market is another major factor that has 

a significant impact on the economic growth of the country. Unemployment levels 

stood at about 5.80% in 2019, the lowest since the mid-1970s. The stabilizing economy 

has resulted in increased construction activity in the country. The overall 

construction industry grew by approximately 4% in 2019. The total number of 

construction initiatives grew by 20% in 2019. Non-residential construction grew by 

6% in 2019, with corporate office construction being the leading segment. 

Approximately 13 million square feet of office space was under construction in 

Canada in 2019. The declining office vacancy rates are mainly driving construction 

activity in the country. Metropolitan cities, including Toronto, Montreal, and 
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Vancouver, are dominating the construction of corporate spaces, thus presenting 

growing demand for hand tools from construction industry. 

The Government of Canada plans to invest in the infrastructural development of the 

country to support the growth of the construction industry during the forecast 

period. The positive reinforcement is that many new large-scale projects in the 

infrastructure sector aid the hand tools market as well. Toronto, Vancouver, and 

Calgary are the high revenue-generating cities that have significantly increased the 

consumption of hand tools for construction of high-rise apartments and skyscraper. 

In addition, the Government of Canada has proposed several infrastructural projects 

across the country by the end of 2019 that includes both new constructions and 

reworks.  

The radical development of malls and recent trend of real estate as a service are the 

primary factor driving the demand for hand tools in the country. Moreover, 

prosperous lifestyle, high education, and high disposable income of consumers are 

the other macro factors which are eventually contributing to the sales of hand tools 

in the Canadian market 

The country has business and trade relationships with leading countries around the 

globe such as Japan, China, the European Union, and Mexico. This leads to a 

substantial increase in the use of industrial tools and components, which, in turn, 

enhances the market for hand tools in the country. Similar growth trends can be seen 

in wind energy, which constitutes more than 40% of the total electricity supply in the 

country. The construction and maintenance of wind turbines require tools such as 

wrenches, screwdrivers, and cutting equipment that can lead to market growth. 

People are also using hand tools to carry out small repair works rather than using 

professionals to do the repair and service. DIY activities save a lot of expenses for 

repair services and continue to dominate the domestic tools market in the country. It 

was also estimated that more than 45% of the Canadian households spent an average 

of $2,000 for minor home improvement activities in 2019, which potentially made use 

of hand tools for better productivity. 

While most of the consumers in Canada prefer to buy hand tools through e-

commerce websites, there are also certain industries and commercial services that 

source their power tools directly through suppliers or manufacturers. Some of the 
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major players in Canada include Gray Tools, Stanley Black & Decker, and Apex Tool 

Group. The wide acceptance and increasing demand for hand tools across various 

industries can give rise to more intense distribution channels and the growth of other 

prominent and local vendors in the country. Measuring tools, calipers, hammers, 

saws, and adjustable wrenches were the most frequently purchased tools for 

commercial and industrial activities in the country in 2019. 

› With more than 2 million vehicles manufactured in Canada and a GDP contribution of 

over $18 billion, the automotive industry is fueling the demand for hand tools in Canada. 

› Financial stability, a highly skilled workforce, and highly established infrastructure are 

also driving the growth of several end-user industries. This, in turn, is supporting the 

growth of the geared motors market on a macro level in Canada. 

› Inside the Americas and Europe, the country has several free trade agreements, providing 

a significant impetus for exports with preferential access to the world's main automobile 

markets. However, demand in the sector declined in the year 2020. 

› During Q1 & Q2 2020, several sectors were affected by the shutdown in Canada, with low 

to no operating activity. 

› Growing innovation and new markets have contributed to accelerated industry 

globalization, reducing trade barriers, and increasing foreign demand, eventually 

supporting hand tools manufacturers in Canada. 
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24 EUROPE 

24.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

Europe is one of the largest and wealthiest economies and is home to the most 

developed countries such as the UK, France, Italy, and Spain. The EU accounts for 

around 76% of the total GDP in Europe. The market also has several world-class 

manufacturing industries such as automobiles and construction. Since the 

introduction of the industrial revolution, Europe has grown rapidly in terms of 

standards of living, per capita income, productivity standards, and adoption of 

innovation and technology. The rising economic development in the region has also 

led to rapid urbanization in countries with people opting for more individual and 

smart homes to improve their lifestyles. Furthermore, the growth of the industrial 

sector has led to rising demand for hand tools. 

Exhibit 121 Growth Rate of Construction Industry in Western Europe 2019 

Source: Arizton 

Europe was the third-largest market for hand tools in 2021 and accounted for a 

21.43% share. It is expected to remain one of the significant revenue contributors 

during the forecast period. This growth ensues from rising investments in the 

construction industry and infrastructural developments in other general industries. 

The key markets for hand tools in 2021 were the UK, France, Italy, Spain, and 

Germany. However, some of the potential markets over the next five years include 

countries such as the Netherlands, Denmark, Russia, and Portugal due to the rapid 
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infrastructural development in these countries. The construction industry in Europe 

employs more than 20 million people, accounting for more than 9% of the European 

GDP. The industry has always been resistant to changes in terms of providing 

solutions to the dynamic work environment and working spaces, which is expected 

to fuel the demand for hand tools alongside the advanced battery-operated power 

tools. 

The rising investments from the public and private sectors are expected to boost the 

construction industry over the next few years. The industry is also fueled by 

renovation activities that are expected to be carried out in most residential homes 

coupled with policy reforms. This is expected to fuel the demand for demolition tools 

such as hammers, hand drills, and material removal tools such as putty knives. 

Moreover, the implementation of Nearly Zero Energy Buildings (NZEBs) from 2020 

onwards might involve more investments in building renovation and retrofit 

activities as per the European Commission norms. This is also a major factor that can 

potentially fuel the demand for hand tools. The objective of the amendment is to 

maximize the energy performance of buildings.  

Exhibit 122 Share of Vehicle by Fuel Type in Europe Q1 2020  

Source: Arizton 

Nordic countries are expected to propel the growth of power tools over the next five 

years owing to the high demand for sophistication and convenience. This can limit 

the momentum for hand tools in the region. However, they are expected to be a part 

of the tool composition in infrastructural, commercial, and few DIY activities, 
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although power tools might be the first preference. Railway renovation projects can 

also increase the intensity of work and demand for hand tools owing to the rising 

workload. The demand can be also more significant in Western Europe than Eastern 

Europe due to the rapid rate of renovation and infrastructure development activities. 

However, Eastern European countries are untapped markets with huge 

opportunities for the growth of power tools, which is restricting the growth of the 

hand tools market over the next five years. 

The construction industry in the Netherlands grew by 2.25% in October 2019 and is 

expected to grow further over the next five years owing to high investments from the 

public and private sectors. Being a leader in eco-innovation and construction with 

sustainability, infrastructural developments in Denmark will be high during the 

forecast period. The favorable macroeconomic environment also favors investment 

opportunities in the country. Going forward, the growth of the construction industry 

can drive the scope for hand drillers, wrenches, drivers, saws, and layout tools, which 

eventually stimulates demand over the next few years. 

With the allocation of more than $25 billion for transport facilities for the Connecting 

Europe Facility Project, the EU has planned to develop high-speed rail as the primary 

connecting medium between the member states. With more than 1,50,000 employees 

working in 150 large shipyards, the shipbuilding industry in Europe also stimulates 

the demand for hand tools. The shipbuilding industry is witnessing the rising 

demand for demolition and fastening tools. 

The European aerospace sector is one of the highly developed industries that 

manufacture high-class jets, helicopters, aero engines, civil aircraft, and unmanned 

aerial vehicles, which use precision hand tools. Similar growth trends can be also 

seen in the consumer electronics industry in Europe, which is expected to grow at a 

CAGR of 6.57% during 2017–2025, which can further drive the growth for fastening 

tools. 

In addition, in countries, such as Poland, the rising purchasing power of people is 

expected to drive the sales of power tools and accessories that can reduce the 

significance of hand tools among DIYers. Other markets such as Finland are also 

expected to be one of the promising markets in the region for battery-operated tools, 

with changing consumer purchasing behavior and strong economic growth that can 
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support the penetration of DIY activities. However, in Poland, industrial 

productivity increased by 5.9% in 2019, which can considerably support the demand 

for industrial hand tools alongside power tools in the country as a few industries still 

demand heavy hand tools. 

DIY activities are more prominent in Europe, thereby driving the market for 

residential usage of hand tools. User-friendly cutters and wrenches are used for 

domestic household activities, which include simple repair works, painting and craft 

works, or garage works that can help people pursue their passion for craftsmanship 

while saving the cost of hiring professionals. This is because the cost of manual labor 

is higher in Europe than that in the APAC. Due to the highly challenging work-life 

schedule, there is a need for handy and compact tools for personal use, domestic, and 

industrial repair works. The demand for cordless power tools seems to be more 

prominent in the European market since it improves sustainability and enhances 

productivity, thereby restricting the demand for hand tools. 

24.2 MARKET SIZE & FORECAST 

Exhibit 123 Hand Tools Market in Europe 2018–2027 ($ billion) 

 
Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Europe was valued at $4.83 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $5.84 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.24% during the forecast 

period. 
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The construction activities in the European region witnessed a modest drop in June 

2020 due to the government’s COVID-19 measures and lockdown imposed in several 

places. While markets such as France and Italy showed signs of industrial growth, 

Germany suffered a further decline. While residential construction witnessed a niche 

growth in Italy, the sector fell in Germany and France markets. 

In countries such as the UK and Germany, online sales channels such as Amazon 

accounted for a large proportion of the overall sales of hand tools. The products are 

mainly purchased based on consumer reviews and ratings. However, in France, 

buyers generally prefer DIY stores such as Leroy Merlin, which is one of the most 

trusted retailers for hand tools and accessories. Some of the major vendors in Europe 

include Bosch, Stanley Black & Decker, TTI, KNIPEX, and PHOENIX CONTACT, 

where their online presence is a major influencer for their dominance in the highly 

competitive market. 

Efforts may be taken by vendors to increase penetration by applying certain 

modifications to the tool ergonomics, accessories, and service aspects based on 

consumer preference in the future years. The compact nature of these tools, 

increasing trend of modern power tools, changes in consumer lifestyle, rise in DIY 

culture, and cost-effectiveness of power tools are the major criteria that are impacting 

the growth of hand tools in the region. 
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24.3 TOOL TYPE 

24.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 42 Hand Tools Market by Type in Europe 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE 

TOOLS 

 3,257.88   3,316.77   3,399.76   3,503.33   3,626.84   3,766.95   3,921.76  3.14% 

CUTTING 

TOOLS 

 1,149.84   1,177.27   1,213.57   1,257.63   1,309.36   1,367.65   1,431.94  3.72% 

LAYOUT & 

MEASURING 

TOOLS 

 191.64   193.45   196.60   200.87   206.18   212.33   219.17  2.26% 

TAPES & DIES  228.14   231.98   237.45   244.28   252.43   261.64   271.78  2.96% 

TOTAL  4,827.50   4,919.47   5,047.38   5,206.11   5,394.81   5,608.57   5,844.66  3.24% 

Source: Arizton 

24.4 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

24.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 43 General Purpose Tools Market in Europe 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE TOOLS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  638.80   647.51   660.81   677.97   698.81   722.64   749.06  2.69% 

SCREW DRIVERS 

& NUT DRIVERS 

 584.05   592.50   605.18   621.41   641.04   663.45   688.27  2.77% 

PLIERS  684.43   698.94   718.63   742.79   771.34   803.60   839.19  3.46% 

HAMMERS  410.66   421.31   435.18   451.90   471.44   493.43   517.67  3.94% 

RIVETERS  282.90   286.71   292.55   300.09   309.27   319.76   331.39  2.67% 

CLAMPS & VISES   200.77   203.26   207.19   212.32   218.58   225.76   233.74  2.57% 

WRECKING BARS  292.02   299.13   308.51   319.86   333.18   348.18   364.72  3.77% 

RATCHETS & 

SOCKETS  

 164.26   167.42   171.72   176.99   183.19   190.13   197.72  3.14% 

TOTAL  3,257.88   3,316.77   3,399.76   3,503.33   3,626.84   3,766.95   3,921.76  3.14% 

Source: Arizton 
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24.5 CUTTING TOOLS 

24.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 44 Cutting Tools Market in Europe 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  346.78   355.13   366.15   379.53   395.23   412.91   432.41  3.75% 

SAWS  392.41   403.78   418.33   435.69   455.89   478.58   503.60  4.25% 

KNIVES & 

BLADES 

 255.52   260.97   268.36   277.42   288.12   300.21   313.55  3.47% 

CABLE & WIRE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

 155.14   157.38   160.73   164.98   170.11   175.95   182.38  2.73% 

TOTAL  1,149.84   1,177.27   1,213.57   1,257.63   1,309.36   1,367.65   1,431.94  3.72% 

Source: Arizton 

24.6 END-USER 

24.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 45 Hand Tools Market in Europe by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  3,394.76   3,456.29   3,542.93   3,651.02   3,779.91   3,926.11   4,087.65  3.14% 

COMMERCIAL  949.07   968.30   994.66   1,027.15   1,065.64   1,109.18   1,157.24  3.36% 

RESIDENTIAL  483.66   494.88   509.80   527.94   549.25   573.28   599.77  3.65% 

TOTAL  4,827.50   4,919.47   5,047.38   5,206.11   5,394.81   5,608.57   5,844.66  3.24% 

Source: Arizton 
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24.7 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

24.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 46 Hand Tools Market in Europe by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USER 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  894.32   910.01   932.29   960.18   993.51   1,031.35   1,073.17  3.09% 

AUTOMOTIVE  812.19   828.77   851.46   879.41   912.51   949.94   991.26  3.38% 

AEROSPACE  666.18   680.68   700.25   724.20   752.46   784.37   819.57  3.51% 

ELECTRONICS  474.54   482.57   494.08   508.56   525.89   545.59   567.37  3.02% 

ENERGY  237.27   239.87   244.16   249.84   256.85   264.91   273.87  2.42% 

SHIPBUILDING  209.89   212.39   216.39   221.63   228.06   235.43   243.62  2.52% 

OTHERS   100.38   101.99   104.30   107.19   110.63   114.52   118.79  2.85% 

TOTAL  3,394.76   3,456.29   3,542.93   3,651.02   3,779.91   3,926.11   4,087.65  3.14% 

Source: Arizton 
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24.8 KEY COUNTRIES 

Exhibit 124 Incremental Growth in Europe 2021 & 2027 

COUNTRY 2021 2027 CAGR 

UK $0.90 BN $1.09 BN 3.11% 

GERMANY $0.82 BN $0.98 BN  2.90% 

FRANCE $0.70 BN $0.85 BN 3.20% 

ITALY $0.58 BN $0.71 BN 3.40% 

SPAIN $0.56 BN $0.69 BN 3.51% 
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24.8.1 UK: Market Size & Forecast 

The manufacturing industry in the UK had the worst affected owing to uncertain 

political issues and the COVID-19 pandemic. The production output has fallen by 

1.40% in Q1 2020 compared to the previous year. The manufacturing sector had 

witnessed a slowdown in 2019. Manufacturers are majorly impacted by prolonged 

Brexit and domestic political uncertainties. This has fueled business caution over 

investment decisions and the purchase of capital goods. Exports from the country 

have also declined, where domestic manufactures are being hampered by slower 

global growth and an uncertain trade environment between the UK and other 

European countries. Thus, significant Brexit uncertainties, along with the challenging 

global environment, are expected to limit industrial investments in the UK in 2020. 

Further, UK manufacturers are switching the supply chains from the UK to other EU 

countries. Therefore, a decline in industrial production and investments is also 

expected to hamper construction and the subsequent demand for hand tools in the 

country.  

Exhibit 125 Hand Tools Market in UK 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in UK was valued at $0.90 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $1.09 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.11% during the forecast period. 

Despite the uncertainty prevailing around Brexit, the infrastructure growth is 

expected to rise due to the introduction of extension in house-building activities by 
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the government through 2023. However, the impact of labor shortage, a funding 

crisis, and other housing regulations are a 

burden owing to Brexit. The harbor 

infrastructure is also expected to raise the 

demand for drivers, wrenches, hammers, and 

striking tools. However, the construction of 

other manufacturing industries can be affected 

owing to the Brexit uncertainty where the 

market impact can be significant in the first 2–

3 years of the forecast period. The impact of 

COVID-19 slowed down the market drastically during Q1–Q3 2020 as the economic 

and infrastructural activities were halted and lockdown imposed on various 

manufacturing sectors. 

Further, the basic cutting and fastening tools are used for several household activities 

such as repairing, loosening off nuts and bolts, repairing computers, making candles, 

and various other diverse DIY usages. People in the country tend to do small repair 

works by themselves rather than hiring professionals. However, the ease of usage 

and affordability alongside the concentration of DIY stores in the country plays a 

major role in the adoption of cordless power tools over hand tools for household 

purposes.  

The changing dimensions of the working environment and with people preferring to 

adopt more technology-based 

products, precision tools are in the 

spotlight in recent years. The 

increasing trend of the DIY culture 

prevalent in the social and 

educational institutions are also 

favorable enhancers for new 

developments in the hand tools industry. IRWIN, STANLEY, Bahco, KNIPEX, and 

Channellock are some of the key vendors in the country. A special line of tools can 

be developed that are dedicated to gardening, carpentry, and home improvement 

activities to gain more traction. 
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The country offers a potential market for the prefabricated building vendors. The 

adoption rate of modular building has significantly increased in the recent years. For 

instance, offsite manufacturing has been used in over 15,000 new homes since 2018. 

This in turn reflects that vendor should consider offering their products to 

prefabricated building manufacturers using right promotional strategies. This in turn 

will enable the vendors to achieve competitive edge over others is the market.  

Recent investment in the UK sector has boosted prospects for modular housing. This 

year, Japan’s biggest house builder, Sekisui, entered a venture with the UK 

government expected to result in thousands of modular homes across the country. 

Ikea, one of the leading prefabricated building manufacturers, has been given the go-

ahead by Worthing Council to build affordable modular homes on the south coast, 

and one of the UK’s largest house builders, Berkley Homes, plans to open a factory 

in Kent with the aim of producing 1,000 homes per year. This expects to create vast 

opportunities for the sale of hand tools, hence driving the market growth. 

KEY INSIGHTS 

› The low tax rates and a well-established firm regulatory ecosystem are expected to create 

favorable conditions for growth in the market. 

› The starting of 2020 was projected to bring much-needed long-term stability in the overall 

business. However, the COVID-19 impact hit the economy badly in 2020, weakening the 

demand for hand tools. 

› With a high dependence on imports with respect to the automotive industry and other 

smaller industries, the trade and contract agreements among the stakeholders of the hand 

tools industry are expected to be relooked and changed based on the outcome of Brexit.  

› The country's monthly gross domestic product (GDP) declined by 2.9% in January 2021, 

which was 9.0% below its February 2020 level 

› In 2021, construction activities in the country grew at a rate of 0.9% per month. However, 

the growth rate is still almost 2.6% lower than 2020  

› The monthly rate of manufacturing activities decreased by 2.3% in 2021, which was 5.7% 

below its February 2020 level 

The demand was expected to rebound in 2021 owing to several economic factors such 

as:  

› Rebound of the economy 
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› Rise in investments  

› Resumption of industrial activities at full potential  

The market in October 2020 remained volatile. Rising panic due to the second wave 

of COVID-19 lowered Q1 2021 estimates even further. Therefore, vendors need to get 

themselves ready with a two-fold strategy with short-term and long-term goals to 

remain competitive in the market.  
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24.8.2 Germany: Market Size & Forecast 

Germany is one of the largest economies in Europe and a major technological and 

industrial hub for several industries. Robust infrastructure and lower corporate taxes 

are having a positive impact on the market. The GDP growth of Germany can be 

offset by the global economic slowdown and the trade conflict escalation between 

China and the US. Germany’s industrial production and exports spurred in May 2020 

after a sharp slump as the country’s manufacturing sector showed a tentative sign of 

recovery from the pandemic. Industrial output and construction have risen by 0.30% 

in May 2020 from April 2020, while 

the production of capital goods rose 

by 2%.  

The exports rose by 1.10%, partly 

recovered from the sharp drop in 

April, but imports fell by 0.50%, leaving the country’s trade balance rising to $22.57 

billion. The construction industry is also expected to rise in the country, driving the 

demand for hand tools in Germany. Between January 2020 to February 2020, the 

construction of 

around 51,300 

dwellings was 

permitted in 

Germany, which 

increased by 4% in April 2020. Also, the turnover in main construction has risen by 

10% in February 2020 from the previous year. These factors, such as growth in the 

construction and renovation sector in the industrial application, are expected to 

create opportunities for hand tools in the country. 

However, the year 2020 has adversely impacted the market. The impact of COVID-

19 has slowed the market in terms of consumption and production. This investment-

driven market is likely to witness a deep recession as the ripples of COVID-19 lead 

to disruptions. As these restrictions are lifted and despite the massive fiscal response, 

the GDP of Germany fell by around 3-5% in 2020 and is expected to rebound by the 

end of 2021. Also, the COVID-19 pandemic has sharply hit the motor vehicle sector. 

The contraction in production owing to a disrupted supply chain has lowered 

There is housing demand for at least 

350,000 new dwellings per year. 
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utilization of hand tools. However, the sector witnessed a similar trend in 

investments after Q1 2020 as of 2019. The motor vehicle segment is likely to revive 

itself, which will prove beneficial for the vendors in the market. Even then, the 

unprecedented nature of the shock and the unknown length of the pandemic brings 

huge uncertainty over the forecast period. 

Exhibit 126 Hand Tools Market in Germany 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Germany was valued at $0.82 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $0.98 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 2.90% during the 

forecast period. 

Owing to the rising 

population in cities such 

as Cologne, Frankfurt, 

Berlin, Hamburg, and 

Munich, the demand for 

residential households 

has risen in recent years. The Government of Germany is planning to build 1.5 million 

households by 2021 to bridge the demand-supply gap in housing. This can lead to 

the growth of the residential construction market, which will also eventually drive 

the market for hand tools. The renovation and retrofit activities in the country may 

enhance the demand for demolition tools and layout tools. As the people of Germany 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.82 0.84 0.86 0.88 0.91 0.94 0.98

Growth Rate 1.57% 2.26% 2.80% 3.28% 3.62% 3.87%
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RTA is the favorite DIY activity among German 

consumers, which is expected to drive the market for 

fastening and assembly hand tools  
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are actively involved in DIY activities which are fueled by the rise in personal interest 

and high labor cost, the residential hand tools market is expected to remain 

prominent throughout the forecast period. 

Exhibit 127 Challenges in Germany’s Hand Tools Market  

Source: Arizton 

The country is home to some of the world’s renowned hand tool vendors including 

Wera, KNIPEX, PHOENIX CONTACT, and Wiha. There is also scope for the growth 

of new domestic vendors in the country due to the rising demand in the power tool 

industry. The rising scope for wider penetration and market acceptance of cordless 

power tools in various domestic and commercial establishments as well as various 

industries can diminish the market value for hand tools in the country during the 

forecast period. 

It is also expected that Germany will 

further expand the use of renewables 

(primarily wind power) to offset 

much of the failed nuclear output. 

Due to its rising investment in 

infrastructure development, a growing world economy, demand in foreign markets 

and high imports, Germany is one of the highest growing countries in the region. 

Thus, the hand tools market in Germany holds a significant position in Europe. The 
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presence of a large machine manufacturer / OEM industry in Germany is supposed 

to fuel consumer demand and raise demand across multiple distribution outlets. 

This, in turn, is expected to encourage the manufacturers to increase production and 

manufacturing hence prompting the demand for hand tools.  

Key Insights 

› Germany is one of the largest economies in Europe and a manufacturing hub for the 

automotive industry. Robust infrastructure and lower corporate taxes are having a 

positive impact on the market.  

› In 2019, the passenger car production was the lowest since 1997. The weak internal 

demand for the auto industry had a trickle-down effect on the German automotive sector. 

The demand for automobiles declined across many countries due to the tightening of 

emission-related regulations. While passenger-car registrations increased by 5% as 

compared to 2018, car exports declined by around 13% 

YoY. 

› Germany is Europe’s largest automotive market. 

About one in five top 100 automotive suppliers and 

one in five cars sold worldwide are usually of German 

origin. Germany has a market share of over 42% in the 

global light vehicle production market.   

› With more than 40 automobile assembly and engine production plants, Germany 

accounts for over one-third of the total automotive production capacity in Europe. The 

industry is one of the largest users of hand tools. 

› The country’s machinery & equipment (M&E) sector is a key constituent of 

manufacturing growth and is dominated by small and medium-sized companies. These 

firms are involved in the fabrication and customization of engineered products that can 

cater to the strong demand from both domestic and international manufacturing 

industries.  

› As manufacturing is the most important sector in Germany and accounts for around 79% 

of the total production, the hand tools market is expected to grow with the growth in 

industrial production. 

› There is a high emphasis on industrial automation, especially in the mid-level 

manufacturing companies. As a result, demand for hand tools is expected to face sever 

challenge.  
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24.8.3 France: Market Size & Forecast 

France has several highly diversified industries and an exceptionally productive and 

skilled workforce. It is home to the largest aerospace and nuclear industries in Europe 

and ranks second in the agri-food and chemical industries. The country also hosts 

one of the world’s largest commercial and fighter aircraft manufacturing industries, 

with the presence of players such as Airbus, Thales Group, and Dassault Group. As 

the region’s aerospace industry struggles to overcome order backlog, they are 

increasingly turning to highly innovative research and development units for better 

reliability and efficiency in production and manufacturing. The manufacturing of 

new units increases prospects for hand tools.  

Exhibit 128 Hand Tools Market in France 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in France was valued at $0.70 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $0.85 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.20% during the forecast 

period. 

France’s share of manufacturing is approximately 25% in the EU aided by corporate-

friendly market policies. This has enabled the growth of many application-specific 

component manufacturers that are small and medium enterprises. In terms of 

automotive production, France is ranked 11th in the world and the third largest in 

Europe. The country is home to several assembling and ancillary manufacturing 

units, with PSA Group and Renault being the largest players. France is the sixth-

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.70 0.72 0.73 0.76 0.78 0.82 0.85

Growth Rate 1.87% 2.57% 3.11% 3.59% 3.93% 4.18%
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largest economy in the world and the second-largest economy in terms of industrial 

production in the European region. It is also the fourth-largest manufacturer of 

automobiles in the world. The country is serving as a favorable environment for job-

rich foreign industrial investment in the automotive industry.  

Further, the country is also expected to produce more than 1 million electrical 

vehicles by 2022 to comply with zero-emission norms. With more than $6 billion 

being channeled for research and development alone, the expansion of the 

automobile sector in the country is gaining prominence in recent years. This in turn 

reflects significant market for hand tools in France. However, the demand for more 

flexibility in the design and process of tools and equipment might demand more 

accuracy and precision-oriented hand tools during the forecast period. This, in turn, 

has led to increasing demand for power tools which can act as a huge challenge in 

the hand tools market of France during the forecast period. 

In terms of the aerospace sector, France is one of the world leaders owing to the 

presence of world-class manufacturer ‘Airbus’. Moreover, the Indo-French 

investments in 

the aerospace 

and defense 

sectors are also 

expected to 

drive the 

market for assembly tools such as hand tools over the next five years. In 2017, 

suppliers to the aerospace industry reported a revenue growth of 4−6%. Airbus alone 

had over 600 aircraft to be delivered in 2019. The country witnessed as much as $3 

billion worth of specialized equipment and component demand annually from the 

aerospace industry alone as of 2018. Moreover, in 2019, the suppliers to the aerospace 

industry reported a revenue increase of around 3.2%. Consequently, France is 

expected to witness a considerable demand for hand tools from aerospace industry 

during the forecast period.   

The construction industry is expected to pose steady growth during the forecast 

period. The French government is also planning to invest more than $14.95 billion for 

the improvement of the transportation infrastructure during 2019–2022. Further, an 

investment of more than $8.5 billion for the Summer Olympic Games in 2024 will fuel 

FACOM is estimated to be the key hand 

tools vendor in France leveraging the need 

for customized tool kits in industries such 

as aerospace, electronics, automotive, and 

electricity as of 2019 
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the additional demand for hand tools over the next few years. To reduce the total 

share of the nuclear energy mix, the government is making efforts to develop 

renewable energy infrastructure, which is an add-on factor for market growth during 

the forecast period. In France, the share of manufacturing in the overall GDP is 

approximately 25%. Also, the food and beverages market contributes a significant 

share to the country’s GDP. The market policies in the country are corporate-friendly 

and have enabled many small and medium enterprises to thrive. Such favorable 

policies have also contributed to the growth of the food and beverages market, which 

is expected to drive the demand for industrial laundry detergents for washing 

workwear. Also, the country is home to several ancillary manufacturing units and 

car manufacturers such as PSA Group and Renault.  
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24.8.4 Italy: Market Size & Forecast 

The new product development and the rising trend of the DIY culture have fueled 

the growth of hand tools in the country. It is also estimated that Italy is the fourth-

largest DIY market in Europe after Germany, the UK, and France. With over 63% of 

the people in Italy preferring to buy DIY goods and tools for their activities through 

online channels, vendors of power tools can intensify their marketing efforts in the 

online distribution channel for faster penetration over the next five years. This can 

help increase sales of DIY-based tools such as hand saws, wrenches, drivers, cutters, 

and pliers. 

Exhibit 129 Hand Tools Market in Italy 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Italy was valued at $0.58 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $0.71 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.40% during the forecast period. 

The Italian government is trying to boost foreign direct investment (FDI) in the 

construction industry to drive the growth of the sector. The construction sector is 

expected to grow at a CAGR 1.71% from 2017–2021. With investments amounting to 

more than $5 billion in 2019, the sector is also expected to witness steady growth over 

the next five years. Growth is also fueled by positive developments in energy, 

utilities, transportation, manufacturing, and tourism infrastructure projects. This is a 

positive enhancer for striking, demolition tools, and material removal tools during 

the forecast period. With an investment of $727 billion from the Tages Capital 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.58 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.65 0.68 0.71

Growth Rate 2.07% 2.76% 3.31% 3.79% 4.13% 4.38%
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Investment Group, the Italian renewable energy sector is currently in the limelight. 

With a further focus on developments in the wind and solar energy sectors, the 

demand for hand tools used for construction and maintenance is expected to increase 

over the next few years. 

The macroeconomic factors in the country are increasing the focus on infrastructural 

developments over the next five years. It is also coupled with the European 

multilateral and private sector funding that will enable infrastructure development 

to have a positive impact on the country’s economy. Further, the government’s effort 

to improve funding in aviation and agricultural infrastructure along with the plans 

to build new airports might add to the growth of the hand tools during the forecast 

period. 

Beta is a key homegrown company that is specializing in the professional hand tools 

segment, which is more suitable for industrial maintenance, automotive repair work, 

and adoption among car repair professionals. The consistent innovation and new 

product catalogs, especially in the wrench segment, are promoting the brand’s 

significance among its competitors. However, hand tools face a significant threat 

from the developing power tools market where innovation in the heavy tools 

segment can be a game-changer in the tools market. This can have a negative impact 

on the growth of hand tools in the country. 
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24.8.5 Spain: Market Size & Forecast 

The value added to the construction industry is expected to remain significant during 

the forecast period owing to the foreign investments in the sector. While the lower 

interest rates and higher employment is propelling the residential sector, the 

commercial sector is being driven by retail and hotel construction projects. With the 

plan to invest more than $117 billion in 814 major transport infrastructure projects, 

the country may witness high demand for fastening tools, striking, and demolition 

tools. Going forward, the National Rural Development Program will make 

investments of $480 billion, which will substantially improve the irrigation systems 

and agriculture infrastructure. These are the favorable growth enhancers for hand 

tools in the industrial and commercial sectors during the forecast period. 

Exhibit 130 Hand Tools Market in Spain 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Spain was valued at $0.56 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $0.69 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.51% during the forecast 

period. 

The country is also aiming to achieve an energy efficiency target of 2.35% by 2030. 

The constant efforts of the government can persuade private investors to invest more 

than $100 billion over the next five years. Wind farms have been positively impacting 

the socio-economic aspect of the country. With more than 207 manufacturing centers 

for wind turbines, the installation procedure for new infrastructure might fuel the 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.56 0.57 0.59 0.61 0.63 0.66 0.69

Growth Rate 2.18% 2.87% 3.42% 3.90% 4.24% 4.49%
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additional demand for hand tools. Moreover, there are more than 20,000 wind 

turbines installed in the country that require frequent repair, maintenance, and 

inspection activities, which cannot be possible without the effective utilization of 

screwdrivers, nut drivers, wrenches, and measuring tools. 

The concentration of DIY stores in the country is estimated to enhance the market for 

home improvement, retrofit, and renovation hand tools. The presence of stores such 

as Leroy Merlin and Aki is fueling the adoption of residential hand tools in the 

country. Bricor, Brico Depot, Bricomart, and Bauhaus are some of the other DIY-

based retail chains in Spain where tool vendors can focus in the coming years to 

enhance their market penetration. With an omnichannel shopping experience, stores 

such as Bricomart also offer tools that are ideal for professional end-use with 

competitive prices in the online channel. However, as per the Spanish Association of 

Manufacturers and Distributors (AECOC), the DIY distribution segment in the 

country declined by 9.26% in Q1 2020, which is especially due to the pandemic effects 

in the country and the closure of retail stores that cater to the needs of DIYers. 

However, these stores are expected to witness a revival post-2021, which can 

substantially support the growth of the residential and professional hand tools 

market in the country. 
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25 LATIN AMERICA 

25.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

Latin America’s considerable contribution to the hand tools market is due to the 

revenue generated from the two large economies namely, Brazil and Mexico. 

However, countries such as Argentina, Colombia, Peru, and Chile may serve as 

hotspots during the forecast period due to growth in infrastructure and the need for 

sophisticated precision tools in industrial activities. The growth of industrial 

production in Brazil and Argentina’s recovery from the recession is expected to 

support the growth of the market in Latin America during the forecast period. The 

Latin American industrial production made substantial gains, especially in 

automobile, cement, steel, and household appliances. Brazil, with its core 

manufacturing sector, is one of the largest industrial giants in the region followed by 

Argentina, Venezuela, and Chile. The favorable demographics with the 

implementation of supporting government legislation is boosting infrastructural 

opportunities in the region. This is expected to further drive the market for hand tools 

during the forecast period. 

Exhibit 131 Approximate Value of Construction Industry in Latin America 2019-2020 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

Despite the downfall of the Latin American construction sector in 2019, the region is 

expected to recover during 2020–2023, growing at an annual rate of 2.85%. The 

impact of COVID-19 on the construction industry is estimated to be more significant 
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during Q1–Q3 2020, leading to the poor performance of the hand tools market. The 

business-friendly policies in small economies such as Peru, Colombia, and Chile have 

attracted large-scale investments from the private sector in 2018–2019, which can 

drive the demand for hand tools during the forecast period. The strong pipeline of 

projects in Chile is driving machinery and equipment purchases. The investment in 

the oil & gas sector and growth in public infrastructure are also driving the economy 

in Colombia. The expansion activities of these infrastructures and working with 

larger machinery are more likely to improve the scope for hand tools such as drivers, 

wrenches, demolition hammers, layout tools, and hand saws. 

Latin America is highly dependent on biofuels. Venezuela, Argentina, Mexico, and 

Brazil account for more than 85% of the crude oil production in the region. However, 

there is also scope for the growth of renewable energy over the next five years. 

Uruguay is the first country in Latin America to have access to 100% renewable 

energy. It is followed by Argentina, which is on the track to install more energy 

resources to meet its target of producing 20% of the electricity from renewable energy 

sources by 2025. It will include installments of 10 GW of new wind farms in the 

country. These installation and inspection activities in the country can propel the 

demand for fastening and material removal tools during the forecast period. 

Furthermore, the installation of 900 new wind farms in Argentina can drive the 

market over the next few years. The automotive industry also recorded healthy 

growth in 2019, with total sales reaching over 1.40 million units in nine of the largest 

markets in the region. The rising consumer confidence and low interest rates in 

countries such as Brazil are supporting the growth of the automotive sector in Latin 

America. 

25.2 MARKET SIZE & FORECAST 

Mexico and Argentina also contributed to the growth of the automotive sector and 

maintained their positions as the largest automotive markets in the region. Thus, the 

growth of the automotive industry is expected to support the demand for power tools 

such as fastening tools, material-removing tools, cutting tools for metal works, and 

clamps, which are widely used in automotive manufacturing and repairs along with 

their accessories and spare parts. In countries such as Chile, the strong pipeline of 

projects is expected to drive the manufacturing sector alongside strong investments 
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in public infrastructure by public and private firms. The machinery segment is 

expected to witness an annual growth of 2.5–5.25% in Brazil during 2020–2023. 

With the growth of retailers such as Chilean trading company Cencosud, which has 

its home improvement stores across Chile, Argentina, and Colombia, DIY activities 

in Latin America has witnessed a surge in recent years. This can have a positive 

impact on the market for hand tools for domestic works and small-scale renovations 

to reduce labor costs. Even during the time of the COVID-19 crisis, Cencosud fought 

inflation in Argentina where its DIY division’s sales increased by 3.7% in Chile and 

6.1% in Colombia. The number of stores and the operating retail areas across the three 

countries also remained the same. The sales of hand tools in Argentina also witnessed 

growth through online sales in 2021, which is primarily driven by social media, 

including DIY videos on Instagram and YouTube. Falabella is another renowned 

vendor for DIY enthusiasts in Chile, which supports the growth of the tools industry. 

The efforts from Falabella to expand its online presence can be a further growth 

opportunity for vendors during the forecast period. 

Exhibit 132 Hand Tools Market in Latin America 2018–2027 ($ billion) 

 
Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Latin America was valued at $2.99 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $3.85 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.28% during the 

forecast period. 
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25.3 TOOL TYPE 

25.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 47 Hand Tools Market by Type in Latin America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE 

TOOLS 

 2,012.42   2,070.12   2,144.00   2,232.30   2,335.05   2,450.49   2,577.75  4.21% 

CUTTING 

TOOLS 

 722.64   746.12   775.62   810.56   851.02   896.40   946.46  4.60% 

LAYOUT & 

MEASURING 

TOOLS 

 118.92   121.76   125.52   130.08   135.43   141.47   148.12  3.73% 

TAPES & DIES  137.21   141.08   146.04   151.96   158.84   166.56   175.06  4.14% 

TOTAL  2,991.19   3,079.08   3,191.17   3,324.89   3,480.34   3,654.92   3,847.39  4.28% 

Source: Arizton 

25.4 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

25.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 48 General Purpose Tools Market in Latin America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE TOOLS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  402.48   413.12   426.93   443.55   462.95   484.78   508.85  3.99% 

SCREW DRIVERS 

& NUT DRIVERS 

 365.90   376.31   389.66   405.63   424.22   445.10   468.12  4.19% 

PLIERS  429.93   443.07   459.72   479.53   502.52   528.34   556.79  4.40% 

HAMMERS  256.13   265.24   276.56   289.89   305.27   322.52   341.55  4.91% 

RIVETERS  155.51   159.35   164.40   170.51   177.67   185.73   194.62  3.81% 

CLAMPS & VISES   118.92   121.23   124.44   128.41   133.13   138.46   144.35  3.28% 

WRECKING BARS  182.95   188.29   195.12   203.26   212.73   223.37   235.09  4.27% 

RATCHETS & 

SOCKETS  

 100.62   103.51   107.17   111.53   116.57   122.20   128.37  4.14% 

TOTAL  2,012.42   2,070.12   2,144.00   2,232.30   2,335.05   2,450.49   2,577.75  4.21% 

Source: Arizton 
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25.5 CUTTING TOOLS 

25.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 49 Cutting Tools Market in Latin America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  215.26   221.39   229.24   238.64   249.58   261.87   275.42  4.19% 

SAWS  246.01   253.32   262.63   273.73   286.62   301.10   317.06  4.32% 

KNIVES & 

BLADES 

 153.75   160.18   168.00   177.15   187.66   199.45   212.48  5.54% 

CABLE & WIRE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

 107.63   111.24   115.74   121.04   127.15   133.98   141.50  4.67% 

TOTAL  722.64   746.12   775.62   810.56   851.02   896.40   946.46  4.60% 

Source: Arizton 

25.6 END-USER 

25.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 50 Hand Tools Market in Latin America by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  2,113.97   2,169.83   2,242.38   2,329.68   2,431.65   2,546.39   2,672.90  3.99% 

COMMERCIAL  589.61   609.26   633.87   662.97   696.64   734.42   776.09  4.69% 

RESIDENTIAL  287.61   299.92   314.81   332.11   351.92   374.03   398.40  5.58% 

TOTAL  2,991.19   3,079.01   3,191.06   3,324.76   3,480.21   3,654.84   3,847.39  4.28% 

Source: Arizton 
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25.7 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

25.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 51 Hand Tools Market in Latin America by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USER 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  570.93   588.84   611.47   638.35   669.51   704.49   743.07  4.49% 

AUTOMOTIVE  447.48   460.14   476.39   495.84   518.49   543.94   572.00  4.18% 

AEROSPACE  401.19   411.51   424.98   441.22   460.21   481.60   505.18  3.92% 

ELECTRONICS  293.18   298.46   305.91   315.21   326.31   338.90   352.82  3.13% 

ENERGY  185.17   190.21   196.72   204.53   213.65   223.91   235.22  4.07% 

SHIPBUILDING  138.87   141.18   144.50   148.68   153.70   159.41   165.72  2.99% 

OTHERS   77.15   79.49   82.42   85.85   89.78   94.14   98.90  4.23% 

TOTAL  2,113.97   2,169.83   2,242.38   2,329.68   2,431.65   2,546.39   2,672.90  3.99% 

Source: Arizton 
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25.8 KEY COUNTRIES 

Exhibit 133 Incremental Growth in North America 2021 & 2027 

COUNTRY 2021 2027 CAGR 

BRAZIL $0.85 BN $1.07 BN 4.06% 

MEXICO $0.70 BN $0.88 BN 3.90% 
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25.8.1 Brazil: Market Size & Forecast 

With a population of 200 million, Brazil is the world’s ninth-largest economy with a 

nominal GDP of $1.85 trillion in 2019. The COVID-19 pandemic exposed Brazil to an 

unprecedented health, social and economic challenge, leading to a 4.1 percent GDP 

decline in 2020, followed by a rebound in 2021. An emerging recovery in demand, 

both domestic and external, and a pick-up in commodity prices are expected to push 

GDP growth to 5.3% in 2021. The country is the largest economy in Latin America 

and is a key contributor to the region’s growth. Brazil is one of the key markets for 

hand tools in Latin America owing to the fast-growing economy and promising end-

user industries. Brazil is an important country in Latin America that shares borders 

with many countries that are not as economically strong. The significant raw material 

availability and access to a strong labor force are the major strong points of Brazil. 

Brazil dominates Latin America and has a competitive advantage in the mining, 

agriculture and forestry, steel, aerospace, automotive, manufacturing, and 

technology sectors. 

Exhibit 134 Hand Tools Market in Brazil 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Brazil was valued at $0.85 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $1.07 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.06% during the forecast 

period. 

Brazil is the largest market for hand tools in the Latin American region and the 

eighth-largest market for automotive globally. Brazil is one of the few countries in 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.85 0.87 0.90 0.93 0.98 1.02 1.07

Growth Rate 2.71% 3.41% 3.96% 4.45% 4.79% 5.03%
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the world that experienced positive development, especially among developed 

economies. More development in the automotive industry is likely to promote the 

equipment/accessories market associated with the automotive industry as well as 

other key manufacturing sectors in the country. This, in turn, would drive the 

demand for hand tools from OEM and MRO buyers during the forecast period. 

However, the COVID-19 outbreak has caused a major slowdown in economic and 

other development activities across the country. The drop in levels of manufacturing 

activities across several end-use industries will hinder market growth in the country.  

Economists and industry experts hold a strong opinion of the growth opportunities 

that the country does and will continue to offer in the long run. The construction 

industry in Brazil posted modest growth in 2019. Despite the high budget deficit and 

weak economic conditions due to the political crisis, the Government of Brazil 

proposed several infrastructure projects across the country in 2019, which are 

expected to be completed by the end of 2027. These infrastructural projects have 

opened avenues for the growth of the construction and hand tools market in Brazil.  

Exhibit 135 Key Factors Impacting the Demand for Hand Tools in Brazil  

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Brazil is set to witness stable growth by the end of 2030, 

majorly due to the recovering labor market, credit growth, and favorable agenda by 

the government with extensive support for privatization. These privatization 
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measures by the Government of Brazil are expected to drive state enterprises and 

vendors of hand tools to invest in the Brazilian market during the forecast period. In 

addition, it allows the government to allocate funds for infrastructural development 

projects across major cities in Brazil. All such factors are expected to create favorable 

conditions for market growth in Brazil.  

However, due to the COVID-19 pandemic, the country has witnessed a major 

slowdown in 

development 

activities. Reduced 

construction 

activities across 

several end-user 

industries are 

expected to hinder market growth in Brazil. This is expected to negatively impact the 

demand. Huge proportion of the country is still untapped and vendors who expand 

their business to Brazil using effective promotional strategies are expected to enjoy 

competitive advantage in the market in long term. Increasing penetration   of vendors 

by catering untapped markets is also expected to boost the overall revenue of hand 

tools market. 

Furthermore, the Government of Brazil has initiated infrastructure schemes such as 

Minhaj Casa Minhaj Vida (MCMV), Plano Decenal de Expansao de Energia 2026, and 

the National Education Plan 2014–2024, which are expected to support the growth of 

construction and its related industries. The government’s initiative towards 

privatization is expected to be a major stimulus for the economic growth of Brazil 

during the forecast period. Therefore, the demand for hand tools is expected to be 

majorly driven by several government projects during the forecast period. 

Brazil is also focusing on manufacturing more than ever before due to the impact of 

commodity price fluctuations, since its economy largely depends on commodity 

exports to the EU, China, and the US. The country seeks to reduce the dependence 

on commodity exports and increase exports of value-added manufactured products 

to hedge against the decline in commodity prices or decrease the demand from large 

imports. The overall increase in manufacturing investment and focus on non-

traditional industry sectors is expected to fuel the demand for hand tools.  

The annual average housing completions 

during 2012–2025 in Brazil is estimated at 

13,89,879, where it can drive the demand for 

general purpose, cutting, and measurement 

tools during the forecast period  
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25.8.2 Mexico: Market Size & Forecast 

Mexico is a fast-growing Latin American country offering significant opportunities 

for manufacturing and other industries to capitalize upon. More than 50% of the 

country’s industrial output comes from Mexico City. Mexico is witnessing reasonable 

growth across diverse end-user industries such as automotive, cables and wires, food 

and beverages, and consumer goods, among others. The country is even expected to 

surpass Brazil as one of the biggest Latin American markets in nominal dollar terms 

by 2022. Apart from the forecast, the 12 trade agreements signed with 46 other 

countries are expected to boost the country’s economy. This is because these trade 

agreements will help the country transform itself into a manufacturing and R&D hub 

for the region, thus contributing to the demand for hand tolls from construction and 

industrial sectors, especially automotive, and aerospace. 

Exhibit 136 Hand Tools Market in Mexico 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Mexico was valued at $0.70 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $0.88 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.90% during the forecast 

period. 

Mexico is the 15th-largest economy in the world based on nominal GDP. Its major 

industries include automotive and aerospace. The US is the major trade partner in 

Mexico. Over 90% of the exports from Mexico are facilitated by Free Trade 

Agreements with countries such as Israel, Japan, and the EU. Fastening tools, pliers, 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.70 0.72 0.74 0.77 0.80 0.84 0.88

Growth Rate 2.56% 3.26% 3.81% 4.29% 4.63% 4.88%
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material removal tools, and precision tools are used in aerospace industries as they 

are effective in soldering and desoldering of the bionic chips in circuit boards. With 

more than $13 billion investments in 2019, the aerospace industry is expected to 

contribute to the growth of hand tools in the country over the next few years. 

Owing to the National Plan 2018–2024 under Andreas Manuel Lopez Obrador, the 

infrastructural facilities in the country are set to expand across the construction, 

energy, and utility sectors. Supported by the investments and initiatives, the 

construction industry in the country is expected to grow at a CAGR of 2.70% during 

2018–2022. The growth in infrastructure coupled with the renovation and retrofit 

activities can drive the demand for industrial and commercial hand tools during the 

forecast period. 

Exhibit 137 Key Industry Insights in Mexico  

Source: Arizton 

In Mexico, there is an increasing trend of DIY activities. This is especially prominent 

in cases of carpeting and woodworks. It can reduce the unnecessary cost associated 

with the renting of professionals to carry out these repair works. It also helps people 

in terms of plumbing works, small welding works, and decal removals. The 

purchasing power and rise in per capita income have enabled the adoption of more 

convenient and portable tools such as wrenches, screwdrivers, and other measuring 

tools. 
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In accordance with the trend, hand tools are distributed and sold over e-commerce 

websites such as other products in Mexico, whereas some companies rely on the 

standard brick-and-mortar and online store models. The presence of world leaders 

such as Stanley Black & Decker that manufacture their products in the country is 

posing a threat and challenge to the local vendors of hand tools in Mexico. DIY hand 

tools are purchased from large retail stores such as Home Depot and other 

departmental stores such as Sears. Thus, the penetration level of hand tools in the 

country is expected to be significant during the forecast period due to the effective 

business models and widespread supply chain system. Thus, the free trade policy, 

increasing demand in household and industrial sectors, wide distribution channels, 

and high awareness of the advantages of hand tools are further promoting the market 

in the country. 

Apart from industrial sector, Mexico’s residential construction sector was a major 

contributor to the nation’s GDP in 2019, with a significant rise in demand for floor 

sealer and finisher. Mexico’s rising middle-class population continues to drive 

housing construction. In 2019, the middle-class population accounted for almost half 

the total houses built. The increasing demand for housing and rising disposable 

income is expected to fuel the demand for hand tools from the residential sector of 

Mexico during the forecast period.  

Further, Mexican residential construction is also expected to grow due to the 

increasing demand from the urbanized millennial population. The Bajio zone, 

formed by Aguascalientes, San Luis Potosí, Guanajuato, and Querétaro, as well as 

the northern region of Mexico, are major regions that have more than 55% of the 

millennial population. The potential growth in demand for construction essentials 

(including hand tools) are also expected to be seen in these areas during the forecast 

period. 

KEY INSIGHTS 

› Industrial developments and private and public investments have been adversely 

affected due to COVID-19 and strict government regulations, particularly in its peak 

period in Q2 & Q3 2020. 

› With reduced investments and delays in future production and development activities, 

the demand for hand tools is anticipated to be affected.  
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› Construction, oil & gas, and other industrial sectors have been impacted due to lockdown 

measures during COVID-19 in the country 

› As the construction sector has been declared essential in the country, approximately 490 

construction companies are expected to reopen with reducing COVID impact, thus, 

driving demand for hand tools in the construction sector. 

› The construction sector has developed slowly, not only because it accounts for the largest 

number of companies (8,189 for transport and 1,814 for mining), but also because it is 

better dispersed in the country. Owing to constantly growing construction activities, 

demand for hand tools is expected to witness high growth in Mexico 

› Recovery from the COVID-19 pandemic depends primarily on the success of the 

government's fiscal measures. From the perspective of the hand tools market, demand is 

distributed over several industries, but with a high risk of fluctuating demand. 

› All tariffs are removed from exports of Mexican goods to more than 40 countries. While, 

unlike some European and Asian automakers, the US automotive industry has not moved 

production to Mexico, Mexico acts as a major supplier to the US auto production industry. 

› Traditionally, low labor costs were the key justification for outsourcing work to Mexico; 

however, Mexico has improved over time on other factors, such as technology, logistical 

infrastructure, and workforce skills, among others, to increase the ease of doing business. 
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26 MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 

26.1 MARKET OVERVIEW 

The Middle East & Africa was the lowest revenue generator for the hand tools market 

in 2021 and contributed 8.48 % of the total share. However, there are significant 

growth opportunities in the region during the forecast period from potential markets 

such as Oman, Qatar, and Kuwait in accordance with the growing investment 

opportunities over the next five years. The manufacturing industry in the Middle 

East is witnessing a significant change driven by rapid technological developments. 

The oil & gas industry accounted for about 40% of the UAE’s GDP. However, with 

the declining profits in the oil industry, the government is increasingly trying to shift 

focus to other sectors such as manufacturing and transportation. The impact of 

COVID-19 in early 2020 further intensified the burden on trade and manufacturing 

opportunities that impacted the tools industry as well.  

The 

construction 

industry in the 

region is highly 

advanced in 

terms of 

technology and infrastructural design. The economy of Qatar is expected to achieve 

a growth of 3.15% in Q3 2020–Q3 2021 owing to the rising construction operations, 

especially for the 2022 FIFA World Cup. This will comprise stadium construction, 

hotel projects, training camps, and transport hubs that are being built to 

accommodate visitors and players from other countries, with an investment of more 

than $10 billion. Moreover, the Qatar National Vision 2030 also focuses on increasing 

infrastructure spending in the country. These infrastructural expansion projects can 

increase the number of employees, and thereby drive the market for drivers, 

wrenches, and cutting tools. 

Similar growth patterns can be seen in the construction industry in Saudi Arabia due 

to the mega infrastructure projects. Dubai is driving the demand for hand tools more 

than any other city in the region owing to huge plans and investments in the 

development of infrastructure. Construction projects worth $87 billion are in pipeline 

The Middle Eastern automotive 

aftermarket is estimated to grow at a 

CAGR of 5.12% during 2018–2024, thereby 

stimulating the demand for power tools 

and accessories market  
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in Bahrain, which is estimated to be completed before 2025. Furthermore, the 

government is also aiming to reduce the country’s dependency on the oil & gas 

sector. This has prompted the country to source funding for commercial, residential, 

and industrial projects, which are likely to stimulate demand for hand tools in the 

country. 

Furthermore, Saudi Arabia is also set to become the leading manufacturing hub in 

the region. The government 

has invested over $70 

billion to build six cities 

that will have regulatory 

adjustments and 

infrastructure to attract 

manufacturing companies. Thus, the growth of the manufacturing sector is expected 

to drive the demand for hand tools in the region. Moreover, Saudi Arabia aims to 

attract foreign and private investments for construction projects including buildings, 

oil infrastructure, and power and oil facilities. The 2019–2020 budget also prioritizes 

the construction of new buildings, housing units, and schools.  

To make Dubai a global center for clean energy and a greener economy, the Dubai 

Clean Energy Strategy 2050 was implemented. This will include the construction of 

the world’s largest solar energy park, MBR, which encompasses a production 

capacity of 5,000 megawatts, and is expected to be completed by the end of 2030. 

Moreover, the construction of the Sweihan solar plant in Abu Dhabi is also expected 

to boost the demand for fastening tools during the forecast period, thereby fueling 

the demand for riveters, screwdrivers, nut drivers, and wrenches. 

Furthermore, consumer knowledge of DIY projects has also increased over the past 

few years. The construction boom in countries such as the UAE and Saudi Arabia has 

increased the availability of professional hand tools in the country and consumers 

are becoming more confident in using such tools for basic tasks such as installing 

shelves, racks, scrapping paints, refurbishing furniture, and others, which is expected 

to drive the market for user-friendly tools in the region. 

Vehicle sales in Saudi Arabia is expected to grow 

at a CAGR of 3.15% during 2019–2025, which will 

drive the market for automotive and precision 

hand tools  
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The investments from the Oman Shipping Company (OSC) in South Korea’s Daewoo 

Shipbuilding & Marine Engineering to build three 

large cargo carriers for transit has further 

strengthened the industry in the GCC region, 

where the growth is supporting the utilization of 

more hand tools and accessories. Most of the 

orders coming today from the GCC region are also 

more inclined towards future demand based on sustainability aspects, which might 

be more complex and hence require precision tools. 

With a value of over $65 billion in 2019, the automotive aftermarket in MEA is 

expected to witness steady growth during the forecast period. Similarly, in Africa, 

the demand for automotive spare parts and services is expected to reach over $48.02 

billion in 2024, thereby stimulating the demand for power tools and accessories over 

the next few years. Total vehicle sales, which stood at over 41 million in 2019, are the 

major revenue drivers for the automotive aftermarket in the Middle Eastern region.  

Total vehicle sales were around 43 million in Africa in 2019. Going forward, the 

demand for commercial and passenger vehicles across the region is expected to 

surge, mainly driven by improving economic conditions, rising per capita income, 

and ongoing construction projects. 

26.2 MARKET SIZE & FORECAST 

In Nigeria, the construction industry is a major end-user for hand tools and 

accessories. The rise in government investments and increasing oil revenues are 

driving the growth of the industry. The 2019 budget also allocated $98.3 million for 

the National Housing Program that promotes affordable housing projects. The 

government is also planning to enhance the contribution of renewable energy sources 

from 15% in 2019 to 30% in 2030. It is also making efforts to build the country’s 

biggest hydropower project, the Mambilla hydropower project, to generate 3.1 GW 

of electricity with an investment of $5.8 billion by 2024. These projects can support 

the growth of hand tools during the forecast period. The government’s plan to 

provide more than 5,00,000 residential homes in the country can further boost growth 

during the forecast period. It is also estimated that the value of megaprojects that are 

worth over $25 billion stood at $402.35 billion in 2019, where more than 55% of the 

projects were in the pre-execution and execution stages. 

There were more than $1.2 

trillion worth of 

construction and transport 

projects in the pipeline in 

the GCC region as of 2019 
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Egypt’s growing construction sector can contribute to the growth of hand tools over 

the next five years. The high investments in infrastructural projects, including Cairo’s 

urban development program that involves the building of 23 new cities, can boost 

the market growth during the forecast period. The initiatives taken to upscale the 

level of renewable energy sources and increase natural gas production can make use 

of hand tools. Egypt is also expected to account for over 30% of the total construction 

industry value by 2029 in the MENA region, which can support the growth of the 

hand tools market in the coming years. The level of transparency in the bidding 

process and the rising green projects are further accelerating the growth momentum. 

The return of global automotive manufacturers such as Mercedes and other OEMs 

has inculcated growth potential in the Egyptian automotive market. The industry is 

also concentrated with a chain of assembly operations and automotive feeding 

companies. The government is also making efforts to roll out a national program that 

is particularly aimed at automotive industry growth in the country, which can fuel 

the demand for hand tools such as fastening and cutting tools. With over 122 

automotive producers and assembly lines, and more than 50% of the cars being older 

than 15 years, the automotive aftermarket is gaining more significance in the country. 

The Ministry of Trade and Industry also launched the Local Industry Development 

Strategy (LIDS), which aims at elevating the industrial growth by 10% by the end of 

2030, which is expected to support the growth of the industrial hand tools market. 

Exhibit 138 Hand Tools Market in Middle East & Africa 2018–2027 ($ billion) 

 
Source: Arizton 

2018 2019 2020 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 1.86 1.94 1.87 1.91 1.97 2.04 2.12 2.21 2.32 2.43

Growth Rate 4.44% -3.77% 2.31% 2.91% 3.55% 4.04% 4.46% 4.73% 4.91%
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The hand tools market in Middle East & Africa was valued at $1.91 billion in 2021 

and is expected to reach $2.43 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.10% during 

the forecast period. 

Based on existing opportunities, Stanley Black & Decker entered the Saudi Arabian 

market in 2017 to offer customized battery-operated power tools, especially for the 

construction industry, which is one of the major contributors to the country’s 

economy. The company also offers fixed-price service plans for hammers that helped 

gain momentum in the market. The company has also focused on various other 

industries such as manufacturing and automotive along with efforts to improve the 

overall customer experience. These kinds of initiatives taken by power tool vendors 

can substantially diminish the scope and significance of hand tools in the region. The 

GCC region, which comprises tech-savvy people and consumers with high 

disposable income, is witnessing growth in the cordless power tool segment. This is 

a major threat that is expected to replace traditional tools in industrial activities 

alongside the rising trend among DIY activists in the region. 
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26.3 TOOL TYPE 

26.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 52 Hand Tools Market by Type in Middle East & Africa 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE 

TOOLS 

 1,277.31   1,312.36   1,356.72   1,409.15   1,469.51   1,536.49   1,609.34  3.93% 

CUTTING 

TOOLS 

 468.65   483.69   502.29   524.06   548.97   576.59   606.65  4.40% 

LAYOUT & 

MEASURING 

TOOLS 

 73.51   76.01   79.07   82.64   86.72   91.24   96.17  4.58% 

TAPES & DIES  91.89   95.00   98.81   103.25   108.30   113.89   119.97  4.54% 

TOTAL  1,911.38   1,967.05   2,036.89   2,119.10   2,213.51   2,318.22   2,432.12  4.10% 

Source: Arizton 

26.4 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

26.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 53 General Purpose Tools Market in Middle East & Africa 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL 

PURPOSE TOOLS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  255.46   261.14   268.60   277.57   287.99   299.60   312.21  3.40% 

SCREW DRIVERS 

& NUT DRIVERS 

 235.81   241.48   248.83   257.59   267.74   279.02   291.29  3.58% 

PLIERS  275.11   282.58   292.04   303.24   316.13   330.44   346.01  3.90% 

HAMMERS  167.03   172.95   180.19   188.61   198.22   208.87   220.48  4.74% 

RIVETERS  98.25   101.18   104.85   109.15   114.09   119.57   125.53  4.17% 

CLAMPS & VISES   78.60   80.33   82.60   85.34   88.52   92.06   95.92  3.37% 

WRECKING BARS  108.08   111.77   116.31   121.60   127.64   134.33   141.62  4.61% 

RATCHETS & 

SOCKETS  

 58.95   60.91   63.30   66.05   69.17   72.59   76.28  4.39% 

TOTAL  1,277.31   1,312.36   1,356.72   1,409.15   1,469.51   1,536.49   1,609.34  3.93% 

Source: Arizton 
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26.5 CUTTING TOOLS 

26.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 54 Cutting Tools Market in Middle East & Africa 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  139.60   143.84   149.14   155.35   162.47   170.37   178.96  4.23% 

SAWS  159.54   164.34   170.33   177.37   185.45   194.40   204.14  4.19% 

KNIVES & 

BLADES 

 99.71   103.88   108.88   114.66   121.24   128.53   136.50  5.37% 

CABLE & WIRE 

CUTTING TOOLS 

 69.80   71.63   73.94   76.68   79.82   83.29   87.05  3.75% 

TOTAL  468.65   483.69   502.29   524.06   548.97   576.59   606.65  4.40% 

Source: Arizton 

26.6 END-USER 

26.6.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 55 Hand Tools Market in Middle East & Africa by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  1,350.83   1,386.21   1,431.34   1,484.87   1,546.60   1,615.14   1,689.67  3.80% 

COMMERCIAL  376.76   389.23   404.61   422.56   443.08   465.83   490.61  4.50% 

RESIDENTIAL  183.79   191.61   200.95   211.68   223.83   237.24   251.85  5.39% 

TOTAL  1,911.38   1,967.05   2,036.89   2,119.10   2,213.51   2,318.22   2,432.12  4.10% 

Source: Arizton 
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26.7 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

26.7.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 56 Hand Tools Market in Middle East & Africa by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USER 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  364.82   375.96   389.84   406.13   424.81   445.51   468.04  4.24% 

AUTOMOTIVE  285.94   292.58   301.22   311.57   323.58   336.93   351.45  3.50% 

AEROSPACE  256.36   263.24   271.98   282.33   294.26   307.49   321.88  3.87% 

ELECTRONICS  187.34   191.62   197.22   203.93   211.71   220.38   229.80  3.46% 

ENERGY  118.32   121.51   125.57   130.36   135.89   142.02   148.69  3.88% 

SHIPBUILDING  88.74   90.48   92.83   95.69   99.03   102.76   106.82  3.14% 

OTHERS   49.30   50.81   52.68   54.85   57.32   60.05   62.99  4.17% 

TOTAL  1,350.83   1,386.21   1,431.34   1,484.87   1,546.60   1,615.14   1,689.67  3.80% 

Source: Arizton 
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26.8 KEY COUNTRIES 

Exhibit 139 Incremental Growth in North America 2021 & 2027 

COUNTRY 2021 2027 CAGR 

SOUTH AFRICA $0.61 BN $0.76 BN 3.75% 

SAUDI ARABIA $0.41 BN $0.51 BN 3.80% 

UAE $0.37 BN $0.47 BN 4.28% 

TURKEY $0.24 BN $0.30 BN 4.21% 
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26.8.1 South Africa: Market Size & Forecast 

In 2020, South Africa accounted for a relatively smaller share than Saudi Arabia and 

the UAE. South Africa is experiencing a possible economic recession, and therefore, 

the country’s GDP growth could decline by 0.8% to -2.1% under the contained 

outbreak scenario. The decline in GDP is expected to cause a loss of around $10 

billion, out of which, 40% is attributable to supply-chain import disturbances. 

Fluctuations in business 

expenditures on transport, 

food, beverages, and 

entertainment and prolonged 

pressure on exports have 

disrupted the country’s economy. Thus, such factors will have an adverse impact the 

hand tools market on a macro level. 

The South African hand tools market is leading the Middle East & Africa region. The 

market has wide scope for the utilization of hand tools. In addition, the economic 

scenario of the country is mostly dependent upon exports. The demand for hand 

tools in South Africa highly depends on the relative growth of the construction 

industry. South Africa is seen as an attractive emerging market for investors that are 

concerned about the economic and political turmoil in major countries in Eastern 

Europe. Most overseas investors expect a significant rise in demand for construction 

and residential properties. The World Economic Forum has classified South Africa 

as a safe investment destination, which forms a key driving factor for the growth of 

the construction and real estate industries in the country during the forecast period. 

All such factors are expected to create favorable environment for hand tools market 

growth.  

The Government of South Africa has created several special economic zones that are 

expected to increase the scope for the development of industrial constructions by the 

end of 2025. Vendors of hand tools can expect significant growth in the application 

of their products in new industrial zones in various regions of South Africa such as 

Coega, Saldanha Bay, and Dube Tradeport during the forecast period. 
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Key Insights 

› The key factor that supports the country’s position as the most developed country in 

Africa and as a member of the BRICS it has well-developed financial, communication, 

and transport sectors. In addition, South Africa’s open trade policy and a strong domestic 

market have opened avenues for growth in construction and other related markets in 

2019. 

› According to the South Africa Government, the National Development Plan (NDP) 2030, 

is expected to offer long-term prospects to fuel the growth in infrastructural projects 

during the period 2020–2030. This in turn is expected to drive demand for hand tools. 

› The demand for construction materials (including floor sealer and finisher) for 

application in single-dwelling houses expects to outstrip supply in industrial and high-

rise apartment constructions, majorly due to rapid urbanization in several emerging cities 

during the forecast period. 

› Most building contractors in South Africa prefer to refurbish old commercial buildings 

and transform them into residential premises. Renovation works expect to significantly 

fuel the demand for hand tools for retrofit projects.  

Exhibit 140 Hand Tools Market in South Africa 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in South Africa was valued at $0.61 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $0.76 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.75% during the 

forecast period. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027

Revenue 0.61 0.62 0.64 0.67 0.69 0.72 0.76

Growth Rate 2.57% 3.20% 3.69% 4.11% 4.38% 4.56%
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 South Africa is one of the significant markets for the hand tools market. The hand 

tool vendors in the country are making efforts to design user-friendly tools to 

improve the customer experience due to the rising DIY culture in the country. The 

South African automotive industry, which accounts for more than 12.2% of the 

manufacturing exports, is serving as an epicenter for driving innovation in the tools 

industry, especially in the industrial hand tools segment. Moreover, the presence of 

production plants from Daimler, Volkswagen, BMW, General Motors, Nissan, and 

other major automotive brands is promoting the automotive tools market in the 

country. 

Despite the downfall of the construction industry in South Africa, the government’s 

plans to invest billions in 

infrastructure 

development is likely to 

have a positive impact on 

the economy over the next 

five years. With more than 

$190 billion worth of mega projects in the pipeline, the demand for fastening tools 

and cutting tools in the hand tools segment is expected to grow over the next few 

years. The efforts of the government to boost the commercial, energy, transport, and 

residential infrastructure is also expected to drive the demand for hand tools during 

the forecast period. 

In a price-sensitive market such as South Africa, tool vendors are under pressure to 

sell at lower price points to substantially enhance the scope for hand tools amidst the 

competition from the power tools segment. Further, the rising trend of DIY can 

promote the sale of basic tools in the country among brands that have vast industry 

experience, quality, durability, and trust. This scenario further encourages the 

venture of global players into the South African market with a stronger and 

customized portfolio of products. Suppliers such as Gedore are major contributors 

for the penetration of hand tools in South Africa where the range includes wrenches, 

automotive tools, and other specialized tool kits. Cromwell South Africa also sells 

hand tools that are fully guaranteed by quick delivery methods. Snap-on is a key 

player in the market with its extensive range of fastening and striking tools to cater 

to the wide industrial and commercial needs.  

With an estimated $27.25 billion expenditure in 

the aerospace and defense industries during 

2020–2025, the maintenance, repair, installment, 

and replacement activities can potentially drive 

the market for precision hand tools during the 
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26.8.2 Saudi Arabia: Market Size & Forecast 

The demand for construction tools in Saudi Arabia has been driven by investments 

in infrastructure and residential construction projects across the country. Saudi 

Arabia is one of the countries that is witnessing rapid urbanization in the Middle 

Eastern. By the end of 2019, around 5,250 construction projects were rolled out in the 

country, accounting for about 35% of the total number of active projects across major 

economies in the Gulf Cooperation Council (GCC). Therefore, growing 

infrastructural development in the country is expected to create significant 

opportunities for hand tools 

vendors.  

Under its Vision 2030 plan, Saudi 

Arabia has increased investments in 

technology and infrastructural development for economic diversification, which is 

expected to have a positive impact on the nation’s construction material market 

(including hand tools market) during the period 2020–2030. The Government of 

Saudi Arabia has proposed several infrastructural projects across emerging cities in 

the country in 2019, which are expected to fuel the market growth. Saudi Arabia has 

taken a more active effort to economic diversification in recent years. Following the 

instability in the country's most renowned sector, the oil and gas industry, Saudi 

Arabia has moved its attention to the private sector. As a result, infrastructure 

development is accelerating across the business sector, particularly in the hospitality 

industry.  

Construction Insights 

› The economy of Saudi Arabia has become heavily dependent on the growth and revenue 

from tourism infrastructures and development projects. The significance of the 

construction industry in Saudi Arabia has been highlighted by its suite of Giga projects, 

which was proposed in 2017 for infrastructural growth across the country during 2020–

2030. This in turn is expected to fuel the demand for hand tools.  

› The Government of Saudi Arabia has proposed a major entertainment project called “Six 

flags Quddiya”, which is expected to become a one-of-a-kind infrastructure project in the 

world. The project is estimated to be completed by the end of 2022 and involves world-

class construction and flooring works. This project is estimated to contribute $4.9 billion 

to the GDP of Saudi Arabia by the end of 2023 and is expected to create significant 

opportunities for market growth.  
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› NEOM is a major infrastructural investment as a part of the Giga projects in Saudi Arabia 

proposed in 2017 and expected to be completed by 2027. The project is estimated to invest 

$450 billion from the Public Investment Fund in construction activities of futuristic 

megacities, which are expected to be 33 times the size of New York City. 

› Majid Al Futtaim and Vox cinemas have proposed a chain of entertainment 

infrastructures across major cities in Saudi Arabia with an estimated investment of $6.9 

billion. It involves the construction of more than 650 screens and shopping malls across 

the country. The project is expected to be completed by 2027 and is expected to propel the 

demand for hand tools market across the country. 

Exhibit 141 Hand Tools Market in Saudi Arabia 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Saudi Arabia was valued at $0.41 billion in 2021 and is 

expected to reach $0.51 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.80% during the 

forecast period. 

The 2019 budget was mostly prioritized for the construction of new buildings, 

housing units, and schools. However, the Vision 2030 Plan and National 

Transformation Program 2020 (NTP) are expected to boost the public and private 

investments in the construction industry, which can help the country to bounce back 

in the economic forum. With more than 5,450 construction projects in the pipeline, 

the demand for general purpose tools and other heavy demolition tools are expected 

to witness a surge during the forecast period. Further, the economic diversification 
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efforts from the country can also enhance investments for infrastructure 

development, which can eventually drive the market over the next five years. 

Exhibit 142 Factors challenging Hand Tools Demand in Saudi Arabia  

Source: Arizton 

The automotive industry in Saudi Arabia is one of the largest in the Middle East. The 

rising number of female drivers is expected to drive car sales in the region and 

thereby increase the production rate. With the energy demand growing at a rate of 

11.4% every year, the peak demand is expected to reach 142 GW by 2033, where the 

government is making efforts to improve the facility of power generation from oil 

and renewable sources such as solar. The installation and manufacturing of solar 

panels will be a driver for fastening tools over the next five years. 

The rising DIY trend with power tools 

among the affluent consumer groups 

is a major threat to the conventional 

hand tools market. However, there is 

still room for expansion in the DIY 

retail market in the country, which 

can be utilized by hand tool vendors to promote new launches and innovations to 

compete with sophisticated tools. The Saudi Ministry of Commerce (MOCI) 

introduced the Electronic Commerce Law in 2019 to boost online sales. Further, it is 
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also a major focus area of the 2030 Vision Plan where efforts are taken to elevate the 

contribution of modern trade and e-retail to 80% by the end of 2030. The hand tool 

vendors are therefore recommended to concentrate on the potential e-retailing 

segment, which can help in maximizing their share in the overall tool market 

alongside investing in DIY retail stores. 
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26.8.3 UAE: Market Size & Forecast 

The scope of the hand tools market in the UAE is expected to improve due to several 

upcoming construction projects both in residential and commercial construction that 

have been proposed in several major cities across the UAE. The construction industry 

in the UAE is witnessing an upward trend with a significant rise in growth rate. 

Dubai and Abu Dhabi are the two major cities that showcase the iconic evidence of 

innovations and growth in the construction sector of the UAE. 

Key Insights 

› The construction of “Dubai Creek Tower”, the world’s tallest tower with a total height of 

1,400 meters, is estimated to cost approximately $1 billion. The building is projected to be 

completed by the end of 2022 hence potentially creating significant demand for hand 

tools.  

› Further, the growing population in major cities and the increasing number of overseas 

buyers are the major drivers for the significant growth in residential constructions during 

the period 2021-2026. Therefore, increasing construction activities and is expected to fuel 

the demand for hand tools in the country.  

Exhibit 143 Hand Tools Market in UAE 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in UAE was valued at $0.37 billion in 2021 and is expected to 

reach $0.47 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.28% during the forecast period. 

2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027
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The increase in construction projects and the adoption of latest building technologies 

are the major factors driving the UAE market. Construction plans for trade centers, 

office spaces, and commercial buildings have increased the demand for hand tools.  

There is a tremendous need for housing units in the UAE and neighboring countries 

in a fast delivery time. DuBox is one such company that, using modular 

methodologies, designs and builds single or multi-story concrete buildings. It moves 

85% of off-site building operations and is one of the first businesses in the Middle 

East and North Africa to apply modular production methods off-site to concrete 

construction projects. Vendors catering to UAE should consider offering their 

products to manufacturers of prefabricated buildings to increase their sale.  

African countries have a sound presence in the world's oil and gas market, demand 

for oil & gas is projected to rise, but at a slower rate. This is primarily because, in 

other countries in the Middle East & Africa, oil and gas production is relatively 

limited because of high infrastructure costs and the uncertainty of the political 

climate. Furthermore, these countries are struggling to cope with declining wages 

due to weak economic growth as crude oil prices plunge globally. Other countries in 

the Middle East and Africa are projected to experience modest growth during the 

forecast period. 

The government has also announced plans of investing in the 'Masdar City' project 

to build a 6 sq. km city that relies solely on solar and renewable energies. These 

construction activities will raise the demand for industrial hand tools such as cutting 

tools, drivers, and wrenches. The city is one of the largest eco-friendly projects at 

present and is being built on phases that are estimated to be completed by the end of 

2030. With more than 5,000 employees being deployed in the site, the replacement 

and new demands for hand tools are expected to increase over the next five years. 

Further, the growing manufacturing industry is also expected to support the growth 

of the market. Over the last five years, the manufacturing industry witnessed 

unprecedented growth, particularly in sectors such as metal processing, furniture, 

industrial preparation of foodstuffs, aluminum production, construction materials, 

fertilizers, real estate, and others. This can contribute to the requirement of hand tools 

in the commercial and residential end-user segments as well. 
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Additionally, the UAE has the highest per capita income in the world, with the lowest 

unemployment levels. Most of the laborers in the country make use of advanced 

battery-operated power tools to improve overall productivity. Thus, with increased 

affordability, the demand for hardware and tools for home usage is also rising 

significantly in the country. This can simultaneously pose a burden for the hand tools 

vendors in the country. 

Further, there is an increase in consumer knowledge about DIY projects. The 

construction boom in the country has increased the availability of professional hand 

tools and consumers are becoming more confident in using such tools for household 

tasks such as installing shelves, racks, scrapping paints, refurbishing furniture, and 

others. Some of the major vendors in the country include Bahco, STANLEY, and 

SUNEX Tools. 
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26.8.4 Turkey: Market Size & Forecast 

Turkey is an emerging and advanced country in the MEA region with a major focus 

on innovative, technology-based manufacturing processes. The country has 

numerous vendors that are supplying specialized equipment, infrastructure, and 

components to industries for their research and manufacturing facilities. The focus 

of the automotive industry is also shifting to autonomous, smart mobility, electric 

vehicles that require high-tech products engineered and produced in a controlled 

environment. The traditional and well-established automotive industry is being 

disrupted with innovations in the automotive sector, thus presenting opportunities 

for vendors offering hand tools for automotive and general manufacturing sectors. 

Exhibit 144 Hand Tools Market in Turkey 2021–2027 ($ billion) 

Source: Arizton 

The hand tools market in Turkey was valued at $0.24 billion in 2021 and is expected 

to reach $0.30 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 4.2% during the forecast period. 

The main advantages of production in Turkey are access to a large and growing 

domestic market, the geographical location of the country, low labor costs, and the 

improved logistics infrastructure. Expressed challenges are predominantly the 

exchange rate fluctuations, payment discipline, and socio-economic instability. The 

labor cost in Turkey is higher on account of appreciation of the Turkish currency. 

Also, manufacturing wage rates in Turkey are higher than neighboring countries 
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such as Poland, the Czech Republic, and Hungary. Power, oil & gas, and aviation are 

growing sectors that are using innovative and high-quality fasteners in Turkey.  

Turkey is also involved in several collaborations when it comes to the design and 

production of military equipment. The need for hand tool manufacturers and 

suppliers is expected to grow, as the order book in the aerospace industry grew to 

over $15 billion in 2018; growth was witnessed in 2019 as well. The industry saw 

steady progress in the last five years, with an average annual growth rate of over 

15%. The government spending on defense research & development has also 

increased by over $1 billion, aiding the acquisition of new and advanced technology 

for many Turkish suppliers that mainly cater to countries in Central and South Asia, 

such as Turkmenistan, Pakistan, and Azerbaijan. 

However, production activities across several end-user industries witnessed a 

decline due to the COVID-19 outbreak in the country. A significant drop was 

witnessed in a few industries including, mining, manufacturing, and electricity 

declining by around 15%, 33% and 15%, respectively, in April 2020. Because of 

COVID-19, the total vehicle production in Turkey is expected to decrease by 25% to 

27% in 2020 as compared to 2019. All such factors negatively impacted the demand 

for hand tools in 2020 from Turkey.  

 

KEYINSIGHTS 

› Vendors in Turkey expect to enjoy huge benefits in terms of access to a large untapped 

population base and a growing domestic market. Moreover, low labor costs and 

improved logistics infrastructure are also creating favorable situations for hand tools 

demand in Turkey.  

› On a macro level, which might have an indirect impact on the hand tools market include 

exchange rate fluctuations, payment discipline, high inflation, high-interest rates, and 

socio-economic instability.  

• During lockdown period, the vehicles sales plummeted 50%. However, post 
the lockdown easing, the auto sales increased in June 2020 as the interest 
rates were lowered by the bank.

• Automotive exports are the biggest supporter to exports revenues of the 
country. In the 1st five month of 2020, the export share of auto industry was 
pegged at 15%, notwithstanding the outbreak of COVID-19. 
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›  Power, and oil & gas, are the growing sectors (long term perspective) that are using hand 

tools in Turkey.  

› Europe makes a huge investment in the automotive industry in the country, to cater to 

the automotive industry of Germany, France, and Italy.  

› Auto sales in Turkey are expected to witness an increase of over 17% in 2020. Moreover, 

the country was estimated to produce 1.4 million to 1.5 million vehicles in 2020. Owing 

to the significant production of automotive, demand for hand tools is expected to grow 

in Turkey. 

Turkey’s construction industry is highly fragmented with several specialty 

construction vendors. It has witnessed a significant surge in recent years. Also, 

residential and foreign 

buyers have increased 

significantly, majorly 

attracted by innovative and 

modern residential apartments in Turkey. Moreover, several banks in Turkey have 

increased their marketing campaigns to ease home loan interest rates, resulting in a 

significant rise in residential flat sales in Turkey by the end of 2019. It has been 

anticipated that the demand for residential flats will remain consistent during the 

period 2021–2026, thereby boosting the usage and adoption of construction tools 

including hand tools during the forecast period.  

In addition, the demand for residential apartments from foreign investors has 

increased significantly, after the relaxation of rules for foreign property buyers by the 

Turkish government. This relaxation of rules for foreigners has resulted in more than 

25,000 residential units being sold to foreign investors in 2019 and is expected to rise 

further during the forecast period. The growing demand for buildings from foreign 

investors is expected to drive the demand for hand tools in Turkey.  

In fact, foreign investments have helped implement several infrastructural 

development projects in Turkey that are to be completed by the end of 2030. Several 

emerging destinations in Turkey, especially Istanbul, which is well-connected with 

other tourist destinations in the country, are expected to become major spots to attract 

foreign investments driving infrastructural development and market growth. 

Being an assembly-based industry for many years, the research and development 

activities have propelled the automotive industry in Turkey to emerge as the largest 
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light vehicle manufacturer in Europe. Further, the $15 billion investments from the 

Original Equipment Manufacturers (OEMs) during the period 2000–2018 has 

expanded the manufacturing capabilities of the country that has enforced the 

demand for additional hand tools in the country. With an annual production of more 

than 2 million cars by 2024, the demand for fasteners and cutting tools used for 

metalworks is expected to surge in the automotive industry. 

The country’s 11th five-year plan, implemented for the period 2019–2023, will enable 

infrastructural developments in public infrastructures such as airports, port 

infrastructure, and other transport facilities. The industry is expected to witness 

steady growth and is more likely to generate $238.54 billion by 2023. Similar trends 

can be seen in the energy sector where the country is planning to invest $11 billion in 

enhancing energy efficiency over the next five years. The growth in the 

infrastructural facilities of wind and solar panels can drive the market for hand tools 

during the forecast period. 

The successful pricing strategies of DIY retail stores in the country alongside the 

booming home improvement activities are expected to drive the market for hand 

tools during the forecast period. The power tools, especially in the cordless segment, 

are gaining traction in the DIY stores and discounters, which is minimizing profitable 

business opportunities for hand tools in the residential segment. However, brands 

such as DOWELL are offering affordable and compact hand toolsets in a plastic tool 

storage box that can comply with repair and maintenance works. IRWIN, 

CARTMAN, and TEKTON are some of the other major players in the segment. Going 

forward, e-retailing can be a major competitive strategy for hand tool vendors to 

compete with the power tools segment. 
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27 COMPETITIVE LANDSCAPE 

27.1 COMPETITION OVERVIEW 

The global hand tools market is characterized by low market concentration and high 

competition among major players. The present scenario is driving vendors to alter 

and refine their unique value propositions to achieve a strong market presence. 

Currently, the hand tools market is highly fragmented and dominated by vendors 

such as Stanley Black & Decker, Emerson, Apex Tool Group, Snap-on, and TTI 

alongside numerous domestic tool manufacturers that manufacture hand tools as per 

the local demands and regulations. However, these major vendors have a global 

presence in three major regions, North America, APAC, and Europe, which are the 

major hot spots for the tools industry. 

There are many other vendors providing products with similar specifications such as 

length, width, TPI, and cutting techniques at low prices. This is likely to intensify the 

price war among vendors during the forecast period. The market is faced with the 

threat of infiltration of low-quality products, thereby increasing the level of 

proliferation in the market. Major vendors also continually compete among 

themselves for a leading position in the market, with occasional spurts of competition 

coming from other local vendors. The market is characterized by the presence of 

diversified global and regional vendors. As international players increase their 

footprint in the market, regional vendors are likely to find it increasingly difficult to 

compete with these global players. The competition will be based solely on features 

such as durability, safety, lifespan, tool performance, price, and customization. 

Therefore, vendors must develop new patented designs and ergonomics to remain 

abreast of the upcoming innovations to retain a competitive advantage. Many 

international players are expected to expand their reach worldwide with their 

industry-leading solutions during the forecast period, especially in the fast-

developing countries in Europe, the US, and the GCC to gain more market share. In 

addition, improving global economic conditions will fuel the growth of the power 

tools market, making it an attractive time for the launch of new products with their 

accessories. This would have a negative impact on hand tool vendors in developed 

economies across the globe. 
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The market competition is expected to intensify further with an increase in product 

extensions, growth in tool innovations, and an increase in merger and acquisition 

activities, which subsequently widens the scope for utilizing a broader range of 

categories in the market. Arizton believes that global players will grow inorganically 

by acquiring regional or local players in the future. Furthermore, companies with 

better technical and financial resources can develop innovative products with 

required accessories, which can pose a threat to competitors' products and make their 

products non-competitive and even obsolete before they can recover R&D and 

commercialization costs.  

Brands such as Stanley Black & Decker are recognized for their industry-leading 

fastening solutions. The company acquired Consolidated Aerospace Manufacturing 

LLC (CAM), enabling better support for aerospace consumers. The hand tools, 

fasteners, and accessories are utilized in aviation, aerospace, and spacecraft, making 

it one of the most dominant players in the industry. Focusing on precision-based 

hand tools that are especially ideal for aerospace and automotive aftermarket should 

be regarded as a priority owing to the rising EV production, the complexity of 

electronic parts, and miniature manufacturing. 

With the growth in DIY culture and the demand for more user-friendly tools, vendors 

are customizing their tools for home improvement activities. Consequently, cutters, 

pliers, and fastening tools from TTI and STANLEY are being designed for DIY 

enthusiasts. By focusing on a new category of tools, the advent of a new range of 

accessories could also increase the overall revenues for these companies. They are 

more compact, lightweight, safe, and affordable while supporting multiple activities.  

Most professional end-users are also concerned about vibrations that can cause harm 

owing to the prolonged usage of these heavy tools. The vendors can also capture 

market share by introducing tools with minimum vibrations as per consumer 

demand. The anti-vibe hammers from STANLEY are designed to keep professionals 

in mind. It also consists of a patented tuning fork design that helps in reducing the 

vibration during work, which is the most demanded feature in the market today. 

Specially textured grips, ergonomically designed handles, and high performance 

during wet conditions are some features that can be implemented by other vendors 

as well. A similar strategy is also being implemented by Crescent, where the 

consistent expansions of new product categories are inclined towards the 
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professional grade. Offering more flexible versions, especially in the adjustable and 

combination categories, are more suitable for multipurpose works in several 

industries. 

While expansion strategies are regarded as a key for market success in the hand tools 

market, brands such as Snap-on are considered as forerunners in enhancing their 

footprint through effective franchise network models. With the total estimated 

investment ranging from $1,72,076–3,75,503, a low monthly fee, and no advertising 

fee is driving volunteers across the globe. It is also recognized as one of the top 500 

franchises across the globe in 2020 which enhances its market reputation. The scheme 

is also more inclined towards growth in emerging markets where the scope for 

growth is higher with less competition. This first-mover strategy is enhancing the 

competitive level of the brand among other key players in the market. Thereby, 

vendors are recommended to make efforts in expanding their business models 

during the forecast period. 

While there are no technologies involved, product development can be associated 

with tool handling, design, safety, productivity, and ergonomics, which can be highly 

customized as per the domestic needs and wants. This can serve as a major strategy 

to compete with home-grown vendors, especially in Latin America and APAC. 

Industries being the major end-user category, it is more crucial to align the tool 

innovations to satisfy professional users since the lack of productivity and 

satisfaction can force them to rely on competitive brands or alternative versions in 

the power tool segment. An engaging and long-term relationship with contractors is 

highly recommended for better customer lifetime value. 

In a dynamic DIY segment, understanding the in-depth consumer needs is 

mandatory for vendors offering hand tools under this segment. Accordingly, the 

development of safe, compact, and user-friendly tools for non-professionals can be 

the foremost priority for vendors during the next five years. Introducing a separate 

product category can be a viable option to compete with the cordless segment. While 

there are no substitutes for heat guns and glue guns, the contribution from the hand 

tools market can be maximized by expanding the product portfolio catering to the 

DIY and home improvement needs. An engaging involvement and real-time access 

to consumers can act as a kick-starter for new ideas and innovations. A simple but 

effective strategy would be to get involved through social media sites such as 
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Facebook, Instagram, and YouTube. The feedback through communities and reviews 

can help vendors to incorporate the recommended changes. This can be more useful 

where a global vendor enters a competitive foreign market with unique demands. 

The adoption rate of cordless power tools among end-users in the US and Europe has 

been impressive since their launch. The competition among companies is 

intensifying, which will lead to the introduction of many innovative and advanced 

solutions in the market soon. Power tools will continue to remain as a major revenue 

generator for batteries and chargers. With the rising awareness and penetration of 

power tools across regions, the market for hand tools can be affected on a larger scale 

in terms of new and replacement demands. 

However, price is set to become a major factor for the competition to gain an edge in 

the market despite the availability of products with minimal differentiation. 

Furthermore, the growth of the market players depends on the competitive 

landscape, GDP growth, and industry development. While high capital requirements 

and rapid advancements in technologies are the major entry barriers for new players 

making power tools, it is not the case for hand tools since vendors are utilizing basic 

raw materials such as metals and plastic. This can be a challenging scenario for the 

hand tool vendors to capitalize on. However, to remain more competent, expanding 

into other geographies, and reviving domestic demand for tools and accessories, 

customization is essential for major vendors. 

While power tools are extensively sold through e-retail formats, the hand tool 

vendors are forced to rely on the online medium to maintain market significance. 

Offering in bulk and tool kits of attractive designs such as wooden boxes can enhance 

the look and customer perception. Hand tools can also find adoption among 

domestic household activities and repair professionals. Festive offers, combo offers, 

timely discounts, and free delivery options can be recommended in price-sensitive 

markets. Even players such as Bosch have parented with Amazon for the sales of 

their professional hand tools and kits. DIY retail stores can be the game changers to 

elevate DIY based hand tools. It can be more effective in upcoming markets for DIY 

such as India, Brazil, Indonesia, Thailand, and Nigeria. 

There is an intense competition in the market as players are competing to gain market 

share. The market is also likely to witness consolidation due to the intensely 
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competitive landscape. These factors make it imperative for vendors to distinguish 

their products and service offerings through clear and unique value propositions 

such as price, warranty, after service, or else they will not survive the highly 

competitive environment. In addition, they must develop high functionalities and 

continue upgrading their products to keep pace with the latest technological 

developments of the tools, failing which they might lose relevance in the market. 

With tool safety being a major factor enforcing the replacement of hand tools with 

power tools, vendors can also take efforts to improve the education and safety norms 

while working, which can reduce the injury rate and encourage the adoption of hand 

tools. 
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28 KEY COMPANY PROFILES 

28.1 STANLEY BLACK & DECKER 

28.1.1 Business Overview 

The company is the world leader in offering hand and power tools. It was established 

in 1843 and is headquartered in the US. In 1843, Frederick Stanley started a small 

shop to manufacture bolts, hinges, and iron. In 1910, Duncan Black and Alonzo 

Decker started their business in Baltimore, Maryland. In 2010, the two groups merged 

to become Stanley Black & Decker. The company offers various solutions under its 

brands such as STANLEY, DEWALT, Craftsman, IRWIN tools, FACOM, LISTA, 

Vidmar, BOSTITCH, PROTO, Paladin, Pengo. It also provides storage ideas, 

batteries, and accessories to increase the penetration level. Woodcutting and 

gardening tools are offered with high quality and efficiency. The other small 

appliances offered by the company include toasters and mini fridges. The brand is 

universally recognized for its tool performance and industry-leading innovations. 

SIDCHROME, PROTO are some of the brands under which the company exclusively 

offers hand tools in the market. 

28.1.2 Product Offerings 

Table 57 Stanley Black & Decker: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› SIDCHROME Hand Tools 

› PROTO Hand Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

28.1.3 Key Strategies 

› The company is committed to source from sustainable resources based on ethical 

standards, which can enhance its corporate image. 

› It is also promoting the lives of people through purposeful innovations. The social causes 

and environmental concerns are one of the unique strategies of the company. 
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› The company operates on the core principle of diversity and inclusions that are the 

backbone of its success. For instance, despite venturing into the cordless power tools 

segment, it maintains its R&D activities in the hand tools segment as well. 

› Customized offerings and solutions, specifically for niche and growing markets such as 

DIY, are also contributing to its success factor across geographies. 

28.1.4 Key Strengths 

› Its diversified range of brands helps in offering design customized solutions for 

consumers. 

› Its products are the result of disruptive innovation and research processes that are known 

for outstanding performance and quality. 

› Its ethical codes reinforce its values and principles to employees, staff, and vendors that 

can help provide proper guidance to improve the internal coordination and 

communication process. 

› The exclusive range of hand tools under the DEWALT and STANLEY brands cater to the 

dynamic needs of end-users and complex applications. 

28.1.5 Key Opportunities 

› Its diverse perspectives coupled with the sustainable global vision can help it remain a 

leader in the hand tools industry. 
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28.2 TECHTRONIC INDUSTRIES COMPANY 

28.2.1 Business Overview 

Established in 1985 by Mr. Horst Pudwill with Roy Chi Ping Chung, the company 

offers power tools, hand tools, accessories, outdoor power equipment, floor care 

products, and other appliances. The products are widely utilized for home 

improvement, construction, infrastructure, and small repair and maintenance 

activities. Most of the products are based on cordless technology that is more effective 

than its counterparts. The company has more than 30,000 employees and the 

products are sold through a variety of distribution channels across geographies. 

Some of its brands include MILWAUKEE, RYOBI, and HOOVER, which consists of 

tools with high quality, performance, productivity, performance, and innovation. It 

operates under three divisions namely power equipment and accessories, outdoor 

products, and floor care and appliances, where hand tools are one among the flagship 

offerings. 

28.2.2 Product Offerings 

Table 58 Techtronic Industries Company: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Milwaukee Hammers 

› Milwaukee Wrenches 

› Milwaukee Pliers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

28.2.3 Key Strategies 

› The dynamic structure of interconnectivity helps in maximizing the growth and 

improvement in every business segment of the company. 

› The company always innovates products based on key current trends of sustainability 

and growth, which are more likely to deliver positive results. 

› The policies on complaint resolution, market disclosure, non-audit services, and 

securities transaction are the backbone for success in its internal corporate governance 

that helps achieve overall objectives. 
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› Durability, performance, higher resistance, and customer service are some of the key 

areas focused on by the brand to differentiate itself from competitor brands. 

28.2.4 Key Strengths 

› The company has several sub-brands that can help in better market reach and penetration. 

It also helps in the significant implementation of its business strategies. 

› With a worldwide consumer reach and more than 22,000 employees, the company offers 

customized hand solutions for various end-user industries under its brand, Milwaukee.  

› The patented blade technologies and introduction of innovative and safety features in 

segments such as fiberglass handle hammers has been recognized as a major strength for 

the brand.  

28.2.5 Key Opportunities 

› The diversified brands, prolonged customer relationships, sustainable product 

development, and client-oriented approach are expected to drive the company’s growth 

in the coming years.  

› With penetration into a wide number of hand tool categories such as cutting, measuring, 

fastening, and wrecking, the company can remain significant in the market over the next 

five years. 
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28.3 SNAP-ON 

28.3.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1920 as Snap-on Wrench Company by Joseph 

Johnson and William Seidemann. It is headquartered in Kenosha, Wisconsin, and 

serves worldwide customers. The company offers hand tools, power tools, tool 

storage kits, and other toolsets. It also offers students an excellence program as a part 

of corporate social responsibility. The cordless tools offer maximum mobility with 

high performance. The company entered the global market in 1931. The brand is 

recognized for launching the Flank Drive wrench system, where the brand has grown 

to offer over 14,000 products that excel in design and innovation. The tools are widely 

utilized across industries such as aerospace, education, food safety, power 

generation, nuclear power, wind power, and oil & gas. 

28.3.2 Product Offerings 

Table 59 Snap-on: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Pliers 

› Ratchets 

› Wrenches 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

28.3.3 Key Strategies 

› The company operates on the business model of franchising, which is regarded as a 

successful market expansion strategy across geographies to compete in the market.  

› The process of Rapid Continuous Improvement (RCI), which is deployed to climate the 

waste, has been a major contributor to the increase in profitability and productivity.  

› The company always pays a high level of attention to improvise its offerings by 

understanding consumer insights through consistent customer interaction and 

relationships. 
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28.3.4 Key Strengths 

› With industry-leading brands such as Bahco, ATI Tools, and Blackhawk, the company 

has a diversified portfolio of customers and products catering to the needs of various 

industrial applications.  

› With a global presence and customers across 130 countries, the company is more capable 

of market domination and is considered a forerunner in utilizing expansion 

opportunities.  

› Operating on the underlying principles of truth, integrity, teamwork, and quality, they 

continue to remain as the strong pillars of growth. 

28.3.5 Key Opportunities 

› With major steps being taken to venture into emerging markets and extending the 

solutions to comply with the needs and demands in critical industries, the scope remains 

more prominent for the company during the forecast period. 
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28.4 APEX TOOL GROUP 

28.4.1 Business Overview 

Apex Tool Group (ATG) is considered as one of the largest manufacturers and 

suppliers of hand and power tools. The company serves the aerospace, vehicle, 

electronics, construction, and other industries with their innovative portfolio. The 

company is headquartered in Maryland, US. It has more than 7,000 employees and 

serves the customers in more than 30 countries. It has more than 20 manufacturing 

facilities across the globe which are spread across North and South America, 

Australia, Asia, and Europe. Some of the brands under them include SATA, Weller, 

Crescent, GEARWRENCH, Cleco, and APEX. The company is also involved in the 

manufacture of premier and private label mechanics tools. The three main product 

types of the group include hand tools, power tools, and electronic tools. 

28.4.2 Product Offerings 

Table 60 Apex Tool Group: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › ATG Hand Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

28.4.3 Key Strategies 

› The key difference lies in the business model and ethics where they consider their 

business partners, customers, suppliers, and associates as an integral component for 

success.  

› Since 2016, the company is engaged in building communities by employing volunteers 

around the globe, which showcases its concern for the society and environment.  

› Strategic alliances and partnerships have been a significant factor for the group where the 

expansion of the product portfolio and customer base is eventually helping enhance its 

market share. 

› The company is highly committed to sustainability, where it includes the concept of 

production processes where each unit has a “green” project assignment every year. 
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28.4.4 Key Strengths 

› With a portfolio of over 30 brands and 40,000+ tools in the industry, its global presence 

and worldwide distribution facilities with the effective supply chain is a major driver for 

the company’s success. 

› Capitalizing on innovation and excellence, tool brands such as GEARWRENCH and 

Crescent have been recognized by various end-users for their performance and 

productivity.  

› Complying with global and regional standards, norms, and regulations is a major 

attribute for success, where it is a crucial component for sustaining the competitive tools 

industry. 

28.4.5 Key Opportunities 

› With strategic expansion strategies based on the region with opportunities and a versatile 

array of brands catering to the needs of diversified industries, the award-winning 

solutions can elevate the rankings of the brand in the coming years. 
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28.5 EMERSON 

28.5.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1890 as Emerson Electric Manufacturing Co. by John 

W. Emerson and is headquartered in the US. It is into the design and manufacture of 

electronic and electrical equipment, systems, software, and related services. The 

company offers professional power tools under the brand RIDGID. Some of the other 

similar brands of the company include Klauke, Greenlee, ProAct, Sensi, Copeland, 

and InSinkErator. It offers wrenches, drain cleaning, pressing, and tubing tools. It 

also offers kits to maximize the sales of power tools. The company also leverages the 

IoT platform to develop industrial solutions for global clients whereas the 

commercial and residential solutions are a mixture of the latest innovations that 

promote sustainability with energy-efficient operations. With over 200 

manufacturing facilities worldwide, the company operates on the core values of 

integrity, safety, and quality. It serves industries such as automotive, chemical, food 

and beverage, marine, oil & gas, medical, and other major industries. 

28.5.2 Product Offerings 

Table 61 Emerson: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › RIDGID General Purpose and Hand Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

28.5.3 Key Strategies 

› The company focuses on the professional tools segment catering to the needs of potential 

end-use segments such as plumbing, construction, home repair, maintenance, and other 

industrial activities. 

› It is more customer-focused, forward-looking, and strives to be in connection with 

customers for better market insights and feedback.  

› The company addresses critical issues in the market with its two platforms namely 

automation and commercial & residential. 
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› By catering to the needs of end-users where there is a demand-supply gap, its solutions 

are regarded as game-changers in the market.  

› It is also more responsive to communities by supporting organizations across the US to 

enrich human lives through Emerson and Emerson Charitable Trust. This, in turn, reflects 

the level of commitment to social welfare. 

28.5.4 Key Strengths 

› The diversified leadership with industry-leading innovations and brands enhances the 

brand’s reputation and recognition across geographies.  

› The company focuses on making society a better place by creating a difference through 

ground-breaking technology and excellence. 

› The company believes in investing in employees and the workforce to revolutionize its 

business platform and management to enhance profitability. 

28.5.5 Key Opportunities 

› With global opportunities for expansion and a customized portfolio of brands to serve 

the diversified end-users across the globe, the probability for dominance is more evident 

during the forecast period. 
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29 OTHER PROMINENT VENDORS 

29.1 ROBERT BOSCH GMBH 

29.1.1 Business Overview 

Robert Bosch GmbH is one of the leaders in offering solutions for technology and 

services. It has more than 350 subsidiaries in over 60 countries. The Robert Bosch Tool 

Corporation was established in 2003 in North America to empower engineering 

solutions. With more than 100 new products every year, the power tools division of 

the brand is among the leaders in the power tools market. Its products are distributed 

in more than 150 countries by sales and service partners. The brand also offers hand 

tools such as screwdrivers, levels, cutters, tape measures, and tool kits. 

29.1.2 Product Offerings 

Table 62 Robert Bosch GmbH: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Screw Drivers 

› Pliers 

› Hammers 

› Wrenches 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.2 AKAR TOOLS LTD 

29.2.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1989 and started its production of hand tools, 

precision-engineered forging components, and leaf springs to major auto and non-

auto OEMs from 1991. The company also supplies its products in the North American 

markets where the products meet the stringent regulations and standards of the 

appropriate market. It became a public limited company in 1994. The company has 

also been certified with numerous awards for its quality and product performance. 
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29.2.2 Product Offerings 

Table 63 Akar Tools Ltd: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Spanner/Wrenches  

› Plumbing Tools 

› Striking Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.3 WERA TOOLS 

29.3.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1936 and is based in Germany. It offers various hand 

tools under the Joker, Kraftform, Lasertip, and Zyklop series. The production base 

consists of more than 750 employees and staff members. With the brands specializing 

in screw driving tools and wrenches, it offers more than 3,000 different tools targeted 

at global consumers. 

29.3.2 Product Offerings 

Table 64 Wera: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Joker Wrenches 

› Torque Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.4 KLEIN TOOLS 

29.4.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1857 by Mathias Klein and is headquartered in 

Illinois, US. The company designs and manufactures battery-operated tools, 

connecting devices, construction tools, HVAC tools, cutting tools, pliers, lights, and 

accessories, climbing equipment, power tool accessories, wrenches, video tools, and 
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much more. The company is highly committed to offering solutions with high quality 

and design that meets the demands of the trade professional and other end-users. It 

also sells drinkware, headwear, apparel, and other office utilities. The company also 

operates the Tradesman Club where the users can redeem the points for Klein tools 

and gear. 

29.4.2 Product Offerings 

Table 65 Klein Tools: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › Klein Hand Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.5 JCBL INDIA 

29.5.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1989 and operates under automobile, 

pharmaceutical, information technology, and international trading. It has numerous 

manufacturing facilities based at Chandigarh and Chennai. It is one among the 

leading manufacturers in India that is committed to create and sustain a trustable 

relationship with customers. It offers an exclusive range of spanners and wrenches, 

striking and carpenter tools, lubrication tools, vices, and fasteners. The brand also 

has its presence in the Middle East, Latin America, South Africa, Australia, Europe, 

Russia & CIS, and the US. 

29.5.2 Product Offerings 

Table 66 JCBL India: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › JCBL Hand Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.6 CHANNELLOCK 

29.6.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1886 by Mr. DeArment and is based in the US. The 

company is recognized for its world-class pliers, where 350 employees are involved 

in the manufacture of more than 75 types and sizes of pliers every day. The company 

also offers screwdrivers, specialty tools, wrenches, and toolsets. The tools are 

designed to cater to the needs of the automotive, metal fabrication, electrical, and 

agricultural industries. They are also more ideal for HVAC, first response, and other 

lineman applications. 

29.6.2 Product Offerings 

Table 67 Channellock: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Pliers 

› Screwdrivers 

› Wrenches 

› Tool Kits 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.7 JK FILES INDIA 

29.7.1 Business Overview 

Raymond was incepted in 1925 based on values of quality, assurance, and trust. The 

company is based in India. Raymond Ltd ventured into its engineering division in 

1949 with the establishment of JK Files ltd. It also has its presence in the auto 

components industry via its subsidiary called Ring Plus Aqua Ltd. The company is 

also present in other industrial segments such as agricultural and marine 

applications, automotive, industrial, and power generators, which is characterized 

by strong relationships between national and international OEMs. JK Files also 

manufactures hand tools and power tools, making it one of the largest manufacturers 

in India with over 700 dealers in the country. 
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29.7.2 Product Offerings 

Table 68 JK Files India: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Wrenches 

› Hammers 

› Pliers 

› Screwdrivers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.8 KENNAMETAL 

29.8.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1938 by Philip M. McKenna and is headquartered 

in Pennsylvania. In 1946, the company included the category of Kendex line of 

mechanically held indexable insert systems that was a gamechanger in the tools 

industry with respect to machining precision. The solutions are extensively utilized 

in the aerospace, energy, general engineering, machine tools, and transportation 

industries. Through the Kennametal Foundation, the group also supports 

communities by partnering with several non-profit organizations to cater to their 

important needs and demands. 

29.8.2 Product Offerings 

Table 69 Kennametal: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › Cutting Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.9 IDEAL INDUSTRIES 

29.9.1 Business Overview 

IDEAL Electrical, which is a part of IDEAL INDUSTRIES, was founded by J. Walter 

Becker and offers a range of products such as connectors, hand tools, power tool 

accessories, supplies, testers, and kits. It was established in 1916 and is headquartered 

in Illinois. Its tools are utilized in various applications such as stripping, cutting, 

fastening, hole making, wire installation, and management. The group manufactures 

over 6,000 tools and supplies that are trusted by the professionals and electricians. 

29.9.2 Product Offerings 

Table 70 IDEAL INDUSTRIES: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Screwdrivers 

› Nut Drivers 

› Pliers 

› Tool Kits 

› Cutting Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.10 GRAY TOOLS CANADA 

29.10.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1912 by Alex Gray and is based in Canada. It is one 

of the leading hand tool manufacturers in the country with high quality, 

standardized, and reliable tools. The company has also developed several 

customized tools for service providers such as Bell Canada, Toronto Transit 

Commission, General Electric, and Ontario Hydro. The company offers solutions to 

industries such as MRO, mining, electrical and automotive & truck repair. 
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29.10.2 Product Offerings 

Table 71 Gray Tools Canada: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Pliers 

› Wrenches 

› Screwdrivers & Nut Drivers 

› Hammers 

› Chisels 

› Measuring Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.11 LEATHERMAN 

29.11.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1983 by Timothy S. Leatherman and is 

headquartered in Oregon, US. The company started offering multi-tools and foldable 

knives initially. It capitalized and leveraged on the concept of multi-tools to gain 

success in the industry. The original Leatherman Tool was called as Pocket Survival 

Tool (PST) where over 30,000 units were sold in the first year of business. The 

company also offers wearables, pocket tools, knives, accessories, and other gift items. 

The various hand tools in multiple sizes cater to DIY projects, domestic applications, 

and other minor commercial and work-related activities. 

29.11.2 Product Offerings 

Table 72 Leatherman: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › Cutting Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.12 NINGBO GREAT WALL PRECISION INDUSTRIAL CO. 

29.12.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1984 and is based in China. The company specializes 

in offering pliers, axes, hammers, cutting tools, wrenches, welding tools, electrician 

tools, and other prominent hand tools. The products are sold to more than 29 

provinces in China and exported to more than 60 countries in West and East Europe, 

North America, Latin America, Southeast Asia, and Africa. It is also one of the 

leading players in China to compete with global brands in the hardware and tools 

category. 

29.12.2 Product Offerings 

Table 73 Ningbo Great Wall Precision Industrial Co., Ltd: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Wrenches 

› Pliers 

› Cutting Tools 

› Screwdrivers 

› Measuring Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.13 PILANA 

29.13.1 Business Overview 

The company was established by Mr. Studenik in 1934 and manufactures hand saws 

and circular saw blades. The company also has more than 75 years of experience in 

woodworking and metal cutting tools where it is one of the leading players for hand 

tools in the European region. The high quality and durable hand tools are customized 

for professional end-users. All the manufacturing process and the final products are 

testes as per the standards and systematically inspected. More than 60% of the tools 

are exported to countries such as the UK, the US, France, and Germany. 
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29.13.2 Product Offerings 

Table 74 PILANA: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Hack Saws 

› Knives 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.14 WURTH 

29.14.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1969 and is based in the US. It is one of the major 

suppliers of automotive parts products and services. The portfolio also consists of 

chemicals, fasteners, hand tools, and hardware supplies. It has more than 40,000 

customers across the country including repair shops, cargo industry businesses, and 

body shops. The Green Line range of products from the company includes 

automotive products that meet environmental responsibility. It also offers an 

extensive range of power tools, hand tools, pneumatic tools, service & repair parts, 

electrical components, and chemical products. 

29.14.2 Product Offerings 

Table 75 Wurth: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Clamps 

› Hack Saws 

› Pliers 

› Ratchets and Sockets 

› Riveters  

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.15 TAJIMA 

29.15.1 Business Overview 

The TJM Design Corporation, which was formerly known as the Tajima Tool 

Corporation, is a leading manufacturer of professional tools under the Tajima brand 

in Japan. While the foundation was laid in 1909, the company was officially 

established in 1945. It is headquartered in Tokyo. The tools from the brand are 

marketed worldwide with appropriate distribution strategies. The Tajima Tool 

Corporation (USA) is a wholly-owned subsidiary that was established in 2000 to 

enhance the sales of tools in the US. 

29.15.2 Product Offerings 

Table 76 Tajima: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Layout Tools 

› Utility Knives 

› Saws 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.16 KNIPEX 

29.16.1 Business Overview 

Carl Gustav Putsch established the company in Cronenberg, Germany, in 1882. It is 

a traditional family-owned business that is committed to maintaining healthy 

relationships with customers. The company is also involved in sustainable activities, 

where it is more concerned with the conservation of environmental resources and 

being a valuable partner in the supply chain. It is also recognized with the German 

Sustainability Award 2019 among medium-sized companies. The company 

specializes in the plier segment. 
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29.16.2  

Product Offerings 

Table 77 KNIPEX: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Pliers 

› Tweezers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.17 PHOENIX CONTACT 

29.17.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1923 in Essen, Germany, by Hugo Knumann. The 

company sells its products in over 60 countries and is headquartered in Blomberg. It 

operates worldwide through 50 subsidiaries and 30 agencies where they provide 

expert consultation. The company supports sustainable values giving importance to 

quality, innovation, reliability, and trust. It offers solutions to various industries such 

as automotive, marine, energy, railway, and transportation. Alongside hand tools, 

the company offers cloud computing components, relay modules, lighting and 

signaling devices, terminal blocks, software, sensors, and other electronic parts and 

components. 

29.17.2 Product Offerings 

Table 78 PHOENIX CONTACT: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Screwdrivers 

› Cutting Tools 

› Riveting Tools 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.18 WIHA TOOLS 

29.18.1 Business Overview 

It is a family-owned business that is specialized in the manufacture of hand tools for 

professional use. It was established in 1939 and is based in Germany. It operates 

globally and is managed by the Hahn family. The tools are based on the qualities of 

durability, functionality, ergonomic design, and functionality. Active customer 

approach and management, tailor-made solutions, quality thinking, and employee 

advancement are the successful strategies of the company. 

29.18.2 Product Offerings 

Table 79 Wiha Tools Ltd.: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools › Hammers 

› Chisels 

› Pliers 

› Screwdrivers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.19 AJAY GROUP 

29.19.1 Business Overview 

The company was established in 1973 by Shiri Chanchal Das and is based in India. It 

manufactures and exports hand tools, automobile tools, and consists of professionals 

in the manufacturing and development process. The company also specializes in 

miscellaneous tools, garden tools, leather products, hardware, and steel bars. 

29.19.2 Product Offerings 

Table 80 Ajay Group: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Wrenches 

› Pliers 

› Cutting Tools 
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29.20 MAC TOOLS 

29.20.1 Business Overview 

Mac Tools was established in 1938 as the Mechanics Tool and Forge Company to 

manufacture the best tools in the world by seven men. The company officially 

changed its name to Mac in 1963. At present, it has a product line consisting of over 

42,000 items that still prioritizes on a direct sales force as an effective approach. 

Leveraging on price, quality, and customer service, the company is one of the leading 

players in the automotive tool and equipment industries. It also offers power tools, 

sockets and accessories, specialty tools, lighting, and extension cords alongside hand 

tools. 

29.20.2 Product Offerings 

Table 81 Mac Tools: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Sockets 

› Pliers 

› Wrenches 

› Screwdrivers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.21 STILETTO 

29.21.1 Business Overview 

Stiletto Tools was established in 1901 and started its business by offering tools for 

commercial and residential applications. The company also offers tools that are more 

ideal for professionals and DIYers where its titanium striking tools such as hammers 

are more recognized in the market today for its better control and accuracy. Tools are 

also designed based on enhancing the safety and productivity of the end-user that 

makes the brand more dependable. The company is based in California and serves 

customers through storefront distributors and online channels. It also offers 

accessories, replacement parts, and gears alongside hand tools. 
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29.21.2 Product Offerings 

Table 82 Stiletto: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Hammers 

› Pry Bars 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.22 VAUGHAN MANUFACTURING 

29.22.1 Business Overview 

The company was established by Alexander Vaughan in Illinois in 1869. It started as 

a plumbing business initially and ventured into the custom tool business based on 

the demand and higher customer satisfaction. In 2018, it acquired Dasco Pro, which 

is a major player in the chisel and punches segment, to expand its market reach and 

penetration. Being a successful family business for over five generations, Vaughan & 

Bushnell pays the highest attention to tool details with their dedicated craftsmen. It 

also portrays customer testimonials on its official web page to enhance the customer 

acceptance level. With a high commitment to the environment, they state ‘Made in 

the USA’ with American raw materials. 

29.22.2 Product Offerings 

Table 83 Vaughan Manufacturing: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Pry Bars 

› Hammers 

› Saws 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.23 ESTWING 

29.23.1 Business Overview 

The family-owned business was established in 1923, where it is committed to offering 

the most durable and attractive striking and specialty tools in the market. The shock 

reduction grip technology introduced by the brand in 2001 is a major patented 

feature. The workforce is also dedicated to offering high-quality American standard 

tools with better ergonomics and engineering. The manufacturing base is present in 

Rockford, whereas the products are sold in home centers, hardware stores, and 

retailers throughout the US, Canada, and other major economies of the world. It also 

offers roofing, drywall, apparel, and geological-related products and accessories. 

29.23.2 Product Offerings 

Table 84 Estwing: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Hammers 

› Pry Bars 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.24 KOBALT 

29.24.1 Business Overview 

Kobalt is a renowned brand owned by Lowe’s to compete with rival brands 

Craftsman and Husky. The company was established in 1998 by Lowe’s with their 

manufacturing partner J.H. Williams. The brand offers power tools, hand tools, and 

air operated tools. It is also known for offering garden tools and personalized ratchets 

set and bottle openers. The hand tools are designed for long-lasting performance and 

improving end-user productivity. 
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29.24.2 Product Offerings 

Table 85 Kobalt: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Hammers 

› Screwdrivers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.25 DANIELS MANUFACTURING CORPORATION 

29.25.1 Business Overview 

The company is a major manufacturer of tooling sets for the aerospace, aircraft, and 

high-reliability electronics industries with an experience of over eight decades. The 

company is also dedicated to developing and supplying to OEM and maintenance 

operations. Strips, tool kits, removal tools, and shield banding tools are some of the 

major offerings of the brand. 

29.25.2 Product Offerings 

Table 86 Daniels Manufacturing Company: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › Pliers 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.26 LOWELL CORPORATION 

29.26.1 Business Overview 

The company was founded in 1869 as the Lowell Wrench Company, which is a major 

innovator in ratchet technology. It also offers customized tools for military, 

industrial, and utility applications. The company is based in the US and products are 
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locally manufactured. Hydraulics, hand tools, and industrial components are the 

major product segments of the brand. 

29.26.2 Product Offerings 

Table 87 Lowell Corporation: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Wrenches  

› Sockets 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 

29.27 BOJO 

29.27.1 Business Overview 

The company is a private tool manufacturing company that is headquartered in San 

Jose, California. The company supplies anti-damage composite plastic tools to major 

companies such as Boeing, British Airways, all the major branches of the US military, 

and other automotive companies such as Nissan, Honda, and Toyota. It is also 

specialized in the tool sections such as pry tools, scrapping tools, O-ring removal 

tools, aircraft sealant nozzles, among others. 

29.27.2 Product Offerings 

Table 88 Bojo: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 › Wrenches 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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29.28 HONITON 

29.28.1 Business Overview 

The Honiton Company was founded in 1979 and specializes in the manufacture of 

socket heads, wrenches, and other hand tools. The development of products is based 

on the latest market trends that satisfy the customer’s needs and want. Adjustable 

spanners, screwdrivers, hammers, bits, chisels, and punches are some of the other 

major offerings from the brand. 

29.28.2 Product Offerings 

Table 89 Honiton: Major Product Offerings 

Particulars Product Offerings 

Hand Tools 
 

› Wrenches 

› Sockets 

Note: The list is not exhaustive. 

Source: Company Websites & Arizton 
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30 REPORT SUMMARY 

30.1 KEY TAKEAWAYS 

› From the stone age, hand tools used for cutting stones to modern era developments, the 

extensive period of reliance intensifies the human’s dependency on basic tools far more 

than what we realize. 

› The evolution in hand tools happens through the technification of its driving force, which 

is increasingly less dependent on human strength. Further, the current scenario in the 

tools industry is moving in the direction of greater technification, alongside greater 

autonomy and the mode of operation. 

› Precision manufacturing involves the assembly of miniature parts and chips, usually 

measured in microns, which require the application of advanced hand tools. The 

requirement for high precision can emerge from a small product (in grams) or an item 

that is more than 20 tons. 

› DIY tool kits are gaining momentum in India and China owing to the limited availability 

of skilled labor, which can be more deficient in the urban areas. 

› While hand tools are extensively preferred for a wide range of applications even amid 

high competition with power tools, the risks and hazards associated with hand tools 

during operation are a major inhibiting factor that is prompting end-users to rely on 

dependable power tools. 

› The global hand tools market is expected to witness considerable growth during the 

forecast period. Rapid industrialization and increasing applications in the household and 

commercial sectors are primarily driving the hand tools market. 

› Based on the tool type, general purpose tools were the major revenue contributors, 

generating $15.19 billion in 2021 and is expected to reach $19.30 billion by 2027, growing 

at a CAGR of 4.07%. 

› The cutting tools were the second-largest segment since these tools are mostly used for 

wooden and metal works that need precision cutting. They are also used in DIY activities 

as most vendors offer user-friendly cutting tools for home improvement and wood-

crafting activities. 

› The global wrenches market was valued at $3.02 billion in 2021 and is expected to reach 

$3.77 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.78% during the forecast period. 

› The global taps & dies market was valued at $1.07 billion in 2021 and is expected to reach 

$1.34 billion by 2027, growing at a CAGR of 3.90% during the forecast period. 
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› Alongside conventional hammers and wrecking bars, drillers, demolition hammer, rotary 

hammer, dust extractors, sanders, grinders, and routers are the most common equipment 

utilized in the construction industry. 

› The residential segment is expected to witness significant growth in hand tools owing to 

the rise in the construction of new homes and buildings. The tools are utilized in the 

renovation and retrofit activities that can make use of fastening, demolition tools, and 

cutting equipment. 

› The rising middle-class population increased the availability of power tools, and the high 

cost of professional laborers are increasing the popularity of DIY culture globally. 

› APAC is home to several industries, including manufacturing, services, automobiles, and 

electrical. This consequently increases the need for a unique assortment of hand tools with 

accuracy in performance. 

› In 2019, North America was the second-largest hand tools market and accounted for a 

share of 25.35%. 

› Europe is home to world-class manufacturing facilities and accounted for a 21.43% share 

of the global hand tools market in 2021. 

› The Nordic countries are expected to propel the growth of power tools over the next five 

years owing to the high demand for sophistication and convenience level. This can limit 

the momentum for hand tools in the region. 

› The rising construction, production of automobiles, and manufacture of household 

appliances are the major factors that are expected to boost the demand for hand tools in 

Latin America, with Brazil, Mexico, and Argentina being the major markets. 

› In 2021, the MEA region accounted for the lowest market share of 8.48%. The steady 

growth of the industrial and manufacturing sectors in the region and increasing adoption 

of DIY practices are expected to drive the demand for hand tools in the MEA region. 

› The global hand tools market is characterized by low market concentration and high 

competition among the major players. 

› Vendors must develop new patented designs and ergonomics to remain abreast of 

upcoming innovations and thereby retain a competitive advantage. 

› While there are no technologies involved, product developments can be associated with 

tool handling, design, safety, productivity, and ergonomics, which can be highly 

customized as per the domestic needs and wants. 

›  
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30.2 STRATEGIC RECOMMENDATIONS 

› Precision hand tools and cutters can find higher adoption over the next five years owing 

to the rise in precision manufacturing and increasing EV sales and maintenance. 

› User-friendly and multipurpose cutting tools can be prioritized in the DIY and residential 

segments as it is increasingly dominated by power tools such as heat guns and glue guns, 

especially in the Western markets. It has also become more mandatory as the lockdown 

in 2020 enhanced the skill sets of consumers. This can fuel the demand for hand tools 

used for arts & crafts, and wooden works post-2020.  

› Tool safety is a major concern for hand tools, high-end ergonomics with improved design 

and lower vibration can encourage users to rely on hand tools rather than depend on 

power tools for their daily needs. Offering more flexibility such as adjustable wrenches 

can enhance the comfort level of users. 

› The tool vendors can customize their portfolio of products while maximizing the use of 

tool kits and sets that can be provided in attractive cases to increasing their overall 

revenue.  

› Tapping the opportunity in the supply chain can be crucial for hand tool vendors to 

compete with power tools. They can prioritize selling through more potential retail 

formats such as DIY stores and e-commerce.  
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31 QUANTITATIVE SUMMARY 

31.1 MARKET BY GEOGRAPHY 

Table 90 Global Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 ($ billion) 

REGION 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

APAC 7.09 7.36 7.69 8.07 8.52 9.02 9.57 5.13% 

NORTH AMERICA 5.71 5.84 6.01 6.22 6.46 6.74 7.05 3.56% 

EUROPE 4.83 4.92 5.05 5.21 5.39 5.61 5.84 3.24% 

LATIN AMERICA 2.99 3.08 3.19 3.32 3.48 3.65 3.85 4.28% 

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 1.91 1.97 2.04 2.12 2.21 2.32 2.43 4.10% 

TOTAL 22.53 23.16 23.97 24.94 26.07 27.34 28.74 4.14% 

Source: Arizton 

Table 91 Global Hand Tools Market by Geography 2021−2027 (%) 

REGION 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 

APAC 31.47% 31.76% 32.07% 32.37% 32.68% 32.99% 33.30% 

NORTH AMERICA 25.35% 25.21% 25.07% 24.93% 24.79% 24.65% 24.51% 

EUROPE 21.43% 21.24% 21.06% 20.87% 20.69% 20.51% 20.34% 

LATIN AMERICA 13.28% 13.29% 13.31% 13.33% 13.35% 13.37% 13.39% 

MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 8.48% 8.49% 8.50% 8.50% 8.49% 8.48% 8.46% 

TOTAL 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 100.00% 

Source: Arizton 
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32 APAC 

32.1 TOOL TYPE 

32.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 92 Hand Tools Market by Tool Type in APAC 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS  4,776.83   4,955.99   5,176.95   5,436.45   5,735.53   6,070.78  6,440.89  5.11% 

CUTTING TOOLS  1,690.74   1,759.34   1,843.21   1,941.33   2,054.18   2,180.68  2,320.46  5.42% 

LAYOUT & MEASURING TOOLS  285.77   293.65   303.80   315.97   330.15   346.10   363.68  4.10% 

TAPES & DIES  335.93   347.67   362.22   379.33   399.05   421.11   445.39  4.81% 

TOTAL  7,089.28   7,356.65   7,686.17   8,073.08   8,518.91   9,018.66  9,570.42  5.13% 

Source: Arizton 

32.2 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

32.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 93 General Purpose Tools Market in APAC 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  948.07   982.18   1,024.45   1,074.22   1,131.64   1,196.02  1,267.06  4.95% 

SCREW DRIVERS & NUT DRIVERS  866.03   897.05   935.53   980.83   1,033.11   1,091.72  ,156.40  4.94% 

PLIERS  1,011.89   1,052.42   1,102.05   1,160.14   1,226.98   1,301.89  1,384.67  5.37% 

HAMMERS  610.78   635.24   665.20   700.26   740.60   785.81   835.77  5.37% 

RIVETERS  382.88   396.83   414.09   434.40   457.82   484.08   513.06  5.00% 

CLAMPS & VISES   291.71   301.11   312.93   326.94   343.17   361.38   381.45  4.57% 

WRECKING BARS  428.46   444.18   463.62   486.48   512.84   542.40   575.02  5.03% 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS   237.02   246.98   259.08   273.19   289.37   307.48   327.46  5.53% 

TOTAL  4,776.83   4,955.99   5,176.95   5,436.45   5,735.53   6,070.78  6,440.89  5.11% 

Source: Arizton 
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32.3 CUTTING TOOLS 

32.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 94 Cutting Tools Market in APAC 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  511.79   531.32   555.36   583.56   616.05   652.46   692.67  5.17% 

SAWS  575.77   600.08   629.68   664.26   703.99   748.53   797.78  5.59% 

KNIVES & BLADES  374.71   392.72   414.40   439.60   468.51   500.94   536.89  6.18% 

CABLE & WIRE CUTTING TOOLS  228.48   235.23   243.77   253.91   265.64   278.75   293.12  4.24% 

TOTAL  1,690.74   1,759.34   1,843.21   1,941.33   2,054.18   2,180.68  2,320.46  5.42% 

Source: Arizton 

32.4 END-USER 

32.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 95 Hand Tools Market in APAC by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  5,002.59   5,178.55   5,397.26   5,655.06   5,952.75   6,286.53   6,654.79  4.87% 

COMMERCIAL  1,357.72   1,412.90   1,480.36   1,559.27   1,650.04   1,751.77   1,864.20  5.43% 

RESIDENTIAL  728.98   765.20   808.55   858.74   916.13   980.37   1,051.43  6.29% 

TOTAL  7,089.28   7,356.65   7,686.17   8,073.08   8,518.91   9,018.66   9,570.42  5.13% 

Source: Arizton 
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32.5 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

32.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 96 Hand Tools Market in APAC by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USER 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  1,321.27   1,370.65   1,431.57   1,503.13   1,585.62   1,678.08   1,780.16  5.09% 

AUTOMOTIVE  1,166.36   1,209.66   1,263.12   1,325.95   1,398.38   1,479.57   1,569.20  5.07% 

AEROSPACE  938.56   971.47   1,012.40   1,060.65   1,116.37   1,178.84   1,247.77  4.86% 

ELECTRONICS  692.53   715.03   743.30   776.79   815.57   859.07   907.05  4.60% 

ENERGY  355.38   366.54   380.62   397.35   416.75   438.51   462.51  4.49% 

SHIPBUILDING  328.04   337.32   349.23   363.47   380.06   398.70   419.25  4.17% 

OTHERS   200.47   207.89   217.02   227.71   240.00   253.74   268.85  5.01% 

TOTAL  5,002.59   5,178.55   5,397.26   5,655.06   5,952.75   6,286.53   6,654.79  4.87% 

Source: Arizton 
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33 NORTH AMERICA 

33.1 TOOL TYPE 

33.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 97 Hand Tools Market by Type in North America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS  3,867.91   3,950.77   4,062.92   4,200.43   4,362.81   4,546.22  4,748.61  3.48% 

CUTTING TOOLS  1,350.12   1,385.55   1,431.60   1,487.03   1,551.80   1,624.66  1,704.99  3.97% 

LAYOUT & MEASURING TOOLS  218.94   222.69   228.05   234.78   242.83   251.98   262.09  3.04% 

TAPES & DIES  273.67   278.74   285.81   294.58   304.99   316.76   329.73  3.15% 

TOTAL  5,710.65   5,837.75   6,008.38   6,216.82   6,462.42   6,739.62  7,045.41  3.56% 

Source: Arizton 

33.2 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

33.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 98 General Purpose Tools Market in North America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  771.65   786.10   806.28   831.36   861.21   895.05   932.42  3.20% 

SCREW DRIVERS & NUT DRIVERS  694.49   708.43   727.58   751.22   779.23   810.92   845.91  3.34% 

PLIERS  810.24   828.28   852.51   882.09   916.96   956.30   999.71  3.56% 

HAMMERS  472.64   486.21   503.59   524.36   548.52   575.67   605.59  4.22% 

RIVETERS  337.60   343.32   351.53   361.84   374.19   388.22   403.73  3.03% 

CLAMPS & VISES   241.14   245.23   251.09   258.46   267.28   277.30   288.38  3.03% 

WRECKING BARS  337.60   347.30   359.71   374.54   391.80   411.19   432.57  4.22% 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS   202.56   205.89   210.64   216.57   223.62   231.58   240.31  2.89% 

TOTAL  3,867.91   3,950.77   4,062.92   4,200.43   4,362.81   4,546.22  4,748.61  3.48% 

Source: Arizton 
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33.3 CUTTING TOOLS 

33.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 99 Cutting Tools Market in North America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  410.51   420.50   433.67   449.62   468.33   489.41   512.65  3.77% 

SAWS  465.24   477.88   494.21   513.81   536.68   562.39   590.73  4.06% 

KNIVES & BLADES  291.92   301.20   312.89   326.76   342.84   360.88   380.77  4.53% 

CABLE & WIRE CUTTING TOOLS  182.45   185.97   190.83   196.83   203.95   211.99   220.84  3.23% 

TOTAL  1,350.12   1,385.55   1,431.60   1,487.03   1,551.80   1,624.66  1,704.99  3.97% 

Source: Arizton 

33.4 END-USER 

33.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 100 Hand Tools Market in North America by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  4,023.00   4,103.82   4,214.83   4,351.81   4,514.15   4,697.81   4,900.56  3.34% 

COMMERCIAL  1,112.94   1,140.08   1,175.85   1,219.17   1,269.98   1,327.21   1,390.32  3.78% 

RESIDENTIAL  574.71   593.84   617.70   645.83   678.29   714.60   754.53  4.64% 

TOTAL  5,710.65   5,837.75   6,008.38   6,216.82   6,462.42   6,739.62   7,045.41  3.56% 

Source: Arizton 
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33.5 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

33.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 101 Hand Tools Market in North America by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USERS 
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  1,058.20   1,079.44   1,108.61   1,144.61   1,187.28   1,235.55   1,288.85  3.34% 

AUTOMOTIVE  930.49   951.77   980.18   1,014.79   1,055.52   1,101.45   1,152.12  3.62% 

AEROSPACE  775.41   795.87   822.45   854.43   891.78   933.79   980.11  3.98% 

ELECTRONICS  565.59   575.86   590.32   608.35   629.85   654.23   681.18  3.15% 

ENERGY  310.16   313.50   319.03   326.38   335.45   345.90   357.52  2.40% 

SHIPBUILDING  246.31   249.71   254.89   261.55   269.64   278.89   289.13  2.71% 

OTHERS   136.84   137.68   139.36   141.70   144.64   147.99   151.65  1.73% 

TOTAL  4,023.00   4,103.82   4,214.83   4,351.81   4,514.15   4,697.81   4,900.56  3.34% 

Source: Arizton 
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34 EUROPE 

34.1 TOOL TYPE 

34.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 102 Hand Tools Market by Type in Europe 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS  3,257.88   3,316.77   3,399.76   3,503.33   3,626.84   3,766.95  3,921.76  3.14% 

CUTTING TOOLS  1,149.84   1,177.27   1,213.57   1,257.63   1,309.36   1,367.65  1,431.94  3.72% 

LAYOUT & MEASURING TOOLS  191.64   193.45   196.60   200.87   206.18   212.33   219.17  2.26% 

TAPES & DIES  228.14   231.98   237.45   244.28   252.43   261.64   271.78  2.96% 

TOTAL  4,827.50   4,919.47   5,047.38   5,206.11   5,394.81   5,608.57  5,844.66  3.24% 

Source: Arizton 

34.2 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

34.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 103 General Purpose Tools Market in Europe 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  638.80   647.51   660.81   677.97   698.81   722.64   749.06  2.69% 

SCREW DRIVERS & NUT DRIVERS  584.05   592.50   605.18   621.41   641.04   663.45   688.27  2.77% 

PLIERS  684.43   698.94   718.63   742.79   771.34   803.60   839.19  3.46% 

HAMMERS  410.66   421.31   435.18   451.90   471.44   493.43   517.67  3.94% 

RIVETERS  282.90   286.71   292.55   300.09   309.27   319.76   331.39  2.67% 

CLAMPS & VISES   200.77   203.26   207.19   212.32   218.58   225.76   233.74  2.57% 

WRECKING BARS  292.02   299.13   308.51   319.86   333.18   348.18   364.72  3.77% 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS   164.26   167.42   171.72   176.99   183.19   190.13   197.72  3.14% 

TOTAL  3,257.88   3,316.77   3,399.76   3,503.33   3,626.84   3,766.95  3,921.76  3.14% 

Source: Arizton 
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34.3 CUTTING TOOLS 

34.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 104 Cutting Tools Market in Europe 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  346.78   355.13   366.15   379.53   395.23   412.91   432.41  3.75% 

SAWS  392.41   403.78   418.33   435.69   455.89   478.58   503.60  4.25% 

KNIVES & BLADES  255.52   260.97   268.36   277.42   288.12   300.21   313.55  3.47% 

CABLE & WIRE CUTTING TOOLS  155.14   157.38   160.73   164.98   170.11   175.95   182.38  2.73% 

TOTAL  1,149.84   1,177.27   1,213.57   1,257.63   1,309.36   1,367.65  1,431.94  3.72% 

Source: Arizton 

34.4 END-USER 

34.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 105 Hand Tools Market in Europe by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  3,394.76   3,456.29   3,542.93   3,651.02   3,779.91   3,926.11   4,087.65  3.14% 

COMMERCIAL  949.07   968.30   994.66   1,027.15   1,065.64   1,109.18   1,157.24  3.36% 

RESIDENTIAL  483.66   494.88   509.80   527.94   549.25   573.28   599.77  3.65% 

TOTAL  4,827.50   4,919.47   5,047.38   5,206.11   5,394.81   5,608.57   5,844.66  3.24% 

Source: Arizton 
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34.5 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

34.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 106 Hand Tools Market in Europe by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USERS  
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  894.32   910.01   932.29   960.18   993.51   1,031.35   1,073.17  3.09% 

AUTOMOTIVE  812.19   828.77   851.46   879.41   912.51   949.94   991.26  3.38% 

AEROSPACE  666.18   680.68   700.25   724.20   752.46   784.37   819.57  3.51% 

ELECTRONICS  474.54   482.57   494.08   508.56   525.89   545.59   567.37  3.02% 

ENERGY  237.27   239.87   244.16   249.84   256.85   264.91   273.87  2.42% 

SHIPBUILDING  209.89   212.39   216.39   221.63   228.06   235.43   243.62  2.52% 

OTHERS   100.38   101.99   104.30   107.19   110.63   114.52   118.79  2.85% 

TOTAL  3,394.76   3,456.29   3,542.93   3,651.02   3,779.91   3,926.11   4,087.65  3.14% 

Source: Arizton 
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35 LATIN AMERICA 

35.1 TOOL TYPE 

35.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 107 Hand Tools Market by Tool Type in Latin America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS  2,012.42   2,070.12   2,144.00   2,232.30   2,335.05   2,450.49  2,577.75  4.21% 

CUTTING TOOLS  722.64   746.12   775.62   810.56   851.02   896.40   946.46  4.60% 

LAYOUT & MEASURING TOOLS  118.92   121.76   125.52   130.08   135.43   141.47   148.12  3.73% 

TAPES & DIES  137.21   141.08   146.04   151.96   158.84   166.56   175.06  4.14% 

TOTAL  2,991.19   3,079.08   3,191.17   3,324.89   3,480.34   3,654.92  3,847.39  4.28% 

Source: Arizton 

35.2 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

35.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 108 General Purpose Tools Market in Latin America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  402.48   413.12   426.93   443.55   462.95   484.78   508.85  3.99% 

SCREW DRIVERS & NUT DRIVERS  365.90   376.31   389.66   405.63   424.22   445.10   468.12  4.19% 

PLIERS  429.93   443.07   459.72   479.53   502.52   528.34   556.79  4.40% 

HAMMERS  256.13   265.24   276.56   289.89   305.27   322.52   341.55  4.91% 

RIVETERS  155.51   159.35   164.40   170.51   177.67   185.73   194.62  3.81% 

CLAMPS & VISES   118.92   121.23   124.44   128.41   133.13   138.46   144.35  3.28% 

WRECKING BARS  182.95   188.29   195.12   203.26   212.73   223.37   235.09  4.27% 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS   100.62   103.51   107.17   111.53   116.57   122.20   128.37  4.14% 

TOTAL  2,012.42   2,070.12   2,144.00   2,232.30   2,335.05   2,450.49  2,577.75  4.21% 

Source: Arizton 
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35.3 CUTTING TOOLS 

35.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 109 Cutting Tools Market in Latin America 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  215.26   221.39   229.24   238.64   249.58   261.87   275.42  4.19% 

SAWS  246.01   253.32   262.63   273.73   286.62   301.10   317.06  4.32% 

KNIVES & BLADES  153.75   160.18   168.00   177.15   187.66   199.45   212.48  5.54% 

CABLE & WIRE CUTTING TOOLS  107.63   111.24   115.74   121.04   127.15   133.98   141.50  4.67% 

TOTAL  722.64   746.12   775.62   810.56   851.02   896.40   946.46  4.60% 

Source: Arizton 

35.4 END-USER 

35.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 110 Hand Tools Market in Latin America by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  2,113.97   2,169.83   2,242.38   2,329.68   2,431.65   2,546.39   2,672.90  3.99% 

COMMERCIAL  589.61   609.26   633.87   662.97   696.64   734.42   776.09  4.69% 

RESIDENTIAL  287.61   299.92   314.81   332.11   351.92   374.03   398.40  5.58% 

TOTAL  2,991.19   3,079.01   3,191.06   3,324.76   3,480.21   3,654.84   3,847.39  4.28% 

Source: Arizton 
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35.5 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

35.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 111 Hand Tools Market in Latin America by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USERS  
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  570.93   588.84   611.47   638.35   669.51   704.49   743.07  4.49% 

AUTOMOTIVE  447.48   460.14   476.39   495.84   518.49   543.94   572.00  4.18% 

AEROSPACE  401.19   411.51   424.98   441.22   460.21   481.60   505.18  3.92% 

ELECTRONICS  293.18   298.46   305.91   315.21   326.31   338.90   352.82  3.13% 

ENERGY  185.17   190.21   196.72   204.53   213.65   223.91   235.22  4.07% 

SHIPBUILDING  138.87   141.18   144.50   148.68   153.70   159.41   165.72  2.99% 

OTHERS   77.15   79.49   82.42   85.85   89.78   94.14   98.90  4.23% 

TOTAL  2,113.97   2,169.83   2,242.38   2,329.68   2,431.65   2,546.39   2,672.90  3.99% 

Source: Arizton 
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36 MIDDLE EAST & AFRICA 

36.1 TOOL TYPE 

36.1.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 112 Hand Tools Market by Type in Middle East & Africa 2021−2027 ($ million) 

TOOL TYPE 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS  1,277.31   1,312.36   1,356.72   1,409.15   1,469.51   1,536.49  1,609.34  3.93% 

CUTTING TOOLS  468.65   483.69   502.29   524.06   548.97   576.59   606.65  4.40% 

LAYOUT & MEASURING TOOLS  73.51   76.01   79.07   82.64   86.72   91.24   96.17  4.58% 

TAPES & DIES  91.89   95.00   98.81   103.25   108.30   113.89   119.97  4.54% 

TOTAL  1,911.38   1,967.05   2,036.89   2,119.10   2,213.51   2,318.22  2,432.12  4.10% 

Source: Arizton 

36.2 GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 

36.2.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 113 General Purpose Tools Market in Middle East & Africa 2021−2027 ($ million) 

GENERAL PURPOSE TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

WRENCHES  255.46   261.14   268.60   277.57   287.99   299.60   312.21  3.40% 

SCREW DRIVERS & NUT DRIVERS  235.81   241.48   248.83   257.59   267.74   279.02   291.29  3.58% 

PLIERS  275.11   282.58   292.04   303.24   316.13   330.44   346.01  3.90% 

HAMMERS  167.03   172.95   180.19   188.61   198.22   208.87   220.48  4.74% 

RIVETERS  98.25   101.18   104.85   109.15   114.09   119.57   125.53  4.17% 

CLAMPS & VISES   78.60   80.33   82.60   85.34   88.52   92.06   95.92  3.37% 

WRECKING BARS  108.08   111.77   116.31   121.60   127.64   134.33   141.62  4.61% 

RATCHETS & SOCKETS   58.95   60.91   63.30   66.05   69.17   72.59   76.28  4.39% 

TOTAL  1,277.31   1,312.36   1,356.72   1,409.15   1,469.51   1,536.49  1,609.34  3.93% 

Source: Arizton 
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36.3 CUTTING TOOLS 

36.3.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 114 Cutting Tools Market in Middle East & Africa 2021−2027 ($ million) 

CUTTING TOOLS 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CHISELS & FILES  139.60   143.84   149.14   155.35   162.47   170.37  178.96  4.23% 

SAWS  159.54   164.34   170.33   177.37   185.45   194.40  204.14  4.19% 

KNIVES & BLADES  99.71   103.88   108.88   114.66   121.24   128.53  136.50  5.37% 

CABLE & WIRE CUTTING TOOLS  69.80   71.63   73.94   76.68   79.82   83.29   87.05  3.75% 

TOTAL  468.65   483.69   502.29   524.06   548.97   576.59   06.65  4.40% 

Source: Arizton 

36.4 END-USER 

36.4.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 115 Hand Tools Market in Middle East & Africa by End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

END-USER 2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

INDUSTRIAL  1,350.83   1,386.21   1,431.34   1,484.87   1,546.60   1,615.14   1,689.67  3.80% 

COMMERCIAL  376.76   389.23   404.61   422.56   443.08   465.83   490.61  4.50% 

RESIDENTIAL  183.79   191.61   200.95   211.68   223.83   237.24   251.85  5.39% 

TOTAL  1,911.38   1,967.05   2,036.89   2,119.10   2,213.51   2,318.22   2,432.12  4.10% 

Source: Arizton 
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36.5 INDUSTRIAL END-USERS 

36.5.1 Market Size & Forecast 

Table 116 Hand Tools Market in Middle East & Africa by Industrial End-Users 2021−2027 ($ million) 

INDUSTRIAL 

END-USERS  
2021 2022 2023 2024 2025 2026 2027 CAGR 

CONSTRUCTION  364.82   375.96   389.84   406.13   424.81   445.51   468.04  4.24% 

AUTOMOTIVE  285.94   292.58   301.22   311.57   323.58   336.93   351.45  3.50% 

AEROSPACE  256.36   263.24   271.98   282.33   294.26   307.49   321.88  3.87% 

ELECTRONICS  187.34   191.62   197.22   203.93   211.71   220.38   229.80  3.46% 

ENERGY  118.32   121.51   125.57   130.36   135.89   142.02   148.69  3.88% 

SHIPBUILDING  88.74   90.48   92.83   95.69   99.03   102.76   106.82  3.14% 

OTHERS   49.30   50.81   52.68   54.85   57.32   60.05   62.99  4.17% 

TOTAL  1,350.83   1,386.21   1,431.34   1,484.87   1,546.60   1,615.14   1,689.67  3.80% 

Source: Arizton 
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37 APPENDIX 

37.1 ABBREVIATIONS 

› AECOC - Spanish Association of Manufacturers and Distributors 

› APAC - Asia Pacific 

› CAM - Consolidated Aerospace Manufacturing 

› DIY - Do it Yourself 

› EU - European Union 

› EV - Electronic Vehicles 

› GCC - Gulf Cooperation Council 

› GDP - Gross Domestic Product  

› IBC - International Building Code 

› ISHL - Industrial Safety and Health Law 

› Li-ion - Lithium-ion 

› MENA - The Middle East and North Africa 

› MOCI - Saudi Ministry of Commerce 

› MRO - Maintenance, Repair, and Operations 

› NASA - National Aeronautics and Space Administration 

› NTP - National Transformation Program 

› NZEBs - Nearly Zero Energy Buildings 

› OEM - Original Equipment Manufacturer 

› OSC - Oman Shipping Company 

› OSHA - Occupational Safety and Health Administration 

› PCB - Printed Circuit Board 

› PUWER - Provision of Work Equipment Regulations 

› RTA - Ready to Assemble 

› TPI - Teeth Per Inch 
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DISCLAIMER 

Arizton Advisory & Intelligence (Arizton) is an informative market research company involved in sharing 

market-related insights. The analyses and graphics contained in our research reports or on www.arizton.com are 

obtained from authentic sources, which are analyzed, and cross-validated by Key Opinion Leaders (KOLs) in the 

respective industries. The quantitative information contained in Arizton’s reports are primarily based on 

interviews and therefore, can be subject to fluctuation. Arizton takes no responsibility for any incorrect 

information supplied by manufacturers, users, or other entities. 

Market research reports from Arizton are intended for customers’ internal use only and not for general 

publication or disclosure to third parties. 

No part of the reports or services may be resold, circulated, lent, or disclosed to non-customers without the 

written permission of Arizton. Furthermore, no part may be reproduced, or transmitted in any form or by any 

means, electronic, photocopying, mechanical, recording, or otherwise without the permission of the publisher, 

i.e., Arizton Advisory & Intelligence. 

All trademarks, copyrights, and other forms of intellectual property belong to their respective owners and may 

be protected by copyright laws. Under no circumstance can any of the copyrighted material be reproduced in 

any form without the prior written agreement of their owner. 

All statements of fact, opinion, or analysis expressed in reports are those of the respective analysts. They do not 

necessarily reflect formal positions or views of Arizton Advisory & Intelligence. The information used, and 

statements of fact made are not guarantees, warranties, or representations as to their completeness or accuracy. 

Arizton Advisory & Intelligence assumes no liability for any short-term or long-term decisions made by any 

client, based on the analysis included in our reports.  

For more information regarding permissions, reach out to us at info@arizton.com 
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For regional, country-specific reports for the same market or 
custom requirements, please reach out to us at 

info@arizton.com  
Fax : +1 312 276 8383 

AMERICAS :  +1 (312) 235 2040 

APAC :  +65 3163 2660 

Please visit us at  
www.arizton.com 

CONTACT US 


